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Drive into a New Dimension

Grand Prix Construction Set is a motor-racing game with a difference:
itallows you to design your own race circuits —using straights, fast bends,
sharp bends, chicanes and hump back bridges. Or you can select one
of the many pre-defined race tracks, which include most of the world's
famous Grand Prix venues. Then race against another player, or against
the computer — there are 5 skill levels to choose from.

Features of the Game

• Easy-to-Use, Icon-Driven Circuit Designer • 1-Player and 2-Player Options

• Save and Load your own Track Designs • Spectacular Split-Screen View of the Race

• 18 Pre-Defined Grand Prix Race Circuits • Dramatic Skids and Crashes

BBC Micro cassette £9.95

BBC Micro 5V4" disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact ZW disc £14.95J

Grand Prix Construction Set is compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers.
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AcoRNserr
Dept. G4, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX.Telephone: 0532 459453.

Please make

all cheques
payable to
"Superior
SoltwareLld"

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

• All mail orders are despatched
wilhin 24 hours by lirst-class post.

• Postage and packing is (ree
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced immediately.
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SUMMER

SALE
Special Offer Prices valid

until Sept 10th 1987

ies Ltd.
0707 52698 or 0707 50913

Dept
AU

Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street
PottersBar, Herts EN6 3BR (ffiflfiff)

5'/4 Micro Media Brand Discs

10 20 30 50 100

SS/DD 6.99 13.10 18.70 29.50 55.80
DS/40T 8.50 16.00 22.75 35.90 67.60
DS/80T 9.99 18.70 26.35 41.05 76.35
DS/HD'orPCAT 24.15 46.25 66.25 105.25 200.10

SVa Reversible discs (Flippy's)
Have two write protect notches & index holes
Suitable for single sided drives.

10.25 19.55 27.15 42.25 78.45

All discs

supplied are
with labels,
5]A" write

protects,
envelopes &
hub rings.

Discs purchased direct from
one major manufacturer.
100% certified error free -

lifetime guarantee.

SVa RainbOW DiSCS come in five colours
20 50 100 250 500

SS/DD 13.20 30.75 57.10 134.50 252.45

DS/40T 14.35 33.10 60.70 141.45 262.20
DS/80T 15.20 35.20 64.85 148.75 276.00

•ra ' ••• ...••—•— -,—,.-••• i |

I SVa Unbranded Discs
I SS/DD 9.65 22.45 41.40 97.10 181.13

•i DS/40T 10.95 25.00 45.55 105.25 193.20

1 DS/80T 11.85 26.73 49.55 116.45 216.20
.' '•••:-. ,y,. .;

3'/2 Micro Media Brand
SS/DD 19.99 38.40 55.50 87.25 163.90
DS/DD 21.99 42.55 *61.60 96.90 182.30

PRICES
INCLUDE
V.A-T.

3/2 I 3 V* Unbranded Discs
0[1 10 30 5010 30 50 100 150

14.95 42.95 61.50 111.65 164.50
1670 48.30 78.20 147.20 212.20

_r^o: •__

SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE SUMMER SALE
Monitor Swivel Bases

n tilt revolves around 360 degrees
5 degrees tillable up and down
justable by front mechanism,
x 280 x260mm 55 x 355 x320mm

12" Monitors for 14" Monitors

13.25 1 16.70

12.60ea 3+ 15.90ea
11.95ea 6+ 15.05ea

Printer Ribbons

AcomAP80

AP100

Brother Ml 009

Colours

HR15MS

Fabric

Canon FW1156/1080

CerrtronlcsGLP

Colours

Ipton FX/MX/RX 80/85

Colours

LX/GX80

Colours

MX/FX105

LQ800

Juki'."::-.".

5510

Colours

KagaKP810/910
Colours

MAally MT80 MS
NECPC8023

Colours

PanaionlcKXPl 10/108

Colours

S*ikoshaGP80

GP100

ShlnwaCP80MS

Star NL10

3 6 12

7.25 13.80 25.55

7.40 14.15 26.20

8.10 15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49.20

10.70 20.70 39.35

11.05 21.40 40.70

7.95 15.20 28 30

8.10 15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49.20

7.25 13.80 25 55

13.20 26.40 52.80

6.90 1310 2415

12.60 25.20 50.40

8.80 16.90 31.75

10.00 19.30 3660

7.25 13.80 25.55

7.25 13.80 25 55

1320 26.40 52.80

7.95 15.20 28 30

1320 2640 52.80

10.70 20.70 3935

11.75 22.75 43.45

15.30 30.60 61.20

110.70 20.70 39.35

19.35 38.70 77.40

7.25 13.80 2555

7.40 14.15 26.20

10.70 20.70 39.35

1860 3660 71.10

Colours available -

Red/Brown/Blue/Green & Yellow

Nthe ribbon you require It not listed pleate
let u* quote

Ttio above It a small selection of the 250

dWeterrt ribbons we stock. We shall be

pleated to And your ribbon, however old
or obscure.

/ IILI\U I H-UH I

Adjustable
Copy
Holder

A4

adjustable
desk clamping.
Magnifying
cursor line.

Paper thickness adjustment.
Paper height adjustable clip

A4 Version 24.00
Holds up to 300g

Desk Top Version 13.69
Holds up to 1OOOg

A3 Version 42.45
Holds up to 1400g

Computer Labels
Continuous fantold. sprocket fed

Price per 1.000 3.000
13.20

13.50

18.30

14.40

Pleaso stale no ol labels across

the sheet (1. 2 or 3)

Computer paper
Plain fantold. micro peri edges
Sire wegh'lKKJs Ffccepeibox

gsm pef Ibox 3bxj-

70x36 4.80

89x36 4.90

89x49 6.80

102x36 5.20

11x9// 60

80

ExoctA4

1HWA 70 2 27.60 73.50

90 1 17.40 4380

A4Fixedtractor paper ava:obie

1650 4680

2040 56.10

Ami •:. :.::•:..::•

Printer Stand
5mm perspex

80 Column Version

400 x310 x 100mm

22.80

132 Column Version

600 x 310 x 100mm

28.60

Mobile
Printer

Stand

Rugged steel
frame. Height
adjustable
basket for

output
paper &
base shelf for

input paper. Self
assembly - includes
castors.

The Space
Saver

Paper "\ '
feed and s\>
refold positioned one above the

other. Dial controlled

paper feed with adjustable
deflectors ensures smooth

flow and automatic refolding.

80 column 132 column

414x380x460mm 530x380x460mm

1 34.40 1 43.00

3+ 32.10ea 3+ 40.70ea

6+ 30.50ea 6+ 38.65ea

80 column

132 column

£50.00

£65.00

j:;:;••;•;;.;__.._.

stacks print-out in
document tray

automatically. Suitable
for most standard

^> printers. Made of
safety coated

steel wire.

For 80 column £14.80
For 132 column £16.60

MM 40

3'/>" x 40

1 8.30*^^
3+ 7.90 each

6+ 7.50 each

I ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE
j| &PACKING AND V.AT.

niCRO riEoiH
I Computer Supplies

I Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street,
I Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

E3 Access & Visa

Out of Office Hours

0707 52698
Orders despatched 24 hrs.

Please allow 5 days for delivery.
>r next day delivery, please ring for
details. Postage covers U.K. only.

3W x 80

1 10.95

+ 10.40 each

6+ 9.90 each

A Catalogue isavailable with a more
comprehensive range of products

including - 3M & Verbatim discs - a
wider choice of paper labels, ribbons

and accessories.

Ring or write to obtain your copy now!

Educational and HMG orders

accepted. For official orders/invoice/
credit orders there is a minimum order

value of £15.00 excluding VAT. Any
order under £15.00 will be subject to

£3.00 handling charge.

Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 10.00am - 4.00pm

r,,Trj,iF„r./.)/.wnT,v.r,1 fsmrrs!
/ IILISU I II-UII I I IIU\U I li-UII I I IIU\U I IU-UI I I IIU\U I ll-UIII ~l
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FEATURES
THE DOMESDAY MACHINE/TV 81

Joe Telford investigates the uses of interactive video and
Domesday discs

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIAL//^ 87

Connecting your micro to the telephone system opens up a
whole new realm of possibilities.

SIX INTO ONE WILL GO/Page 101

John Knight explains how to transfer your old DFS files to
ADFS on a Master

COMPUTERISED HIEROGLYPHICS/Page 105

How to print out some useful but unconventional charac
ters from a wordprocessor

LOOK BEFORE YOU LAY OUT/Page 153

Graham Bell's useful program to improve your page layout
by checking it on-screen before printing

COVER

tea

Illustration by
Rosemary Harrison

NEXT MONTH

THE

1987
ACORN E
exhibition

Show special issue:
Acorn's future micro plans,

music in education,
flight simulator programs,

and a calendar for

the Joe desktop
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Don't let your
Computer ROT!

Your BBC Micro/Master
Has So Much Potential -

Don't Let It GoToWaste
AtBeebug we are keen to help you get serious with your computer. Our magazine (currently sent out
to 20,000members) aims to stimulate you with new and interesting ideas and to keep you up to date

with the latest developments and programs.

Whether you are a hardened computerbuffora completebeginner, Beebug has much to offer you.

As A Member Of Beebug You Would Benefit From:

# Free access to our technical support team, to obtain impartial advice
and help on any computer hardware, or software problems.

9 A swift mail-order service for all your hardware &software
needs at competitive prices, with 5% members discount.

# A showroom with knowledgeable staffon hand, where you can
try out the latest hardware, peripherals and software.

# Free personaladverts in the magazine to sell your unwanted kit.
# A Trade-in service to upgrade your BBC to a Master.

A NewMembers Pack, including screen planning sheets, key strip,
computerreference card, a 56page introduction to your computer,
membership card, mag. indexes &latest magazine.

Recent issues of Beebug have included informative
features and programs on the following subjects:

Business Graphics, Sideways Ram Construction Project,
Home Banking, Sorting Data Files, Character Definitions,
Storage Oscilloscope, Master Printer Buffer, File Security,
Letter Headings, Virtual Arrays, View Printer Driver, Auto-
Alarm, Chart Recorder, Help System.
As well as these we regularly include articles for beginners
and experts, workshops, reviews, news, hints & tips and
much, much more.

FOR A FREE BEEBUGINFORMATION PACK PHONE St. Albans (Q727) 40303

Iwould like tosubscribe to Beebug for 1year and receive a new
members pack and the next 10issues of the magazine.
Mymachineisa BBC/Master/Compact. Deleteas appropriate.

Name

Address

Signature.

k-

Ienclose a cheque for £_
account with £

Card

No.

/Please debit my Access/Visa
Card expiry yl

Subscriptions may now also be placed on
Micronet 800. Just type *BEEBUG#•

All payments must be in pounds sterling.
Cheques must be drawn on a UK bank.

Subscription Rates

UK.BFPO.Chls
Rest Of Europe
Middle East

America & Africa

Elsewhere

£12.90

£19.00

£23.50

£26.00

£28.00

Send To Beebug, Dept. AU7, Dolphin Place,
Holywell Hill, St. Albans, Herts. AL11EX.

Or Phone St. Albans (0727) 40303

Stop The Rot And Join Now
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3/0
5% DISCOUNT TO BEEBUG MEMBERS

Only If you quote your membership number
The products in this price list are
available in our showroom in
St. Albans and by mail order.
Telephone your order on 0727 40303
or send the order form to:

BEEBUG MAIL ORDER
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St. Albans, Herts AL1 1EX

Tel: 0727 40303—Multi-Lines
Alternatively come along and see
us. We are open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 and
Thursday 9-8.00pm

ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED VIA MICRONET.
SEE US ON PAGE 800909 OR SIMPLY TYPE ' * BEEBUG'

PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
THERE ARE TWO PRICES LISTED BELOW FOR EACH ITEM. THE FIRST IS

OUR NORMAL PRICE, THE SECOND OUR MEMBERS PRICE.

0196G Compact + Col. Monitor 694.00 659.30

0197G Compact+Mono Monitor 544.00 516.80

0198G Compact TV System 464.00 440.80

0199G Compact Entry System 444.00 421.80

0227F Second 3 5" Disc Drive 108.00 102.60

0201B Compact RS232 Interface 29.90 28.41

021K PAL TV Adaptor 29.90 28.41

0250C Compact 5.25 Disc Lead 12.32 11.70

0298B Compact Printer Lead 9.77 9.29

0200G Master 128 474.00 450.30

0202G Master ET 381.32 362.25

0240C M128 Manual 1 ADJ22 14.95 14.20

0241C M128 Manual 2 ADJ23 14.95 14.20

0242C M128AdvRefMan(JULV87) 19.00 18.05

0234B M128 Econet Module 48.88 46.43

0235B M128 Eprom Cartridge 15.18 14.42

0230C M128 65C102 "Turbo- 119.00 113.05

0231D Mi 28 80186 Co-Proc 228.85 217.41

0233F Uni 2nd Proc. 83.00 78.85

0206F Acorn Teletext Adaptor 115.00 109.25

1012B Advanced Teletext ROM 7.99 7.59

0237F Acorn IEEE Interface 322.00 305.90

70 UPGRADE l
0217B 1770 Disc Interface 50.24 47.73

0218B ADFS Upgrade 1770 29.33 27.86

0299G Panasonic KX-P1081 180.00 171.00

0308G Epson JX 80 Colour 520.00 494.00

0310G Juki 6100 Daisywheel 362.25 344.14

0311G Taxan Kaga KP815 350.00 332.50

0316G TaxanKaga KP915 15" 440.00 418.00

0328G Epson FX800 405.00 384.75

0322G LX86. Printer 275.00 261.25

0327G Star NL-10 285.00 270.75

0401A 2M Printer Lead 8.00 7.60

0406D 11" '9.5" Paper 2000 14.03 13.33

0407C 1000 3.5" Labels (1 across) 5.64 5.35

0454C 2000 3.5" Labels (2 across) 10.90 10.36

MONITO RS

0501G Kaga KX1202 Green 116.00 110.20

0502G Kaga KX1203 Amber 116.00 110.20

0556B BNC Monitor Lead 3.90 3.70

0503G Zenith 123 12" Green 83.00 78.85

0504G Zenith 122 12" Amber 87.00 82.65

0530G Microvitec 1431 Mon. 239.00 227.05

0531G Microvitec 1451 Mon. 289.00 274.55

0550B 1.0m Mon. Lead RGB 5.75 5.46

0573C 14" Swivel Monitor Stand 14.50 13.78

0535G Supervision III RGB 379.50 360.52

0536B Supervision II RGB 318.55 302.62

0555B Supervision Mon. Lead 7.00 6.65

0570D Kaga Stand with DigitalClocl 29.00 27.55

0572C Kaga Mon. Stand KT3 19.00 18.05

0600F Cumana CSX100 40T 106.95 101.60

0601G Cumana CDX200 40T 215.00 204.25

0602F Cumana CSX400 40/80T 142.60 135.47

061 OF Cumana CS100 40T 126.50 120.18

0603F Cumana CS400 40/80T 162.15 154.04

0620F Cumana Original CS400 147.37 140.00

0604G Cumana CD800S 40/80T 286.35 272.03

0614F Cumana CS100E 118.45 112.53

0615F Cumana CS400E 155.00 147.25

0611A Cumana Disk Guide 1.90 1.81

0650B 10 x Memorex DiscsSSDD 40 15.50 14.73

0651B 10 x Memorex Discs DSDD 80 25.50 24.22

0669B 10 x Memorex 3.5 Discs 25.00 23.75

0652A Disc Head Cleaner 5.25" 9.65 9.17

0648A Disc Head Cleaner 3.5" 9.65 9.17
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Enter the world of Communications for
only £104.00, or just £98.80 if you are a
BEEBUG member.
The package comprises of:

APPROVEOfOrusewilh
Telecommunications systems run
by British Telecommunications in
accordance with the conditions

in the Instructions lor use.

S/2908/3/G/500406

Order as
stock code
0763E

WATFORD HARDWARE

Code Description Price
Mem
Price

0213B Watford DFS Rom+Man 27.49 26.11

0214B Watford DDFS Kit 56.35 53.53

0216B Watford DFS Manual 6.95 6.60

0219B Watford DFS Kit 62.10 59.00

0702B Watford 32K RAM Card 67.28 63.91

0709D Watford Eprom Eraser 33.35 31.68

0717B Watford Sideways ZIF 17.83 16.93

0736B Watford 12 Rom Board 36.80 34.96

0737B Watford Battery 4.37 4.15

0750B Watford S/State 16K 32.20 30.59

0751B Watford 16K Module 32.20 30.59

0752B Watford Diagnostic Disc 23.00 21.85

0753B Rom/Ram Board 64K 67.85 64.46

0754B Rom/Ram Board 128K 102.35 97.23

0755B Writer Protect Mk12 2.76 2.62

0739C Video Digitiser 113.00 107.35

0756B Eureka Card 102.00 96.90

0429B Watford NLQ Epson 28.75 27.31

0748F Co-ProcAdaptor (End 4/87) 55.00 52.25

OTHER HARDWARE

Code Description Price
Mem
Price

0701B Aries B32 RAM Card 93.15 88.49

0740B Aries B12 ROM Board 46.00 43.70

0749B Aries B12C Adaptor 5.87 5.57

0704B ATPL ROM Board BBC 39.67 37.69

0718B Delta 3B Single Joystick 9.99 9.49

0719B Delta 3B Twin Joysticks 17.00 16.15

0720B Delta 14B Joystick 12.50 11.88

0721B Delta 14B/1 Interface 13.00 12.35

0773B Delta 3S Compact Joystick 9.99 9.49

0774B Delta 3SO Optical Feedback 18.00 17.10

0741A Delta ASC/B Interface 8.50 8.07

0764F Red Box Starter System 129.00 122.55

1.

2.

3.

4.

The BEEBUG Magic Modem
* Baud rates of 300/300, 1200/75,
75/1200 and 1200/1200 (half duplex).
* Auto-dial

* Auto-answer

* Fully BT approved

The excellent BEEBUGSOFT
Command ROM (see extracts
from reviews opposite).
Three months free
Micronet/Prestel subscription
(worth £16.50)
Free registration to Microlink
(worth £5)

0765D Red Leader 59.95 56.95

0766D Red One 34.95 33.20

0767D Red Two 34.95 33.20

0775F Red Five 49.95 47.45

0770B 13 amp Spike Plug 11.99 11.39

0771B 3 way Spike Adaptor 15.00 14.25

0772B 4 way Spike Block 14.50 13.78

ACORN COMPACT
SOFTWARE

Code Description Price
Mem

Price

1050B Compact Viewsheet 59.80 56.81

1051B Compact Viewspell 39.85 37.86

1052B Compact Viewstore 59.80 56.81

1053B Compact Viewindex 14.95 14.20

1054B Compact Viewplot 29.95 28.45

1055B Compact Printer Driver 11.50 10.93

1056B Compact PASCAL 69.00 65.55

3.5" GAMES FOR
MASTER COMPACT

Code Description Price
Mem

Price

1136B Elite 19.95 18.95

1139B Revs incl 4 Tracks 19.95 18.95

1140B Citadel 14.95 14.20

1141B Strykers Run 14.95 14.20

1142B Repton 3 14.95 14.20

1144B Acornsoft Hits Vol 1 14.95 14.20

11468 Acornsoft Hits Vol 2 14.95 14.20

FiWJJ!HJyHJJIP#lJl
Code Description Price

Mem

Price

1000B View 2.1 44.28 42.06

1022C View 3.0 66.70 63.36

1286B View 3.0 User Guide 10.00 9.50

1013B View Driver Cassette 8.62 8.19

To claim members price it is essential to quote your membership no
EXISTING MEMBERS PLEASE DELETE FIRST ITEM ON ORDER FORM.

CODE QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL
ftoo / YSAe's 8eG3c*rMm*,. 6 iz-^o £(2- *o

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE:

Access/Visa No.

SUB TOTAL

POSTAGE

TOTAL

MEMBERSHIP NO:

ACCESS/VISA

Expiry Date

Inaccordance withour competitive pricing structure prices are subject to alteration at any time
Beebug Mail Order. Dolphin Place. Holywell Hill.St. Albans. Herts ALI I EX

COMMA ND

REVIEWS
COMMAND has to be one of the most com
prehensive and flexible pieces of modem
software around...

It works Impressively well, without any
problems...

A&B COMPUTING MAY 87

...has an amazing 50 commands In its
repertoire.

...It's one of the best Beeb terminal packages
to have been released in a couple of years,
and full of potential.

MICRONET

It Is very flexible and powerful...

Despite Its incredible power. It is easy and
simple to use.

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING MARCH 87

1014B View Driver Disc 9.77 9.29

1002B Hi-View 44.28 42.06

1021B Viewindex Disc 13.80 13.11

1043B Viewspell Rom 34.02 32.32

1001B Viewsheet 44.28 42.06

1279B Viewsheet User Guide 10.00 9.50

1030B Viewplot 25.30 24.04

1019B Viewstore Rom 44.28 42.06

1008B Basic Editor 28.00 26.60

1017B GXR ROM for the BBC B 28.00 26.60

1018B GXR ROM for the BBC B+ 28.00 26.60

1031B Termulator Rom 31.05 29.50

1035B 6502 Development 45.00 42.75

1037B Database Cassette 11.50 10.93

1038B Database Disc 14.50 13.78

1039B Creative Sound Disc 19.00 18.05

1040C Micros in Business Pack 47.27 44.90

BEEBUG BLANK DISCS

Code Description Price
Mem

Price

0657B 10x 40T SS DD Discs 9.90 9.41

0658B 10x 40T DS DD Discs 10.42 9.90

0659B 10x 80T SS DD Discs 10.42 9.90

0660B 10x80TDS DD Discs 10.90 10.36

0661E 25x 40T SS DD Discs 23.00 21.85

0662E 25x 40T DS DD Discs 26.47 25.15

0663E 25x 80T SS DD Discs 26.47 25.15

0664E 25x 80T DS DD Discs 29.00 27.55

0665E 50x 40T SS DD Discs 48.00 45.60

0666E 50x 40T DS DD Discs 50.00 47.50

0667E 50x 80T SS DD Discs 50.00 47.50

0668E 50x 80T DS DD Discs 53.00 50.35

BEEBUG HARDWARE

Code Description Price
Mem

Price

0762E Beebug Magic Modem 90.00 85.50

0763E Beebug Modem+Command 104.00 98.80

CARRIAGE

by the I
stock code. A-SOp, B-El, C-E2. D-£3. E-E3.7S.
F-E5.50,G-E7.When ordering several items, use the
highest price code plus half of each subsequent
code. For courier delivery use code G.

BFPO + CHANNEL ISLANDS
Deduct V.A.T. from the goods purchased and add
U.K. postage. Pleaseadd £18,00 to U.K. postage
for courier service to Channel Islands.

OFFICIAL ORDERS
Orders for £25 or over are welcome from education
and government bodies. Alternatively pro-forma
invoices are available on request.

CREDIT CARDS

Access and Visa orders are welcome, and may be
placed by letter or telephone.

TELEPHONE NUMBER (0727) 4O303



Correction to
June competition
There's a slight hitch in our
June competition to win a Sen
tinel badge. Originally we
asked you for thecode for level
9999, and to answer three ques
tions. Alas, the code has now
been published, so we feel that
it's unfair on people who've
struggled to the top level to
compete with others who don't
even have the game!

So forget the code. What we
want now is for you to produce
a screen shot of a meanie on the

Sentinel's tower. And we still
want the answers to those three

simple questions.

Sidekick for BBC

Windows over frozen screen

Maze Technology's new
SidcKick-iypc. pop-up program
for the BBC is called Sideset. It

allows you to freeze whatever
program you are currently run
ning, and then use any of the
other functions of the machine

before resuming.
The program could be useful

as a de-bugging tool, as well as
allowing the functions to be
used at any time. For example
you can use Basic commands
from View, or suspend a
spreadsheet to play a quick
game of Repton 3\ A number
of utilities are supplied on disc
to use with Sideset, including a
calculator, diary, address book
and notepad. The package, for
the BBC B and Master series,
comes on a ROM and DFS/

ADFS compatible disc and
costs £39.95 plus VAT.

ACORN USLR JULY 1987

HEWS

RISC micro
details revealed
By Steve Mansfield
It's now thought the entry-
level RISC-based machine will

be under £1000.

This micro will have 512k

RAM, with a 1Mb version
available. However, the system
is capable of supporting 4Mb of
memory - this is the amount of
RAM on the RISC second pro
cessor development system - so
a version with this amount of

memory is possible.
The development micro

shown on BBC's Micro Live

programme ran the PCW Basic
benchmarks 10 times faster

than the BBC B. However,
speed increases could be as
much as 30-fold with machine

code programs.
Acorn has provided extensive

add-on facilities on the micros.

The new RISC chip

The curiously-named
'podulcs' can be used for
second processors, music inter
faces and other intelligent
peripherals.

Acorn has developed soft
ware to emulate the BBC mic

ro's 6502 processor. Called
65emu, this should run legal
BBC software, but the emph
asis is heavily on languages, and
unfortunately most games are
still unlikely to work.

Programs written properly in

ACP launches ACP
Master 128 owners still grap
pling with the machine's con
figuration might benefit from
Advanced Computer Products'
latest release.

Co-incidentally bearing the
same initials as the company,
the Advanced Control Panel is

based on the program supplied
on the Master's Welcome disc.

But John Huddlestone told us:
'We took the idea then threw

away that program'.
ACP's chip-based program

acts as a 'front-end' to the mic

ro. Pull-down windows enable
you to load and save ROM
images, switch ROMs on and
off, go into another language

and set the machine configura
tion. Screen colours, disc drive
options, serial port configura
tion and so on can be set from
menus, and these set-ups can be
saved and re-loaded, so you can
use different configurations for
different applications.

The software also provides
an on-screen calculator, which
works in decimal, hex and bin
ary. And there is an alarm
function which can either make

a sound at the required time or
issue a star command, such as
::"EXEC. ACP is written as a

language, so programmers can
create theirown control panels.
ACP costs £34.50.

Basic should run on the new

machine's standard language.
Many software houses are

working on programs for the
machines including desktop
publishing, databases, games
and graphics (see page 17).
• In a possibly unconnected
move, Advanced Memory Sys
tems is changing the colour of
its AMX mouse to pale grey
with red buttons.

Bakerpushes
new IT drive
Education Secretary Kenneth
Baker has unveiled a £19 mil

lion pre-election plan for mak
ing better use of information
technology (IT) in schools, in
volving a new elite corps of
classroom computer advisers.

Baker: New hi-tech advisers

The five-year package should
improve the micro-pupil ratio,
and attach more peripherals to
school equipment.

Most important was the deci
sion to set up a 750-strong
team of advisers to train

teachers in the effective use of
their equipment.



4 PHONE FOR ^
SPECIAL PRICES

0224-571735

M & M COMPUTERS
Bon-Accord House

41 Albert Street, Aberdeen AB1 1XU
^\ Tel: 0224-571735
>rices } Telex 739916 Apnrn
1735 / Incorporating MICROBANK LTD .P~ 7
J^ 031 331 1716 n»*«Mf«|wwin

COMPACT SOFTWARE BBC SOFTWARE
Rebel Planet £9.gj
Questprobe £7.9£
Bounty Bob £9.g«
Tapper £9,9*
ULTIMATE
Cosmic Battlezones £9.9£
BEAU JOLLY
Five Star Games "B' £9.gj
Computer Hits III £9.95
Computer Hits 2 Disc £14.9J
Computer Hits 2 £9.9;
Computer Hits 10 games £9.9£
BUG-BYTE
Plan B £2.9$
Duniunz £2.9£
Skyhawk BBC/Ele £2.9£
Star Force Seven £2.9£
Roboto £2.9£
Twin Kingdom Valley £2.9E
Jack Attac £2.9E
Savage Pond £2.9£
CDS
Brian Clough's Football Fortunes £14.9£
BRain Clough's Football Fortunes £17.9£
Colossus 4 Chess BBC/Ele £9.9£
Colossus 4 Chess Disc £14.9£
DESIGN PEOPLE SOFTWARE
Tanks Disc £12.95
Sink the Bismark Disc £10.9S
DOCTOR SOFT
Double Pantom disc E19.9E
Phantom Combat Disc £12.95
Phantom Combat £9 95
DOMARK
Young Players Full Edition
Trivial Pursuit disc £19.95
Young Players Question Pack
(Trivial Pursuit) £7.95
Trivial Pursuit £14.95

Commando £9.95
AirWolf £9.95
AirWolfDisc £14.95
FIREBIRD
The Sentinel £9.95
The Sentinel Disc £14 95
GREMLIN
Footballer of the Year £9.95
Footballer of the Year Disc £14.95
IMAGI V
Yle Ar Rung Fu £8.95
Yle Ar Kung Fu Disc £12.95
LEISURE GENIUS
Monopoly Disc £14.95
Scrabble £12.95
Scrabble Disc £14 95
MACSEN
Blockbusters BBC/Ele £7 95
MARTECH
W.A.R. £8.95
W.A.R. Disc £14.95
Samantha Fox Disc s £12.95
MELBOURNE HOUSE
The Hobbit £9.95
Lord ofthe Rings £1s.gs
Way of the Exploding Fist £9.95
Way of the Exploding Fist Disc £14.95
MIRRORSOFt
Strike Force Harrier £9.95
Strike Force Harrier Disc £12.95
Hi-Bouncer S/O £6.95
MOSAIC/LEVEL 9
The Secret Diaryof AdrianMoleDisc £12.95
OCEAN

Daley Thompson Supertest D £14.95
Yie Ar Kung Fu II £8 95
BUSINESS SOFTWARE (MASTER)
Guest Sense (Guest House&Hotel package) £172.50
FixSense (FixedAsset package) £172.50
Per Sense (Personnel package) £172.50
Also available for IBM, Amstrad & Apricot equipment.

M S SOFTWARE
READ-RIGHT AWAY
Reading Pack 1. Age 5-8 years
For the BBC Model B Disc £11.95
ADVENTUROUS ENGLISH
English Grammar & Language Skills
Age 7-11 years Disc £7.95
CROSSWORDS
Range 8 years to adults
For the BBC/Electron Disc £7.95
ENTERTAINING ENGLISH
English LanguageSkills
Age 7-11 years tor the BBC 'B' Disc £11.95

GAMES/ADVENTURES R.R.P
BBC PUBLICATIONS
Mute Knight £14.95
BLUE RIBBON
Games Disc I £12.95
Games Disc II
CDS
BirdieBarrage Golf

£12.95

£12.95
Steve Davis Snooker £12.95
MICRO POWER
Dr Who and the Mines of Terror £9.95
MicroPower Magic £9.95
SQUIRREL
Games Disc £14.95
SUPERIOR
Revs/4 Tracks £19.95
Elite £19.95
Repton III £14.95
Galaforce £14.95
Karate Combat £14.95
Repton 2 £14.95
Strykers Run £14.95
Speech £14.95
Citadel £14.95
Acornsoft Hits Volume I £14.95
Acornsoft Hits Volume II £14.95
TYNESOFT
Big K.O. £12.95
Goal £11.95
Jet Set Willy II £12.95
Commonwealth Games £11.95
Mousetrap £11.95
US Drag Racing £11.95
Vindaloo £11.95
Winter Olympics
EDUCATIONAL

£11.95

A.S.K. £22.95
Best Four Maths £22.95
Best Four Language
BBC PUBLICATIONS

£22.95

Figures of Fun £18.95
HIGHLIGHT
Comp I £19.95
Compll £19.95
Superior Collection 1 £14.95
Superior Collection 2 £19.95
Grand Prix Construction Kit £14.95

ELECTRON SOFTWARE
GAMES/ADVENTURES
MICRO POWER
MicroPower Magic £7.95
Ghouls S/O £7.95
Swag S/O £6.95
Felix Meets Evil Weevils S/O £6.95
Killer Gorilla S/O £7.95
Felixin the Factory s/o £7.95
Moonraider S/O £7.95
Adventure S/O £7.95
Galactic Commander S/O £7.95
Bumble Bee S/O £6.95
Chess S/O £7.95
Croaker S/O £7.95
Cybertron Mission S/O £7.95
Danger UXB S/O £7.95
Electron Invaders S/O £7.95
Escape Moonbase Alpha S/O £7.95
Frenzy
Felix & Fruit Monsters

S/O £6.95
S/O £7.95

Gauntlet S/O £6.95
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
Elite £12.95
Acornsoft Hits 1 £9.95
Acornsoft Hits II £9.95
Ravenskull £9.95
Repton III £9.95
Thrust BBC/Electron £7.95
Karate Combat BBC/Electron £8.95
Citadel £9.95
Repton II
Galaforce

£9.95
£9.95

TYNESOFT
an Botham Cricket BBC/Ele £7.95
Big K.O. BBC/Electron £7.95
Jet Set Willy IIBBC/Ele £7.95
Future Shock BBC/Ele £7.95
Goal BBC/Ele £7.95
WinterOlympics BBC/Ele £6.95
U.S. GOLD
mpossible Mission BBC/Ele £9.95

Ouestprobe £7.95

GAMES/ADVENTURES
Dr Who and the Mines
of Terror Master B+
MicroPower Magic 40 Track
Micro PowerMagic 80 Track
Micro Power Magic
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16KRom + Cassette)
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16K Rom + Disc)
Castle Quest Disc
Castle Quest Cassette
Star Fleet Encounter
ACORNSOFT
4-Tracks
Magic Mushrooms
Boxer
Bouncer
Complete Cocktail Maker
Snooker
Terrapod
Drogna
Aviator
ACORNSOFT Disc
Snooker
Magic Mushrooms
4-Tracks Disc
Aviator
ARCANA
Powerplay Disc
AUDIOGENIC
Thunder Struck BBC/Ele
Thunder Struck Disc
Power pack
The Last of Free BBC/Ele
Pycastria Disc
Pycastria BBC/Electron

<International Megasports/Genesis Project
Complete BBC
BBC PUBLICATIONS
White KnightMK12Disc
White Knight MK12
Able to transfer to disc
Maths witha Story I Disc
Battlefieds (Cassette)
Picture Craft (Disc)
Modem Master
SUPERIOR
Acornsoft Hits I
Acornsoft Hits I Disc
Acornsoft Hits II
Acornsoft Hits II Disc
Elite Disc
Revs/4 Tracks
Revs/4 Tracks
Elite
Ravenskull
Ravenskull Disc
Repton III
Repton IIIDisc
Strykers Run
Strykers Run Disc
Thrust Disc
Thrust BBC/Electron
Superior Collection Vol 1
Superior Collection Vol 2
Grand Prix Construction Kit
Karate Combat Disc
Karate Combat BBC/Electron
Citadel
Citadel Disc
Repton II
Repton II Disc
Galaforce
Galaforce Disc
TYNESOFT
Big K.O. BBC/Electron
Big K.O. Disc
Winter Olympics Disc
Future Shock Disc
Goal Disc
Ian Botham Cricket Disc
Commonwealth Games Disc
Jet Set Willy IIDisc
Jet Set Willy IIBBC/Ele
Future Schock BBC/Ele
Goal BBC/Ele
Ian Botham Cricket BBC/Ele
Jet Set Willy BBC/Elec
Winter Olympics BBC/Elec
U.S. GOLD
Impossible Mission Disc
Impossible Mission
Raid Over Moscow

£9.95
£12.95

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

S/O £9.95
S/O £9.95

£14.95

Mail Order

£9.95
£12.95

S/O £6.95

POSTAGE & PACKING ON SOFTWARE
All prices include VAT at 15%

For Software add £1 for outside Scotland,
and 50p within Scotland, for orders over

6 games post & packing is FREE.

To: M&M COMPUTERS, Bon-Accord House, 41 Albert Street Aberdeen AB1 1XU
Please send me

I enclose a cheque for £ payable to M&M COMPUTERS.
G Please debit my Access/Visa Account

INo Signed
Name Address
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Foreign Folio
The Folio wordprocessor from
Tedimen Software has been

made multi-lingual. It's now
available in French and German

versions, both giving you the
option of editing characters and
key assignments for special
symbols. And a separate Euro
pean Language Development
Pack provides facilities for
creating complete alphabets,
like Greek or Russian.

As well as its language skills,
Folio also provides access to a
wide variety of printer fonts.
Prices for these versions have

yet to be finalised, but licence
deals will be available.

News in brief
• A local viewdata system for
networked BBC micros has
been launched by Odyssey
Software. TeleFax works across

Amcom's E-Net system and
allows a database of teletext to

be called up with a single com
mand. It comes with full screen

editor for creating the pages
and a program which can be
used to display pages automati
cally. The price is £30 from
Odyssey Software.
• Rice Computer Electronics
has updated the software for its
drum synthesiser. The new
software allows drum patterns
to be saved under user-defined
filenames, and there is greater
control over timing. Other im
provements include echo effects
and better graphics. The Rice
Drums cost £45 with cassette-

based software and £47.50 on

disc. Existing owners can get
the upgrade for the cost of
postage and packing.
• Terrell Electronics has a pro
duct which allows up to four
micros to share one printer.
Two versions are available to
take three or four BBC micros.

The system is very simple using
taxdwave switches. The prices
are £59.50 and £69.50 for the
three and four micro versions.
Cables for the Compact are
available at £2 extra each.
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Prize to help kids
An award scheme for products
which help cerebral palsy chil
dren is generating a good re
sponse, including two devices
designed specifically for the
BBC micro.

Datasolve launched the

scheme on February 9, and
some of the best entries were

shown to companies at the
Computer Industry Charity
Ball in June. The award
schemes open to small com
panies and individuals making
micro-technology products,
and has so far attracted 20 en

tries. Among them are the
Photonic Wand from the com

pany of the same name, and a
games joystick available from
Interface Designs.

The Photonic Wand is like a

long-distance light pen. It's
used to point at the screen, but
works up to two metres away.
At this distance, very small
movements are needed. The

wand can also be used close to

the screen, where larger move-

Toughjoystick lets kids play games

ments are required, which is
useful if a child is prone to
severe involuntary motion.

The £100 Photonic Wand in
cludes keyboard emulation

Wand helps movementproblems

Wordwiser still
Wordwise has been improved
again. With the full backing of
Computer Concepts, the mak
ers of the original Wordwise,
Interface Electronics (IFEL)
has produced Wordwise + II.

With the new version, vir

tually every key has a special
function when used with the

Control key. For example,
pressing CTRL-X allows
search and replace operations
while still in edit mode and

CTRL-E allows you to choose
printer codes from a drop
down menu.

Over a dozen of these func
tions have been added. IFEL

has included the programming
language extensions from its
previous product, Wordwise +.

The new ROM is accompa
nied by a disc with utilities

which include mail merging
and label printing.

The price is £53.95, but ex
isting Wordwise owners can get
a discount of about £22.

• The Word-Ex ROM from
Norwich Computer Services
adds to Wordwise +, rather
than replacing it.

The chip gives you facilities
such as menu-driven loading
and saving of files, function key
editing, high speed sorting of
paragraphs, automatic case
changing and an on-screen help
menu. The cost of the chip is
£30, available from Norwich
Computer Services.
• The Wordpro disc-based
package from Softec, which
also adds extra features to

Wordwise +, has been dropped
in price from £23 to £15.95.

software which allows it to be
used with a wide range of prog
rams. It's already being used
with music, painting and even
wordprocessing packages.

The joystick is mainly in
tended for games. It features a
rugged construction and large
stick movement, which is
essential for children with res
tricted limb movement or res

tricted control.

There is a fire button set into

the top of the stick but for
children who can't manage
that, there is also an automatic
fire option.

The joystick uses digital
switching, rather than full ana
logue control, as this helps
make the product more robust,
and fine control is rarely
needed with cerebral palsy chil
dren. Only a few games, like
Aviator, need analogue control,
so the stick is compatible with
the vast majority of BBC micro
software titles. The price of the
joystick is £60.40.

Extra memory
Morley Electronics has brought
out two new products for the
Master 128.

The Master Board AA is an

internal ROM board which

takes up to eight 16k chips, or
four 32k chips. It does this
without occupying any of the
slots used by the sideways
RAM or the cartridge sockets.

The Master Board comes

with supporting software on a
chip which provides file trans
fer routines and an ADFS disc

formatter as well.

The other product is a 256k
memory cartridge which can be
used with the standard disc fil

ing system (DFS). It obeys all
the normal DFS commands,
and allows files to be saved and

loaded very fast. The prices are
yet to be announced, but
should be around the £40 mark.



You may get a nasty result
without a Mitsubishi Disk Drive

Using second-rate components can make your hardware bite back.
Over the past three years we at Mitsubishi have sold over a million
disk drives; a record that makes us very much number one in the market.
But we don't impress just on quantity. There's quality too.

Both our 3%" and W floppy drives perform with the proven reliability
that's made us one of the world's largest manufacturing companies. Within
the units you'll find high compliant heads that ensure less wear on the
diskette. Ifthe power is switched off or interrupted, our circuitry prevents
data from being corrupted. The units themselves are tough and durable, so
they'll stand up to a lot of rough treatment and last longer. And because of
their remarkably high precision, they enable far safer data interchange,
even if the diskettes are worn or there's interference from nearby monitors.

So it's hardly surprising that the list of companies using our disk drives
reads like a who's who of personal computer manufacturers. So don't get a
mega-bite, ask for Mitsubishi by name.

Another example of Electronics from Mitsubishi.

A MITSUBISHI
DISK DRIVES

Mitsubishi Electric UKLimited. Hertford Place. Maple Cross. Rickmansworth. Herts WD3 2BJ. Tel: (0923) 770000. Telex: 916756. FAX: (0923) 777368/777385
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The Comms Column

Any comms addicts' phone
usage is greatly increased when
a modem is let loose. It's not

uncommon to find many Pre-
stel and bulletin board users

on-line for hours.

For them Mercury Com
munications has introduced the

Mercury 2200 service. For an
initial charge of around £50,
which includes a smart push
button telephone, Mercury will
connect you to its network. Its
charges arc 15-25 per cent
cheaper than BT's, and mini
mum charges for calls are less
as the costs are based on a

shorter time unit.

Unfortunately, Mercury only
works on trunk calls, so it
doesn't save on the local call to

Prestel or your neighbour's
bulletin board.

The system is digital, so the
quality of the lines is dramati
cally improved - and you can
connect to it using your ex
isting line and socket. Mercury
deals with the billing, which is
itemised call by call.

It is probably not of much
use to anyone whose quarterly
bill is less than £80, but when
long distance calls are a regular
occurrence, Mercury could
help keep down the bills. Con
tact Mercury on a free number,
0800 424 194.

Dataphone has launched a
comprehensive comms package
for just £6.50, offering call tim
ing and a 300-number store. It
is compatible with Demon and
Magic Modems. More details
on (0733) 230240.
• The Wizard's Shop bulletin
board has been renamed CLUB
1512 and is now running 24
hours a day, seven days a week
on 01-204 8755.

It is based on an Amstrad
PC, and its memory contains a
phenomenal amount of BBC
micro software, including some
Music 500 files. At present,
300/300 full duplex, and 1200/
75 speeds are supported.

Buzz
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Prestel turns to Gold
Prestel has finally linked up
with Telecom Gold in a move

that heralds the end of incom

patibility between electronic
mail systems.

Using a special 'gateway',
messages can now be sent be
tween the systems. Micronet
has been the first to take advan

tage of this with a service called
Interlink. This gives Micronet
users access to Gold's facilities.

Other Prestel special interest
groups are likely to follow suit
with their versions of Interlink.

Electronic mail companies,
like Gold, One-to-One and
Easylink, have been talking for
a long time about linking their
systems. A majorproblem with
email is that the recipient has
had to have an account on the

same system as the sender. In
terlink is the first real step to
overcoming the problem.

When Micronet users join

Micronet is expanding

Interlink they are given a Tele
com Gold mailbox on system
74. This means they can go
directly into Gold as well as
through the Prestel gateway.

The main advantage with In
terlink is for people who need

Fun science on C4
Channel 4 has decided that
education doesn't have to be
boring. A new series has just
started, called Abracadabra,
which is trying to put the fun
back into technology and sci
ence for children.

Aimed at the 8-14 year-old
age group, the programme uses
cartoons, music, visual effects
and characters like superhero
Captain Cactus, schoolgirl
Nora Nucleus, Holly Gram
and a greedy puppet, Antrillo-
qus, to introduce children to a
variety of complex subjects.

The series of half-hour prog
rammes is being screened on
Mondays at 5.30pm. It's the
result of two years' develop
ment by husband and wife

Captain Cactus inaction

ISBE

Holly Gram inthe newseries

team Jan and Michelle Silchen-
stedt, who worked with
teachers, parents and children
to produce the final format.

Abracadabra aims to cover

subjects like lasers, genetics,
robotics, space travel and geol
ogy in its 13 programmes. Each
subject is given a broad intro
duction followed by the history
and mythology and explanation
of how it works, what's going
on now, and how things might
develop in the future.

both Prestel and Gold messag
ing facilities. One phone call
will now allow you to read and
send all your mail and telexes.

One possible drawback is
that you still have to use Pre-
stel's 40-column viewdata

screen. But new software

should help alleviate some of
the problems, by splitting mes
sages into page-size chunks.

There is no subscription
charge or joining fee for Inter
link, but it docs incur normal
Telecom Gold time charges, as
well as the standard file storage
costs. Micronet will also be

adding a lp per minute charge
very soon. However, it's still
cheaper than the Microlink ser
vice which imposes a £3 per
month standing charge.

News in brief
• Improvements have been
made to the Beeb-Planner
program, which uses critical
path techniques to plan pro
jects. The extra facilities include
using sideways RAM, if pre
sent, printer formatting, re-
analysis after every change and
costscheduling. Thesoftware is
available on disc for £39.95

from E J Sheffield.
• A disc drive refurbishment
service has been launched by
RCS Computer Services in
Aldershot. The company aims
to help people who need work
done on out-of-warranty
equipment - something that
might well be useful to schools
and clubs. The company ispar
ticularly strong on BBC micros
as it's an Acorn repair agency.
RCA is on (0252) 333575.
• Logo Software is replacing
its Lego Lines software' with
Technical Logo. This is a lan
guage designed for driving
Lego Technic models. It comes
with programs for a number of
models, including the two-
motor buggy.
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The Atari 520 ST gives you the power
to defeat deadly enemies, slaughter
monsters and outwit cruel captors.

ATARI /

Gauntlet - U.S. Gold. Enter a world of monsters, mazes,
mystery and combat in the ultimate role-playing fantasy game.

Metrocross - U.S. Gold* It takes lightning reflexes to get
past the potholes, obstacles and forbidden zones to reach
the other side. And that's just the beginning!

Star Raiders II - Atari.Star Raiders are the only force strong
enough to hold off the Zycroids. Your task is to command the
Starcruiser - are you up to it?

Tai-Pan - Ocean. Voyage to 19th Century Hong Kong for
action and excitement with pirates, smuggling and mutiny.

Arkenoid - Imagine* The latest smash-hit coin-op game!
Are your reactions quick enough to handle 33 different play
screens?

Flight Simulator II -Sublogic.Take the controls of a Cessna
182 or Learjet 25G, With high speed 3D graphics for take-offs,
landings and acrobatics, it's just like the real thing!



But it's not all fun and games.

1st Word Plus - G.S.T. Professional word processor featuring
U.K. spellings and integration of graphics including 1st Mai
for full control of form letters etc.

ATARI

Fleet Street Publisher- Mirrorsoft.The complete desk-top
publishing package. Gives you page make-up combining text
andgraphicsforsophisticated, professionallookingdocuments.

ATARI

Superbase Personal - Precision Software.AII the features
of GEM combined with full relational database power. Easy to
set up, flexible, plus unique picture index facility.

VIP GEM - Silica Distribution. VIP Professional is an inte
grated spreadsheet, database, and graphics package. GEM
environment plus Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility.

Mixing business with pleasure is no problem with an Atari 520 ST.
Not when you've got over 1,000 software titles to choose from.

You'll find all the latest games and a huge range of business titles
from the top business software houses. And the range is growing all the time

You won't be short of power, either. The Atari 520 ST
is twice as powerful as most business micros.

So you'll be able to create spectacular colour
graphics. Even animate them to make your own films.

If you're musically minded, you can compose and
play a full symphony.

Or, for those who'd rather write programs than
music, the 520 ST supports over thirty
programming languages.

In fact, whatever you're looking for in
a computer, you'll find it in the Atari 520 ST.

ATARI 520 st#ml»ml%l WORKS HARD-PLAYS HARD X
*Screenshots are from the original Arcade game.
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For a limited period, the Atari 520 STM is even more of a knockout than usual.

We're offering it for just £449.95 (inc. VAT) complete with SF354 disk drive,

SM125 mono monitor,* a mouse worth £24.95 and 1st Word, worth £49.95.

So as well as saving you from the enemy, the 520 STM will also save you £184.

You'd better hurry though, because it won't a-v-a f\i r#)A CTAil
be long before our stocks are wiped out. r\lr\lvl Sorks hard^ays hYrd

•Offer includes mono monitor. The 520STM plugs into a standard colour TVA
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CONTACTS
Acorn Computers, Cambridge Tech-
nopark, 645 Newmarket Road, Cambridge
CB58PD.Tel: (0223)214411.
Advanced Computer Products, 6 Ava
Mouse, High Street, Chobham, Surrey
GU248LZ.Tel: (0276) 76545.
Datasolve, Wellington House, 61-73
Staines Road West,Sunbury On Thames,
Middlesex TW167AL.Tel: (0932) 785566.
EJ Sheffield, 8 Langdon Close, Camber-
ley, Surrey GUI5 1AQ.
IFEL, 36 Upland Drive, Plymouth PL6
6BD.Tel: (07555) 7286.
Interface Designs, 12 East Meads, Onslow
Village, Guidford, Surrey GU2 5SP. Tel:
(0483)32909.
Kref Computer Services, Caerau, Llan-
sadwrn, Menai Bridge, Gwynedd LL59
5SN.Tel: (0248) 810748.
Logo Software, 316a Richmond Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 2PD. Tel:
01-891 0989.

Maze Technology, 11 Braemar Avenue,
Neasdcn, London NW100DY.
Micronet, 8 Herbal Hill, London EClR
5EJ.Tel: 01-278 3143.
Morley Electronics, Unit 3, Maurice Road
Industrial Estate, Wallsend NE28 6BY.
Tci: 091-262 7507.

Norwich Computer Services, 18 Mile End
Road, Norwich NR4 7QY. Tel: (0603)
507057.

Odyssey Software, 8Greenbrook Avenue,
Hadley Wood, Barnet, Herts EN4 0LS.
Photonic Wand Company, 12 Orchard
Crost, Guilden Sutton, Chester CH3 7SL.
Tel: (0244) 300002.
Rice Computer Electronics, PO Box 2,
Morecambe, Lanes LA4 4PP.

Softec, 25 Holmficld Avenue, Bourne
mouth,BH76SF.Tel: (0202)476415.
Tedimen Software, PO Box 23, South
ampton S09 7BD.
Telecom Gold, 60-68 St Thomas Street,
London SE1. Tel: 01-103 6777.

Terrell Electronics, 7b Essex Gardens,
Homchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel:
(04024) 71426.

Z80 Task-Master Logo sprites
on a budget
A new, low-cost Logo package
gives users access to sprites
without the expense of a special
sprite board.

Parasoft Logo and Sprites
gives many of the same features
as a board, but at a cost of £12.
It allows 16 shapes to be pre
sent on the screen at one time,
and a set of pre-defined shapes
is provided including a car, a
plane and a rocket, some ghosts
and even Pacman. Special com
mands allow these sprites to be
easily edited into new shapes,
which can be saved.

The program adds 18 new
commands to the Logo system.

Each sprite can be moved
around the screen at a set speed
or it can be animated. Sprite
colours can be changed and so
can the background. Normal
turtle graphics or the Stamp
command can be used to draw

in backgrounds.
Complete animated scenes

can be created. Children can

create games as there are com
mands to detect two sprites
touching or colliding.

Parasoft Logo and Sprites
was written by a 12 year-old
pupil and is available from
Marlborough First and Middle
School, Marlborough Hill,
Harrow, Middlesex HA1 1UJ.

The Task-Master Z80second processor

The Z80 processor refuses to lie
down. A new Z80-based sys
tem has just been launched by
Kref Computer Services in
Wales. Task-Master uses the
little-known ZCPR3 operating
system, which is compatible
with CP/M2.2, but which
claims to give advanced features
normally only found on large,
multi-user systems like Unix.

These features include full
support for BBC micro
graphics and star commands,
automatic recognition of disc
formats, and a directory file
structure. Over 70 utility prog
rams are supplied on the sup
port disc. Documentation in
cludes a 350-page manual.

The package also includes an

assembler, monitor and debug
ging system and a version of
Borland's acclaimed Turbo Pas

cal software. Task-Master is
aimed principally at people
wanting to develop their own
programs. However, some
commercial CP/M packages
have been successfully tested
on the system — these include
Wordstar 3, Multiplan, Super-
Calc 2, dBase II and Aztec C.

Task-Master uses the Tube
to connect with the BBC mic
ro. It's compatible with the
BBC B, B+ and Master 128.
The system comes complete
with a fast 64k second proces
sor for £374, or as a software
pack for Torch Z80 second
processors at £150.

POST A PROBLEM
Acorn User has a guaranteed fast reply service for enquiries. Your
answer will be returned within 10 working days for just £3
includes VAT), or your money back.
Just write outyour problem, fill in the coupon (right), and send

both off to Acorn User with a stamped addressed envelope and
cheque or postal order for £3. If you want recorded delivery add
the cost of this on. Include as much detail as possible, and a disc
or cassette if a program is involved, with enough space to record
any corrected listing.

Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is a complex task and we cannot guarantee to give a full
solution. Unless the problem can be spotted quickly, the service
will only be able to make general comments or suggest a strategy
for the reader.

'We wm then answer the problem and return all material
received - within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If
we fail to match this promise, your cheque or postal order will be
returned with the answered question - you can't lose!

ACORN USER JULY 1987

ACORN USER READER SERVICE

141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Daytime phone number
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 and an sae with my
problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by: J
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COULD THIS BE YOUR
PROGRAM?

t&?Ktf#

Isyourprogram good enough to fill this
spot?

Will your game be the next No. 1 hit?
Are you looking for top royalties?
Areyou writing for leading computers

such as Commodore 64/128, C16/Plus-4,
BBC/Electron, Atari, Amstrad, MSX,
Spectrum or any other 6502/Z80 Micro.

s?oWVS

p,ctvo^

Answer YES to any ofthese questions
and we would like to hear from you. Send
your program tape or disc, together with full
instructions for fast evaluation. Be sure to
state your computer type, memory,
peripherals used and your name, address
and telephone number.

34 BOURTON ROAD GLOUCESTER GL4 OLE
Tel (0452) 412572

P.S. Urgentlyrequired games software for Electron and BBC



SHOW NEWS

Software houses show
new RISC packages
It looks like it's going to be an
even busier show than we

thought! Many companies will
be demonstrating software and
hardware for the forthcoming
Acorn RISC machine.

Electro Music Research is
working in conjunction with
Acorn to develop a complete
MIDI software and designing a
MIDI interface.

EMR has written a wide

range of MIDI software, and
its products are used in a large
number of schools for teaching
music at O and A-level. Pro
ducts include performers, se
quencers, samplers and, accord
ing to the company, 'the most
advanced score writing prog-

Delta database
display designer
Minerva Systems will be show
ing the latest utility for the
System Delta database package
- a programmable graphics
manager called System Gamma.
This is similar to ViewPlot and

InterChart in that it allows you
to produce graphics from the
figures in your database. Un
like theother packages, howev
er, System Gamma lets you
draw the graphs using very
simple star commands.

Other System Delta products
on show will include the new

Reporter package. This is used
to extract information from

your database files using special
formats. A wide variety of
user-defined formats arc possi
ble, and the information can be
printed or written to a file.

Another package, Inter/View
Link is designed to allow ex
isting data from Computer
Concepts' Inter suite of prog
rams and Acornsoft's View
packages to be read into a Sys
tem Delta database.

ACORN USER JULY 1987

ram for a home micro'. This

gives an on-screen display of
the music in proper musical
notation with all note lengths,
chords, time signatures,
accidentals and so on. It will

also produce a hard copy of
your music in either a full
orchestral form or just as a
piano arrangement.

The Performer allows you to
'record' in real time or step
through your recording and
edit it note by note. You can
then add up to 63 other instru
ments and play the whole lot
back. All of EMR's RISC

MIDI equipment will be sold
under the Acornsoft name.

EMR will also be developing

software for the internal sound

chip in the RISC machine
which is very similar to the
Music 500. At the show, EMR
will be running a continuous
live demo of the latest in elec

tronic music and MIDI - all

run from a couple of BBC
micros. The company will also
be offering a MIDI interface
for the BBC for £80 and will

throw in The Performer free.
Computer Concepts will also

be demonstrating some RISC
utilities alongside a book on
Acorn RISC Machine (ARM)
assembly language by Peter
Cockerell. And Minerva's
RISC database (announced last
month) will be on display.

Bond bytes back

Does the cello feature in the computer game?

If all goes according to plan,
James Bond should be putting
in an appearance at the show.
Not James Bond himself, you
understand - he's far too busy
fighting international subver
sion and charming beautiful
women in far-off places.

This particular 007 is the
latest computer game spin-off
from Domark. Based on the

new Bond film, The Living

Daylights starring Timothy
Dalton, the game promises 10
levels, each showing a different
scene from the movie. The

locations range as far and wide
as Vienna, Tangiers and Rechen
Am See, which apparently is in
Italy.

The game should be available
from normal software retailers.

It's expected that cassette ver
sions will sell for £9.99.

Sideset on show
Maze Technology hopes to
have its Sideset utility (see page
seven) at the show. But the
software is already undergoing
some upgrades - even before
it's launched.

As a result of feedback from
Maze's early publicity, thesoft
ware is being modified so that
it works with even more ap
plications packages. Although
Sideset works with all 'legal'
software, a large proportion of
potential customers also want it
to work with unconventional

packages like InterWord,
according to company director
Owen Cullum.

The company is also looking
at making the software work
with co-processors. By enabl
ing users to switch between
programs running in the main
and second processors, it may
be possible to achieve a crude
kind of multi-tasking.

News in brief
• Final production versions of
Genie - the pop-up desktop
utilities by Permanent Memory
Systems - are now ready, and
PMS hopes to have them at the
show. The £60 package pro
vides features like a notepad,
address book and desk diary in
a battery-backed module. The
utilities can be called from
within any other package, and
work even with second proces
sors and other pop-up prog
rams, like Spell Master.
• Beebug will be concentrat
ing on its Master ROM. The
control panel features a Gem
like disc menu, an actual 'con
trol panel' for editing the
CMOS RAM and a diary/
calendar similar to PMS's

Genie. The company will also
be showing its new Command
communications program.
• Twillstar will have on sale

the latest Teco printer. Retail
ing at £229, it features full
Epson and IBM compatability
with a draft speed of 180 cps
and NLQ at 39 cps.
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SPECIAL LATE NIGHT LINE
Eveningenquiry and order telephone line from 5.30pm to 9pm.

PHONE AT YOUR LEISURE: 0277 655076

GPD Systems
(0277) 651443

31 ABBEY RD
BILLERICAY

ESSEX CM12 9NF

ACORN - AMSTRAD DEALERS
COMPUTERS

Master 128k with View, Viewsheet and other software
Master Compact
BBCB's refurbishedsecond hand 6 months quarantee
Acorn 1770 DFS
ADFS upgrade for BBC &BBC+ includes manual and utility disc

DISKS
Box of 10 5.25" 96tpi double sided disks with free library case
Box of 10 3.5" diskettes S/S with free library case
Box of 10 3.5" diskettes D/S with free library case
Disk storage boxes

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
80 col parallel interface
Star NL10 120cps draft 30cps NLQ 5k buf.
Star SD10 160cps draft 40cps NLQ 2k buf.
Star SR10 200cps draft 50cps NLQ 2k buf.
MP 165 165 cps draft 34cps NLQ
EP80 + 100cps draft (Mannesman Tally)
Epson LX86 120cps draft 16cps NLQ - includes tractor unit
Epson LQ-800 180cps draft 60cps true LQ
Epson EX-800 250cps draft 50cps NLQ

132 col parallel interface
Star NX15 120cps draft 30cps NLQ 4k buf.
Star SD15 160cps draft 40cps NLQ 16k buf.
Star SR15 200cps draft 50cps NLQ 16k buf.
Star NB24-15 216 draft 72cps true LQ 24 pin
Star NB15 300cps draft 100cps true LQ 24 pin
Epson LQ-1000 180cps draft 60cps true LQ
Epson EX-1000 250cps draft 50cps NLQ

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Micro P MP-26 26cps
Micro P MP-40 40cps
Ribbons, cut-sheet feeders, expandable buffers etc.
are available for all above printers

exc VAT inc VAT
£390 £448.50

Irom £385 £442.74
from £200

£45 £51.75
£26 £29.90

ase £10 £11.50
£20 £23.00
£25 £28.75

rom £2 £2.30

exc VAT inc VAT
£200 £230.00
£270 £310.50
£350 £402.50
£195 £224.25
£120 £138.00
£210 £241.50
£525 £603.75
£450 £517.50

£320 £368.00
£380 £437.00
£460 £529.00
£595 £684.25
£705 £810.75
£720 £828.00
£595 £684.25

£220 £253.00
£320 £368.00

P.O.A.

BOOKS
Master Reference Manual Part 1
Master Reference Manual Part 2
BBC advanced reference manual
View User Guide MONITORS

All monitors come complete with connecting leadand 13A plug
Phillips monochrome green high resolution
Phillips 8533 medium res colour
Taxan Supervision 620 high res colour
Taxan Supervision 625 ultra-high res colour
Microvitec 1451 medium resolution colour
BBC FIRMWARE
AMX Mouse with Super Art Rom
Acorn View 3.0
View Store
View Sheet
Wordwise Plus
Printmaster (Epson or Star)
Spellcheck III
Interword
Intersheet
Interchart
Interbase

*"— DISC DRIVES
Mitsubishi 5.25" and 3.5"drives 2 year manufacturer's guarantee.
Double sided 40/80switchable (switch at front of unit)
WITHOUT PSU
5.25" Single 400K Double sided
5.25" Double 800K Double sided
3.5" Single 400K (in dual case)
3.5" Dual 800K
WITH PSU
5.25" Single 400K
5.25" Dual 800K vertically mounted
5.25" Dual 800K horizontally mounted in monitor
stand (fits B, B+ & Master)
3.5" Single 400K (in dual case)
3.5" Dual 800K
3.5" & 5.25" Combination

£15.00
£15.00
£10.95
£10.00

exc VAT inc VAT
£76 £87.40

£249 £286.35
£280 £322.00
£330 £379.50
£233 £267.95

£68 £78.20
£60 £69.00
£45 £51.75
C45 £51.75
£40 £46.00
£23 £26.45
£28 £32.20
£45 £51.75
£45 51.75
£28 £32.20

P.O.A.
£50 £57.50

exc VAT inc VAT

£102 £117.30
£190 £218.50

£90 £103.50
£158 £181.70

£117 £134.55
£215 £247.25

£250 £287.50

£113 £129.95
£172 £197.80
£230 £264.50

Discounts available for quantity purchases - Large selection of educational and business software - Educational and
official orders welcome

Carriage Rates (incl. VAT) £2.00 for orders under £80/£8.00 orders over £80 and over + £2 for additional items -
Paper £2.00 per 1000 sheets

Late night order line (not anansphone MAIL ORDER ONLY (callers by appointment)
5.30pm to 9pm weekdays Goods Despatched within 24hrs subject to availability

HOW TO ORDER

E3
Contact Sales Office on 0277-651443 during office hours or telephone 0277-655076 5.30pm - 9pm weekdays.

Or enclose a letter with payment including carriage charges. Please state your full address.

VIDEO TITLER II for the BBC-B
VIDEO-TITLER II is a sophisticated professional caption generator/video
typewriter program with features that will impress both the pro and semi-pro
video maker.

Features include:
* 8 large fonts * Proportional spacing * Unlimited page saving &
recall * Full, fast text editing with auto centering or screen
positioning * Drop shadows underlining * Use of 16 colours in Modes 1
or 2 * Broadcast-style VTR starter clock which allows the user to add
collegeorcompanyname &programidentification * Afull Mode7
sub-titler program using centred double-height characters in blue box
background, withfulltext editing, saving &reloading * Program also ideal
for slide-making and A/Vapplications

Simplicity of use is the key to the success of this excellent suite of programs as
used extensively by colleges and video-makers around the country. Supplied
withfullinstructions, advise on titlingyour video productions and colour
interfacing your BBCwitha video recorder.

VIDEO-TITLER IIis £15.75. Disc only. Please state 40 or 80 track. Official
orders welcome. Available exclusively from:

VISIONCRAFT SOFTWARE
PO BOX 135, LONDON N20 0HF
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VERSATILE CAD/CAM
For the BBC Micro

A sophisticated, menudriven, user friendly CAD/CAM packagewithmany facilities for very
accurate drawingconstruction and data extraction for NumericControl(NC)post processing.

CAD System (EDUCAD) - £80(ax.vat)
* geometric/schematicdrawings ' construction/modification
* zoom, scale and unitscontrol * text/symbol fonteditor
" text/symbols, any sizeand angle * intersectsand tangents
* mirror and duplicate * rubberbanding
* generalised x-y plotteroutput *graphicsscreendump
* area properties ' revision/material info,editor
CAM System(EDUCNC) - £35(ex.vat)
* part geometry from EDUCAO ' part profiledefinition
* tool path animation ' generalised NCpost processor

Both packages have explicit inputpromptsand errormessages.This togetherwithover 80
pages ofonline HELP data makesthese systemseasy to useand easy to learn- an idealway
of introducing this new technology.
TO ORDER simply specifydisk format requirements or to obtainfurther detailscontact'

EDUSOFT, Lodge Hill, Sevens Road,
Cannock Wood, Rugeley, Staffs WS15 4RX

AA270

S™S£" Tel: (0709) 369912 (2 lines)
COMPUTER call us now for a price list
CENTRE
BBC Master 128 £385 +VAT
Master turbo-upgrade £99.00
Master 512/upgrade £189.00

NEC DISC DRIVE

ND400A 40/80 D/S £99

MONITORS including BBC Cable PRINTERS
Microvitec 1431 STD RES
Microvitec 1451 MED RES
Mitsubishi 1404 MED RES
Phillips 8533 HI RES
Phillips 7502 HI RES
Phillips 7522 HI
Taxan KX1201HI

RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
Green

£169.00 Citizen
£209.00 Star
£215.00 Citizen
£259.00 Star

£69.00 Taxan KAGA

120D
NL10
MSP10E
NX15
KP815

£169.00
£209.00

£295.00

80 col NLQ
80 col NLQ
80col NLQ

135 col NLQ £365.00
80 col NLQ £299.00

£8.00
£4b9.00

RES Amber £74.00 BBC-printer lead
RES Green £94.50 IntegrexcolourInkjet132

MD 400A
MD 400B
MD 802C
MD 802E
MD 802 DM

DISC DRIVES

40/80
40/80
40/80
40/80

MD802E

D/S
D/S + PSU
D/S Dual
D/S Dual + PSU
Inmaster plynth

£114.00

£126.00

£209.00
£235.00

£255.00

"ALL MD DRIVES HAVE A 2 YEAR WARRANTY"

BOX(10)D/S80T £8.50 11"x9'/2"Box 2000 £11.00
box (10)S/s/40T precision £5.50 All standard Ribbons available

Please add 15% VAT to all prices
Carriage - items below £200 add £4.00

Items above £200 add £6.00
All orders dispatched within 48 hours

subject to availability.

ROTHERHAM COMPUTER CENTRE
135 WELLGATE

ROTHERHAM S60 2NN
Tel: 0709 369912

ACORN USER JULY 1987



Hie Challenge of theOrder of

XOR Designer holds thesecretof
XOR, the maze game which bends
your mind with itslabyrinthine
puzzles.

YOU canacquire the secrets ofthe
labyrinth]
YOU can take on the mysterious
mantle of XOR!
YOU can become a Master of the
Maze!

XOR Designer enables you to
enter into the World of the
Labyrinth - as Masterof the
Maze! You will acquire the power
and shadowy stealth to create
pitfalls and puzzlesworthyofThe
Maze!

But beware! - as a Master of the
Maze you'll need super-human
ingenuityand mentalacrobatics
to outwit your challengers!

XORDesignerfeatures:

The Maze Designer - a screen
showing the wholemaze, with an
easysystemforselecting and
placing icons.Youcan edit
existingmazes or start from
scratch - even lock mazes to deter
the inquisitivegaze of the
uninitiated!

The IconDesigner - deepen the
mysteryofany mazebychanging
the Faces of XOR - edit the
existing iconset, or completely
redesign your own. Wesupply you
with the original XORicon set
phiS another completely new set.

The Game Player -load a maze
from disk, choose an icon set, and
yourlabyrinth isready toconfront
anychallenger! TheGamePlayer
includes facilitiesfor screendumps
and saving solutionsto disk.We
supply levels 4and 5of the
original XOR, and thesaved
solution to level 5!

BBC B,B+, Master Series5 \/4"
Disc

XOR Designer Disc - £14.95

24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR
ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS

Logotron Guarantee:
Allorders dispatclied within 5

days ofreceipt oforder.
Faulty software will be replaced

immediately.
Postage and Packing - Free.

WHEEL. oP"FORTUME

LOCOTRON RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS, DALES BREWERY, CWYDIR STREET, CAMBRIDGE CB1 2L) PHONE(0223) 323656



At Akhter we believe in freedom of
choice which is why we have many
combinationsof disk and streamer pro
ducts available for you. All these pro
ducts are designed and manufactured
in the U.K. and conform to the highest
UK industry standards. With products
ranging from stand alone 20 Mbyte
Hard disk drives through to complete
subsystems comprising of 20 Mbyte
hard disk with 10 Mbyte Streamer and
1 Mbyte floppy disk we feel we can
meet even the most stringent of applic
ations.

HARD DISC

AND

STREAMER

PRODUCTS

%£&*
iir il,lir Br tff tff aIbHL hV tfr dr QUukJW

m®

MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE

HD1000 HIMB HARD DISK V\ ITH POWER SUPPIV £599.95

HD2000 2IIMB HARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £699.95

HD4000 4DMB HARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £1995.95

HDI085 8 »MB HARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £1899.00

HD 11*0 140MB HARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £2995.00

STREAMER 10 1IIMB TAPE STREAMER WITH PSL £749.95

ARCHIVE tllMBSTREAMER-IMBfiOPPYUIIHPSU- £949.95

NUCLEUS 20 20MB-IIIMB SIREAMER-IMB FLOPPY" £1599.95

NUCLEUS40 40MB-1IIMB SIREAMER-IMB FLOPPY" £1995.95

UFD2000 20MB-IMB floppy- £1995.95

HFD2000

'These units an
128Seriesanal

20MB-10MB STREAMER" £1495.95

mmintwlin,ipisnthsuitablelor the Atom Master

AlliiriuNiniludi'VA.T

IT
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AKHTER
GROUP PLC.
AKHTER HOUSE, PERRY ROAD,
STAPLE TYE, HARLOW, ESSEX.
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If you want to increase your storage capacity up to an
incredible 112 MBytes you need a Winchester; but not
just any Winchester ... the new Viglen System is 100%

compatible with the Acorn Winchester, it's simplicity
itself to install and it costs a lot less than you think.

The Viglen Winchester isready to plugstraight
intoyour BBC Masteror ifyou havea Bor Bplus
youwill simply have to fitan ADFS ROM.You can
use up to two floppydiskdrives inconjunctionwith
the unitand,fittedto the B+ or Master,the floppies
can double their capacity by running in double
density mode.

The 112 MBytes Viglen WinchesterSystemisequivalent
incapacity to over 1000 I00K floppies or 250400K floppy
disks. It takes under 2.5 seconds to save 200K bytes,
making it at least ten times faster than the
equivalent floppy diskoptions. The system is
designed for virtually every application from
education or business to home use.

WHAT DO I GET FOR MY MONEY
/.Winchester Unit - (Winchester drive, controller boards, powersupply and fan all fitted in one
compact case). The fan isrecommended in order tokeep theWinchester at thecorrect
operating temperature.
2.Master Reference manual part I (for a BBC BorBplus you will require theAcorn ADFS Rom
andutilities available at an extracost).
3. Winchester userguide.
4.Additional utilities on theWinchester including formatter, verifier, ADFS menuandbackup
program.

PLUG IN SECOND DRIVE
The Acorn ADFS can handle up to two Winchester drives.These are accessedas

drive0 andI (thefloppy diskdrives being accessed asdrives 4 and5).Viglen Winchesters are
supplied asDrive 0 (single unit) andDrive I (Second drive for single unit). TheViglen drive
I canbe instantly plugged into drive 0 and used either asa backupfor Drive0 (andperhaps
taken offand stored away) or for more online mass storage. This willenable you to back up
20 Megabytes in under 7 minutes.

STORAGE OPTIONS:-

DriveO Drive 1 Total Capacity
20 Meg 20 or40 Meg 40 or 60 Meg
28 Meg 28 or 56 Meg 56 or 84 Meg
40 Meg 20 or40 Meg 60 or 80 Meg
56 Meg 28 or 56 Meg 84orM2Meg

Pour tfxxw20«nd28rregitvx inB.«) andS6metsibvtr mo rap be lltf*)'uler n I

Plug in 20
to 112 MBytes

of extra storage
with the Viglen

Winchester System

PRICE INC
V.A.T

Drive 0 Single
VB20 20M Winchester
VB28 28M Winchester
VB40 40M Winchester
VB56 56M Winchester

649.95

699.95

1045.95

1119.95

Drive 1 Second Drive
VBI20 20 M Drive 1Winchester
VBI28 28M Drive 1Winchester
VBI40 40M Drive 1Winchester
VBI56 56M Drive 1 Winchester

549.95

599.95

819.95

899.95

Acorn ADFS Rom with utilities
(essential forBBC Band BPlus)
Acorn 1770 upgrade kit(BBC B)

29.95

49.95

COMPATIBILITY!

Viglen Winchesters are 100% compatible with the Acorn Winchesters and the ADFS. Any
program that will run on the Acorn Winchester will also run on the Viglen Winchester. The
Winchesters also run with the Acorn Master 512 board with DOS plus (CPM86 and
MSDOS compatible operating system).

BACKOF UNIT I MHz IN: This socket is used to connect the micro to the Winchester
I MHz OUT: Thissocket isused to connect anyother device that isnormally
pluggedinto the I MHzbuson the micro.
DRIVE I DATA: This is a 20 way socket whichis used to connect the data
signals to a second Winchester drive.
DRIVE I CONTROL: This isa 34 waysocket whichisused to connect the
control signals to a second Winchester drive.

HOWTO ORDER

Simply write off today to Viglen and remember to add £8.00 carriage, packing and
insurance, and allow 7 days for delivery. Credit card holders may order by
telephone. If you'd like to find out more why not come down to our West
London showroom (see map for directions) or ifyoucan'tmake it simply ask for

our special datasheet.

BOSTON Callers byappointment
MANOR OrdersfromEducational

Establishments, Government
Departments and Pic
Companies accepted.
Education discounts available,

please call.
M

Pricescorrect at timeofgoingto pressand subjectto availability

The Perfect Partners
Unit7,Trumpers Way, Harwell, London W7 2QA. Sales Hotline 01 8439903.



At Akhter we believe in reliability which
explains why we choose a floppy disk
drive mechanism with the highest pedi
gree to use in our boxed drives using
the Mitsubishi, floppy disk drive, which
includes characteristics such as glass
welded head/white heads, all helps to
make the unit robust and durable and
gives us the confidence to offera 2 year
warranty on thisselection of our floppy
disk drive units.

MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE

„„.„„. 400K Drive. DoubleSidedwith
MD400A 40/bo Irack switch £139.95

MninM 400K Drive. Double Sided with
MD400B 40/BO track switch4-P.S.U. £154.95

„__„ Dual BOOK drive with 40/80
MD802C track switch £269.95

Dual HOOK drive, double sided,
MD802E with 40/80 track switches and

P.S.U.

£299.95

Dual BOOK drive, double sided,
MD802DM with 40/80 track, P.S.U.

mounted in plynth.
£324.95

All S'/i"Drives have 40/80 track switch mounted in front
plate of disk drive.

All prices includeV.A.T.

fiHHTEl

AKHTER
GROUP PLC.
AKHTER HOUSE, PERRY ROAD.
STAPLE TYE,HARLOW, ESSEX,
(MIH7PN.UK
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. /. Computers and Upgrades

Trade in your old Model B against a new
Master 128 or Master Compact,
Master 128 £394.00 (a)
MasterET. (EconetFiling Systemonly) £320.00 (a)

Master Turbo Upgrade £99.00 (c)

Master512 Upgrade El89 00 (c)

Master 128EpromCartridge C11.00 (cl

Master 128 Dust Cover £4.50 (e)

Special Prices on upgrades if ordered with
Master 128. Phone for details.

BBC Master Compact from £385.00 (a)

AllCompacts with Package Offersof
Software etc. a value of £35 to £50 software

| etc. to your choice.
Compact RS232Interface C26.00 (cl

| Compact TV Modulater C26 00 (el

| Compact Second Disc Drive C99.00 (a)

Compact 5.25" Second Drive Cable Cl1.00 (el

i 1770 Disc Interlace £41.00(dl
ADFS ROM (8+or B with 1770) C2500(el

B+64 64KUpgrade C30.00 (d)

i / Printers (Dot Matrix)
Tally MT 8580col 180cps 45cps NLQ C344.00 (a)

Epson LX86 80col'120cps + 16cps NLQ C229.00 (a)

| Juki 5510 80col'180cps +30cps NLQ C259.00(al

Juki5510Colour Upgrade Kit C94.00 (c)

Canon PW1080A 80col'150cps + 27cps NLQ C229.00 (al

Citizen 120 D80co!'120cps + 25cps NLQ C164.00 (a)

w / Printers (Daisy Wheel)

Juki 6000 80col 12cps C182.00 (a

JuVi 6100 llOcol 20cps E280.00 (a

uki6300 132col40cps £774.00 (a

C554.00 (a)CitizenPremier 35 132col35cps

Printers (Laser)

CanonLPBAI (8 pages/mm)
New Citizen Laser Overture 110
10 pages/min 250Sheet cassette
dual interface. £1650.00 (a)

Allprinters include Free BBC cable
or plus£5.00 for IBM lead.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMX Mouse+ SuperArt
AMX Pagemaker

Cl 599.00 (a)

C66.00 (dl

£37.00 Id)

SPECIALOFFERS
Printers - Dot Matrix
MP135 80col/135cps + 27cpsNLQ £135.00 la)

MP16580col/165cps + 38cpsNLQ C166.00 (a)

MP20080col'200cps + 40cps NLQ £249.00 (a)

MP201 r"»-.ol/200cps + 40cps NLQ £274.00 (a)

Printers - DaisyWheel
MP 26- 26cpsDiablo 630compatible £234.00 (a)

MP 40- 40cpsDiablo 630compatible £319.00 (a)

2 Year Warranty on MP Printers

Direct 0249 Dual 800K DS 40/80T
inc. PSU on Master Plinth £215.00 (a)

Disc Drives

DirectDrivesall with full 3 yr. Warranty
0241 40.-80T DS400K £99.00 (a)
0243 Dual 40/80T 800K(Horizontal! £194.00(a)
0246 40/80T DS400K IncPSU £114.00 (a)
0248Dual 40/80T 800K(Horizontal) Inc PSU £214.00(a)
0249 As 0248 inMaster Bridge-Monitor Plinth £215 00 la)
0250 As0248with 1 x 3.5' &1 x 5.25" £239.00 (a)

UFD Drives (2 yr.Warranty)
MD802 C Dual 40'80T DS800K(Vertical) £214.00(a)
MD 802EDual 40'80T DS800K IncPSU £244.00 (a)
MD 802 DM Asabove inMaster Bridge/Monitor Plinth £284.00 (a)

Winchester Drives
20mbmcl. PSU and ADFS £549.00 (a)
40 mb incl.PSUand ADFS £869.00(a)

ACORN USERJULY 1987

COMPUTING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acorn
iliechoK'eofoxpprieiice.

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Disc Drives

Misc

Viglen SS40T 100K £79.00 (a)
Opus 50025S Single 40/80T Inc PSU (Dual Case) £147.00 (a)
Discs5.25"(Boxedin 10's Lifetimeguarantee)
3M 744 SS'DD48TPI £11 00(d)
3M 745 DS'DD 48TPI £13.00 (dl
3M747DS/DD 96TPI £17.00 (d)
AddCl lor plastic library case
B&S Label 96TPI in see through LIB. Case DS/DD £13.00 (d)
Disc Cleaning Kit C9.00 Id)
3.5"
3M35SSSS'DD (Box oMO) £21.00 Id)
3M35DS DS/DD (Box ol 10) £29.00 (d)
B&S Label DS/DD £19.00(d)

Lockable Anti-Static 5.25" StorageCases
50 Disc Capacity £8.00 (d)
100 Disc Capacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBCLead
Phillips Range of high resolution Mono Monitors
withAudio Input Green Amber orPaper White.
BM 7502 (Green) £69.00 la)
BM 7522 (Amber) C74.00 la)
BM7442 (Paper White) £77.00 (al
Phillips Colour Monitor RGB, Composite Video,
Audio in Linear RGBGreen Screen Switchable
BBC/IBM Compatible
CM8533:CM8833 £23900 (a)

Microvitec
1431 (Metal orPlastic Case please specily) Std. Res. £179.00 la)
1451 (Metal orPlastic Case please specily) Med. Res £224.00 (a)
1441 (Metal or Plastic Case please specify) High Res £375.00 (a)
1431 AP Metal Case RGB andCV/Audio Std. Res. £209.00 la)
1451 AP Metal Case only RGB and CV Audio Med. Res. £259.00 (a)
TILT and SWIVEL Stands lorPlastc Case Only £19.00 (dl
Hantarex

CT 2001 Med. Res. CV Audio RGB CPOA
Plinths
BBC BSingle Cl 1.001c)
BBC Master Single £12.00(0
BBC Master with Shell £22.00 (b)

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all prices
(including carriage).
Government and educational establishments official orders
welcomed. When orderingplease enclose a cheque or postal
order lor the appropriate amount. UKCarriageRates (a)£8 50
- courier insured delivery lb» £3.50 (c) £2 50 (d) C1 50 (el
El .00 All prices are correct at time of going to press. All
offers arc subject toavailability, allprices arc subject tochange
without priornotificationand are availableon request. Current
price list is available on request

Goods normally despatched on receipt of order

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD
NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY

PHONE 0602 787923

ROM Boards

ATPL Sideways (state Bor B+)
Viglen ROM System (B Series)
Viglen ROM System (Master I2£
Viglen ROM System Compact
Viglen Spare Cartridges

Printer Ribbons and Accessories

Epson8302 LX 86 Tractor Unit
Epson 8338LX 86SSF
Epson LX 86 (Compat)
Epson MX80'RX80FX80'FX85/ICompat)
Juki 5510/Citlzen MSP 20 (Compat)
Citizen 120D/LSP10

Taxan 810/Canon (Compat)
Juki 6100 Multistrike

Tally MT85 Fabric
Tally MT86 Carbon
Printer lead 1.5m B/B+/M128/ELK+ 1

Printer Ie3d 15m Compact
Printerlead 2m IBM or Compatible
80col Printer Stand

Universal Printer STand

Printer Switch Box 2 Way "T"Switch

All Modems inc BBC Lead
Miracle WS20O0
Miracle WS4000 HayesCompat
Pace Nightingale + Commstar II
Nightingale Auto Dial Auto Answer Board + SW
Pace Commstar II ROM

NBBABT APPROVAL ON MODEMS ONLY

50ft. Telephone Exln. Cable onWind upReel

Acorn Soft
M;cro Prolog £50.00 (d) ISO Pascal
Logo £44 00 (d) BCPL
Forth £32.00 (e) Comal
Lisp £33.00 (e) Hi.View
View 2.1 £37.00Id) View 3.0
Viewsheet £37.00Id) View Store
View Spell (80T only) C29.O0 (dl View Plot
Viewindex C10.00(e) Overview
View Printer Driver Gen. Tape £7.00 (e) Dsc

Computer Concepts
Interword £39.00 (d) InterSheet
Interchart C2600 Id) Inierbase

The NewlyReleased Spellmaster
Wordwise £30.00(dl Wordwise +

Mirrorsott

Fleet Street Editor

Clares

Fontwise +

£36.00 (dl

£11.25(d)

£12.00 (d)
£12.00 Id)

£1.69 le)

£19.00(0

£48.00 (b)

£2.89 (el

£2.50 (el
£2 50(e)

£3.75 (e)

£3.74 (e)

£2 30(e)

£5.00 (e)
£7.00 |e)

C6.00(e)

C8.00 (e)

£10.00 (dl

£11.00(c)

£15.00 Id)
£3900(0

£95.00 (0

£144.00 (al

£94.00 (c)

£52.00 Id)

£28.00 le)

£9.50 (dl

£42.00 (d)
G9 00(c)

£32.00 Id)

£37.00 Id)

£56.00 Id)

£37.00 (dl

£21.00 le)

C84.00 Idl

£8 00 (e)

C39.00 (dl

CPOA

£47.00(d)
07.00 (d)

£31.001 Fontsand Graphics £11.75(e)

Cl6.00(e) Replica III C11.00(e)

VINE MICRO REPLAY (State M'C andDisc Interface) £30.00 (e)

NB It is essential to state machine and 40/80T
when ordering software

Books (NoVAT on books)

Master Ref.ManualsPtl £14.00 Id)
Advanced Master Ref. Manual CPOA
Lisp £7 00(e) Forth £7.00 (e) ISO Pascal £7.00 (e)
BCPL £14.00 (d) ViewGu:de £600(e) Into View £6.00 (e)
View 3 £9.00 (e) View Sheet £9.00 (e) View Store £9.00 (e)

Pt 2

Fanfold Paperand Labels

2000 x 1Part 60gm 11 x9.5" Std. Perf.
2000 x 1 Part 60gm 11 x9 5" Micro Perf
1000 x1Part 85gm 11 x95" Micro Perf
1500 x 1 Part 90gm "Perfect" A4Micro Perf.
1000 89mm x 36mm Labels

1000 89mm x 49mm Labels

1000 102mm x 36mm Labels
Please staleSingle orTwin Row. when ordering labels

£14.1

£11.00(0

£12 50(0

£9.00 (0

£15 00 (b)

£4.00 (dl

£6.00 Idl

£5 00 (dl
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• A FULLY ACORN COMPATIBLE disc l/face for the ELK' & Plus 1
• Accepts any standard 5%" or 3'/2" disc drive with PSU
• Supplied with 1770 DFS (as supplied on the B+ & Master series)

(A.E.D. is still available for Plus 3 users at £24.15 inc.
• Page stays at &E00. the same at Tape F.S. NO LOSS of RAM
• Will allow more tape software to be run from disc

Access compatible BBC disc-based software. No conversion program needed
Extra sideways ROM socket fitted as standard

• A self-contained, well finished and fully tested product
• No short cuts' in design, finish or components
• ROM s/ware includes format, verify, free space and utils.
• Achieve greater BBC compatibilty

£69.55 (+VAT)

"/ can recommend it to anyone contemplating upgrading to disc".
Electron User, June '86

"The AP4 should be considered the standard interface for the Electron".
Acorn User. July '86

AP4 SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
AP4 100 = AP4 + 5'/," 40 track S/S including PSU
AP4 400 = AP4 + 5y„" track switchable D/S including PSU

These prices include VA Tand delivery

liiu'ji JJ

1186 ACP IKl fi Av.i Minim- Nifil> Si I '.-I -

£199.00

£229.00

The Advanced ROM Adaptor II
Our versatile cartridge continues to grow in popularity and demand. This
ROM/EPROM adaptor is a quality product fully enclosed in an Acorn
approved casing, providing full protection for your valuable firmware! A.R.A.
2 not only allows 8K (2764) & 16K (27128) ROMS/EPROMS but also
supports 27513 & 27011 devices (when used with the correct software) for
which we are currently devoloping new products. Fully compatible with the
Master Computer & Electron Plus 1 "The best ROM cartridge is by far the ACP
ARA2", AiB Dec 86

ADVANCED PRINT BUFFER (5V4 ADFSWB/M/C/ £5 95
Is a program that runs in sideways RAM and provides a large Print Buffer, instead of the resident 63 bytes. Large means over 14K (14700 characters)
allowing letters, reports, documents, listings, etc. to beprinted while you carry onwith naother task. Full control is provided to switch Buffer on'off Purae
Buffer, even changing the effect <ESCAPE> has on the Buffer (essential when using w/procs such as View)

ADVANCE BBC DFS Eoo

Enables Bi or upgraded Busers to run 1770 DFS at Eoo when used in 16K sideways RAM

ACORN plus ACP = Plus One
ACP are proud to announce they are now producing the Acorn plus one

POINTS THE WAY FOR THE ELECTRON USER
AMX MOUSE

Catch an incredible AMX MOUSE! The advanced opto-mechamcal device that brings to your
ELECTRON facilities once only available on more expensivecomputers. Now you can use ICONS
WINDOWS. AND POINTERS in your own programs.
AMX PACKAGE

Plug theMOUSE into theuser port, andtheEPROM into your A.P.5 The latter contains fast machine m zz — _,..„ ,
code routines for creating on-screen windows, icons and pointers. And means that the MOUSE buttons can be programmed for us.; with
commercial software suchas Wordwise andView There are two manuals included, explaining how tooperate theMOUSE andthe ROM routines
which are available in both basic and machine code programs.
Included in the package are two superb programs:

AMX ART hastobeseentobebelieved! It's acomputer-aided drawing program that'sjust asgood for serious applications -such asthepreparation
ofdetailed architectural and engineering drawingsorteachers' worksheets -as it is for having lotsoffamily fun! And ifyou'reartistically inclined
you II beastonished at thequality of work you can produce andsave. It makes full useofon-screen menus, pull-down menusandicons the ideal
easy way for novices to learn and gain in confidence

ICON DESIGNER is an invaluable program for creating and storing icons for use in your OWN programs.
The ACP -AMX mouse package may be usedon an ELECTRON fitted with a PLUS I&AP5 The 'ART' software issupplied oncassette butcan be
transferred to DISC (DFS not ADFS)

£69.95 - MOUSE PACKAGE AND AP5 £125.00

Advanced Computer Products Ltd., 6 Ava House, High Street, Chobham. Surrey. GU24 8LZ Tel: 0276 76545

THIS IS WHAT ELECTRON USER SAID ABOUT A.P.5:-
"Looking at the A.P.5. shows it to be constructed to a high standard, it looks solid and robust. The A.P.5.
new Electron for a whole new

Itype of computing." E.U. Dec '86

(5V4DFS)/B+ £19.99

Introductory price £49.95 Inc

EEEHHBEEEtii



NEW PRODUCT

Advanced Battery-backed RAM for
Master and Electron users. A battery
backed 32K RAM cartridge A.B.R. is a
self-contained cartridge containing two
16k pages of sideways RAM with a re
chargeable battery back up. Each 16k
page can be individually locked by
software. Supplied with full software
support, to include loading software,
ROM save, advanced print buffer and a
disc utility MAKEROM.
(08/M/E H) - £39.99
"It's a superb Addon and a must for all
serious Electron Users" EUJune

//III
ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT
(01)/M/B/E/C £34.50
Any Acorn user including Master, BBC B+,
Electron. DFS. 1770 DFS. ADFS. 2nd. & co
processors A.C.P.'s BEST SELLING product
containing over 30 commands inc.:- powerful
memory &disc editor, search memory/disc/
basic, catalogue/unplug ROMS, load/run
programs below page, automatic menu, file
transfer (inc. locked cassette files). ADFS utils
etc. etc. ("it's superb" ... Database Pubs. -
"A top-class toolkit - I have no hesitation in

:ommendmg it Acorn User Nov 86)

mmemmmffimmimmmm

^ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS
[(05)/E/ £24.15
^Electron & Plus 3 users gain BBC
^compatibility by adding the Advanced
lEIectron DFS (1770 DFS) this is the same disc
^filing system supplied with the BBC B* Now
|you can produceand access (compatible) BBC
fdisc based software AC P also supplies 5%"

lisc drives to add to your Plus 3 (inc 2nd
jrive adaptor) "ACP has produced another
superb ROM for the Electron" Electron User
=eb '86

jlied on 16K EPROM ♦ DFS MANUAL)

ADVANCED PLUS 4
(08) IE + 1/ £79.98

DISC DRIVE COMPATIBILITY AT LONG LAST
(Electron User June 86) this sums up AP4 &ACP s
approach to producing products AP4 is a fully
ACORN compatible disc l/face & will accept any

Istandard drive inc. PSU.runs 1770 DFS(as fitted in
the B * &Master), keeps page &£oo, utils in ROM

. & provides a spare rom socket ACP's PLUS 4
| comes out on top I can recommend it to any-
ione " (E.U.June 86)

,AP4 should be considered the standard mter-
i face for the Electron (AU July '86)
\AP4 100 £199.00 (inc VAT &Secuncor delivery)
iAP4 400 £299.00 (inc VAT &Sucuricor delivery)

5ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS Ef)
5(14) /E*ASR/ £19.99

SAn alternative to our AED(05) for Plus 3 and
SASR users. This optional alternative DFS is
[•designed for use in Sideways RAM (ASR)and
\allowsthe user tooperate adisc filing system
•; &E0* when using the Plus 3 (in ADFS page
:would normally be 811 D00) The DFS is sjmply

j! loaded using the software supplied with the
EASR fromdisc, (optional upgradefor existing
?AED users £9 50 on return of original
l-EPROM) (3J" ADFS disc + manual)

Equipment codes /M/= Master

Please send order to

Advanced Computer Products Ltd
6 Ava House High Street.
CHOBHAM Surrey England AnnQCCC
GU24 8LZ Tel 0276 76545 AUUrtCW
(mail order onlyl

All our prices include
UK. delivery & VAT

fin event of any query -
please include your tel no I

NAME

POSTCODE

TEL.

ADVANCED ROM ADAPTOR 2
(03) /M/E*1/ £14.95

An Acorn approved cartridge containing a
card with special zero' profile sockets that
allow you to fit compatible 8K or 16K
EPROMS/ROMS. The cartridge is fully
enclosed providing complete protection for
your ROMS Simple to use -no switching-
complies fully to the Acorn (sideways) Rom
Filing System A.R.A.2 contains 2 sockets
A single adaptor is also available.. .
A.R.A.1 (02)/E/ £10.35 "The best ROM car
tridge is by far the ACP ARA 2" ... A+B

ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR
(06) /M/B/E/C £28.75

A very powerful Disc utility for standard &
non-standard discs Backup most protected
discs, edit any type of non-standard disc,
check & repair faulty tracks, create new disc
formats, copy 40track discs to 80track discs,
verify two non-standard discs
("ADI features an extremely comprehensive
sector editor, and one of the finest I've seen"

Tubelmkon Prestel)

(supplied on 16K EPROM ♦ manual)

ADVANCED PLUS 5
!(09)/E + 1/ £66.70
>.A triple interface cartridge providing
j1) a TUBE i/face allowing asecond processor
:|io be connected, increasing BOTH speed &
llmemory (PAGE 81800 HIMEM 818000 in all
jmodes)
$2) a 1 MHz BUS for control applications &
§prommers
S3) the USER PORT for mouse and graphic
^devices
SAIso contains 2/3 ROM sockets and on board
^operating software for 2nd processor

Software for

VIEW cartridge
Vsheet

VIEW & SHEET

LISP cartridge
E/Adv User Guide

LOGO cartridge
PASCAL cartridge
VIEW pack BBC
AP4 100

AP4 400

AP5 t MOUSE Pckage

«
Bool by Bruce Si

bove book onT3.5" A.D.F.S

•OTHER PRODUCTS

(101) /EH/ £ 14.95
(102)/E + 1/£ 14.95

(119)/E + 1/ £ 22.00
(103)/E + 1/£
(104) /E/ £
(106)/E/ C
(107)/E/ £
(118)/B/ £
(140)/E + 1/£199.00
(141) /E + 1/ £229.00
(143)/E +1/£125.00

9.99

3.95

29.95

29.95

49.00

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL
(20)/M/B/E/C £3450
ACP is a front end control panel lan
guage providing a sophisticated yet
friendly Interface between user and
computer for access to Languages.
MOSS functions and the users own file
utility etc. Main features include pull
down windows, simple to change MOSS
configure, floating point calculator, file
manager,

SW ROM's facilities.
(16K EPROM & FULLMANUAL)

\ \ \ \ \
ADVANCED SIDEWAYS RAM
(04) /E+1/ £29.90

A highly versatile but simple to use s/w RAM
cartridge that is automatically write protected
on loading Contains 16K RAM but can be
switched (externally)to 2 X8K RAM Supplied
with instructions & full software support (on
cassette) to save ROM images to disc/tape,
load RAM from file. Advanced Print Buffer &
MakeRom a utility to merge several files from
disc to be run from the ROM FS.
(S/Ware on disc please add •,
£1 5'/, DFS f2 37; ADFS)

ADVANCED ROM MANAGER
(07)/M/B/E/C '£14.95*

A friendly utility for ROM & sideways RAM
Examine ROM/RAMs, load files into RAM,
move memory to/from SWays ROM/RAM,
catalogue/kill ROMS, offer commands to
specific ROMS, save ROMs to disc/tape.
AUTOROM a file (inc BASIC) to run from
SWays ROM/RAM, execute specific
machine code subroutine in a ROM. generate
a ROM's checksum & CRC. "Represents
amazing value for money. Go out and buy
this real bargain". . . Dec 86 Database Pub-

ImADVANCED 1770 DFS
ii:3 vertiont ADM/CUD - ADBI12)
PJADE(13) £34.50

|ACP have totally re-written the Acorn 1770
ijjDFS. enhancing existing features 81 adding
3new ones The result is probably the fastest 81
ijimost powerful disc filing system your
^computer could have With the ability to
|operate in double density occupying both

psides of a disc (640K). Automatic file
f1""relocation, improved file handling, 62 file

catalogue and Sways RAM can be used as a
|| fast RAM DISC
M (16K EPROM ♦ comprehensive manual)

IN A5>-

ith £4.95 (1
I.50 (145) or 5.25" D.F.S

& SPECIAL OFFERS*

5EMBCT LANUUALh I

j or5.25" D.F.S. £5.50 (146) *

3'/?" discs in 1/box

5'/i" discs ds/dd"
5'/4 discs ss/sd

3V?" disc drives

5W' disc drives

2nd Drive Adaptor
Compact 2nd Drive
3V?" library box 10
16KEPROMS

VIEWSTORE

VIEWPLOT

(120)/M/B/E/
(12D/M/B/E/
(1221/M/B/E/

£24.00

£12.99

£ 8.99
£129.00
£149.00

(130)/E + 3/ £ 7.95
Adaptor (1441/C/£14.95

(124) £ 2.95

(131) £ 3.75
(117)/M/B/(e) £57.95
(142)/M/B £26.95

1 « * %

BBC /E/= Electron /E+1/ = Electron+Plus 1 /C/=Compact
PROD

NO
PRODUCT QTY @

I enclose payment for £.
:REDIT CARD No. ••••• •-.,... •-, Expdate

TOTAL

(A26)



Portobello Trading Company
HARDWARE

AcousticModem (inc.softwareand leads) £19.95
Acorn 1770 DFS £43.43
Acom512kMSDOS upgrade £199.00
BBC to Centronics Printercable £7.50
BBCJoystick £4.95

SOFTWARE
Electron View and Viewsheet £9.95 each or £14.95 for both.

View3.0 £49.00 Interword £42.00

View 2.1 £29.00 Intersheet £35.00

Viewsheet £29.00 Interchart £22.00

Viewplot £19.00 Spellmaster £45.00

Viewspell £25.00 Wordwise Plus £45.00

Viewindex £10.00 Wordwise £20.00

Overview £79.00

Send S.A.E.forfull listofgames from£1.99 each. Carriage free in
300*302 Portobello High Street
Edinburgh EH15 2AS
Phone 031•657*2988 (9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat)

U.K.

BALANCE YOUR BOOKS
with

MICROLEDGER
(Enhanced version)

A high quality general ledger package designed by a Chartered Accountant for max
imum versatility and ease of use. Ideal for small businesses, clubs etc., as well as for
homo accounts. Runs on all BBC micros with 32k RAM or more. Features include:

* "Double-entry"accounting.
<r Up to 99 generalledgeraccounts:ailaccount names user-specified-can include

VAT and sales/purchase ledger accounts.
6 Upto 500 transactions peraccounting period.
* Excellentbudgetingfacility.
•d ReportsIncludeIncome&Expenditure Account, BalanceSheet, FundsFlow

Statement.Currentperiodandyear-to-datereportingwith actual/budget
comparisons. Fullaudit trail.

•irConsolidationof two or more separateledgers.
<r Menu-drivenwith fullpromptmessages.
* Comprehensive, 30 page manual.

MicroLedger is supplied on 40 track 5W disk or on tape cassette for conversion to
other disk media. Unrivalled value at £23.00 (incl. p&p) for disk or tape - specify which
is required. Send cheque with order to Ixchel Software, 16 Meredyth Road, London
SW13 0DY; or 'phone 01-876-9732 for a free fact sheet.

CDI
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6X DESIGN PLUS

Driven by an analogue joystick, tracker ball or from the keyboard
GX Design PLUS offers a competitively priced entry to a high
resolution design applications.

*78 icons can be designed by the user on a 27x27 matrixand
used as brushes or images and rotated through 90 degrees.

*Anypartof the screen can be enlarged, reduced,copied,
moved, reflected or isometricatlyaltered.

*64 patterns for infill or background.
'Definitioncan be enhanced by the erasure of the individual

pixels.
*2Dimages can be transformedto 3D using the isometric

£24.95 fully inclusive

MIGMMTY MiCRO
Tel: 061 -2248117 Sherwood Centre, 268Witmslow Road, Fallowfield.

Manchester M146WL
Telex: 295141 TXLINK9(Att:MBX614860329)

PRESTEL Mailbox: 614860329

PERSONAL EXPORT SPECIALIST
WE EXPORTTO OVER 60 COUNTRIES
BUSINESS—COMPUTERS

AmstradPC1512 Mentor Dealer
Amstrad PCW Range Cell
Atari 520STFM E347.00

Atari1040 £522.00
Commodore Amiga „ Special Price
FerrarrtiPC1860 (New) £895X0
FerramiPC1860XT/20Mb £1195.00
FerrantiPC2860AT/20Mb £1985.00
FerrantiPC2860AT/40Mb £2900.00
Epson PC/FD P.O.A.
Epson PC/HD20Mb P.O.A.
KayproPC/768k + Monitor £1030.00
KayproPC/20Mb ..£1430.00
Kaypro286iAT/20Mb/Mono £1750.00
Kaypro286iAT/20Mb/Cok)r £1960.00
KayproP2000LaphekJ £950.00
KayproP2000LargeScreen £1150.00
Sharp PC7000 P.O.A.
SperryPC/HT100 Call
Sparry PC/IT 44Mb hard P.O.A.
Tandon PCX/Mono £1070X0
Tendon PCXIO/Mono £1100X0
TandonPCX20/Mono £1250.00
Tandon PCA20/Mono £1650.00

HOME COMPUTERS
Amstrad 464/6128 Call
Commodore64 Connoisseur £206.00
BBCCompact. Special Price
BBC Master 128. £399.00

AMIGA 500
NOW IN STOCK

PRINTERS
Amstrad DMP 2000 £139X6
BrotherM-1409 £340.00
BrotherM-1509 £421.75
Cannon PW1080A £260X7
Epson LX86 plus tractor £199.00
Epson LQ800 £475.00
Epson LQ1000 £635.00
StarNLIO £243.45
StarNX15 £325.78
Citizen MSP-20 £260X2
Citizen MSP-1SE £339.00
Juki 6000 £173X6
Juki 6100 £286.00
Panasonic KX1081 £173.00

AMSTRAD 30Mb AT20Mb prices.
Ring for Details.

Philips 8501 Color £156.48
Philips 8533Color £273X5
Philips BM7502 Green £78.25
EizoER3010WLB/W £109X2
Zenith 1230Green £82X6
Zenith 1220Amber £91.26

5" Disk Boxes * 3" Disk Boxes * 3.5"
Disk Boxes * 5", 3*. 3.5" Floppys,
Monitors * 500 Books * Rams * Roms
* Joysticks * Cables * Listing paper
* Mouse. * Calculators * Modems *
Addon PC Boards

And of course Software for Amiga, Amst
rad, Atari. BBC. IBM/MS DOS.

EASY ACCESS FROMTHE M56,
M6,M61,M62,M63,M602

Please add 15%VAT to allprices.Delivery: freetoUKmainland
over£100

GX DESIGN PLUS
An all-purpose

draughting system

The software isdriven byan analogue joystick, atracker
ball or from the keyboard and offers acompetitively priced
entry toa high resolution design application.

functions.
*Mode 0 text can beenlarged toany size.
Accurate measurements available using the x&ycoordinates
and a definable gnd.

TrKSSL™ ?ftck on,.white or the inverse lowing easy hiddenline removal for solid or see-through objects.
*7 selectable screen colours.
•Built in Epson screen dump allows any parts ofor any
number of screens tobe successively printed outwithout
breaks. Other dump routine maybe used.

Suitable fora single sided disc drive.

TO ORDER
AFTER SALES
OTHER TITLES
PROGRAMMERS

Pease send cheque/PO payable to PAEAN Systems. Specify 40 or80 despatched by return ofpostat1stClass rates.
We providean efficienthelpand advisoryservice toourcustomers.
Please ask for our full list.
We are always interested to market original quality software for the BBC model B, B+, Master 128 and 512on specialist

PAEAN systems
26

Hollesley House, Hollesley,
Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 3RH.
Telephone: (0394) 411 250
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You ain't seen
(or heard)
nothing yet!
The critics raved about the Music 5000 synthesizer—a major
advance on the Music 500. Yet the 5000 had its drawbacks:

X it required both hands on the keyboard
X no music print out was available
X onlya few bars were visible at any one time
X the option to design your ownwaveform was not available
X it was expensive for what it offered

Now, the new generation is here:
The Music 7000 solves all the old problems and
has these new outstanding features:

\/ 6502 2nd processor compatible
V Light pen driven
v Mouse driven

V Keyboard available soon
y Easily affordable
y/ Software available to upgrade your Music 500 or

Music 5000 at £39.95

Hardware & Software
complete at only

£79.95

Music 7000 main menu

Music 7000 Ample menu

• PEP024

Studio Desk menu with mouse driven
record, play,rewind options

Music 7000 Installation menu allowing you
to install your mouse, keyboard, light pen,
printer type, colours, etc.

"rouskr^^
S Y N T H E S S E R

Music Editor menu, light1 pen &mouse
driven with complete menu options at top

Sound Shaper allowing you to create your
own waveforms, envelopes, mouse, lightpen
or keyboard driven

Music Printermenu with many unique
features

Instrument definer allows you to define your
own instrument pitch, amplitude and wave
forms

ING • THE • FUTURE • INTO • YOUR • HANDS
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CEESEEE
ACH001 BBC MASTER 128 £434.00

128K complete withView, Viewsheet, basic
editor. ADFS 1770 DFS

***special offer includes
FREE MUSIC 500

ACH002 BBC MASTER COMPACT £375.00
128K computer 640Kdiscdrivebuilt in RGB
comp video, joystick and
printer port

ACH003 BBC MASTER COMPACT TV £395.00
As above with PALTVmodulator

ACH004 BBC MASTER COMPACT £445.00
MONO
As above with high resolution green monitor

ACH005 BBC MASTER COMPACT £545.00
COLOUR
As above with RGBmedium res colour monitor
with video composite

ACH011 TURBO UPGRADE for £99.00
MASTER 128
65C102 co-processor 4MHz
64K ram extra high Basic, high editor

ACH012 512KMSDOS for MASTER £189.00
IBM compatible DOS plus 8186processor

ACH041 UNIVERSAL 2nd PROCESSOR £75.00
Allows both theturbo upgrade andthe512K
upgradeto be runon the BBC ModelBor B+

ACH015 1770 DFS KIT for BBC B £41.00
Allows BBCto access disc drives
Allows you to use ADFS aswell

ACH016 ADFS ROM for 1770
or BBC B+
Gives 720K perdisc

ACH020 32016 CO-PROCESSOR
32 bitprocessor
Complete with Fortran, Poscal, Cambridge Lisp,
C Basicand 32016 assembler

ACH021 ACORN CAMBRIDGE
WORK STATION
4MB work station with 32016 co-processor

ACP003 MEGAMOUSE ~ £49.00
High quality UK manufactured Slip freerubber
coated ball
Fully AMX compatible

ACH034 ACORN MUSIC 500

HEE

£24.00

£999.00

£3400.00

£39.00

ACH006 ECONET BBC MASTER ET 128 £300.00
NoDFS Econet station with 128K memory

ACH007 ECONET KIT £55.00
Upgrades for BBC BorBBC B+

£79.00

£29.00

£43.00

ACH008 ECONET STARTER KIT

ACH009 ECONET SOCKET KIT

ACH010 ECONET MODULE
Upgrade cartridge forMaster 128

ACH022 ECONET 10 STATION LEAD SET £25.00

ACP006 PRINTER SERVER EPROM £39.00
Allows BBC machine to bea printer server station

ACH031 WINCHESTER 30MB
(ACORN) with LEVEL 3
FILE SERVER

£1449.00

ACH039 FILESTORE E01 £819.00
Stand alonetwin floppy file server unit
Contoins clock box,terminator, etc.

ACH040 FILESTORE E20 £709.00
20MB hard disk for use with Filestore E01

l.im.HMi-M
All Peartree Disc Drives havea twoyearwarranty by
AkhterComputers

ACH026 SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE, NO
PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

£119.00

ACH027 SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE £135.00
inc. PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

ACH028 DUAL40/80 DRIVE, £229.00
NO PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

ACH029 DUAL 40/80 DRIVE, £269.00
inc. PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

ACH030 DUAL 40/80 DRIVE IN £289.00
MASTER BRIDGE MITSUBISHI

ACH032 WINCHESTER 20MB &

400K DRIVE

».'.M.H,',m
ACS075 COMMSTAR II

Nowcompatible withMaster128

£766.00

£29.95

ACP014 PACE NIGHTINGALE £99.00
1200/75 75/1200 300/300 baud rates
BT approved complete with cables

ACPOIS-PACE NIGHTINGALE COMBO £129.00
As above with Comstar software

ACP020 WS3000V21/V23 MODEM
Hayes compatible

ACP021 WS4000 SCHOOLS MODEM
Autodial, autoanswer

£285.00

£159.00

•V, MiH
ACP007 EPROM 27256 32K £4.95

ACP008 EPROM 27128 16K £3.95

ACP010 8K RAM CHIP £3.50
Low power ram chips used in sideways rams

ACP012 EPROM ERASER WITH TIMER £29.95

ACP013 EPROM BLOWER £69.00
Will program 2764,27128, 27256and27513

£49.00ACP023 ACORN BBC B KEYBOARD

ACP027 ACORN 8271 AND TTL
Complete DFS kit

£49.00

ACP028 BBC B+AND BBC B IBM £99.00
LOOKAUKE CASE

ACP033 BBC MASTER DUST COVER £4.50

ACP034 BBC B DUST COVER £4.50

The Acorn

Now available from Peartree the Acom

Music 500 for the BBC, BBCB+, Master 128

U7(UU excluding VAT.
only from PEARTREE • ACH034

ESMm
_G Computer Concepts

ACS002 WORDWISE PLUS
Mode7 editing, preview inmode0
Multi document editing

£45.00

ACS003 INTER SHEET £42.00
40,80 and 105column mode multiple
spreadsheet

ACS004 INTER CHART
Built inEpson screendump
Supports pie, line and bar charts

ACS005 INTERWORD
80 or 105column wordprocessor
Continuous documents

ACS006 INTERBASE
Compatible with allfiling systems
Card index mode, contains powerful Bask like
programming language

ACS033 SPELLMASTER

£30.00

£42.00

£50.00

£50.95

ACORNSOFT
ACS012 VIEW 3.0 £53.00

Industry's standardwordprocessor
For the BBC B, B+,6502 compatible
Including printer driver generator

ACS013 VIEWSHEET £36.00
Acornsofl standard spreadsheet

ACS014 VIEWSTORE
Complete with report generator
Data can beimported from other view products

ACS015 VIEWSPELL £32.00
Spelling checker forView with 70,000 words

ACS016 VIEWPLOT
Enables youto draw lines, piegraphs
Compatible withViewsheel

£37.00

£24.00

ACS017 VIEWINDEX £13.00
Automatically creates indexes, notes, page
numbers

ACS018

ACS 181

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER £9.00
GENERATOR
To be used to personalise View documents with
specialfeatures

OVERVIEW £86.00
Forthe MASTER series only
Includes Viewplot, Viewstore, Viewspell,
Viewindex and the View Printer Driver Generator

ACS020 ISO PASCAL £52.00
Full implementation of the ISO standard

ACS053 ISO PASCAL S.A.G. DISC £29.00
Generate stand alone code

ACS021 LOGO~ £52.00
Goodintroduction forchildren withtotalgraphics
support

ACS022 TERMULATOR £29.00
Terminal emulator enablesthehostcomputer to
besentdirectly to theBBC's output driver

ACS023 COMAL £39.00
Programming language standardinmany
Europeancountries

ACS024 BASIC EDITOR
Powerful screen basic editor

ACS025 MICRO PROLOG

ACS026 BCPL ROM

ACS027 BCPL CALCULATION

ACS028 BCPL STAND ALONE
GENERATOR

£25.00

£60.00

£49.00

£29.00

£39.00

PUTTING • THE • FUTURE • INTO YOUR • HANDS
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EEBME
ACS054

ACS055

ACS056

ACS058

ACS059

ACS060

ACS061

ACS031

fORTH ROM
FORTH DISC

MASTER LISP C-ROM

MASTER LOGO C-ROM

6502 DEVELOPMENT
PACK DISC

GXR for MODEL B

GXR for MODEL B+

£39.00

£14.95

£49.00

£52.00

£39.00

£23.00

£23.00

DOS COPY BBC/MS-DOS £14.95
BBC MSDOS copies toor from many IBM
MSDOS disc formats
Requires 1770 based DFS

ACS032 CPMBEEB BBC/CPM £14.95

ACS038 AMX MOUSE AND SUPERART £65.00

ACS039 AMX DESK £19.00

ACS040 AMX UTILITIES £11.50

ACS041 AMX SUPERART £43.00

ACS042 AMX PAGEMAKER £43.00

ACS043 AMX 3D ZICON £21.00

ACS044 AMX DATABASE £21.00

ACS045 AMXXAM £21.00

ACS046 AMX MAX £17.00

ACS047

ACS048

ACS050

THE ARTIST SOFTWARE £39.00

ARTIST AND MEGAMOUSE £79.00

ADVANCED DISC £22.50
INVESTIGATOR
Powerful disc utility
Back upmost protected discs
Check and repairfaulty tracks
Compatible with the BBC B, B+and theMaster

AC051 ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT £27.50
Compatible with oilAcorn products
35 extracommands ADFS formatter and backup
plus many more powerful utilities

ACS052 MUSIC 500 SOFTWARE £9.95
Ample software with full manual

ACS075 ADVANCED 1770 DFS £27^50
Turn our RAM cartridges intoRAM disc
62 file catalogue
640K disccapacity

IMVHM
LDS001 BBC TO TV LEAD £1.25

LDS002 BBC TO GREEN MONITOR LEAD £2.95

LDS003 BBC TO SONY/KAGA
COLOUR MONITOR

£5.95

LDS004 BBC TO MICROVITEC LEAD £2.20

LDS005 PHONO TO PHONO LEAD £1.25

LDS006 BNC TO BNC £2.95

LDS007 BBC TO CASSETTE £2.25

LDS008 BBC TO ACORN CASSETTE
LEAD

£2.25

LDS009 BBC TO CENTRONICS £9.95

LDS010 BBC TO SERIAL PRINTER £9.95

LOSQU 4 WAY MAINS TRAILING
SOCKET

£9.50

LDS012

LDS014

CABLE FOR MODEM £4.95

MASTER COMPACT
PRINTER LEAD

£15.95

EEgTJEH
COLOUR
MON001 HANTAREX COLOUR

MONITOR MEDIUM
Medium to high resolution
RGB interface
Composite video andsound input

MON002 MICROVITEC 1451 COLOUR £249.00
MON MED
Medium res monitor
Metalor plastic case,please statewhenordering
RGB interface

£199.00

MON003 MICROVITEC 1451 A/P COL £279.00
MON MED
Asabovewith audioandcomposite ideoinput

MON004MICROVITEC 1441 MON £449.00
COL HIGH

Very highresolution monilor
895 pixels
RGB interface

MON005 TAXAN SUPER VISION

3 COL HIGH
Compact 12"highresolution
RGB colour monitor

Superhighcontrast lube
640 X 252 line resolution

£349.00

MON006 MITSUBISHI 1404 MON £249.00
COL MED
Supervaluemedium resolution monilor

MONOCHROME
MON008 HANTAREX GREEN MONITOR £65.00

The high resolution greenmonilor supplied to
many education departmenls and hospitals

MON009KAGA KX 1201 GREEN £89.00
MONITOR

P31
MON010 KAGA KX 1202 GREEN £99.00

MONITOR

P39

MON011 KAGA KX 1203 AMBER
MONITOR

(PUL)
MON012 PHILIPS GREEN MONITOR

£99.00

£69.00

MON013 ZENITH GREEN MONITOR £69.00

MON014 ZENITH AMBER MONITOR £79.00

Many othermonitors are instock. Wecan supply, please
call for prices and deliveries.

i:!•:•];t^H
MIS012 BBC MASTER REFERENCE

GUIDE PT1

£R95

m

MIS013 BBC MASTER REFERENCE
GUIDE PT2

£14.95

MIS014 VIEW MANUAL (BBC) £10.00

MIS015 VIEWSHEET MANUAL £10.00

MIS019 VIEWSTORE MANUAL £10.00

MIS016 DFS OPERATING SYSTEM
MANUAL

£6.95

MIS017 BBC USER GUIDE £14.95

MIS024 BBC ADVANCED USER GUIDE £16.95

*4U MIS018 ADVANCED SIDEWAYS RAM

USER GUIDE
£9.95

\smsm
PRT001

PRT002

PRT003

PRT004

PRT005

PRT008

PRT011

PRT023

PRT014

PRT016

PRT023

PRT024

PRT025

EPSON LX86 PRINTER
120CPS

NLQ mode
Centronics Interface

£199.00

EPSON FX800 £399.00
9 pindot matrix
180 CPSdraft mode,35 CPSNLQ mode
8K buffer
Parallel interface standard
80 column

EPSON FX1000 £499.00
9 pindot matrix
200 CPSdraft mode, 35 CPSNLQmode
8K buffer
Parallel interface standard
136 column

EPSON LQ800 PRINTER £499.00
24 pindot mlrix
180 CPSdraft mode, 60 CPSNLQmode
7K buffer
Parallel interface standard
80 column

EPSON LQIOOO PRINTER £699.00
24 pindot matrix
180 CPSdraft mode, 60 CPS NLQmode
7K buffer
Parallel interface standard
136 column

MP 165 PRINTER £199.00
165 CPSdraft mode, 40 CPS NLQmode
2K buffer
Centronics interface
Built in tractor feed
Epson compatible

JUKI 6100 PRINTER

18CPSdaisywheel printer
Standard ribbons

Centronics interface

£299.00

PANASONIC KX-P1081 £147.00
DOT MATRIX PRINTER
Fast draft printing at 120CPS
Excellent NearLetter Quality fontat 24 CPS

EPSON LX TRACTOR FEED £22.00

EPSON LX CUT SHEET FEEDER £59.95

EPSON LQIOOO TRACTOR FEED £50.00

EPSON LQIOOO CUT SHEET £130.00
FEEDER

EPSON FX80+ CUT SHEET
FEEDER

£129.95

"Please Note
Wehavemany other makes of printers instock such as

brother
Always call foravailability.

|PRINTER RIBBONS ||
MIS005 RIBBON FOR MX FX80 &

JUKI 5510

£4.50

MIS006 RIBBON FOR LX80 LX86 £4.50

MIS007 RIBBON FOR MP165 £5.00

MIS008 RIBBON KAGA KP810/
CANON PW1

£5.95

MIS009 RIBBON FOR EPSON FX
RX/100

£7.95

MIS034 RIBBON FOR EPSON LQ800 £11.95

MIS023 RIBBON FOR CPA80 £3.50

•;••.•••'•• : ' - ••:•••:•; • . "
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The Brother Range of Printers
1*4

S

i

BPRT02 HR40 BROTHER £899.00 BPRT01 HR20 BROTHER PRINTER £339.00
40 CPS IBM compatible 20CPS Serial and parallel
Dual interface comes with sheet feed and IBM compatible
tractor feed^0

BPRT22 BROTHER M1409
180CPS 110 column
Centronics parallel and RS232 serial

BPRT27 M1709 BROTHER 240 CPS £520.85
132 col Centronics and RS232 serial

BPRT20 BROTHER M1109 £204.35
100CPS Centronics parallel and RS232 serial

BPRT26 M1509 BROTHER 180 CPS £399.00
£369.60 132 col Centronics parallel and RS232C serial

10
BPRT31 M4018 BROTHER £1299.00

480 CPS 18 pin
Centronics parallel and RS232 serial
3 printing qualities
Fitted trctor feed with paper park
Special multifont card character set
Dual interface colour upgrade available

PUTTINGTHEFUTUREINTOYOURHANDS
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• JM:»:HiJ:l.].HHE HOW TO
ORDERPEP001 PEAR 1 ROM CARTRIDGE

Add32Kromto yourMaster
£8.95

PEP002 MR6000 MASTER £11.95
CARTRIDGE
Add64Kromto yourMaster

PEP003 MR7200MASTERRAM^ £29^95
CARTRIDGE
Add 32K ram to your Master

PEP019 MR8000MASTERRAM £3*95
CARTRIDGE
Add 64K ram to your Master
Battery backed up
Battery life five years

PEP023 MR4800 RAM BOARD £59.95
RAM board for the BBCModel B
128K RAM
Battery backedup
Small, easytofit, complete with utility
software
Includes write protect switch, battery included

PLEASE USE OUR CODES

WHEN ORDERING

PUTTING • THE

PEP004 MR3000 ROM BOARD £15.95
Still going strong. This hasproved to be a
very popular mini rom boardforthe BBC
Model B
Add 4 extra rom sockets

PEP005 MRMOORAMBOARlT £29^95
Add 32K of sideways ram and 3 extrarom
sockets. Includes write protect switch

PEPOIO DISCS DS/DD 5.25 96TPI £13.50
Life time guarantee
Reinforced hub

PEP011 DISCS DS/DD 3.5
Double sided
Suitable for theMaster Compact

£26.00

Call forother combinations forprices anddeliveries

All prices are exclusive of VAT.

We accept Barclaycard/Visa/Access/Master-
card/postal orders or cheques. We accept
government and educational orders.

You may purchase any of the itemslisted, by
cheque made payable to
PEARTREE COMPUTERS LTD.

All you have to do is to listyour requirements
on a sheetof paper, postit to us quoting ref,
and we will despatch your goods within 24
hours, whenever possible.

Please add the following amounts for postage
and packing:
Items below £10.00 add £1.50

Items below £50.00 add £2.50
Hems below £100.00 add £3.50

Items over £100.00 add £9.00

Independent courier for itemsover £100.00

All prices exclude VAT.

Access/Barclaycard holders—call us on our
new special line: (0480) 50595
Pricesaie correct at limeof going to press.
PeorfreeComputers reserves theright to change prices
without prior notice.

FUTURE NTOYOURHANDS
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ADFS problem?
Both first-time and experienced users need help in unravelling and
simplifying the complexities of the ADFS. 'Helping Hand' has many
commands that will let you make the most of the ADFS's sophist
icated facilities. With this user-friendly yet comprehensive ROM you
have 33 powerful commands at your fingertips:
* Find a file anywhere on a disc. * Move yourself and your files
around the directory tree structure more speedily. * Keep your
discs neat and tidy with a fast archive command. * Convert DFS
discs into ADFS. * Detect ADFS or DFS discs automatically.
* Disable the ADFS if you want!
Lots more too - all for £29.95 (including manual). BBC B, B+ and
Master, and Turbo/6502 second processor compatible. Access and
Visa phone orders accepted.

OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS
We are official Acorn Dealers with high
standards to maintain and we take pride in
friendly and efficient advice and service.
Call and see our comprehensive range of
products - if we don't have what you want
in stock, we can get it.

*BBC Master Computers. *Monitors. *Printers.

*Discs and drives. *Mice. *Modems.

*Cables and leads. *Printer ribbons. *Paper.
*Joysticks. *Accessories. *Storage boxes.
*Games. *Books. *Educational software.

We can demonstrate and advise you about the
products best suited to your needs - unlike so many
of the chain stores. Our Repair Department is on site
and is fast and reasonably priced. We accept Access
and Visa phone orders and offer a fast delivery
service.

Data Store
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 9QN. 01-460 8991

32

NAME

ADDRESS

HELPING
HAND
THE DATA STORE, 6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY,
KENT BR2 9QN. 01-460 8991 Please send me a copy

of HELPING HAND with manual. I enclose £29.95. (PLEASE PRINT NAME & ADDRESS)

POSTCODE AU JULY87

Let BEEBAID take the load
The DFS certainly makes accessing files quick and easy.

Beebaid, a powerful 16k ROM, makes using the DFS even quicker and
easier by utilising a series of "networked" menus.

Just look at these facilities:

Input commands such as CHAIN LOAD "RUN 'ACCESS "LOAD 'COPY 'DELETE (•"""••••""•••
•COMPACT 'INFO 'DUMP 'TYPE and 'EXEC by a single key press. Copy selected Ja ft. 114 Kin West wlckhanii
files from disc to disc. List programs with page mode set. Load machine code | K't RR, Qin ni ».'»«)
ST™ ,hQ iSSfS Site ,0h d,|SaSSem,b'V- *™ C™™°LnMt • mease send me a copy o, BEEBAIDMANAGEMENT - Switch your ROMS on and off, copy them todisc or load ROMS | witn manuaia | enclose £34
on disc to sideways Ram. DISC INDEX - Acomprehensive and easy to use disc _
index system - find the disc you want easily and quickly. With 44 commands to | NAME
help you, BEEBAID is a must for all DFS users. Compatible with BBC B, B-i- and _ AnnRpqq
Master, and Turbo/6502 Second Processor. I MUUntzo°

Makes using discs easier! :p°^=^™ THE 16K DFS
WORKHORSE

ACORN USER JULY 1987
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DISK STORAGE

AP80
API 00

DMP1
DMP20OO/3OOO
PCW8256/8512

HR5
HR15Corr
HR15FAB
HR15MS
HR15alsoforHR25/HR35
EP44 £2.90
Ml 009 £3.40
PW1080A Black £3.10
PW1080ARedorBlue £4.50
PJ1080 Ink Jet Colour. One Off
PJ1080 Ink Jet Black. One Off
1515 £2.70
1525 £2.70
MPS801 £3.60
802/1526 £3.70
803 £3.40
MPS1000 £2.70
4022 £2.70
MSC801 Colour. One Off

CENTRONICS

CITIZEN
DAISYSTEP

EPSON

DPS1101 SS
DPS1101MS
DPS1101 Corr

GLP1/2

120D

2000 MS
2000 FAB

MX/FX/RX80 Black

£2.40
£2.90
£1.80

£3.40

£5.00

£3.10
£4.90

£2.70

STAR

DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB
Sprint 7/9 MS
Sprint 7/9 FAB
GP50
GP80
GP100/250
GP500/550
GP700 Colour. One Off
SP1000
CP80
Fastext80 (Twinpack)
TPIM/S
TPI Fabric
TPI Corr
Dl 00/200
D300
DP/GEMINI/SG
SRI 5
NL10

.60 £2.40

.20 £4.00

.30 £2.10
70 £3.40
50 £5.20
20 £2.00
20 £2.00
30 £3.10

£18.50
50 £5.20
90 £2.70
.20 £10.90
90 £7.20
60 £3.40
70 £4.50
.40 £3.90
50 £5.30
10 £1.00
50 £4.30
70 £4.40

£3.10 £2
£4.90 £4
£2.80 £2
£4.00 £3
£6.00 £5
£2.70 £2
£2.60 £2
£3.90 £3

£6.00 £5
£3.70 £2

£11.70 £11
£8.50 £7
£3.90 £3
£5.00 £4
£4.80 £4
£6.00 £5
£1.40 £1
£4.90 £4
£5.40 £4

51"
JVC inc Plastic Case
MD-1D S/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB
VERBATIM-DATALIFE
MD525 S/side D/dens 40TR
MD550 D/side D/dens 40TR
MD577 S/side Q/dens 80TR
MD557 D/side Q/dens 80TR
MDHD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

FUJI

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
1-2 3-9 101

£9.99 £9.50 £9.25
£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£15.99 £15.50 £15.25
£26.99 £25.99 £25.49

£11.60 £11.00 £10.60
£14.80 £14.00 £13.60
£14.99 £14.75 £14.49
£19.50 £19.00 £18.60
£27.99 £26.99 £25.99

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MODEL SIZE CAPACITY PRICE
DD40L 373.5" 40 £8.50
GS100 3.5" 100 £13.90
DD50 51" 50 £8.90
DD100 5i" 100 £11.70
LIBRARY CASE 51" 10 £1.50
NON-LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MD12/30 373.5" 24 £7.20
MF50 51" 50 £8.00

MICRODRIVE HOLDERS
WALLET 4 £1.75
WALLET 20 £4.50

PRINTER CABLES &
INTERFACES 1

AMSTRAD CPC
ATARI ST
BBC
IBM/AMSTRAD PC
MSX
CBM 64/128
SINCLAIR QL/SPEC 128
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD PCW

Parallel £8.90
Parallel £14.50
Parallel £6.50
Parallel £14.50
Parallel £10.90
Parallel l/F £59.90
Parallel l/F £26.50
Parallel l/F £32.50
Parallel/Serial l/F £49.90

COMPUTER STATIONERY
MX/FX/RX80 Red or Blue £3.90

£3.70
£2.70

£3.70
£4.50

£4.00
£3.10
£2.90
£2.40
£1.80

£3.10
£4.50

£3.70

£1.40
£3.90
£7.00
£6.60

£5.00
£3.10
£4.90

£3.00 £2.80
£2.90 £2.70
£2.90 £2.70
£2.30 £2.10
£2.30 £2.10

£18.50
£1.90 £1.75
£2.50 £2.30
£1.50 £1.40
£2.90 £2.70

£4.60 £4.30

£2.60 £2.40
£4.20 £4.00

£2.30 £2.10
£3.20 £3.00
£3.30 £3.00
£2.30 £2.10

£18.50
£3.30 £3.10
£3.90 £3.60

£3.60 £3.40
£2.70 £2.50
£2.50 £2.30
£1.90 £1.75
£1.50 £1.40

£2.60 £2.40
£4.10 £3.80

£2.90 £2.70

£1.10 £1.00
£3.40 £3.20
£6.50 £6.20
£6.20 £6.00

£4.60 £4.30
£2.60 £2.40
£4.20 £4.00

•S/side D/dons 40TR £10.99 £10.50 £10.25
•D/side D/dens 40TR £13.49 £12.99 £12.75

'Coloured Disks - red,green,blue,beige,grey£1.00per box extra

JUKI

KAGA

M/TALLY

OKI

PANASONIC
QUENDATA

100 Series
LX80/LX86
JX80 Colour. One Off
LQ800
LQIOOO

6000/2200 MS
6000/2200 Corr
6100 MS
6100SS
6100 Conr

KP810 Black
KP810RedorBlue

MT80

80/82
84
Mate 20 Colour
Mate 20 Black
Dot Matrix
DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB

PRINTERS
Silver Reed EXP500
Epson LX86
Epson FX800
Epson FX1000
Epson EX800
Epson LQ800
Citizen 120D
Amslrad DMP2000

Amstrad DMP3000
Amstrad DMP4000
Panasonic KXP1080
Oki-mate 20 Colour
Micro P MP) 65
Star NL10 inc l/F

StarNX15
SlarNR15

SlarNB24-10
StarNB24-15

£159.95
£199.95
£319.95

£409.95
£415.95
£469.95
£155.95
£139.95

£165.95

£342.95

£149.95
£169.95

£199,95

£199.95
£299.95
£429.95
£429.95
£549.95

D/side D/dens 80TR £17.99 £17.50 £17.25
BOXES OF 10 DISKS
£17.99 £17.25 £16.99
£18.99 £18.25 £17.99
£26.99 £26.50 £25.99
£27.99 £27.50 £26.99

3J"
JVC/TDK
SONY/FUJI
FUJI/TDK
SONY

S/side D/dens
S/side D/dens
D/side D/dens
D/side D/dens

BULK 31* D/SIDE D/DENS DISKS BY VERBATIM
10 x Disks £1.99 each £19.90 pack
20 x Disks £1.89 each £37.80 pack

3 DISKS
CF2 5 Disks £2.99 each £14.95 pack
CF2 10 Disks £2.89 each £28.90 pack

PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES PRICE
SIZE GSM QUANTITY 1 BOX 2 BOXES
11 x9J 60 2000 £12.50 £12.00

11 x95 70 2000 £15.50 £14.50

EXACT A4 70 2000 £20.90 £18.75

111x91 90 1000 £13.20 £11.25

COMPUTER LABELS

LASER PRINTER CONSUMABLES

Price per thousand in brackets
1000 2000 4000

70 x 36mm £5.40 £8.80 (£4.40) £16.00 (£4.00)
89 x 36mm £5.50 £9.00 (£4.50) £16.40 (£4.10)
89x49mm
3 acrossonly £7.20 £12.40 (£6.20) £22.80 (£5.70)
102 x36mm £5.70 £9.40 (£4.70) £17.60 (£4.40)
Please state number of labels across sheets (1, 2 or 3).

TONER CARTRIDGES Canon A1/A2 £74.95
OkiLoseriine6 £18.50 QMS K8 £74.95
HP Laserjets £74.95 Citizen Overture £22.95

Juki 6100
HP Laserjet Mk IILaser
Canon LBP8 Mk II Laser
Oki Laserline 6 Laser
QMS K8 Laser
Citizen Overture Laser

£279.95

£2049.95

£1649.95
£1559.95

£1659.95

£1529.95

COMPUTERS
Amstrad PCW8256 £379.95
AmstrodPCW8512 £475.95
Amstrad CPC6128 Green £239.95
Atari 520STM £213.95
Atari 520STFM £327.95
Atari 520STFM > mono

monitor £409.95
Atari 1040STF £489.95
Atari 1040STF) mono monitor £572.95
20 Meg Hard Disk £579.95
Mono monitor £122.95

Colour monitor £329.95
Commodore C64 £139.95

Commodore C64C compend. £204.95
CBM 1 541C Disk Drive £168.95
CBMAmigo512KSystl £899.95
SinclairSpectrum 128K l 2

incJoystick l Software £126.95

AMSTRAD 1512
PC Office System £669.95
SingleDriveMono Monilor £435.95
Double Drive Mono Monitor £539.95
SingleDriveColourMonilor £599.95
Double Drive Colour Monilor £709.95

S/DMono t- 20 MegHardCard £829.95
S/DColour I 20 Meg Hard Card £999.95
S/DMono+ 30 MegHardCard £899.95
S/DColour I 30MegHordCard£1069.95

Maxell 5 V4"MD1D
S/side D/dens 40TR

DOX OtlO (min.2boxes)

£9.99
SONY 3V2
D/side D/dens

Box of 10

£27.99

TDK5V4"
S/side D/dens 40TR

BOX Of 10(min2boxes)

£8.99
CF2 3 Disks

Box of 10

£28.90
•»> m • • «*awv»mv All consumables and software
• 1 CI I AM mmarW Post free Hardware £5 - VAT .IDay
l/Ckl ••••%• Delivery £9 + VAT 24Hour Delivery

COMPUTERS BY POST GUARANTEE If after buying any of
you find the same item offerea

ata lower price locally within one week, we will refund the difference.
the hardware or softwareinthisadvertisement,you findthe same itemofferee Export Enquiries Welcome

All prices exclude VM
CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE

S101-760 0014
Computers by Post (ACU), 30 Bayford Rd,

Littlehampton, West Sussex.

ACORN USER JULY 1987

To: Computers by Post,30 Bayford Road, Littlehampton,West Sussex.
I wish to order , •

Mycomputer is
Ienclose cheque/PO for £
or charge myAccess/Visa No:

Name

Signature-
Address

Postcode. .Tel No:_

.inc VAT

Ac. U. 7/87
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CRASHPROO
Eleven and a half seconds

after your next disaster
£11.50 inc. VAT

will seem very cheap.
Stand 56

•AVON COMPUTERS
21 Cooper Road
Industrial Estate

Thornbury
Bristol, BS12 2UW
Tel: 0454 411873

CARE ELECTRONICS
Open 800 ST ALBANS ROAD,
Mon-Thurs 9am - 5pm GARSTON, WATFORD.
Fri - Sat 9am - 4pm HERTS. WD2 6NL Tel: 0923-672102
CARE MASTER ROM EXTENDER

i
i
i
s
\

a nea

^Plea

Designed toenable owners otCARE/Viglen BBC Model BCartridges. To
now use them on theMASTER micros. Theextender is ableto takeone 8K,
16Kor 32KEpromCartridge. Including Inter-word.
CARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGES

Designed by CARE Electronics toAcorn Specitications. Capable oftakinq
upto 2 x 16K Eproms. Including IBiEgMiMeMJIBBEHHi CARE Cartridges
otter 3 options tor maximum user taxability. Opt 1: Standard Cartridqe- ODt 2-
Single Zif. Opt 3: Dual Zit.
CARE MASTER SMART CARTRIDGE

Freeze Prog atany point and dump Screen toDisc/Printer, Copies 99% ot
Protected programs. Tape-Disc, Disc-Tape, ASCI Dump and much, much
more.

Price Each = Ex VAT:
Master Reference Manual 1 No VAT
Master Reference Manual II No VAT
CARE Master ROM Extender
CARE BBC Model B Cartridges
CARE BBC Model B ZIF Cartridge
CARE LOW Profile System (TheOriginal)
CARE LibraryRack (Holds 6 Cartridges)
CARE Master ROM Cartridge
CARE Master single ZifCartridge
CARE Master dual ZifCartridge
CARE Master Smart Cartridge

For use withDisc Drives(Notold full heiqht type)
Dual BBC Outlets
For use with most peripherals
Quad BBC Outlets

laaaaaisBagBEBa
(For Master &Compact/Model B&B+)
Uses SRAM, Spare I/O, User Definable.
Rom Version
5.25" Disc Version

@£15.00
(..£15.00
@£ 8.40
@£ 2.00
@£ 7.00

(.. £10.40
@£ 1.60
@£ 7.80
<a £12.80
(..£17.00
@£34.60

Inc VAT.
15.00c

15.00c
9.66c
2.30c

8.05c
11.96d

1.84c
8.97c

14.72c
19.55c
39.79c

34

@ £30.00

® £33.00

(..•£14.00
@£13.00

34.50b

37.95b

16.10d
14.95d

GOVERNMENT &EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME. HOW TO ORDER: . —M0RLEY ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS
All prices inclusive of VAT. Bypost. Enclose yourcheque/P.O. made
payable to CARE Electronics. Or use your ACCESS/VISA.
Please allow 7 days for delivery.
Please add carriage, a = £10.35 b = £5.75 c = £1.15 d = £2.30

ES

COMPUTER REPAIRS

MIDCOMM INTERNATIONAL LTD IS A COMPANY
THAT SPECIALISES INCOMPUTER REPAIRS AND
CAN OFFER YOU THE FOLLOWING 5 STAR SERVICE.

• REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO MANUFACTURERS
REQUIREMENTS USING THE MOST UP TO DATE
DIAGNOSTICANDTEST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.

• SKILLED TECHNICAL STAFF.

• MODERN CUSTOMIZED WORKSHOPS.

• 4 HOUR SOAK TEST ON EACH REPAIR.

• ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED.

FOR A FAST, EFFICIENT, RELIABLE AND

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, CALL WITH OR SEND

YOUR COMPUTER, TOGETHER WITH A BRIEF

DESCRIPTION OF FAULTTO:-

Midcomm International Ltd
UnirF

Birch Industrial Estate
Whittle Lane

Birch

Heywood
Lanes OLIO 2RB.

"i TEL 0706 625166

COMPUTER CONCEPTS SOFTWARE

Ex VAT:
Inter-Word TheWord Processor @£48 80 5612c
Spell-Master Ultimate Spelling Checker („• £51 30 58 88c
Inter-Word &Spell-Master &Master Cartridge.
TheComplete Word-processing package * o £99.80 114 77d

Mastercopy (DFS-ADSF, ADSF-DFS, DFS-DFS, ADSF-ADSF)
Software on ROM or Disc please specify @£13 00 14 q5r
DESFAX Teletext Emulator (The FAX system)
40or80track disc please specify @£21 40 24 61 d

Centronics toCentronics 1.5mt <•„, E11.00 12.65c
Disc Drive Da a Single) 1.2mt«.£ 6.00 6.90c
Disc Drive Data (Dual) 1.5mt@£ 8.00 9.20c
Disc Drive Power Single) 1,2mt@£ 3.00 3.45c
SISC.Dr!^°wei(Dual) 1-5mt<a £ 5.00 5.75cPrin^r BBC oCentawc 1mU £ 6.oo 6.90c
Printer BBC to Centronic 1 5mt,„c 7 00 a nqr
™* 6-7 pin DIN (Hitachi)' IlJSt®! Ifo 7.'l3c
RGB6-7 pin DIN (Ferguson) 1 2mt <«•£ 6 20 7i>
RGB6pin«oSCART?Euro/ Z.1S5SI S£ l.llc
User Port Extension Skt toPlug 5mt(,. £ 9.00 1035c
««b Ex^ensi0n Sk«'°Plljg 1mt«,£ 10.20 11 73c
1MZ BusExtension Sktto Plug 3mt(..£ 1040 11 96c
Many other cables available.

mnamanskm
1 MICRO INTO 2 PRINTERS 1 PRINTER INTO 2 MICROS

/-"-^

t . 1

BBC Printer 2 to 1 (Inc Lead)
BBC Printer 6 to 1
Centronics 2 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 4 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Printer 2 to 2 'CPX2 Fully Buffered'
User Port 2 Way & Off Posn (Inc Lead)
User Port 6 Way &Off Posn (Inc Lead)
RGB Switcher 2 to 1
RS423 2 to 1

(..£ 30.00
<®£ 71.00
(.. £ 33.00
<fi>£ 70.00
@£ 60.60
@£ 33.00
@£ 72.00
(..>£ 20.20
(..)£ 20.20

34.50d
81.65d

37,95d
80.50d
69.69b
37.95d
82.80d
23.23d

23.23d

Teletex Adaptor ATS Software on ROM @£106.00
Eprom Programmer Software on ROM «,• £ 30.00
Care Deluxe Eprom Programmer capableof programming
C'Mos &Standard Eproms 2716, 2732, 2764, 27138 & 27256
Software on ROM <,, £ 33.00

121.90d
34.50d

t

v
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BBC DUST COVERS
DIRECT FROM THE LEADING COVER MANUFACTURER

Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

BBC MASTER £4.95
BBC B/B+ - £4.95
BBC COMPACT SET £8.50

(Please state colour or green shade)

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTER COVERS FROM £4.50
MONITOR COVERS FROM £4.95
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM £3.00

If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help.
Prices include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

BBD Computer Dustcovers
The Standish Centre

Cross Street
Standish, Wigan

Trade Inquiries welcome

FAX: 0257 423909

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE
SOCCER BOSS
Football management simulation game.
League fixtures, F.A. Cup and Littlewoods cup games, Substitutions,
makeyourowndecisionsas manager. £11 -95

ALSO BUILDERS SOFTWARE
Thefollowing packages are available: CentralHeating, Electric Cable,Structural
Beam Size Calculations.

_ ALL ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Available on BBC 'B' and MASTER. Please state 40 or 80 track

disc. All prices include V.A.T. at 15%

INVESTMENTS ANALYSER
Version 1: unit trusts, shares, client linked life assurance, 10 year plans. Easy
reviews andgraphical display. 25 investments perdisc £18.95
Version2: Dataprintout, graphiccomparisons, graphic dump £25

Letters/cheques to: W.L. Computers Services, First Floor, H.S.L.
Buildings, 437 Warrington Road, Rainhill L35 4LL.

Visa card orders - tel: 051 426 9660.

CIBER
JOEL ELECTRONICS,

30 MANOR HOUSE ROAD,

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.

Do you have a control interface ?

CIBER (Control interface basic Extensions ROM) from JOEL will give you
extra commands to control your interface from BASIC.

CIBER is available for:

DCP Interbeeb £ 30.00
MFA Computer Interface... £25.00
Pilot IN/512/E £25.00
Control it interface £25.00
Valiant Turtle £30.00
llnilab Robotics Interface
(Fischertochnik Kit) .... £25.00

You could use commands in your
programs like this

10 REM Environment Control

20 sensor-0: hcat-1: switch-2: HEM Inputs
30 la«|i-0: fan-7 REM outputs
40 REPEAT

50 \T <sensor>0rr TURKON<l»np> ELSE TURN01T<lamp
60 IF <heot>0.1 TUHN0N<fnn>:PAUSE<60>:TURN0ir<fan

70 PMISE<I20> REM won for 1*0 minutes
80 UNTIL <switch> OFF Price inc. PiP Send C.W.O.

and other commands like : OUT<34>, lN<value>. ADC<1,number>

More ROMS are under development ask now for details send A5 SAE to JOEL

ACORN USER JULY 1987

COMPUTER REPAIRS (uk)
2 Austins Place, Hemel Hempstead,

Herts. HP2 5HN Tel: (0442) 217624

Too manyfunction strips, wondering where to put them?
Then maybe you will be interested in our purpose built function
strip holder. -•

Each holder comes with 10 clear plastic sleeves. Easilyfitted to the
BBC or BBC - Master series.

To compliment this little add-on, we have commissioned a fun
ctionstrip design programme, compatablewith Epson dot matrix
printers (works in condensed mode), and can also supply blank
function strip cards.

Flip over function strip holder £5.50
Extra sleeves for above £0.40
Blank function strip cards £0.25

10 for £1.25
Function strip design software £4.50

14 day money back guarantee ifnot satisfied
Available onlyfromComputerRepairs (UK) Pleasemakechequesor postal
orders payableto: Computer Repairs(UK), to the above address.

* State whether disk or cassette.
Trade enquries welcome
P.S. We repair all makes of Micro,got something faulty why not give us a
ring.

LOW COST XYZ TABLES

N.C. Work Station for Drilling, Routing, Engraving etc.
200 mm x 300 mm x 100 mm XYZ table and controller from £2400.

Outputs from 'STARCAD', 'LINTR ACK PCB' or any other
software using MOVE, DRAW or PLOT commands can be sent

to the machine via RS.232 link

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LTD
UPTON, CAMBS.

TEL (0480) 890860 (24 Hr)

Now available for the BBC Micro

/SIGNWRITER,
instant display lettering

from your dot-matrix printer
ANY size characters - the bigger the better

Design your own characters on screen

»#*#©fl¥tVTTfi 1-3

£29.95 ¥
Wight Scientific, 44 Roan Street,

9id(London SE10 9JT. phone 01 858 2699

R

THIS ADVERTISEMENT WAS PRINTED WITH SIGNWRITER
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1987
ACQRNUSER
exhibition

THE RED HALL

BARBICAN EXHIBITION HALL

GOLDEN LANE LONDON EC2

23rd July1987
Trade&Education Day

24th-26th July 1987
Open to the general public

Organised byRedwood Publishing Ltd

tXHIBITION HALL
The1987 ACORN USER Exhibition isthe premier
show in theUK devoted to all aspects ofbuying, using
and getting the mostout ofyour BBC computer. You
will have theunique opportunity ofbeing able to review
the latest hardware and software innovations whether

you are an educational, business or home-user.

Running alongsidethe Show willbe a series of
informative seminars exploring many areas ofinterest
which will allow you to hear and talk to theindustry
experts andyour regularACORN USER authors.

Subjects to be covered will include: Education software,
business software, programming, monitors, printers,
peripherals, music, publishing andgraphics.

Buy yourtickets inadvance and save yourself time and
money!

BeforeJuly 9th, advance tickets will be available at the
specially reduced price of£2.00. Weshall bewelcoming
all those employed ineducation freeofcharge on the
opening day, Thursday 23rdJuly 1987. Inadditionto the
freeday, educationalists will beeligible forhalf price
tickets - £1.50 - forthe Public days on the24th through
to the 26th. These tickets are available on the door or in

advance byusing the couponbelow.Seminar tickets are
£3.00.

How to get there

Underground
Barbican, Moorgate, St. Paul's. Bank, Liverpool St.

British Rail

Holborn Viaduct, Cannon St., Broad St., King's Cross,
St. Pancras. Liverpool St.

Show Hours

Thurs 23rd -10.00 to 18.00 hrs Trade &Education Day.
Fri 24th -10.00 to 18.00 hrs \

Sat 25th -10.00 to 18.00 hrs! Open to the general public. £3.00
Sun 26th -10.00to 16.00 hrs'

Advance ticketapplication (forusebeforeJuly 9th)

Iamemployed in education, please send free tickets for the Trade and Education day. •
%. Iam employed in education, please send me tickets at half-price, £1.50 each, for the24th, 25th or 26th July 1987.
% Please send me advance Public day tickets (a £2.00 each for the 1987 ACORN USER Exhibition. Ienclose cheque for
£ made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd. Alternatively please charge my Access/Barclaycard no.
Cardexpiry date Signature Date

Please send tickets to: Name

Address

Send all cheques to Redwood Publishing Ltd. 141-143 Drury Lane. LondonWC2B 5TF.

Pleasesend me details of the seminar programme. P
Please send me asubscription form forACORN USER Q Educational Computing P

v Delete as necessar AU2
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UPGRADE
SAGA

Sir, Further to your article in
the April AU about ROM/
RAM board compatibility,
perhaps my experiences might
be of interest to your readers. I
own a BBC B with Watford

DDFS, and some months ago
decided to add ROM and RAM
upgrades. My first choice was
the Solidisk Fourmeg board.
Before ordering it, I sought and
received an assurance from

Solidisk's technical people that
it was compatible with my
DDFS. Imagine my surprise,
therefore, when the board ar
rived and wouldn't even physi
cally fit in the Beeb as long as
the DDFS board was present!
Eventually I raised the board
up in its socket, using a couple
of 40-pin IC sockets: now the
Beeb's lid wouldn't close, but
at least I could try out the
board. Conclusion: it didn't

work. Virtually every com
mand caused the machine to

hang. The supplied software
(£10 extra) came with no docu
mentation whatsoever, and
when one of the programs
crashed with a syntax error, I
gave up. Perhaps it was a dud
board, or perhaps it just didn't
work with the DDFS. Either
way, I was rather under
whelmed and returned the

board immediately for a re
fund. It took almost four

months of phone calls - and
eventually a threat of legal ac
tion - before the refund came

through. No marks to Solidisk.
Now to chapter two of the

saga. I ordered a Watford

ACORN USHR JULY 1987

ETTERS
Writeto Letters,Acorn User, 141 -143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF

ROM board and 32k shadow

RAM card. At least these were

advertised as compatible with
the DDFS. The ROM board

worked fine, but there were
problems with the RAM card:
its controlling ROM included a
*RAMTEST command to test

the card's memory, and this
indicated an intermittent fai

lure, seemingly at the very be
ginning of the test routine,
which only seemed to occur
about half the time, and was
also noticeable via screen

glitches, lost data, etc. I rang
Watford and was told, 'Prob
ably you need to replace your
SY6502 CPU with a Rockwell

R6502A; if that doesn't work,
send the board back and we'll

check it.' It turned out that my
Beeb already had an R6502A,
so back went the board whence

it came. A replacement arrived
a few days later, with a note
saying that no fault could be
found in the original. I plugged
in the new one and found ex

actly the same fault. F'aced with
the prospect of a machine fault,
I tried one last thing. The in
structions for the RAM card

had said that the DFS ROM

should be fitted in the lowest

priority socket (0), and the sha
dow RAM's controlling ROM
in the next lowest socket (1):
after the fitting of the ROM
board, these corresponded to
the two leftmost sockets on the

BBC's main board. I decided to

see whether moving the sha
dow RAM's ROM onto the

ROM board would help at all;
I moved it to the lowest-

priority socket on the ROM
board (5), and lo and behold!
the memory problem vanished

immediately and hasn't recur
red. I don't know why this
should be so, but it certainly
does solve the problem: my
system works perfectly now,
and I find it very satisfactory.

Maybe this information
would be of assistance to any
of your readers whofind them
selves in a similar situation.

Patrick Edmond

Ireland

GETTING
PSYCHEBROT

Sir, In Return of the Mande-
lbrots, in May's Acorn User,
you published a series of views
from the Psychebrot program. I
am delighted with the response
from your readers, but unfor
tunately I have had quite a few
requests for free copies from
people who expect me to guess
their discformat, and to supply
a free disc and postage as well!
May I explain how readers
should apply for their free copy
of the program.

The original Psycbebrot
package ran non-stop at last
year's Computer Images ex
hibition at Brunei University,
showing about 120 different
views of the Mandelbrot set.

The current complete package
involves a tour of 130 views,
and is only available on ADFS
80-track double sided disc

(which is nearly full).
For those who cannot read

this format, a special selection
has been shoehorned onto sing
le density DFS formatted discs,
ranging from 16 views on a
40-track single sided disc up to
59 views on an 80-track double

sided disc.

To get a copy, readers should
send a ready-formatted 5.25-
inch disc, and sufficient stamps
to cover the return postage (or
£2 to cover the cost of a blank
disc, postage and packing) to:

Psycbebrot,
COD1L Language Systems,
33 Buckingham Road,
Tring,
HP23 4HG.

While the software is free,
Psychebrot viewers are invited
to make a donation to the men

tal health charity, MIND, 22
Flarley Street, London WCIN
2ED. Readers are encouraged
to give away free unmodified
copies of the disc, as this can
only increase the total con
tributions made to MIND,
while lightening my postbag!

Chris Reynolds
CODIL Language Systems

MORE
MAGIC

Sir, I'm sure there are many
others besides myself who have
completed all nine screens of
Acornsoft's excellent Magic
Mushrooms and would enjoy
the extra 45 I have devised

myself (for the Electron only).
A lot of time and effort has

gone into these and they are
more challenging and varied
than the original ones.

If anyone is interested in my
screens please send an sae for
further details.

Alan Davison

32c Imperial Drive
Airdrie

Scotland

ML6 9EQ
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If you want professional graphics and
text then you need the new rom based

IOBRUSH graphics systemp||CR!
Hicrobrush is a professionaldesigner's package
for either the BBC B or the Master. Whichever
machine you have Hicrobrush tranforms it into
a powerfulgraphics computer and if you ouin
a Masterthen Microbrush gives you true high
resolution in mode 0 and mode 1

Mode 0-1216*416

Mode 1 - 6QB *416

Thiswhole R4 page was
composed as one mode 0
high resolution image.
using the out-board scroll
system, and has a resolution
of 1216* 900pixels.

MicrDbrush Far the BBCB is
comprised oftwo 16KVoms.
The Master version contains a
third rom. The first two roms can
be used in either machine.

The whole system ismenu driven and
controlled by the Marconi RB2 tracker ball
forspeed and precision, butmay also beused
with either the RMX orthe Whigmore mouse.
Please note that the tracker ball is not included.

Hicrobrush H-£150 2,16K roms+disc utilities,BBCB and Master
Hicrobrush B-CBOO 3,1BK roms+disc utilities, Master only.
When ordering please remember to state which systemyou require, whether you need
40or80track discs and a telephone no. if you have one. Orders and information requests
should besent to-FIB Designs, 81Sutton Common Road, Sutton, Surrey. Phone 01644 6643

The Paint Box system
The paint box systemoperates in both mode
1and mode Doffering a paletteofeither42
colours orgrey tones. Microbrush alsolets
you build your own palettes. Using these
colours you can draw lines, sketch, fill, paint
in foreground, background, opaque,
transparent andcombined colour. Rdd this to
acolour rubber which will selectively erase
any actual colour and you have a very
powerful paint box system with more than
1,000,000 possible colours.

Above tne paint-box system in mode 0.

The Ikon Generator
The ikon generator isthe main workhorse of
the Microbrush system as it isusedforboth
generating and positioning anyikon up to 6*3
character blocks. This system isalsoused

bythe typesetter and forcreating colour
palettes,rubbers, paint-brushes and type
faces. Up to 46 ikons canbestored in
memory. The scope ofthe ikon facility is
immense as it allows youto transform the
Microbrush system into a purpose built
design tool that suitsyour needs.

The Type Setter
With the Microbrush system you will receive
50proportionally spaced typefaces.The
smallest allows you up to170 characters to
theline and ifthis isnot enough then you
candesign yourown typefaces.

The typesetter displays thecurrent
fontas a scrollable menu allowing youto
quickly produce professional typography.

The Screen Editor and the
Special Effects Generator
The screen editor isapowerful drag system
that allows you to store up to a quarterof
thescreenin memory. Once stored, images
canliterally bedragged across the screen,
repeated,copied, savedto discor fed to the
special effects generator.

The Special Effects Generator
This isa very versatilesystem which will
automatically outline, inline, shadow, 3D,
half-tone, etc. any image held within the
screen editor's memory.

The Injector rom
The Injector rom is the secondromin the
Microbrush system. Thisromcontains the
drawing functions such as lines, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, arcs, rotate, squash, stretch,
zoom, halve and quarter screens,plus a
whole host of other functions.

This isa brief description ofthe two rom
system for the BBCB or the Master. Rlso
supplied are anEpson FXBO screen dump and
a 7*7character pixel editor. Thesetwo roms
offeryoutremendous potential for producing
professional text andgraphics.

The Master rom
The Master rom takes youinto a completely
different world ofgraphics with almost 4
timesthe resolution in modes 1and 0,plus 2
on-board graphics screens, 10 rombased
typefaces anda 3°generator which is linked
to a10 point perspective system. This allows
youto deal withexceptionally complex
perspectivetasks such as the camera seen
above. The Master rom also comes with an
out-board scroll system which allows youto
build imager) witha resolution greater than
1216*2000, plus there are high res. screen
dumps for bothEpson andIntegrexprinters.

I.nstly flick through the pagesof this
magazine andsee howmanyof the other
graphic systems are capable of producing
their ownadvertising.

85 this advert wasproduced using the Hicrobrush system you will beable toassess For yourselves its capabilities intwocolours using anout-board resolution of 1216*900.
Hhat you probably have not yetseen iswhat thesystem can produce in theFour colour mode with an out-board resolution oF 608*900. The results are startling, linen printing
mode 1 high resolution images up to16different colours can beincluded in one image. This versatility plus theextensive graphics and textcapabilities make Hicrobrush ideal for
so many areasoF design that the list is endless:- Publishing, packaging, sketching, painting, book illustration, P.C.B designs, interior design, perspective drawing, designing
Forms, labels, diagrams, reports, pamphlets, mechanical drawings, architectural drawings, advertising, industrial andcomercial design, in Factanysituation that requires
exceptional graphics routines, high resolution, anda widerangeof type Facesindifferent weights andsizes. Pleaseinclude n forpostageand packing whenordering.
Extentions to the Microbrush system include - The out-board scroll system-£40, an extended Master rom offering you 14 colours in mode 1and
4 colours in mode 0 -£85, a typeface editor plus fifteen extra typefaces -£25, the Master rom -£65. No UHT if purchased before September 1.
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SPRITELY
COLOURS

Sir, I was wondering if by us
ing the BBC computer's char
acter definition system you
could define, say, a red box
shape and then define a blue
line and put them together to
make a sprite. Using this it
would be simple to add full
colour sprites to your own
Basic programs. Also, could
you recommend a sprite desig
ner that can handle around 20,
24 x 24 colour sprites.

Also, can GXR ROM sprites
be used on another BBC micro

without a GXR fitted?
Imran Ali

Bradford

First, GXR sprites can only be
used if the GXR ROM is pre
sent in the machine (or the
SPRITER ROM image from
the Compact Welcome disc).

Acorn User carried two arti

cles by Harry Sinclair on
sprites, in September and
October 1984, explaining how
to create and invent your own
sprites. See the form on page
129 for details of back issues.

MANDLEBROT
QUERIES

Sir, Re: the update of the Man
delbrot article in your May
issue (page 81), may I say that I
have enjoyed running the frac
tal programs for many hours
since they appeared last May
and July, and I look forward to
experimenting with the new pa
rameters. There are a couple of
points on which I am not clear,
and I hope they will be of
sufficient general interest to
those with a BBC 32k to war-
ca.nt a reply.

1) The screen colours after
saving to disc using the recom
mended *SAVE and *LOAD
instructions arc different from
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those obtained when the prog
ramme is run, and I have found
no way of changing the saved
screen from red, yellow, green
and black. Is there any way of
reproducing the original col
ours after saving to disc? This
is important for anyone
wishing to obtain colour prints
from the screen.

2) In the fifth roots program
in the May yellow pages, as last
July, line 240 gives a DEF
PROCplus, but I can find no
call for a PROCplus in either
program. Is this an error or is
there a reason for its inclusion?

A S Fern

Rochdale

The Mandelbrot article prog
rams contain MODE and

VDU19 commands to select

the screen mode and colours.

Type these into your micro
before *LOADing the saved
screen. PROCplus was left in
by accident; taking it out
won't affect the programs.

TURNING THE
PAGE

Sir, I heartily endorse Maurice
Gordon-Edgley's comments in
April's issue. View's lack of a
page-end indicator in writing
and edit modes is infuriating,
and Acornsoft are polite but
unhelpful on the subject.

I edit long texts, say 150
kilobytes covering 100 A4
pages when printed out. Ad
justing a single page-length can
take 20 minutes or more, sup
posing one gets it right first
time. This is the time required
to FINISH an EDIT,
SCREEN the file to note that
space left for a diagram is not
split between two pages, or a
section heading does not appear
at the bottom of a page, and
correct it by re-editing the
whole file, then re-screening it
to check. This, repeated say 30
times for such a text, takes

hours. This is an irritating fault
in an otherwise excellent WP

program.

J.W. Swift
Sussex

Perhaps the best way to get
over this is to split the text
into several 'Chapter' files,
each starting on a new page.
Each chapter file can then be
edited separately - but when
you want to print them all
together, PRINT filel file2
file3 return will ensure the

page numbering runs con
secutively and should alleviate
this annoying problem.

M0REF0R
COMPACTS

Sir, Can you please tell me why
you plan programs for the BBC
Compact, but when I try to
buy them from your mail order
section they are only made in
5.25-inch disc and not 3.5-inch

Compact size. I have tried to
download your programs from
Micronet but they can only be
down loaded with a DFS Sys
tem and not with an ADFS

System. I find it very dis
couraging to have to keep typ
ing in programs for the Com
pact that should be made avail
able on 3.5-inch disc.

Can you- please tell me when
I can obtain 3.5-inch discs of

your programs.

J Maloney
Swindon

The Gallery and Gallery Col
lection discs were released in

3.5-inch format in March's

issue to test demand for the

Compact format. If we get the
requests, then the monthly
discs will go into Compact
format. You should have a

copy of the Acorn 1770 DFS
on your Compact Welcome
disc. With this loaded into

Sideways RAM you shouldn't
have any problems download

ing, onto a DFS-formatted
3.5-inch disc. If you don't
have DFS on your Welcome
disc, contact Acorn who can
provide one.

OPENING
THE WINDOW

Sir, In the April 1987 issue you
published an article On the
Side to enable your readers to
print extra wide spreadsheets.

Having typed in the listing, I
am unable to use it as I have no
way of learning how to set a
print window to cover the
whole sheet (what ever that
means!). Presumably I am not
the only one of your readers
would have liked to try out the
program using the sample file
supplied on the Master's Wel
come disc. Since July 1984 you
have printed many hints on the
use of Wordwise and View
wordprocessors.

May we hope for something
similar for ViewSheet in view

of Acorn's unhelpful attitude
towards their customers?

E Russell

Surrey

To set a printer window in
ViewSheet, load the sheet as
normal, and press Escape.
You will see your spreadsheet.
Now press fl, and the prompt
'Window' will be shown at the

top of the screen. Then enter
PO and Return.

The printer window defini
tion is shown, and should be
changed by typing in the new
definition, in the same way as
a normal window definition.
TopL and BotR refer to the
corners of the area to be

printed, Cw is the width of
each cell of the spreadsheet.
Once the definition looks

right, press Return. Go back
to command mode and enter

SCREEN. This shows what

the printer would output if
you typed PRINT.
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Disc-Connect •* MTr\PHOH€
The easiest way to use a modem* from a BBC

O Auto dials voice and data lines

O 300Number store with FULL LOGON SEQUENCE
O Easy Number selection - by cursor controls, by short codes

or even by joystick.

O Auto redialofengaged Data numbers
O Fully automatic modem baud rates on Demon
O Call timing

O Works in conjunction with most communication RomsO Displays details such asspeed, hours ofoperation.

DEMON AU this for j«st £5-<>o

^r t
Demon Modem

APPROVED MODEMS
Magic Modem (std)
Enterprise 1
+ plus p.p. &VAT.

40

A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For The BBC Computer

Micro-Trader
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed lor business use by a business man. " Micro-Trader " Sales

and Purchase Ledger Transactions are updated to the Nominal Lodger.

Micro-Trader " oilers full Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities including
SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a capacity ol 450

accounts and 3000 Iransactions per month in each Ledger.

Normal Income. Expenditure. Assets. Liabilities & Journal Posting in the
Nominal Ledger with full Reporting lor individual accounts, Audit Trail. Trial

Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4000 Stock Hems with user

defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Noles and

Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

£75.OO + V.A.T.

»
NEW "MICRO-MAILER"

A Mailmerge program, fully integralod with

"MICRO-TRADER" With a user Database.

£30.00 -H V.A.T.

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

TtiEADOUJ COmPUtERS
11, LONDON STREET, WHITCHURCH. HAMPSHIRE, RG28 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (025682) 2008

* Will auto dial on all modems that use RTS dial
techniques including DEMON, MAGIC,
VOYAGER & APOLLO MODEMS. Plus
intelligent modems requiring HAYES
commands.

1TJ A(1 0 fTl To: DATAPHONE LTD, 22 AHHe Square, Woodston,
I I IVV4VI I I Peterborough,PE2 0PJ.Tel:(0733)230240.

Please sendme:
£59.95+ (Qty) Disc-Connect at £6.50

(Qty) Demon Modems at £73.50 l? fT
r-7R nn_i (Qty) Magic Modems (STD) at £91.00 I
fc/O.UU I (Qty) Enterprise 1 Modem at £119.54 -
£99.95+ (Qty) ZRom at £24.00 P&P

(Qty) Demon Pack- Demon, Z Rom + Disc-Connect at £96.50.
Please enclosecheque orAccess/Barclaycard No. to the valueof
£ and include full address.

*•" X

4MATION EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Linden Lea, Rock Park, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 9AQ

Telephone: (0271) 45566 Telex No: 42513 Sharet G. 4MAT

SEND A5 S.A.E. FOR CATALOGUE
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AUDIOPHILE
ACORN

Sir, Those readers who own
Master Compact monochrome
or colour systems may be in
terested in a modification that I

have done to mine to take

advantage of the superior
sound quality that is available
from the audio amplifier and
loudspeaker inside the monitor.

1 have fitted a phono socket
to the rear left-hand sideof my
keyboard and transferred the
wires that were connected to

the speaker to this socket. This
new 'audio output' can then be
connected to the audio inputof
the monitor to give better qual
ity sound whose level can be
controlled with the monitor

volume control.

The important thing to re
member is that the rearmost of

the wires from the two-pin
connector on the Compact
keyboard board MUST go to
the centre pin of the phono
socket. The other wire goes to
the phono outer.

A Barkley
Evesham

DELETING
DIFFICULTIES

Sir, One annoying feature of
Wordwise + is that there is no

easy way of deleting text from
the main text area or from one

of the segments. One way of
getting round this is to use the
markers and f7, another is to
use a DIY marker and f6. Both

involve several presses of the
keyboard which make them too
much like hard work for some

one as lethargic as myself.
My solution, therefore, is to

program one of the red func
tion keys to perform this man-
ouevre in one go. The first
definition in the next column

shows you how this can be
done very easily.

ACORN USER JULY 1987

The second will delete from

the current cursor position to
the end of the text or segment
area - a useful facility if you
tend to do a lot of drafting.
REM Clears the Text or

Segment Area
*KEYO !!:N!!#:!IO:!#l!'

REM Deletes from Cursor

Position to End

*KEY1 !!#!!!N!!#!!'

James Ducat
Bath

A PROGRAM OF
MUSIC

Sir, Congratulations on your
Music Special (April issue). I
hope it will be the first of many
music editions, and that you
will be encouraged to produce
both special issues on other
topics and programs in lan
guages other than Basic, fol
lowing your Ample precedent.
Theme deserves to be an even

greater success than Tunemaker
- a truly excellent program.

That is the nice bit, but I do
have one grouse. I am expert at
neither programming nor
music, but am the proud owner
of a Master 128 and Music

5000, bought to help my chil
dren and me learn something
about both in a constructive

and enjoyable way. I was really
looking forward to your prom
ised program in Ample as part
of the process.

Imagine the disappointment,
then, when I failed to enter the
program, for which there were
virtually no loading instruc
tions. After one passing refer
ence to the Music 5000, the
article with the program con
centrated exclusively on the
Music 500, which on the soft
ware side seems quite a diffe
rent beast.

All I managed was to enter
some of the simple riff words.
In all other program words
there seem to be system words
or symbols which are rejected

by the Music 5000. And I can
not find a way to enter prog
ram lines with line numbers at

all. So to avoid disillusion tak

ing over, could Bob Cornlord-
Wood be persuaded to write an
idiot's guide in your pages on
how to get his masterpiece
working on a Music 5000?

A D I Reed

Croydon

As Bob stated in his article,
the Sunrise-Sunset Ample
program was designed to run
on a Music 500. The Music

5000 has a musical stave edi

tor more like the Theme

program.

FINDING
GENLOCK

Sir, with reference to page 21 of
the March issue of Acorn User's

letters section, BBC on TV, I
would like to know the names

and addresses of the companies
which can supply me with a
Genlock Board to superimpose
BBC computer graphics onto a
video picture.

Gary A Kcwley
Isle of Man

Genlock boards are available

from:

Abbey Audio Ltd, Unit 8,
Littleton House,
Ashford Road,
Ashford, Middlesex
TW15 1UU

Tel: (0784) 246818
G2 Systems
5 Mead Lane

Farnham, Surrey
Boards are available for BBC

B,
B+ and Master micros

Video Electronics Ltd

Wigan Road, Atherton
Manchester M29 0RH

Tel: 0942 882332

Electro-craft Consultants

Liss Mill, Mill Road
Liss, Hants GU33 7BD
Tel: 0730 893444

RECOVERING
DISCS

Sir, Re, Rescued Disc Files
(March '87). I would like to
offer some advice of my own
on recovering discs with cor
rupted catalogues.

This experience was gained
while nursing my now departed
8271 controller through its
dying days, and only applies to
single density Acorn DFS sys
tems. Recovering a disc when a
fault occurs at track 00 sector

01, losing file position informa
tion on the disc, is probably
not worth the effort, as once
they have occured disc faults
tend to multiply and corrupt
the entire disc.

Recovering from a fault at
track 00 sector 00 is a little

easier, as only filenames are
stored here, along with half the
disc title. First, take a disc with
an uncorrupted track 00 sector
00, which has a number of files
stored on it in excess of the

number stored on the cor

rupted disc, preferably the
maximum 31. Then, using a
disc sector editor, graft the un
corrupted sector onto the cor
rupted disc.

Hey presto, one recovered
disc. The filenames will all be

wrong but the number of files
will be correct along with the
load addresses and so on. The

disc title will be wrong too, but
at least the disc can now be

backed up and used again.
Also, re: Paper Size Prob

lem (same issue). A4 paper is
typically 70 lines long, rather
than the 66 of 11 inch paper. In
View, the stored command PL
70 can be used.

Alternatively, your printer
may allow you to define the
length of the page in lines from
software, eg, Escape C n on the
Star NL 10, where n is the
number of lines.

John Dowdell
Hampshire
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PANASONIC KXP 1081

CANON PW1080A
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.834 VAT)

with BBC cable & paper
£169.00 (£146.96 + VAT)

Above with Screen Dump & 2m
pn hip

£174.00 (£151.30 + VAT)
Exc VAT Inc VAT

KXP 1080 Fabric ink ribbon 3.00 3.45

KXP 1080 View Printer driver 8.65 9.95
KXP 1080 Control Dump rom... 13.00 14.95

JUKI 6100
with BBC cable & paper

£299.00 (£260.00 i VAT)

EPSON LX86
with BBC cable & paper

SPECIAL PRICE

£219.00 (£190.43+VAT)

DISC DRIVES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

CumanaCSXIOO 91.30 105.00
CumanaCSX400 124.35 143.00
CumanaCD800S 260.00 299.00
MD400A400k No PSU 101.74 117 00
MD400B 400k &PSU 116.52 134.00
MD802C800kNoPSU 190.43 219.00
MD802E 800k & PSU 216.52 249.00
MD802D800k +Stand 225.21 259.00
Phone for tull range of Viglen & Torch
Winchesters (Hard Discs)

PRINTER ADDONS
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Universal Printer Stand 13.00 14.95
LXTractor Unit. 19.96 22.9b
LXSheet Feedot 47.83 55.00
LXPrintRibbon 3.00 3.45
NL-10 Sheet Foodei 47.83 55.00
NL-10 Print Ribbon 4.80 5.52
120D Sheet Feeder B6.09 99.00
120D Print Ribbcn . 4.00 4.60
KP/PW Print Ribuon 3.39 3.90
Juki6100DustC:>.er 5.60 6.44
Printer Dust Covers Irum 4.00 4.60

EPROMS, 8271
Exc VAT Inc VAT

1-927128250nS 2.57 2.95
10+ 27128250nS 2.30 2.65
1-9 2764250nS 2.52 2.90
10+2764250nS 2.26 2.60
1-927256250nS 3.34 3.95
10+ 27256250nS 3.17 3.65
1-9TTLCmosset 4.77 5.49
1-98271 controller 30.43 35.00
10+ 8271 controller 29.00 33.35
1-96264LP150nS 2.56 2.95
10- 6265LP 150nS 2.30 2.65

KAGA/TAXAN KP810
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83+ VAT)

CITIZEN 120D
with BBC cable & paper

£175.00 (£152.17 +VAT)

STAR NL10
with BBC cable & paper

£359.00 (£312.17+VAT)

KAGA/TAXAN KP815
with BBC cable & paper

£305.00 (£265.22 : VAT)

KAGA/TAXAN KP910/15
with BBC cable & paper

SPECIAL PRICE

£369.00 (£320.87 i VAT)

PRINTERS/CABLES
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Epson EX800 404 35 465.00
Epson LQ800 469.00 539.35
Epson FXBOO 313.04 360.00
Epson I-XI000 413.04 475.00
Juki 2200 Daisy 225.22 259.00
Juki5510 260.00 299.00
Juki 5520Colour . 369.57 425.00
IBMcahlo printer 11.74 13.50
MP165 1/3.04 199 00
1.5m (4loot) BBC Cable 5 70 6.60
2.0m (6toot) BBC cable 774 8.90
Compactcjfi'u (printer) 7 74 8.90

ROMS/UPGRADES
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word 37.39 43.00
Inter-Sheet 37.39 43.00
Inter-Chart 24.35 28.00
Wordwise Plus 37.39 43.00
Spell Master 40.87 47.00
View2.1 33.91 39.00
ViewStore 42.61 49.00
ViewSpell 28.70 33.00
Acorn 1770 DFS 42.61 49.00
Acorn 8271 DFS 41.74 48.00
BPIus64Kto128K 26.00 29.90

DISKETTES (lifetime warranty)
. , Exc VAT

10Banana Reversible disks 8 65
1096tpi DSD/Din library case «!!.»!ZZ!."Z"*13!90
10Low cost96tpi D/SD/D inlibrary case "..7I39
10Low cost 96lpi D/S D/D incardboard box ..,..,."..6.52
50Low cost 96tpiDSD Dincardboardboxes 21 70
50Disc Box (5.25 "hinged with lock) ,""„ 7 78
100DiscBox(5.25"hingedwithlock) 9.74
10 DiscBlackLibrary case (5.25") 121

MONITORS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

PhilipsCM8533 239.13 275.00
Philips CM8833 Medium 239.13 275.00
Philips CM8852 Medium 271.30 312.00
PhilipsCM8873 Hi 546.96 629.00
Philips BM7502 68.70 79.00
Philips BM7522 73.91 85.00
Taxan KX1201GP31 82.61 95.00
Taxan KK1202G P39 89.59 103.00
Taxan KX1203 Amber 89.59 257.00
Microvitec 1451 MS 223.48 15.95
14" Tilt'Swivel Stand 13.87
(Prices inc. BBC Cable)

Inc VAT

9.95
15.99
8.50
7.50

24.95
8.95

11.20
1.39

MASTER/COMPACT
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Master 128K Micro 373.04 429.00
Master ET128K Micro ....338.00 388.70

512 Co-processor 185.00 212.75
Turbo Upgrade 98.00 113.50
Universal 2nd Pro 72.00 82.80
AcornZ802ndP 317.39 365.00
Acorn Cartridges 10.87 12.50
Reference Manuals 14.50 14.50
View 3 User Guide 9.00 9.00
View Sheet User Guide 9.00 9.00
Master & BBC Dust Covers 3.00 3.45
Monochrome Compact 416.52 479.00
Compact 5 W upgrade 13.00 14.95
Second user BBC Bs available

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed all day Wednesday and Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor E6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.
128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants.

P016 9XE.

Tel: 0705 325354

UleSerue
BfflBBE Larger items delivered

*jj£^ ~bySecuricor
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BBC Master Compact from £458.00
BBC Master 128K INC DFS'ECO £499.99
BBC model B £230.00

BBC model B INC DFS £290.00
BBC Master ET £340.00

Second hand computers bought & sold, phone for prices

We carry out computer repairs and maintenance contracts, phone
for details

Wide selection of Software, hardware, Leads, Plugs, Spare parts etc.
S.A.E. for full details. All available Mail Order

Disk Drives from £75.00

Printers from £130.00

Printer Cables £12.00

Acorn DFS £60.00

Watford DFS £60.00

Halloway House
Browning Street,
Birmingham B16 8Et

Tel 021 454 8416 (4 lines) Fax 021 454 8438

Browning Street, Edgbaston
!H

Educational &
institutional

orders welcome

Carriage extra

(Above prices include VAT)

REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

SPIDER 2 is a RAM/ROM
combination which

uses none of the
BBC's memory, so
BASIC programs
are unaffected.
The BBC B+
is fully
supportedand we
supply a complete range of
digital, analogue andserial
interlaces for use with SPIDER
using the IMffz bus.
Ask now for details.

Watch the SPIDERl
W Powerful new BASIC commands for

invoking PROCs from theUser
Port, Serial Port or the Keyboard.

# 8 independent countdown timers.
% Easy to install with no soldering.
?j< Comprehensive manual supplied.

New SPIDER 2 features
}& Special keywords for controlling

the Serial Port
^ Professional implementation of

Foreground/Background
processing.

i!i Reaction timing and pulse trains
accurate lo 0. f milliseconds!

from £65 including VAT
Paul Fray Ltd
Willowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD
Telephone: (0223) 66529 aa

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR BBC MASTER

DISK DRIVE REPAIRS
All makes of BBC disk drives...
REPAIR, ALIGNMENT AND TEST £35.00
BBC AND COLOUR MONITOR REPAIRS ...

* 3 MONTHS WARRANTY.
* FIXED REPAIR CHARGES.

All prices exclude spare parts, delivery
and V.A. T charges

ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER
>1N SERVICES LTD

130B North Lane, Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: (0252) 25608

G-TEN LIIVUTEID
THE MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE HOUSE

Commando——™—
Alrwolt
Roplon 3
Strykers Run
Crystal Castles
Dodgy Gecuers -
RavcnskuM
Thruit.

Yle Ar Kung Fu
B.C. Football Fortune* ,
Acornsott X
Quostrooe. .- -~.
Rebel Planet

TAPE DISC 3.5-

725 11.15 NA
7.25 11.25 N.A
7.25 9 75 11.25
7.25 10.50 11.25
725 9.50 N.A
7 25 N A N.A
7 25 9 SO N A
6 50 9 50 N.A
7.25 11.25 NA
7.25 11.25 N.A
7 25 9.75 N.A
J 25 N A N.A
4 25 N A N.A

PERIFERALS (P&P £1.50 p/ltem)

YleAt Kung Fu 2
Clledai
Strike Force Harrier
Speech _
Starquako.
Elite-
Trivial Pursuits
Scot Adams Scoops .
Mikie
Revs~- .
Senllnei
Five Sisr Games
Flretrach
Superior Collection 1..
Superior Collection 2

OUR PRICE

Amx Mouse 75.25
ATPL Slden.se 41 50
ATPLSIdemse • —,—- — 30 00
Quickshot II 6 50
Quickshot II Turbo._ 11 50

Ploso ei«» 14-28days oettvery P'«ajo add ?5p P4P per item (UKBFPO only;
Overseas orders add i 1 -.'.. P&P to- -ei" "lease make cheques oi oosia or* rs [Stalling only)

G-TEN LIMITED

UK or BFPO O'dors. please sand to
G-TEN LIMITED. Dtl'I AU7.

FREEPOST (no stamp nooded). LONDON E1 6BR
Overseas Orders send to;

G-TEN LIMITED. DEPT AU7. 1st FLOOR
146/150 COMMERCIAL STREET. LONDON E1 6NU

Please note Price lists will only bo sent withorders

11.25
9.75

10 50

9 75
11.25
1050
16.25
NA
N A

1050
11.25

NA
11.25
975
9 75

NA
11.25
NA

NA
NA

11.25
N.A
NA
NA

11.25
NA
NA

N.A
11.25
1125
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HINTS &TIPS
Martin Phillips gives a tutorial on ViewSheetand shows

how to calculate the date

USING
VIEWSHEET

I have finally done it. After months of
indecision, I decided to get to grips with
ViewSheet. It has sat there in my BBC
Master for over a year, but apart from a
quick dabble when the machine arrived, I
had never touched it. I got a pleasant
surprise. It is a remarkably versatile piece
of software and, although you would never
guess from the handbook, quite easy to
use. Here lies a problem, however — the
««Welcome Guide that comes with the

Master pretends to give instructions on
using ViewSheet. In reality it skips so
much that the program seems impossible to
use. This month and next I shall be show

ing how you can create a simple home
finance spreadsheet and print it out. If this
appeals and you think the program has
some potential, then try to get the proper
ViewSheet manual. It is essential reading, if
rather difficult to get into. The ViewSheet
User Guide is about 140 pages long (com
pared to 21 pages in the Welcome Guide).

First, let's make a simple spreadsheet to
keep track of spending (to keep my bank
manager happy). Before you start, find and
insert the ViewSheet keystrip. Then type:
::'TV0,1 Return. The screen will now dis
play the following:

ViewSheet

Bytes free 27150
Editing No File
Screen mode 7

= >

The number of bytes free given above is
for a BBC Master. This will be different

for ViewSheet in another type of Acorn
computer, but it matters little. Mode 7 is
not convenient for displaying a spread
sheet, as you cannot get enough informa
tion on the screen at one go, so change to
mode 128 and put a stop to any flicker on
your screen. Type:

*TV0,1 <Return>
SHADOW <Return>

MODE 128 <Return>

ViewSheet users who have a standard BBC

model B or an Electron should use mode 0

rather than mode 128. To make the text

ACORN USER JULY 1987

easier to read, hold down CTRL and press
S, then type '@4@@@'. Do not follow
each keypress by a Return. Once this has
been typed in, the screen background col
our will change to blue. Other colours can
be used for the background instead of blue
if desired by changing the number four to
another number in the range zero to six. I
find white on blue the easiest to read. Now

press Escape, and the screen will look like
figure 1.

Now for the spreadsheet. In its simplest
form we will need details of cheques made
out, credits in, a deposit account (I am
always hopeful), and a grand total. For the
details of the cheques made out we will
need the cheque number, the date, the
amount and a running total. This can be
the first part to be put it. The white block
on the screen will be in slot Al as shown in
figure 1. First move this to slot Bl using
the right cursor key. Then type:

DEBIT

this will be written just below the word
'contents' at the top left-hand corner of the
screen. On pressing Return this will be
placed in slot Bl. Now use the cursor keys
to move the white block to slot A2, type
'Number' and press Return. This will dis
play 'Number' in the spreadsheet in slot
A2. Now move across to slot B2 and enter

the heading 'Date', in Column C enter
'Value' and in Column D enter 'Total'.

Then move down a slot and back to A3

and type seven hyphens and press Return.
In each of the other three columns, put a
row of hyphens in Row 3.

Now move the cursor to slot A4, enter
the number one and press Return. We
could now go down Column 1 and keep

putting in the next cheque number. This
would however soon start to get tedious. A
much easier way is to move down to slot
A5 and then type:

A4+1 <Return>

Now the number two will be printed in
slot A5. So far so good. Now move down
to slot A6 and press key fO. The words

From — To?

will appear. Now type:
A5-A6A23 <Return>

Then the words

R)elative, N)o change?
will appear. Press 'R' for relative. Now, as
if by magic, the numbers one to 20 will be
entered in Column A. See figure 2.

Figure 2: Setting up the first column

To begin to understand the power of a
spreadsheet, move the cursor back to slot
A4 and enter the number 1000. The whole
column will recalculate and give cheque
numbers in the range 1001-1050. Thus it is
very simple to alter the cheque number
range. The formula A5-A6A23 means copy
the formula in A5 into slots A6 to A23.

The pressing 'R' makes each slot relative to
the previous one. By stepping down
through each slot you can see how the
formula changes - the slot formula is show
at the top of the screen. Now wecan put in
a formula to take the previous total and
subtract from it the new cheque value to
give a new running total. Move the cursor
to slot D4 and type:

-C4 <Return>

Move to slot D5 and type:
D4-C5 <Return>

Move to slot D6 and type:
<fo>

D5-D6D23 <Return>

RR
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ARM Assembly
language programming
By Peter Cockerell

This book describes in detail all aspects of programming the new Acorn Rise
chip (generally referred to as the ARM). This 32-bit chip, on average 4 times
faster than a 68000, will form the basis of a new generation of machines. The
book explains why the chip is so fast and how to take full advantage of its power.

Topics covered include;

•First concepts.
•Inside the ARM.

•The ALU and barrel shifter.
•The instruction set.
•Instruction timings.
•The BBC BASIC assembler.
•Assembly programming principles.
•Data structures.
•Non-user modes.

•Undefined instructions.
•Interrupts and vectors.

The book is completely up-to-date covering only the new 2 micron ARM, with
appendices on the floating point and co-processor instructions and with
numerous example programs. A truly comprehensive reference manual for
anyone who intends to program in ARM assembly langauge, or for those who
just want to find out why the Acorn RISC chip is so special.

Price £12.95

Available from;

Computer Concepts
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX. Tel:(0442) 63933

Access/ Barclaycard accepted. All orders despatched within 24 hours.
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To enter the three other parts of the
spreadsheet, enter the following into the
slots stated. To make it easier, the slot
number is given by ViewSheet in the top
left-hand corner of the screen.

Gl CREDIT

F2 Dare

G2 Value

H2 Total

F3

G3

H3

H4 G4

H5 G5+H4

H6 <fO>H5-H6H8
Then press R twice, once for each slot
reference in the H5 formula. This will

create the credit entries for the current

account.

G10 DEPOSIT

Fll Date

Gil Value

Hll Total

F12 -

G12

H12

H13 G13

H14 G14+H13

H15 <fO>H14-H15H18

Now press R twice. This will give informa
tion on the deposit account.

G20 SUMMARY

F21 Account

H21 Value

F22 -

G22

H22

F23 Credit

F24 Deposit
F25 Cheque
H23 H8

H24 H18

H25 D23

G26 TOTAL

H26 H234-H244-H25

Figure 3:The basic spreadsheet
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HINTS &TIPS

This will provide the summary, with a final
total, and the spreadsheet should appear as
in figure 3.

As it stands it is quite useful, but it can
be improved upon considerably. One
problem is that the numbers do not always
line up properly. This can be seen in figure

l mi 'i
CNlfllSollidi |

t I 1
immm tun umt

t in? 71.1.1/
i mi
i iim

).l 47.11
47.11
42.11

ii wt
ii in/

•

4

.11
.it

7.It

DIP05II
Mr Uilu. ItUI

II III! !?•»,,.15 llll
42.81

II llll 47.11
11 III)

. .23 llll 47,11 rtdil I

....11
...15

Irrosit

"' I0IM 47.lt

Figure 4. The numbersare not aligned

4, with the example cheque values. The
sheet can be tidied up by pressing <fl> (edit
window). The word

Window?

will appear. Type:
0 <Return>

and the display will be as below.

Wi TopL BotR Pos Cw Bw FMT Opt
0 Al 119 7 7 FRM

Wi refers to the window number. View-
Sheet will allow 10 windows (0-9).
TopL is the top left-hand slot of the
window.

BotR is the bottom right-hand slot of the
window.

Pos gives theposition of the window in the
screen area.

Cw gives the column width. This can be in
the range 3-253 characters.
Bw gives the dotted left-hand border
width.

Fmt gives the number of decimal places
displayed in the slot. The following codes
can be included:

F . . . Floating point display
D . . . Fixed number of decimal places (it
must be followed by a number)
R . . . Right justification
L . . . Left justification
M . . . Display negative number with a
minus sign
B ... Display negative numbers with
brackets

Opt Options. One or more options can be
included, to control in detail the way the
sheet is displayed or printed out.

In order to tidy up this spreadsheet,
enter the following numbers:

WI 0

TopL Al

BotR H26

Pos

Cw 7

Bw 7

Fmt D2RB

Opt
and press Return. To skip past those num
bers that do not need changing, use CTRL
and the right cursor key. Now the sheet
will look like figure 5, with all thenumbers
lined up showing two decimal places. All
the debits are shown in brackets alongside
the credits.

Figure 5. Allneat andtidy

The size of each table has been kept small
so that it would all fit on to the screen at

once. They can of course be extended if
you so wish.

DAY OF WEEK
UTILITY

Paul Skirrow from Derby wins himself £5
for a useful routine to find the day of the
week. Many applications require the day of
the week to be found from the date, for
example an accounting program may per
form data validation by checking the date
to ensure that it is a weekday (assuming no
transactions occur at weekends). Similarly
it is a nice touch for a diary program to
display the day of the week as well as the
date. Many digital watches are now capable
of calculating the day from a given date.

The function TNday' in listing 1 will
calculate the day of the week from the
date. It returns a number from zero to six.
Zero corresponds to Sunday and six to
Saturday. Note that they year must be in
the range 1901 to 2099; this is because 1900
and 2100 are not leap years. Modifying the
program to include more centuries would
be very easy. Years divisable by four are
leap years unless they end in 00 and are not
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It is not what we tell you before — it is what we
do for you later that counts

LARGEST SELECTION OF
BBC MODELED,

COMPACT, MASTER,
ELECTRON HARDWARE

AND SOFTWARE

SPECIALIST BBC DEALER

& SERVICE CENTRE

SALES:-01-580 0181

TECHNICAL:- 01-6311098

MAIL ORDER -3E d-CHEQUES/P.O.

SHEIBSEIII IDI -v—,
233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.

LONDON W1P9AE.

BRANDED DISKS

Incredible prices
All disks supplied in original packing andfully guaranteed

Prices per box of ten
3.5" Verbatim Datalife SSDD 135tpi MF350 E21.75
3.5" Sony SSDD 135tpi OMD3440 £19.45
3.5" Memorex DSDD 135tpi MX3460 £24.30
5.25" Verbatim Datalife SSDD 48tpi MD525 £12.75
5.25" Verbatim Datalife DSDD 48tpi MD550 £15.35
5.25" Verbatim Verex SSDD 48tpi MD200 £11.00
5.25" Verbatim Verex DSDD 48tpi MD250 £12.45
5.25" Maxell DSDD 48tpi MD2-D £15.00

All inclusive prices.No extra to pay.
Government and educational orders welcome.

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to:

ORIOLE fj^ LIMITED
DEPT. ABC, P.O. Box 297, London N3 2TS

'IP

S. P. ELECTRONICS

BBC MASTER 128 £499.
Z80 2nd processor (including manuels) C150.00
CUMANA CD800S (800k) 2x80 track DS drive with PSU £339.00
CITIZEN 120D (inc. cable) £199.00
Disc Operating System £75.00
G3 WHO RTTYPROGRAM (TAPE) £7.50
G3 WHO RTTY PROGRAM (EPROM VERSION) £20.00
Circuit board for RTTYdecoder Mk3 (inc. instructions) £10.00
CANNON Dot Matrix 160cps NLO £299.00
CITIZEN 120D £199.00
Joysticks (pair) self centring + analogue (rom£17.95
Printer Cable (Centronics) £12.90
WORDWISE Word Processor £33.00
Slow Scan TVCircuit Board + Program (inc instructions) £17.50
WORDWISE PLUS £56.00
ADFS £29.90
1770 DFS Kit £49.90
MASTER COMPACT from £458
ACORN ELECTRONS (When Available £49.00
WOODEN PLYNTHS £9.95

Wide selection or software, boons, leads, plugs, etc.
SAE lor lull list. All available Mail Order.

All prices only
while stocks last.

Educational &

institutional Carriage

orders welcome extra

48 Linby Road, Huncknall, WTM i^S^!
MnHe Mftie 7TC « » • i'*

all prices include VAT)
Notts. NG15 7TS
Tel: 0602 640377

MASSIVE SAVINGS ON BRAND AND BULK DISCS
BRANDED DISCS- LEADING NAMES FORLESS (branded discssupplied inboxesoften)
5.25" NO. OF BOXES
VERBATIM 525 SS/DD

550 DS/DD
577 SS/DD
557 DS/DD

3.5"
SONY SS/DD

DS/DD

48 TPI
48 TPI

96 TPI
96 TPI

135 TPI
135 TPI

1-2

12.99

16.99

17.99
21.99

19.99
26.99

3-4

12.60
16.60

17.60
21.60

19,60
26.60

5 +

12.30
16.30

17.30

21.30

19.30
26.30

BULK DISCS - HIGHEST QUALITY AT LOWEST PRICES
(5.25discsare suitablefordoubleorsingledrives, working at48or96tpi- suppliedwith
envelopes&labelsets)

10 25 50 100 200
5.99 13.99 25.99 48.99 95.99

15.99 37.99 72.99 132.99
18.99 39.99 74.99 139.99

5.25"

3.5"

QUANTITY

SS/DD
DS/DD

OUR PRICES ARE ALLINCLUSIVE SO THE PRICE YOU SEE IS ALL YOU PAY
QUOTATIONS FOR LARGERORDERS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST ALLPRODUCTS CARRYLIFETIME GUARANTEES

SENDCHEQUES,POs AND OFFICIAL SCH00UG0VERNMENT/C0MPANY ORDERS TO:
MAILTECH, DEPT. 1, P.O. BOX 178, AMERSHAM, HP6 5NG MAIL ORDER ONLY

INTRODUCING THE NEW
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2000, DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
aMaz!?P

ONLY

£199
+VAT + P&P

• 10 Er 12 pitch daisywheels
•k Spare ribbon cassette * Dust cover

* Detailed user manual & mains lead
•*• Interface cable to your computer
• £10 voucher for VOLKSWRITER

de Luxe word processor

NO QUIBBLE-FULL MONEY
REFUND IFNOT DELIGHTED

The ideal letter quality printer
for reports and general
correspondence.
Manufactured in Japan.

Complements the BBC&PC's

THE
VERY ]

LATEST DESIGN
WITH UP TO
THE MINUTE /

STYLING

18cps printing speed * Variable line spacing
10, 12 & 15 pitch * 96 char daisywheel
Interface-parallel standard * RS232 option
Qume compatible *• Paper-max 13" wide
Front panel controls * Low noise 58dBA
Bi-directional logic seeking print system
Supports Wordstar commands * Tractors
& S/Feeder option

Internationally available ribbons and
daisywheels guaranteelowrunning costs.

M
The GPR-2000

accepts Qume
fabric or film
ribbon cassettes

Wide choice of
Qume compatible daisywheels

§=^0242573573
TdATAPLUS (Sales) Ltd.
1 PO Box 122, CHELTENHAM. GL51 8QL

I Please supply
rtoicinAiHool nrir

I

24
HR

1
GPR 2000

Daisywheel printers at £228.85 each incl. VAT.
plus £8.50 courier delivery and insurance.

1Z] cheque Q Access L_J Visa

^ Expiry date
Name

Address

Daytime Tel No.

Post Code

Reg in England 2080289 J
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divisible by 400 (2000 is divisible by 400,
so it is a leap year). The main program
shown in listing 1 demonstrates the use of
TNday' and also shows one way of con
verting the day number (zero to six) to a
three-letter string ('Sun' to 'Sat'). Listing 2
uses the function TNday' to find the day
of the first of the month. It uses this to

produce a calendar for any month in any
year (between 1900 and 2100).

If you want to use either 'FNday' or
'FNcalendar' in your own programs simp
ly include them at the end and use 'FNday
(date%, month%, year%)' or 'FNcalender
(month%, year%)', where date% is the
day of the month and must be in the range
one to 31, month% is month number and
is in the range one to 12, and year% is the
year and is in the range 1901-2099. The
'day' function may also be useful to set the
Master's clock as, although it stores the
day of the week, it doesn't actually calcu
late it from the date.

A BASIC INPUT
ROUTINE

Philip Hawthorne from Portadown has
sentin a handy string input routine (listing
3). It uses FNgetstr(len,old$), to offer the
user a default string (oldS) which may be
accepted by just pressing Return. Alterna
tively the user may type in a new string,
the length of which cannot exceed that
specified by the 'len' parameter. The de
fault string is displayed between '< >'
symbols which show the maximum length
of the allowed string. The computer beeps
if the user tries to enter too many charac
ters or tries to delete past the first charac
ter. If Return only was pressed, then the
function returns the default string, other
wise it returns the new string. It is particu
larly useful for inputting filenames for
instance. Listing 3 gives a simple demon
stration of the function.

OUIGKFIRE
CORNER

• Do remember that it is not necessary to
list all of a program:

LIST 100 will list just line 100
LIST 100,200 will list lines 100 to 200

only
LIST ,100 will list up to line 100
LIST 100, will list all lines occuring

after line 100.

ACORN USKRJULY 1987
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If working on a section ofa program, then
program a function key to list part of the
program:

*KEY0 LIST 100,200 [M
When function key 0 is pressed it will list
lines 100 to 200.

• POS will return the horizontal position
of the text cursor on the screen. This is
useful, for detecting whether there is room
to print another word on the same line, or
whether to start a new line. VPOS will
similarly return the vertical position of the
text cursor.

• To move text a specific number of
spaces across the screen, TAB followed by
a single argument will print that many
spaces. SPC is another way of print
ing spaces: SPC(10) replaces
« »

• ::'FX11,0 will turn off the auto-repeat
facility on the keyboard. Useful for prog
rams where the user is not expected to be
familiar with the keyboard. *FX12,0 will
reinstate the auto-repeat facility to give
normal delay. For fun, type ::"FX12,1 and
press Return then :;"FX11,1 and press Re
turn again!
• Its a good idea to take the cover off the
BBC micro now and again, remembering
to unplug it from the mains first. You will
be amazed at the dirt that collects under

the keyboard. Clean between the keys with
a clean new paintbrush. Unfortunately this
is not so easy to do with the Electron or
Master Compact, as the keyboard is fas-

JARG0N BOX

Default The option or value normally avail
able, or nonnally set by the computer itself,
eg the default disc drive when the computer
is switched on is always drive 0.
Slot A single 'box' in the spreadsheet, which
is usually seven characters wide and one line
deep. The slot can store either a number or
text. Each slot can be individually identified
by the letter across the top to give the
column, and the number down the side to
give the row.
Spreadsheet A program to store a chart of
numbers and perform calculations on them.
Window A small area of the whole picture.
In the case of a spreadsheet, it can be much
bigger than is possible to display on the
screen all at once. The screen therefore shows
a part of the whole spreadsheet. A window
does not have- to occupy the whole screen,
thus it is possible to have more than one
window on the screen at once. The win
dow's size can be set by the user.

tened to the top part of the case, and
owners are advised not to try to open up
the machine unless absolutely necessary.
• If a function key needs to be recalled,
then type AUTO 30000 and press Return,
then press the function key. Its contents
will appear as a line or series of lines, and
they can be edited. A high AUTO number
is used so the function key definition does
not interfere with your program.

MANDELBROT
SET ARTICLES

Mr E B Page of Alloa, writes about the
Mandelbrot set articles by David Johnson-
Davis in the May '86 and May '87 issues of
Acorn User. He outlines a simple way of
zooming in on a particularly interesting
area of the set.

Take a setof starting values for X,Yand
S, say 0.25, -0.695 and 0.15, which allow
you to look at a section on the edge of the
Mandelbrot set. You then want to zoom in
on some small detail, and need to calculate
new values for X, Yand S. So imagine the
screen as a square, with sides S long, and
with (X, Y) at its bottom-left hand corner.
Mentally divide the sides of the square into
10 parts, as below. The interesting feature
is at I, seven-tenths of the way along the
bottom (the X axis), and two-tenths up S
on the left (Y axis).

Looking at the diagram indicates that the

sl!

<xl,yl) sl

"l I—I—I—1—I—r~

Dividing the screen

new values to be tried are:

xl = x + s * 6/10

yl = y + s * 1/10
sl = s * 2/10

so in this case, x1-0.34, yl =
sl=0.03.

This should reduce guessing
outs to zoom in on next.

I T

0.680 and

where ab-
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VIEW GUIDE

Brace Smith's
Dabhand book

Bruce Smith has covered all aspects of wordprocessing in this
comprehensive guide to View.

The 240-page book covers: Command and Edit mode,
Rulers and Margins, Saving and Loading text, Boot files,
Markers, Formatting and Justification, Search and Replace,
Stored Commands, Page layout, Printer Drivers, Macros,
Handling Long Documents, Hints and Tips, View Manager,
Machine Code utilities, ViewSpell, Viewindex and OverView,
Utility programs, View version changes, Quick reference,
Printer Control codes and Technical notes. Applicable to the
BBC B, B+, Master 128, Compact and Electron.

Please send me:

copies of View A Dabhand Guide at £12.95
(including p&p)

copies of book and 5.25-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00
Discount)

Discount)
copies of book and 3.5-inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00

I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to Dabs Press for
£ (outside the UK add £2 p&p)

AODRI-SS

Send this coupon with your remittance to Dabhand, Acorn
User Merchandising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 141-143
Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
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SUPERSUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Subscribe now to Acorn User, Britain's leading magazine for
the entire BBC and Acorn range of micros, and we will send
you the Acorn User Finest Favourites cassette, worth £3.95,
absolutely free.

The Finest Favourites cassette brings together ten of Acorn
User's best programs on one cassette. Make music with
Tuneynaker, cheat at Elite, create curves with Lisajous figures
and there are seven more great programs to try!

Thisoffer is only open to addresses in the UK. Don't delay
- send off your coupon today!

Please send me a FREE Finest Favourites cassette and start my subscription to
Acorn User with

the issue and send it to the following address:

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

D I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable to Redwood
Publishing

D Please debit £17.50 from my Access/Barclaycard/American Express
Account No: Expiry date:

: c •
SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance in an envelope to Gail Fairhall,
Subscriptions Manager, Redwood Publishing, Lambourn Woodlands,
Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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FIRST BYTE
SOUNDING OFF

In Basic, the micro's noises are controlled
by the SOUND and ENVELOPE com
mands. These commands can both be
simulated in machine code using the oper
ating system (OS) routine OSWORD.
Let's examine SOUND first of all, by
looking at it in Basic. Enter the following
line and press Return:

SOUND 1,-15,150,100
You'll get a high pitch tone. Each number
in the command controls a particular
aspect of sound generation. In order they
are: channel, amplitude, pitch and dura
tion. There are four channels on the BBC
and Master micros and by issuing SOUND
commands using different channel numbers
(zero to three) it is possible to play several
sounds together. Varying the amplitude
and pitch will change the sound played,
and of course duration decides how long
that sound plays for. On the Electron there
is only one sound channel, so its musical
capabilities are more limited.

In assembler, sound is generated by
calling OSWORD with the accumulator
holding the number seven. To pass the
channel number, amplitude, pitch and
duration of a note to the OSWORD

routine they must be placed in an area of
memory called a parameter block. There is
nothing special about a parameter block
except that we must know where it is in
memory. The address of the parameter
block is passed to the OSWORD call via
the two index registers, X and Y. Because
the address is 16 bits long, and the index
registers hold only eight bits each, the Y
register holds the high byte of the address
and the X register the low byte of the
address.

For example, a useful place to place the
parameter block is in the zero page bytes
from &70 to &8F which are free for use in

Basic. As the bytes from &70 tend to be
used for byte and data storage it is a good
idea to use memory from &80 but it only
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How to change from bleeping Basic
to musical machine code

"

Tessie Revivis

10 REM Easy Sounc
20 REM SOUND 1,-15,150,100
30 DIM codeX 20

40 Py.=cade7.

50 ELDA #7

60 LDX #8cB0

70 LDY #ScOO

BO JSR &FFF1

90 RTS

100 1

110 s

120 REM Poke i/alues

130 !8c80=l : REM Channel

140 !&B2=-15: REM Amplitude
150 !&B4=150: REM Pitch

160 !&86=100: REM Duration

170 CALL code-/.

Listing1. Pokingthe sound parameters

matters if other parts of your program use
sections of the &70 - &8F allocation. We

would set up the three registers as follows:
LDA #7\ OSWORD call 7 = SOUND
LDX #&80 \ low byte of address
LDY #&00 \ high byte of address

The OSWORD call is located at &FFF1 so

one more instruction must be executed:

JSR &FFF1
But, before we do this we must first place
all the sound information into the para
meter block, in a precise order, as detailed
in figure 1. X & Y together must point to
byte 0 in this block.

Byte Purpose
0 Channel, low byte
1 Channel, high byte
2 Amplitude, low byte
3 Amplitude, high byte
4 Pitch, low byte
5 Pitch, high byte
6 Duration, low byte
7 Duration, high byte

Figure 1. The parameterblock

The figure shows that two bytes are
allocated for each part of the SOUND
information. All we now need to do is to

convert the SOUND parameters into a

form usable by the assembly language
program. The lazy way to do this is by
poking the memory locations from Basic.
We can do this first to see that the

OSWORD 7 call does work. Enter and run
listing 1 to prove the point. Try changing
the various values to see that the program
does what you expect.

Of course that's the easy way out. If we
wish machine code programs to be self
contained, then the task of setting up the
parameter block should also be assigned to
the assembler. Converting the channel
number (1), the pitch (150) and the dura
tion (100) are all straight forward, as the
number can be loaded directly into the
register concerned using immediate addres
sing and then put into the correct place in
the block. As all three are just single-byte
numbers, the byte is deposited into the low
byte slot and a zero is placed into the high
byte slot.

Converting the amplitude -15 into a
two-byte number is less straightforward
and involves some basic maths. To repre
sent -15 in a two byte binary number we
must find its 'two's complement' value.
Even if you are not too sure what this
means you should still be able to calculate
the value, as the sum is easy. Enter from
Basic:

PRINT~(&FFFF-15)+1
The result will be FFF1 in hexadecimal

(base 16). That is the value that must be
placed into the two amplitude bytes; &FF
is the high byte and &F1 is the low byte.
Of course if the amplitude value was -13
then the sum would need to be adjusted:

PRINT ~(&FFFF-13)+1
Now that we have the information it can

be read and deposited into the parameter
block and the OSWORD routine called.

Listing 2 shows one way of doing this.
This method of LDA and STA is rather

memory intensive and really for longer
sound sequences it is better to employ a
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Kl? KJ11? Your wish is
V1>1^11> my command...

The Genie System
only

£69.00 +vat
(£79.35 inc. VAT
plus £1 carriage)

Address Book - Desk Diary - Calculator - Calendar - Phone Book - Notepad.
Instantly - at any time — Magic??? No, just call GENIE!

How often do you interrupt imponant work on your computer to use a calculator, look up your address book, consult
your diary ormakea noteol something?
Have you ever wished for an invisible helper, just waiting there in the shadows, behind whatever program you are
using, readytoappear,as ifbymagic, whenever needed?

GENIE - YOURHELPER. HAS ARRIVED!

GENIE isa revolutionary new system which puts all your day-to-day information literally at your fingertips.
Asingle keystroke will call up GENIE, from WITHIN a wordprocessor, spreadsheet orother application software- no
needto saveyour work—GENIE appears instantly on screen.
When finished, another keystroke makes GENIE vanish, immediately dropping you back to EXACTLY what you were
doing, belore youcalledGENIE.

GENIE isa totally sell-contained system requiring no access to disk, itispresent in your computer from the moment
you switch on.

THE SOFTWARE

The GENIE System soflware-32K of machine code-has an original screen display, using high resolution windows
with up to 7colours on screen, AND 80column text display. The screen colours are user selectable to give optimum
clarityon any monitor.

GENIE provides; a 10 digit calculator with memory, a 100 yearcalendar. address book, desk diary, notepad and
phone book. Information can beaccessed by browsing, orbylast search techniques. The notepad isa mini-
wordprocessor with word-wrap, and full cursorediting.

THE HARDWARE

GENIE 'lives'ona small circuit board only 3 inches square.
The GENIE System hardware uses a totally new memory paging technique, developed by
PMS, which maps 32K of ROM and 64K of RAM into the address space ola sinqle 16K
sideways ROM.

The GENIE board isconnected tothecomputer via a single header on6 inches of ribbon
cable. This headerplugsinto any ROM socketon the main BBC, MASTER or COMPACT
board.

NO flying leads—NO soldering—NO modifications.
The GENIE board canbe positioned almost anywhere inside themachine. The ribbon
cableis long enough to prevent physical conflicts withotherhardware.
The power requirement ofGENIE isvery low. only slightly more thanstandard EPROMS,
so there are no overheatingproblems.

GENIE can produce address labels, and pages of the diary notepad can be output to a
printer.

In addition to these, stored in GENIE's memory are ASCII tables and lists of commonly
used conversion factorseg metricto imperial units.

All the utilities in GENIE are MENU DRIVEN, making full use of cursor and function keys.
There isan ON-SCREEN function key strip atthe bottom of the display—NO need to
change keystrips to use GENIE!

If the information stored in GENIE is'confidential, a password lock can be put on, barrinq
access lo all ol the GENIE utilities.

WE WILL BE AT THE ACORN USER SHOW ON STAND 11
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PMS MULTI-FONT NTQ
Near Text Quality Typesetting Software

"Quite simply the best font software available for
the BBC" —NTQ users say it —the reviewers agree —
If you want toproduce quality worksheets, newsletters. OHPslides, menus, leaflets, concert
programmes andtickets, exam papers, reports, invoices orjust addstyle toyour personal
letters—NTO's for you.

Use NTO with VIEW, WORDWISE, INTERWORD, WORDPOWER- orBASIC onBBC B, B+,
MASTER, COMPACT and even ELECTRON with ANY EPSON compatible printer (MX and FX).
FONT LIBRARY CONTAINS OVER 35HIGH OUALITY FONTS-standard typefaces + foreign
languages + maths/science symbols + fancy styles.
Writeor phone for leafletand full list of fonts.

MIX FONTS, HEIGHTS, WIDTHS AND PITCHES IN ONE LINE OF TEXT-just like this:

MULTI-HEI.ght MULTI-WIDTH
//JILT I -IFQN.V MULT I -PITCH

mmmmm
A6AJ£CE£t66u6le <x±+xf==±~zzjj

Other features:
MICRO-JUSTIFICATION—right and left justified proportionally spaced text.
DRAFT mode—for a fast, rough copyfor proof reading, butshowing ALL NTQ features.
The basic NTQ system consists of a 2 ROM set-one ROM containing the NTQ driver
software, and 3 fonts, the other containing a further 4 fonts. Any number of FONT
EXTENSION ROMs canbeadded tothesystem, eachonecontaining any4fonts oftheuser's
choice selected from the FONT LIBRARY. Userscancreatetheirownlontsusingthe FONT
DEFINER program supplied onthe utilities disk. These fonts can beloaded into sideways
RAM or burnt into ROM.

NTQ COStS ONLY £34 (including VAT) plus £1 post and packing.
Please state disk size (5.25"/3.5") and printer type when ordering. For details ofour
Educational Site Licensing and Bulk Purchase agreements phone ourSales Office.
"Despite its power NTQ is a very easy package to use" (Educational
Computing).
"The qualityof text is quite outstanding" (TUBELINK).
"Also available: Power Font NTQ-a special version of NTQ for Ian Copestake's
WORDPOWER word processor. This combines on-screen foreign/maths symbols with NTQ
printout-a MUST for seriouswriters. (Phone 048674755for info.).

INVERSE

A 6502 SECOND PROCESSOR
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!
PMS B2P-6502

THE SUB-E100 SECOND PROCESSOR

BANISH "Bad Mode'' MESSAGES

* 30K BASIC—all MODES
* 44K in HiBASIC—fromPMS

WIDEN WORD PROCESSING STORAGE SWELL SPREAD SHEET SIZES
* 30K VIEW 2-80 column display * 30K VIEWSHEET-MODE 0
* 47K VIEW 3 and HiVIEW * 44K ULTRACALC 2
* 42K HiWORDWISE PLUS-from PMS * 42K HilNTERSHEET

The B2P is fitted with a CMOS65C02 processor and works with both SINGLE and
DOUBLE density DFS's, The "BOS" ROM, supplied with the B2P, contains the B2P
Operating System + TUBE Toolkit - 65C02 disassembler. B2P memory editor, memory
shifters, printer buffer.

The B2P runs software obeying theACORN TUBE protocols, this includes BASIC the
whole VIEW family, PASCAL. COMAL, LISP. BITSTIK etc...

The B2P isonly 5.5" x 4" - external tothe BBC - can befitted internally if desired.
"/ haveno hesitation ingiving it a firm thumbs up —high powerat low
cost. " Acorn User (March 871

YOU CAN ADD SECOND PROCESSOR POWER FOR ONLY

£99.95 (including VAT) + £2 carriage.
HiBASIC (disk or ROM) £5. HiWORDWISE PLUS £6.

ALSO AVAILABLE the E2P-6502 - ELECTRON version ofthe6502Second Processor -
only £89 including VAT (Overseas orders no VAT required).

Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796 [24 Hour)

ACORN USER JULY 1987



10 REM Machine Code Sound

20 REM SOUND 1,-15,150,100

30 DIM code7. 50

40 P7.=code7.

50 C

60 LDA #1 s STA &B0

70 LDA #0 : STA Sc81

BO LDA #&F1: STA &B2

90 LDA #ScFFs STA &83

100 LDA #150; STA &84

110 LDA #0 3 STA &85

120 LDA #100; STA &B6

130 LDA #0 3 STA &B7

140 LDA #7

150 LDX #&B0

160 LDY #8cOO

170 JSR &FFF1

180 RTS

190 3

2O0 CALL code7.

Listing 2. Machine code sound

within your program. This technique in
volves the use of vectored, or indirect,
addressing- a subject thatvve have touched
on only briefly up to now. Another more
versatile method, though more demanding
on memory, is by using a macro - this is
outlined below.

Macro envelopes
In Basic, the ENVELOPE command is
used to control the volume and pitch of a
sound as it is played. As with SOUND the
ENVELOPE command is performed from
machine code via OSWORD, and in this
case the accumulator must be loaded with
thenumber eight.

As with the parameter block for
SOUND, on entry to the envelope defini
tion call the index registers must hold an
address in memory where the envelope
information is held. This address is held in
the usual X = low byte, Y = high byte
form. The ENVELOPE statement is much
more complex than the SOUND one, and
requires 14 bytes of information in all. Full
details can befound inyourUserGuide.

As with all our previous examples let's
kick off with a simple Basic program that
we can then convert intoassembly language
- listing 3istheone.

There are several components here. The

10 REM Envelope warbl
er

20 ENVELOPE 1,1,6,6,6
,2,2,1,126,0,0,&B2, 126, 1
26

30 X=l

40 REPEAT

50 SOUND 1,1,X,1
60 X=X+1

70 UNTIL X=220

Listing 3. Envelope warbler
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FIRST BYTE

ENVELOPE and SOUND statements are

obvious. However the SOUND statement

will change each time as the pitch of the
note (defined by X) is increased in steps of
one from zero to 220. To implement this in
assembler we will need to have a control

loop that will reset the SOUND parameter
block, and callOSWORD 7 each time.

The ENVELOPE parameter block is
defined in the same way as for that of the
SOUND parameter block except that there
are a few more parameters to place in
memory. Rather than doing a long sequence
of 'LDA #byte, STA memory' commands,
we can implement a 'macro'. A macro
allows sections of assembly language prog
rams to be continually assembled as and
when required. The following short exam
ple will make the process clear:

FORloop = 0 to9
READbyte
[LDA #byte
STA memory+loop
]
NEXT loop

Here the bytes ofassembler are held within
a loop. The loop will execute 10 times. Each
time through the loop a byte ofdata will be
read into the variable 'byte'. The assembler
is entered and 'LDA #byte' is performed.
'STA memory+loop' is then assembled and
we come out of the assembler to execute the
next loop. In this example although only
four bytes of assembler have been written,
40 bytes ofmachine code will be assembled.

Listing 4 uses this macro technique to
assemble the machine code equivalent of
listing 3.

The data for the ENVELOPE and
SOUND operations is held in data at the
end of the program. The ENVELOPE
macro (lines 190 to 320) should be easy to
follow. As there are 14 items of information

the loop is from zero to 13. Note how the

10 REM Machine Code E

NVELOPE

20 REM By Tessie Revi
vis

30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User

July 19B7

50 3

60 DIM code7. 256

70 env'/.=8<70

BO snd7.=&80

90 PROCassemble

100 CALL envelope

110 CALL sound

120 CALL warble

130 END

140 3

Continued •

150 DEF PROCassemble

160 P7.=code7.

170 [.envelope
ISO 3

190 FOR loop=0 TO 13
200 READ byte"/.
210 C

220 LDA #byte7.
230 STA envX+loop

240 3

250 NEXT loop
260 E

270 LDA #8

280 LDX #env7. MOD 256

290 LDY #env7. DIV 256

300 JSR &FFF1

310 RTS

320 :

330 :

340 C.sound

350 1

360 FOR loop=0 TO 7
370 READ byte?.
380 C

390 LDA #byte7.
400 STA snd7.+loop
410 1

420 NEXT loop
430 s

440 [.execute

450 LDA #7

460 LDX #snd7. MOD 256

470 LDY #snd7. DIV 256

480 JSR ScFFFl

490 RTS

500 s

510 .warble

520 JSR execute

530 LDX &84

540 INX

550 STX &84

560 CPX #220

570 BNE warble

580 RTS

590 3

600 ENDPROC

610 :

620 REM Envelope Data
630 DATA 1,1,6,6,6,2,2

640 DATA 126,0,0,8*82,1
26,126

650 ;

660 REM Sound Data

670 DATA 1,0,1,0,0,0,1
,o

Listing4. Using macros

label 'envelope' is defined before entering
the macro loop to point to the start of the
machine code. Once the macro has been
assembled the OSWORD 8 call is assem
bled. The SOUND macro is assembled in
an identical manner (lines 340 to 420), the
difference here being that there are only
eight data items'.

Finally, the pitch change loop is assem
bled (lines 510-580). This increments the
low byte pitch value (held at &84) from
zero to 220 calling the subroutine at the
'execute' label each time to perform thenew
SOUND command.
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CENTRAL
LONDON COMPUTERS

SPECIAL OFFER
NASHUA

Diskettes
E7.65 Pel

k Box 10

AMB15 Master

ADB12 Master ET

ADC06 Master Turbo Upgrade
ADC08 512k Upgrade

UFO DISK DRIVES

£383.00

£312.00

£97.50

£189.00

with no power supply
MD400A 40/80 Track Switchable £112.50
MD802C Dual 40/80 Track Switchable £197.00

with integral power supply
MD400B single 400k, 40/80 Track Switchable £127.00
MD802E dual 800k, 40/80 Track Switchable £227.00
MD802M dual 800k, horizontally mounted in
monitor stand, 40/80 Track switchable £247.00

3.5" DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY

MD400F single 400k, in dual case with blanking
plate, to allow easy upgrade £79.00
MD802F Dual 800k drive version of above £169.00

3.5" DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY

MD400GAsMD400Fbutwithpsu £113.00
MD802GAdMD802Fbutwithpsu £185.00

3.5" & 5.25" DRIVE COMBINATIONS

COMBO(E) 5.25" 40/80 Track 400k + 3.5"
400k with psu £225.00
COMBO(C)Asabovebutnopsu £249.00

FD BOXED HARD DISKS FOR BBC AND MASTER SERIES

HD2000 20Mb hard disk in BM802E case
withpsu, control cards &BBChost adaptor £575.00
HD4000 As above but with 40Mb hard disk £975.00

•M'KIIMiM
BM7502 Philips High Res. Mon Screen
XC1404M Mitsubishi Medium Resolution RGB
1451 MS Microvitec Med. Res. colour
1441 Microvitec High Res. colour
PhilipsHigh Res. Green Composite

B!IIMii™¥«TMr»Tmril;klJI^HJj;itKMJ

CUKE

£69.00

£249.00

£225.00

£380.00

£73.00

Star NL-10Parallel £226.00
Star NX-15Parallel £295.00
Star NR 15 9 pin 240 cps 132 col £479.00
Star NB24-10 pin 216 cps 80 col £486.00
Star NB24-15 pin216 cps 132 col £616.00

FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS PLEASE PHONE

FULL RANGE OF BBC SOFTWARE AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE
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CENTRAL LONDON COMPUTERS
01-323 2840

37 Store Street, London WC1
Allprices are exclusive of VA T. Visa andAccess

accepted. Pricesexclusive ofpostage andpacking.
Prices subject tochange with outnotice. Allgoods

subject to availability. pp=w

We also supply afull range of IBM compatibles and Amstrad

RAMBOARD

ROM/RAM
Expansion Board

Edinburgh Software Products' Sideways ROM/RAM board is
being offered to Acorn User readers at a bargain price ofonly
£64.95, a saving of £10.00. The board allows any BBC model
B micro's memory to be fully expanded, up to a total of
256Kbytes. Four sideways RAM banks are fitted as standard
and the board will accept up to six sideways ROMs (16Kbyte
or 32Kbyte chips).

This well-built board simply plugs in to the circuit board,
so no messy soldering is necessary. Compatibility is good;
unlike some other sideways RAM boards, the user port is not
corrupted, and the board works with shadow RAM boards
too. It has been tested with a wide variety ofsoftware and has
worked without problems.

The board is British made and comes with excellent after
sales support. A battery back-up upgrade can be fitted to the
RAM, as can read/write protect switches.

As written in Acorn User when we reviewed the board last
month, 'This board rates as one of the best I've seen. The
overall quality is excellent - well laid out and robustly made.'
You won't find a cheaper or easier way to upgrade your
micro's memory than this.

Please note this board is only for the BBC model B.

Please send me ROM/RAM boards at £64.95.

I enclose my cheque/postal order payable to Edinburgh
Products Ltd for £

(including Postage and Packing)

Send this coupon with your remittance in an envelope to
ROM/RAM Offer, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing Ltd,
141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
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Acorn forum
David Atherton reviews your ideas on angled text,

shadow screens and disc control

ANGLED
TEXT

On a slant, courtesy of Garry

Garry S Smith of Ouston has sent us an
interesting routine (listing 1) to produce
large text on screen at an angle. Garry has
not used the usual method (OSWORD
&0A) of reading character patterns, but
instead is peeking them directly from the
screen. Garry's routine insists that the
target text is printed at the top left corner
of the screen, but as colour one has been
defined as black, you don't see it.

ERROR
GENERATOR

A quick but useful tip from Jonathan
Temple will help those of you trying to
debug programs that use ON ERROR
constructs. You've probably realised that it
isn't easy to generate certain errors, such as
'Catalogue full' or 'Compaction recom
mended'. The short key definition (listing
2) will set up the machine so that typing:

*CODE <n>

were <n> is the number of the error, ie
that value that is held in ERL when the
error occurs.

To use the feature, find the place in your
program where you wish an error to occur.
This might be a ::"LOAD statement, or
perhaps an INPUT statement. Find the
error number of this error (usually at the
back of the relevant User Guide) and then
insert the code command on the line im
mediately before the one which may gener
ate an error. So if line 200 contained a
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::'LOAD command, and you wanted to
simulate a 'File not found' error, you
would enter a temporary line 199, ::'CODE
214. This will correctly set up ERR and
ERL, and thus your ON ERROR routine
should be able to handle it.

The routine is clever in the way it works.
It pokes byte &8E into location &A00,
followed by the address &A04. This dis
assembles to STX &A04. The pling (!)
operator transfers four bytes at a time,
making sure that &A03 and &A04 are
loaded with zero. &A05 onwards is filled
with the string 'Error' followed by a zero
byte. The final two instructions load the
USERV vector with the address &A00.

*KEY 0 "M7.=8<AOO:?M7.=S<8

E: M7.! 1 =M7.+4: * <M7.+5) = ! " ER

ROR I "+CHR*0: ?&200=M7.: ?&2

01=M7.DIV256! !M"

Listing 2. ON ERROR keydefinition

The :;'CODE command works by taking
one or two decimal parameters from the
user, and jumping to the location pointed
to by USERV, with those parameters in X
and Y. Normally, the ::"CODE command
has no effect, as USERV points to a 'Bad
command' error entry point. This routine
makes use of this underused feature. The
contents of X register - the error number -
are placed in &A04, and then a BRK is
executed. Thememory after theBRK is set
up in the correct error message format:

BRK

Error number

Error message string
BRK

Unfortunately the routine doesn't actually
generate the error string, but gives the
message 'Error'. But for debugging ON
ERROR statements this is not important.

ASSEMBLER DISC
CONTROLLER ACCESS

Dr A J Lindop of Farnborough has a
Cumana QFS system (a disc filing system)
which has been causing problems with
protected software. The Cumana QFS
works with a 1770 disc controller, like the
Solidisk and the interfaces. His particular
problem is thatafter his protected software

issues an unusual OSWORD &7F com

mand - say to read a 1024 byte sector
numbered 255 - it expects to see a 'no
error' code - but his 1770 controller can't

manage this. Dr Lindop's listing catches
OSWORD &7F, and in certain circumst
ances removes the error code.

Most readers may not have a QFS, but
the program is a model oi clarity illustrat
ing the technique of intercepting an operat
ing system vector, and performing that
operating system call within the intercept,
without going into an endless loop.

The program (listing 3) when assembled
and run, claims the WORDV vector, situ
ated at &20C and &20D. The last few lines
of the program do this, and any
OSWORD call issued by either the user (a
program) or the operating system itself will
be passed not to the standard routine, but
instead to the code at start%. This claiming
of the vector is cancelled by a reset, so the
program must be run again if you press
Break.

The assembly language starts by storing
the OSWORD call number, and control
block address. The clever technique of:

LDA store+4

PHA

LDA store+3

PHA

makes a return address, and has the effect
ofsaying that the next RTS will work as a
JMP (store+3). The program then JMPs
directly into the operating system (OS) to
perform the OSWORD call. OSWORD,
like most OS routines, terminates with an
RTS instruction, and this causes control to
be passed to the rest of the routine, labelled
as 'patch'.

After OSWORD has been processed, the
code at 'patch' checks to see if it was an
OSWORD &7F, and if so, whether the
command code (see my article in AU]u\y
'86 for OSWORD &7F command codes)
was &56 or &57. If so, the Cumana QFS
may generate error &20. The routine
checks for this, and if an error &20 occurs,
it cancels it, ie, zeros the error byte. That
the routine preserves all registers and flags.

The same principle could also be used
for example to debug code which called
OSWORD, or to add to such code - such
as altering data before the main program
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For the Acorn MASTER

MASTERS
**TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER**

**BBC 'B' TAPES CAN BE USED ON THE MASTER**
(with kit fitted)

••SAVES FROM 32K RIGHT UP TO 128K**

All the features of the BBC REPLAY have been enhanced and
additional routines included to make this the best transferutility
possible. Available in two versions —as an add-on to the
ROMBOARD '3', or self-contained. Both versions require the
IMbit ROM to be socketed.

MASTER REPLAY (self-contained) -£41.95
MASTER REPLAY (for use with ROMBOARD '3') - £36.95

MASTER to B conversion kit - £14.95 incl. O.S. 1.20 ROM

(Only works with REPLAY present)

ROMBOARD'3'

An internal board taking three ROMs which can 'overlay' any of
the Operating System's built-in ROM software.
The computer MUST have a socketed IMbit ROM (IC24).

Price - £19.95

WRITE-PROTECT SWITCH

A small module which plugs into the computer and offers write-
protection to one or both of the sideways RAM banks.

Price - £8.95

BBC 'B+'
'B+ to B' CONVERSION KIT

This addition will allow BBC 'B' tapes to be used on the B+
computer. (Requires O.S.1.20 ROM)

Price with ROM-£25.95
Without ROM-£15.95

~+r GRAI
Software & Peripherals

EXHIBITION PRICES-PACKAGE DEALS
MEGAMOUSE-TopqujIilyBnlisH precision mouse. 100 ppi resolution User Port. AMX Compatible. E59.00
DIGIMOUSE-Compelilivelypriced.uset-poitmouse.AMXCompatiblc CM.50
ANAMOUSE-Joysiickcompalible mouse. Plugs Into Analogue port onBBCorJoystick Pom onElectron 11£34.50
TRACKBAU-Mouse-likecontrol. Joystick compatible Very compewnrcly priced. Normally C17.90HOIVC14 90

NEW • WIGMORE MOUSEMATE •
tor Electron win Plus totRombox .. Allows useolMEGAMOUSE orDIGIMOUSE (or AMXI on ELECTRON Comes witn FREE

Mousepain:SW worth £10.00
IntroductoryPrice£29.90

PackagepncewithMEGAMOUSEm.50 with DIGIMOUSE £62.50
NowElectron uscislavethe choiceolMice lineownersMetoigranted!!

M0USEPAINT- Friendly icon driven 4colour graphics lor BBC (40 or 80 DiscorCassette) orELECTRON (cassette only -5US
3'2 DiscversioisavaiUblesconlForusewtnuserportorioystickportperipherals.£10.00
CADM0USE-CAD Drawing package for B8CBSB' Works in Model lor 4co'oursol Mode0lor high res 40or80tdisc
User port peripherals. £29.90

CADTRACK- Similar toCA0M0USE. thispackage isloystick compatible. BBC B&Bi. 40T or801d.sc£23 00

• ARTIST •
Highly sophiy.cated i powerful pureanpackage lor BBC B. B. SMaster STUNNING' Rom &Disc (40otSOT (Vomu/rV

£49.90.

TillendAuguslon:yZ33.90

WITH MEGAMOUSE £90
Allprices include VAT. P&Pinland £2.00 overseas £4.00

W!?J£££E.-» 32SayileRow Access, Cheques,
HOUSE LTD London W1XI AG P.O.,Cash!

01-734-8826

*EPROMS* RAMS
CLEARANCE SALE

Alloffers subject to availability, while stocks last.
Please enclose 13/18p stamp withmailorders for the return of

cheques/PO ifwe are unable to supply.
Type 1-2
2764-25 (21Wpp) £2.30
Hitachi 27128A-25 fl2.5v) £3.75
Intel27256-25 12.5v £4.25
Hitachi 27512-25 12.5v £10.00
lntel27513-25 (12.5v) £15.50

Hitachi 6264LP-10/151 piece £2.95.2 or more £2.50. NEC 41464-12 for Solidisk
boards(notsuitabletopairwith -15 devices)£4.00each, including socket.

Shop soiled devices
Tested &guaranteed OK.Minimum order 3 pieces (mixed)

2764C £1.25, 2764 £1.50.27256 £3.00,27512 £7.00

We regret we are unable to exchange sale goods
PricesINCLUDE VA TandUKpost, normallyby return

Send UKcheques/PO LAor Gov't Orders to:

SILICON CITY
Mithian, St. Agnes, Cornwall TR5 OQE

AccesS'Visaorders, telephone0872552112

3-9 10+
£2.10 £2.00
£3.50 £3.25
£4.00 £3.75
£9.75 £9.50
£14.95 £14.50
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QUALITY FIRMWARE FOR

ACORN COMPUTERS

For BBC 'B' and 'B+'

**TAPE TO DISC TRANSFER **M ID-PLAY STOP AND SAVE*
•"MOST DISC TO DISC TRANSFER* "MID-GAME PAUSE**

"DISPLAYS A STOPPED SCREEN READY FOR PRINTING*'

Easy to fit, with no soldering, uses one side-ways ROM socket with
three simple connections onto the computer.
REPLAY must be matched to the Disc Interface in use.

Ten versions now available
Price - £35.00

BBC'B', 'B+' and Electron

THE MATRIX ROM

Using BASIC commands this ROM is an indispensable tool for
performing matrix operations and the solving of linear simul
taneous equations. The MATRIX ROM was written with the co
operation of the Civil Engineering Dept., University of Southampton.

Price - £41.40

For BBC 'B', 'B+' and Electron

ADDCOMM ROM

A Toolkit/Graphics utility adding 40 extra BASIC commands.
Brilliant programming and value for money. 16 page brochure
sent on request.

Price - £28.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POST

Available from:
VINE MICROS, MARSHBOROUGH, SANDWICH,

KENT CT13 0PG. Tel: 0304 812276

Or your local Dealer.
VISA

---—•'

fssicontex,
RANK MflWAfiCQ i.«. i.jBANK MANAGER is the most advanced and versatile personal bank account program for all
BBC computers. "Data entry isadelight. . .professional. . .excellent product" Micro User.
36 separate accounts, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis codes, thousands ol transactions, budgets,
graphics, foreign currency support, screen and printed reports, report writer, password, recovery and
much much more. STANDARD BANK MANAGER for the BBC and BBC+, disc only £17.50.

MASTER BANK MANAGER with many more facilities including ADFS, sideways RAM.
40/80 column screens. Only for the BBC Master and Compact computers £22.50.

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES adds trial balance and programmable
spreadsheet reports to both Standard and Master Bank Managers for business users £12.00.

TYPING TUTOR. The recommended way to learn touch typing. 90 smoothly graded lessons
and many facilities and options. Disc ortape £12.50.

All orders should specify disc format required. 40or 80 track. 5'A" or3W.
Prices fully inclusive. Free postage in UK (overseas add £2.50). ^^^
Enquiries and ACCESS credit card orders telephone 023 03 347 J\^

CONTEX COMPUTING

^15 WOODLANDS CLOSE, COPLE, BEDFORD MK44 3UE

THE MOSTVERSATILE LABEL-PRINTING PROGRAM
All your label-printing requirements available in one easy-to-use program.

Message labels -hundredsofusesforhome andbusiness, e.g. labelling samples,
products, packaging, books, discs etc., usinga varietyofprintstyles and sizes.
Addresslabels- createmailing lists and printthemonto labels.
All formatting is done foryou. Acceptswidevarietyof labelsizes.
Toomanyfeatures to list-telephone us lordetails.
Requires 80-column screenand Epson-compatible printer (addresslabelscanalso
be printed on daisywheel).

Single colour version £18 Multi-colour version (for colour printer) £23
Available on40- or80-track disc for all models ofBBC (OS 1.2onwards) including
Master &Compact and also Electron (DFSonly). Pleasestate model when
ordering. Please add £1 for3.5"discs.

15k BUFFER KIT FOR JUKI 5510
Fitted in minutes (no soldering required) - lull easy-to-follow instructions provided

Only £18 __
All prices include VAT and p&p "^

Calderdate, High Lee, Luddenden Foot, Halifax HX2 6LB. Tel: 0422 885202
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looks at it. Other system calls such as
OSBYTE and OSFILE could also be inter

cepted or followed in the same manner.
Full marks also to Dr Lindop for sub

mitting the program in AU format - one
instruction per line.

DIGITAL
JOYSTICKS

Following my articles on the Master Com
pact, many people have asked me how they
can use the wide range of Atari-type joys
ticks on the BBC B and Master 128. The

answer is that there are very cheap inter
faces available for this. I use the Datex

interface, produced by EEC Distribution
Services, 14 Western Parade, Barnet, Herts
EN5 IAD. It costs £4. You often find

these items on sale at exhibitions or your
local dealer should have one.

SHADOW
SCREENS

Many people have contacted me with
problems about the shadow screen system
on the Master. The sideways RAM is
clearly understood, but the shadow screen
less so. In particular people are confused
by the variety of FX calls available.

The shadow system is two banks of 20k
of memory, the normal screen and the
shadow screen. In essence there are three

memory control calls which determine
whether the shadow or main banks is to be

used for that control. They are:
a) Which of the two banks is read from
and written to by direct access user code
such as LDA #&3000 or PRINT ?&7FFF
b) Which bank is written to by the operat
ing system's VDU code
c) Which bank of memory is displayed on
screen, ie, sent to the video controller.

Thefirst switch is controlled by ::'FX108.
If X=0 (::'FX 108,0) the main memory is
accessed by ordinary reading and writing
to memory locations between &.3000 and
&8000. If X=l (*FX108,1) then shadow
memory locations are used. Note that this
is irrespective of the screen/VDU settings.

The second switch determines where
VDU output will go. All your printed
strings and graphics PLOT commands
work by altering screen memory. ::'FX112
determines which bank of memory is writ
ten to by the operating system when pro-
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cessing VDU calls. If X=l (*FX112,1)
then main memory is used. If X=2, the
shadow memory is used. If X=0, the bank
used is determined by the current screen
mode - if a shadow mode is active, shadow
memory is used. This is not necessarily the
same bank as that written to by your direct
access code. If the ::FX108 and *FX112

settings are different, then the VDU code
will temporarily switch in the bank it
needs, while doing VDU plotting, and then
switch it back before returning control to
the user. As long as you stick to legal
programming, you won't run into any
problems with this.

The third switch decides which bank of
memory is displayed on screen. This may
be the same bank as selected for direct
writing by ::'FX108, and/or VDU plotting
by ::"FX112, or it may be neither. This isset
by ::'FX113, and again if X=l (::FX113,1)
the main memory is displayed, if X=2 the
shadow memory is displayed. If X=0, the
bank display corresponds with the current
mode, whether shadow or not.

There is another call ::FX114, which is
equivalent to :|'SHADOW. This does not
alter anything directly. What it does is to
select a shadow mode in response to any
subsequent MODE command, whether in
the range zero to seven or 128 to 135. This
is provided so that software originally
written for the BBC model B which per
forms a MODE command in the range
zero to seven, and which cannot be altered
(ROMs, protected software and so on) can
use shadow memory. There is no need to
use it in new programs, just use MODE
numbers from 128.

Listing 4 is a short program to show the
effect of the :;-FX112, -:FX113, and *FX108
commands. Note that drawing can actually
take place to the hidden screen. Although
the procedure PROCswitch always switch
es accesses together, this is not mandatory,
and you could have all plotting done to the
hidden screen. PROCpoke shows how
directly writing data to screen is affected
by ::-FX108.

Only ::'FX108 is implemented on the
BBC B+ micro, but you can flick between
the two screens by flipping the top bit of
&FE34, the memory control register. This
bit cannot be read back, but
::'FX151,52,128, (see the example in listing
5) will always select the shadow screen,
and :;'FX152,52,0 will always select the
main screen. None of the other bits of
&FE34 that are used in the Master series

are implemented on the BBC B+ micro.
Note that the much-published technique

of accessing shadow memory using addres
ses in the range &FFFE3000 to
&FFFE7FFF was implemented on the
BBC B+ micro in the disc filing system
(DFS) and may not work with early ver
sions of the BBC B4- 1770 DFS. Also,
contrary to the Master Reference Guide
Part 1, it doesn't work on the Master 128.

C0MM0NICATI0NS
LINK

Setting up the RS423 interface to swap data
between two micros can be a real source of
problems. When two computers communi
cate viaa serial link, three things have to be
right for the link to be reliable.

Firstly, the computers have to be con
nected together, either directly or via mod
em and phone line. Assuming that the
physical link is correct, and the plugs and
cables have been correctly made, the
second factor to check is the baud rates.
These are thespeeds at which the computer
transmits and receives data. Receive speed
can be set with OSBYTE 7 (::FX7), and the
transmit rate with OSBYTE 8.

The third vital ingredient is the data
format. Each character of data is sent in a
predefined format. Before the actual char
acter is sent, there is a start bit, to warn the
other computer that a character is about to
arrive. Then comes the character itself,
which can be seven or eight bits long. This
is followed by an optional parity bit,
chosen so as to make the total number of
binary l's in the character either odd (odd
parity) or even (even parity). The last part
of the format is the stop bits; there can be
either one or two of these.

The data format can. be set using
OSBYTE &9C or *FX156,X,227 where X
is as follows:

X char parity stop
bits bits

0 7 Even 2

4 7 Odd 2

8 7 Even 1

12 7 Odd 1

16 8 none 2

20 8 none 1

24 8 Even 1

28 8 Odd 1
The most usual format is seven bits, even
parity, onestop bit, but using this method,
any format can be set. I
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I
MASTER 128
Complete With Internal
Software
Master Turbo Upgrade
Master Econet Module
Master ET
Master 512 Upgrade
The Master 512 upgrade board
incorporates the Intel 80186
processor, plus 512K bytes of RAM.
Digital Research DOS t, which is
copalible with both MS/DOS version
2, and CP/M 86, allows you to run a
large proportion of the most useful
programs available. A dual 80 track
disc drive is required to run
programs on the 512. Provided free
with 512 upgrade board are three
GEM packages, GEM Desk Top, GEM
Write, GEM Paint.

£420.00

£113.95
£46.00

£360.00
£217.35

WORDPROCESSING
SPECIAL PACKAGE

PACKAGE 1
Based on Master 128. The Twillstar
Allin One Word Processing Package
contains a Master 128, View 3.0,
Viewsheet, High Res Green Monitor,
800K Dual Drives with PSU,
Quendata Daisy Wheel Printer
together with a box of Discs, Paper,
and all the Cables. £899.00
PACKAGE 2
Based on Master Compact 128. The
Twillstar package includes Compact
128, latest version of the View Word
processor, single 640K disk drive,
monochrome monitor,
correspondence quality printer. All
connecting cables for above and
also 5 disks and some paper.

£635.00

0 UNIVERSAL SECOND PROCESSOR
d This allows you to connect
J co-processor boards designed for
W the Master Series to your BBC
0 Models Bor B+. Fitting a Turbo
2 board boosts the BBC's already
P rapid performance to twice the
^ speed of the standard processor.
W Fitting the 512 co-processor
• convertstheBBCmicrointoa16bit
o machine, opening up new
• possibilities within the world of
2 MS-DOS and CP/M 86. £86.25
P Eprom Cartridge £14.95
g Reference Manual Part I £14.95
• Reference Manual Part 2 £14.95
g. Acorn Teletext Receiver £108.00

L
I^OI E

FILESTORE

Filestore provides shared access to
file and printer services on Econet.
The filestore consists of two units -
a dual 3.5 inch floppy disc unit 1.2
Mbytes of storage (Filestore E01)
which can be expanded with a high
performance 20 Mbyte Winchester
disk drive unit(Filestore E20).
FILESTORE EOI £952.00
FILESTORE E20 £829.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
100m Cable
Station Lead Set
Econet Starter Kit
Econet Bridge
Level I Fileserver 40 Track
Level 2 Filesaver 80 Track
Print Server Eprom

£89.00
£29.00

£99.00

£199.00
£99.00

£235.00
£49.00I

Twillstar continues to offer the
MASTER COMPACT for your Home
Education and Business needsl
Complete with bundled software
and an integral 3.5" Disk Drive in the
following Systems:-
SYSTEM 1 (inc. vat) £414.00
•128K* "Single 640K Drive* 'UHF
Modulator' 'Bundled Software*

SYSTEM 2 (inc vat) £488.75
As System 1. With '12" High Res.
Monochrome Monitor*

SYSTEM 3 (mc vat] £626.75
As System 1. With *14" Medium
Res. RGB Monitor'
SPECIFICATIONS: * Compatible
with Master Series micro subset *
128K RAM inc 64K sideways RAM*
64K ROM inc 32K MOS, 16K BASIC
* Up to 4 internal ROM sockets *
3.5" 640K formatted disk drive *
OUTPUTS: Video/RGB/Printer/
Mouse or Joystick * Disk drive *
(optional) Econet * Serial * 5V
Cower from disk drive module *

sual 8 BBC disply modes inc.
Mode 7 * BUNDLED SOFTWARE:
Pull down menus " Desk top inc.
note pad. calculator « VIEW 3.0 *
CARD INDEX ' Full LOGO ' BBC
BASIC 4.0 ' ADFS - Utils ' Welcome
suite ' Tutorials • (1770 DFS under
licence)

2nd DRIVE KIT £113.00

64K Upgrade Kit
17/70 Upgrade Kit
ADFS ROM
Disc Upgrade Kit
Econet Upgrade Kit
DNFSROM

£39.95
£49.94
£29.95
£65.00

£49.00
£20.00

FAST REPAIR SERVICE
In house service department

Repairs for computer printers
and disk drives. Call

01-574 5271
and ask for our engineering
depatment.

I
MONOCHROME MONITORS
Phillips BM 7502
12" hi res. P31 Green Phospher
Screen. CVBS input. Audio input.
Band width 20 MHz. 2000 CHRS
Dispay. Adjustable viewing angle.

£79.00
Phillips BM 7522
Amber Screen £95.00
Phillips BM 7542
Dedicated WD phosphor Screen
monitor £95.00
Philips BM 7513
12" Green IBM compatible £120.00
TAXAN

New Taxan Monochrome Screens
Taxan KX117
12" Green Screen P31 £89

KSSSfe
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Taxan KX118
12" Green Screen P39
Taxan KX119
12" PUL Amber Screen

£99.00

£99.00

COLOUR MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Std Res £201.25
Microvitec 1451 Med Res £255.00
Microvitec 1441 Hi Res £391.00
Microvitec 2030 Cs 20
Std Res £425.50
Microvitec 1431 AP
Std Res £224.25
Microvitec 1451 Ap
Med Res £293.25
PHILLIPS

New from Phillips
Phillips CM8833
14" CVBS and RGB medium
resolution colour monitor. IBM PC
compatible. Fast blankup to enable
superimposing. Stereo Audio. Ear
phone socket. 600 dots x 285 lines
vertical £269.00
Phillips CM8852
14" RGB professional med res
colour. 700 dots x 285 £289.00
Phillips CM8873
14" RGB high resolution colour
monitor Res 850 x 480 £550.00

Taxan Super Vision 620

High Resolution colour monitor
with several unique features, at
an affordable price.
SUPERVISION 620
12" RGB High resolution colour
monitor. Fully compatablewith IBM,
Apple, BBC and most other Personal
Computers. 635 x 312 line resolution.
Positive or negative sync input.
Text colour switchable to green,
amber, white or blue or inverse
white. Super high contrast tube.
Optional tilt-swivel base (with
clock/calendar available). Special
introductory offer. £299.00

NEW SUPERVISION 625
12" high resolution colour monitor.
661 dots x 312 lines £369.00

MONITOR TO TV

CONVERTER
AV 7300 Colour tuner module
Push button control. 12 preset
channels. Built in aerial. Compact
design. Composite video only

£69.00

SPECIAL OFFER

Mitsubushi 1404 Medium
Resolution Monitor with 640 X 200
Pi>els RGB available with IBM or
BBC Leads. £249.00

I
SPECIAL
MD 802D Dual 400K Drives
horizontally mounted in a monitor
stand to fit both the BBC B and the
Master series. £269.00

SOURCE DISK DRIVES
Source SD35 3V?" disk drive, single
drive £85.00

Source SD352 3'//' dual drive
£149.00

Supplied cased complete with
cables, powered from computer.
Extended two year warranty.
Source SD35S 3V?"single drive with
P.S.U. £135.00

Source 352S 3'//' dual drive with
P.S.U. £199.00
Source SD3545S Combo dual 5'/i"
and 3V?" drives with P.S.U. £249.00

Source HD20 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive including Acorn
DFS ROM complete with P.S.U.

£599.00

Source HDP201 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive and a 400k double
sided floppy drive built in a plynth
to accomodate monitor on the top
and the computer underneath.
Includes ADFS ROM and P.S.U.

£869.00
Source TS10 10 Mbyte tape
streamer backup unit with utilities

C695.00

Othe size hard disks are available,
please call for our latest prises.

SWIVEL BASE

OFFER
Special summer price Till and swivel
base for 12" or 14" monitor or TV.
"Looks very elegant" at an ubeatable
price.

i

Taxan KIF 4308 buffer compatible
with any Centronics interface
printer £149.00
Further 64k upgrade available.
Printer/Computer sharers.
2 - 1 £39.00
6-1 £79.00

Serial and Parallel T Switches
Parallel T switch £67.85
Serial T switch £67.82

FLOPPY DISKS
Raven 5'/i" pack of 10 in a clear
library box £15.00
Raven 5'/i" rainbow colour pack of
10 in library box £17.00
Raven 314" single sided pack of 10
in library box £18.00
Raven 3V4" double sided pack of 10
in library box £25.00

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
Trackmaster 5Vi" 70 x 5'/s"
lockable £7.95
Trackmaster 5'/i" 100 x 5'/->"
lockable £9.95
Trackmaster 3W 40 x 3V?"
lockable £6.95
Trackmaster 3W 100 x 3'//'
lockable £9.95

MODEMS EPROMS
Components and spare parts

Joysticks
Disk storage boxes

Dust covers
and lots more

MITSUBISHI

User Friendly Disk Drives 100% BBC
compatible slimline disc drives. All
drives are supplied complete with
formatting diskette, comprehensive
users manual and all necessary
cables. All drives are 40/80 Track
switchable at the front and have two
years warranty.

5'/4" Drives without

P.S.U.
MD 400A Single 400K
Double Sided £118.00
MD 802C Dual 400K
Double Sided £219.00

SVa" Drives with P.S.U.
MD 400B Single 400K
Double Sided £135.00
MD 802E Dual 400K
Double Sided £249.00

The latest range of Software
Business Education

Games
All in stock, Call for details



FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE BBC CABLE

200 SHEETS OF PAPAER

When you buy a
Panasonic KX-P1081 The
faster and enhanced KX-P1081.
120 cps in draft mode. 24 cps
in NLQ mode. Fully Epson RX80
and IBM Matrix and Graphics
Printers compatible. Standard
friction and tractor feed.
Operator accesible print mode
switch. Standard 8 bit parallel
interface. RS232 interface
is optional £179.00

(OHor ends 31st July 1987)

MP201
Same as MP200 with 136 columns

£318.55

MICRO P MP165
80 Columns. 165 cps in draft mode.
35 cps in NLQ mode. Ultra high
resolution graphics. Friction and
traction feed. 2 Year warranty. Epson
or IBM compatible control codes.

£199.00

h 136
and IBM

compatible £399.00

MP200
200 cps in draft. 40 cps in NLQ mode.
7K buffer as standard (128 down
loadable characters in NLQ) optional
8K memory. IC font cards. £274.85

Juki 5510
-Gives you 180 CPS &

NLQ Standards £269.00
Compatibile with both the Epson and
the IBM Graphic Printer), Standard
2K memory (expandable to 14K)
built-in Parallel Centronics interface
and 8-SwitCh international character
sets.
If you need colour too. the optional
Juki 5510 Colour Kit gives you seven
colours. £112.00

STAR NL-IO
Fine Near-Letter-Quality, 100%
compatibility and total reliability all
in one easy to use printer. 120 cps
in draft mode and 30 cps in near
letter quality. £229.00
EPSON PRINTERS
Epson FX800 and FX1000range offers
superior printing and technical
features. 200 cps in draft and 40 cps in
NLQ. Complete with tractor and friction
feed as standard. Offering IBM
compatibility, full graphics. Also
includes two NLQ fonts, 10,12,17 and
20cpi, double height and double width
with 8K buffer built in,
FX 800 £369.00
FX 1000 £499.00
FX 800 Sheetfeeder £141.00
FX 1000 Sheetfeeder £163.00

Epson EX 600/1000 High speed
printers. 300 cps in 12 cpi mode. Also
offers four colour printing.
EX 800 £465.00
EX 1000 £626.75
Colour option for both £62.00
Epson LX 86 1?0 cps Epson & IBM
comaptible. Near letter quality,
standard Centronics interface £229.00
Epson LQ 800 £499.00
Epson LQ 1000 £669.00I

MP135

Just released
135 cps, 80 column printer. Frictio/
tractor feed. NLQ. Epson & IBM
Compatible £145.00

MP480

New
Fast reliable 480 cps dot matrix
printer. 74 cps, NLQ.80 column, fully
Epson & IBM compatible, Std
parallel £349.00

CITIZEN MSPIOE
The new MSPIO with 160 CPS Draft
and 40 CPS NLQ. With TWO years
Warranty £269.00
CITIZEN MSP-15E
17" Wide carriage . 136 column,
operating at 160cps and at the push
of a switch will print near letter
quality at 40 cps. Fully Epson and
IBM compatible. 8k of standard
buffer built in. Standard Centronics
are optional RS232 £379.00
TAXAN KXP815
Taxan KXP 815 New enhanced KP
810 with 160 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £299.00

TAXAN KXP915
Taxan KXP 915 New enhanced KP
915 with 180 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £420,00

£399.00

CANON PW1080A
80 column printer with 160 cps draft
and 40 cps NLQwith built in friction
and tractor feed. Fully compatible
with Epson FX80. Standard parallel
interface. £249.00

CITIZEN 120D
Dot Matrix Printer. The 120D
precision printer brings to the small
business, educational and home
user good quality and attention to
detail. Its compact size, host of
standard features and built in quality
and reliability that supports Citizen's
unique full TWO-YEAR warranty
make it a must for all computer
users. Fast draft output: 120 cps.
Built-in NLQ: 25cps. IBM and Epson
compatible. Plug-in interface
cartridge. Tractor and friction feed as
standard. Optional cut
sheet feeder. £179.00

BROTHER HR 20
The new Brother Daisywheel HR 20
8K standard buffor upgradable to
16k. Comes standard with serial and
parallel port £389.00

JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 £329.00

NEW MP26 Daisywheel
MP26 A feature rich very quiet
printer. Universal compatibility with
almost al personal computers at an
unbeatable price. Speed: 26cps. 132
columns Diablo 630 compatible

£249.00
Optional Tractorfeed £95.00
Optional Sheet feeder £145.00

MP40
A very fast, quiet printer with
features and compaible with
virtually all computers at a fantastic
price. 40 cps, 132 column, diablo 630
intorfacew, parallel interface, built in
standard RS232 optional £355.00

CITIZEN LASER

OVERTURE IIO

Overture 110 Prints 10 pages per
minute. COmes complete with
internal controller with print
resolution of 300 x 300 dots per inch.
Print capability of Standard Text,
IBM&Epson bit-map graphics, IBM
graphic character set, Epson graphic
character set. Resident fonts are:
Citizen Pica upright/italic. Citizen
Elite upright/italic, Citizen Courier,
Citizen Bookface (over 56 typefaces),
downloadable one character set in
Epson Mode. 11 international
character sets. Standard Centronics
Parallel and Serial RS232C. Standard
512K memory 384-byte user
available. Fully compatible with
Epson FX1000 IBM Proprinter &
Diablo 630. £1850.00

!
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TECO VP1814

Dot matrix printer. VP1814 is fast
highly reliable and easy to operate.
rV Standard 80 column
ftThe high-speed, low energy
consumption 9 wire dot head gives
printing speed of 189cps and NLQ
spoed 36 cps _ '
•ftBi-directional, Logic seeking in text
mode
ftThe use of fan-fold, roll or cut-sheet
paper is possible with adjustable
sproket pin feed and friction feed
iVOffers emphasized, double print,
super script,sub script
6 justified print mode are also
available including left, centre, right
and full justification
•&9 graphic modes are available
ftBoth download and inprint buffer
can exist simultaneously
iV7K input buffer standard can be
expanded to 15K
^Printing modes selectable at front
panel (NLQ/draft, Pica/Elite,enlarge,
emphasize, condense, italic
611 Language international
character font is internalized
ABoth IBMand Epson compatable

MAIN UK DISTRIBUTOR
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

(inc. VAT) £229.00

DAISYWHEEL

PANASONIC KX-P3131
A Fully Formed Serial Impact
Daisywheel printer with print speed
of 17cps. Diablo compatible print
whoels. Print pitches available are:
10, 12, 15 and proportional spacing.
Standard friction feed and optional
tractor. Paper width 13.5 inches.
Standard Centronics optional RS-
232C. Built with 6K text buffer
expandable to 32K buffer. £289.00

PRINTER STAND
Fits nearly any width of printer.
Allows paper storage and gives ideal
viewing position. Can also be used
for computers and monitors. Steel
construction prevents bending or
buckling £18.00

i
You can purchase any of the
items listed. All you have to do is
write your requirements on a
sheet of paper, and we will
despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability.
Please add the following
amounts for Postage and Packing.
Items below £10.00 add £1.50
Items below £50.00 add £2.50
Items below £100.00 add £3.50
Items over £100.00 add £8.00

(UK Mainland only)
All prices include VAT at 15%

Prices correct at time of going to
press but subject to change
without notice
Please make cheques payable to:
TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.

Access/Visa Card Holders:
Welcome. Call now on:-

01-571 5938 or 574 5271
TELEX: 25247 Telex G attn TIL

FAX: 01-574 4326

ASK FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
Visit our

NEW SHOWROOM
Open 9am-€pm Mon-Sat

OPEN SUNDAYS 10-2

^0 CREDIT FACILITIES
1^} Full creditfacilities now available
l^ldf nationwide
J^[ • LOW DEPOSITS
V& • FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE
•^5 • UP TO 3YEARS TO PAY
0r^y We have negotiated with a leading
#^^l Fnance Company to provide this
^^2 additional serviceforour clients. Call
^^S for further details Typical APR 36.3%

TWSLLSmRCOM
APEX HOUSE

BLANDFORD ROAD,
NORWOOD GREEN

SOUTHALL,
MIDDX UB24HD
Tel: 01-574 5271

°'-57l 5938 Telex.25247
Telex G.attn TIL

I
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Solidisk
Technology SOLIDISK MASTE

MyouwanttoupgradeyourBBCBtoaMaster.whynotuseour
MASTERPLAN?We buy inyour Beeb and sell you a brand new
MASTER: you pay only the difference.
Fillin the blanks below to help you cost the project:

Acorn Master 128K. brand new cost 499.00

BBC Model B. issue trade-in worth |
(issue2 =£131. 3 =£191. 4 =£187. 7 =£225) ( 1
DFS,memoryand other add-ons. trade-in | |
(We accept only Solidisk and Acorn add-ons
Reging lor valuation) i 1
Total cost of MASTERPLAN project |

Masterising
If you are not yet ready to upgrade to a Master, why not
Masterise? All you haveto do is add Shadow Ram,Sideways
Ram. the Real Time Clock and ADFSdisk filingsystem —all
available from Solidisk at good prices. You do not have to
purchase them all of course, and they will not turn your Beeb
into a Master (no numeric keypad or Rom slot, for example),
but all the essential features are there and the solution could
be well worth your while.

Real time Clock, Yes: £29. No: nil I

1770-DDFS plus ADFS. Yes: £55, No: nil

DFDC plus ADFS. Yes: £60.00. No: nil

(Twomeg) 128K RAM, Yes: £60 00, No: nil
(other options include Twomeg 32,
Twomeg 256, Fourmeg 32and Fourmeg 256) r
Totalcost ol MASTERISING project * L

Solidisk Real Time Clock:
TheReal Time Clock andCalendar(RTC) canbepluggedinto
any ROM socket on the Beeb with absolutely no other
connection to make. It is powered bya rechargeable NICAD
battery which should keep the RTC active throughout the
Summer holidays.
Star commands include: Alarm, Bell. Boot, Configure.
Dalarm. Noclock. Roms. RTC. Settime, Show. Status, Time
and Unplug FX161 and 162, Osword 14 and 15 are similar to
the Master 128 It is also compatible with Basic 4's TIMES.
The RTC has many of the autoconfigure features of the
MASTER with the same command syntax: Caps/Nocaps,
data,delay. Fdrive. File. Ignore, Lang, Loud/Quiet. Mode (0-
135), Boot/Noboot, Dir/Nodir. Time/Notime. Printer, Repeat
Rx.Scroll. Tube, Tv.Tx. Ifyour Beeb has an AMX mouse the
RTCoffers a DESKTOPand a CALCULATOR, |ust likeGEM!
Orderas RTC £29.00

Solidisk Dual Density
Disc Systems:

Solidisk offerstwotypes ofdiskfiling system,witha choiceof
twoRom types.Botharebased onthe WesternDigital WD1770
chip— the standard not only for the BBCmodel B.but also the
BBC ♦. Master, Compactand ADFS. Botharefullycompatible
withAcornRoms, offeringcompletesolutionsto the problems
of updating the BBC, based on 1770. 8271, DFS and ADFS
systems

Not only is our range therefore unequalled, but also the
features it offers: if you don't believe us. check other makes
before you buy.

Which DFS?

WD-1770 DDFS Disk Interface:
Ifyour Beeb has not yet been upgraded todisc, then the DDFS
is the right choice. It is certainly the most popular version on
the Beeb and easy to fit. Use with Acorn or Solidisk Roms to
give compatibility with any 40/80 track drive, with or without
PSU.

New low price withoutRom £35 qq
With STL 2 2 ROM (see below) "£4500
With STL 2.1ROMs (see below) £55 00

BEEB Model B

WD-1770+8271 DFDC
Disk Interface:

If you already have an 8271 based DFS from Acorn, Watford
Electronics, Pace,Cumanaor Viglen, this is the onlywayto
add the WD-1770 to your system. Fullycompatible with the
Acorn DNFS1.20ROM for the 8271 and Acorn ADFS for the
1770. Allows theAcorn chipsettoself-erase, keeping memory
requirements (and PAGE) at a minimum. For maximum
performance.usetheSTL2.2Rom(forboth8271 and1770) If
ADFS is required, useAcorn DNFS1.20 ROM (foryour8271)
with the STL 2.1 Romset (for the WD-1770). The last
combination will still allowself erasure,andwilladdsingleand
doubledensity. cross formatfilecopy.ADFSaswellasNFS. In
other words, everything imaginable with the Beeb.

Now low cost DFDCwithoutRom £40 00
DFDC with STL 2.2Rom .........£50.00
Special oilers:
DFDCwithSTLADFS2.1Romset(see below) £55 00
DFDCwithSTL2 2 DFSand2.1 (3 Roms) £63.00

Which ROMs from Solidisk?

STL DFS 2.2 ROM:

Runswithboth8271 andWD-1770 chips fromAcorn.Watford
and Opus, and 1770 from STL. and offers the followinq
features:

*40/80tracksoftware switching* unlimited catalogueentries
* automatic Read after Write for media security * runs with
Z80, 6502 and Econet * morecommands thananyotherDFS
including FORMAT in 40/80 track, VERIFY. DZAP MZAP
RECOVER. RESTORE, WORD. RTRACK. WTRACK. DSTEP'
ETC*whenusedwiththeWD-1770. readsdisksinsingleand
double density andIBM format *60percentfree extra storage
space in doubledensity (640K per disk compared with Acorn's
400K) * more speed and bigger file size.
Supplied on one 16K Rom with manual

Order as the DFSR2 £20.00

PLEASE SPECIFY WE/OPUS/MASTER/COMPACT as
applicable.

The ADFS 2.1 ROMSET:
ThisdoubleROM set hasallthecommandsoftheSTLDFS2.2
Rom but runs ony with the 1770, not the 8271 system. Ithas
many more besides, including all the commands in the Acorn
ADFSRom.
PLUS: ADFS disk formatter (for40,80 and 160tracks) and
VERIFY * MVADFSand MVDFSto transfer cross format disks
between DFS and ADFS with automatic PAUSE for disk
change when using a single drive * user specified (1 to 10)
number of file channels to keep PAGE to a minimum * runs
withthe Z80,Turbo,32016and the new80186PCcompatible
upgrade.
Supplied on two I6KRoms or one32K wilhtwo user manuals
Order as ADFSROM 2.1 C30.0C

PLEASE SPECIFY WE/OPUS/MASTER/COMPACT/16K OR
32K as applicable.

Solidisk FD35 3.5 Disc Drive:

This isasuperb80 track, double sided.dual density drive also
useableon the ATARI ST You get up to 640K maximum per
disc(800K with the80186) andat itsprice, you areguaranteed
of extremely good value. Comes with demo disk.

Order as FD35. singledrive £100 00
Ofder as 1FD35 twin c-nve £20000
Order asADFS16 lortheCompact £11385
Separate PSUilrequired (PSU35) . '£25 00
Recommended media:
SonyDotibleSided.doubledensiiy. 135TPIoroquivalent(£29
per box ol 10).

Solidisk FD525 5.25
Disc Drive:

This isa superb 80track, double sided, dual density driveand
veryfast Youget up to640Kmaximumper disc(800Kwiththe
80186 board), 40/80 manual switch is optional as most Acorn
DFSROMsandSolidisk'shaveautomatic40/80track software
switch.

Orderas DF525. single £119 00
Order as TFD525. twin inabridge £22800
Ordorsas TFD525/CPU. twin intheCPUcase w'itii detachable
keyboard case lor Beeb £239 00
Separate PSU it required(PSU'525) £25.00
40'80 trackmanual switch optional £2.00

PLEASE SPECIFYSWITCH/MASTER/COMPACT/
ELECTRON If applicable.

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEVNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ. TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (16 lines).



RISE YOUR BEEB! Solidisk
Technology

TWOMEG 128

New: The Twomeg 128K
board

Solidisk has always been closest to emulate the MASTER 128K
The Twomeg 128K leatures 64K of Sideways RAM in four
banks: 4,5,6 and 7. selected by a single latch at &FE30 for both
read and write exactly like the Master. The remaining 64K is
more versatile and can be used as lour more Sideways RAM
(12. 13, 14 and 15) or as Shadow RAM and a 24K printer buffer
(good news for wordprocessor users).

The new Twomeg 128K will run Computer Concepts Inter
word. Sheet and Spellmaster, Acorn View 3.1. Viewsheet.
Viewslore. Basic elc
A clever switch write-protects only the 8 banks of Sideways
RAM without affecting the Shadow RAM and the Printer
Buffer
Ramdisk is not lorgotten. you can have one in ADFS (if you
have Solidisk ADFS) or in DFS for both 8271 and 1770 disc
controllers.
Four extra ROM sockets are available directly on the Twomeg
128K board, numbered 8. 9. 10 and 11. Four ROM sockets on
the Beeb are renumbered to 0. 1.2 and 3.
Software is supplied on FIVE discs, containing Word-
processor, Spelling Checker, Database. Macro Basic.
Ramdisk, Menu. Manager etc. Software Pack 2 (five discs) is
optional and contains many useful utilities for the machine
code programmer Software Pack 3 also optional, contains
arou,nd 50of Solidisk Megagames. Listof all programs in these
software packs is included in the Twomeg 128K User Manual.
Fitting is extremelyeasy: just plug in the board into the CPU
socket and push 3 terminals onto S20. S21 and S22. Internal
logicproduces chipselect forthe &FE30 latch. Free installation
by local experts is available.
Order as 2MEGI28 £60.00

PLEASE SPECIFY /40 TRACK OR /80 TRACK FOR THE
SOFTWARE PACK 1, Included In the price.
Optional soltware Pack 2 or3 (live discs) £10.00

Detachable Keyboard and
CPU case:

This 'three box' casing system will help you to organise your
desk and improve comfort. The keyboard features the lowest
profile (maximum height of any key is 47mm) and does not
skid.Typingangle is2-3degrees better The monitorsitson top
of the computer. Pure metal construction provides EMF
shielding against phantom keyboard interru pt and accelerates
heat dissipation (no messy metal strengthening over plastic)
Keyboard lead is 24" long.
Orderas K/CPUcase, special oiler price while slocks
last £25.00
Note:
Post and packing £6.00

The Fourmeg 32K board:
The Fourmeg 32 is a ROM expansion board on its own with up
to 224K of installable firmware. It also is the FASTEST shadow
RAM board around (it runs at 4 MHz while others run at 2 MHz.
including the MASTER), and the fastest Sideways RAM board.
It consumes also less power than any other ROM RAM board
through the extensive use of CMOS devices.
The top row of five ROM sockets will takesoftwareROMs. upto
32K each, such as used on the Beeb Plus, the MASTER or the
Compact They are high speed sockets.
The middle row contains 40K of high speed CMOS static RAM
chips, acting as a Shadow RAM and a printer buffer or as two
banks of Sideways RAM. Write-protection of Sideways RAM is
performed by separate Read and Write registers with
automatic write-protect when one presses the BREAK key.
The CPU is a 4 MHz, CMOS technology, GTE 65C02, similar to
the one on the Turbo board, replacing the existing 6502
The Fourmeg 32K is also upgradable, once more by the latest
CMOS technology: 62256. 32k RAM on a single chip which
plugs into one of the high speed ROM sockets.

This board is designed such that one can have everything
requiredon a single,compact and easy to install unit Allthe
necessary software is in a MANAGER ROM (supplied). Star
commands include: Shadow, Ramdisk, Ramoff, Ramdfs.
Ramadfs, Ramdrive, Testram. Plus A complete toolkit loassist
programming in Basic is also included: Hardbreak, Join.
Keyload, Keysave. Kill, Lvar, Menu. Msearch. Mzap. Page.
Printer, Rcat, Number, Report. Rload. Rwipe, Salvage, Status.
Sound One year guarantee.

Order as FOURMEG 32 £70.00
Additional32K chip (optional) £/5.00
Soltware packs 1 to 3 (optional), each ol live disc £10.00

The Fourmeg 256K board:

The Solidisk Fourmeg 256 board combines high CPU speed
(4MHz GTE 65C02) with large memor size (256K Dynamic
RAM, 8K static RAM) and powerful supporting software (32K
MANAGER ROM) It offers four ROM sockets featuring high
speed and high capacity (up to 64K ROM per socket), 8 shadow
RAM banks, 8 Sideways RAM banks or even both
Orderas Fourmeg 256K £735.00
NOTE: NO MORE ROM BOARD TRADE-IN IS ALLOWED
AFTER 1ST MAY 87.

Wordwise Plus or Interword
Special Deal:

If you buy Wordwise Plus or Interword togetherwith a Twomeg
or a Fourmeg board, you get extra special discount!
Wordwise Plus (bundle onlv) £30.00
Interword (bundle only) £50.00

Special Offers on Sideways
RAM boards:

These exceedingly popular systems (40.000 plus units sold)
enables the Beeb users to load ROM images into the Beeb.
make a 16K printer buffer, use DFS with PAGE at &E00. play
Solidisk Megagames. bigger Basic (Vstore). store music and
inumerable other uses as supported by a library of 15 software
diskettes.
They consist of a base unit plugging into the rightmost ROM
socket on the Beeb and an exchangeable RAM card with
capacity ranging from 32K (twoSideways RAM banks) to 128K
(8 Sideways RAM banks). They are now made available to you
at less than half their normal price, all offering extremely good
value. One year guarantee, supplied with User Manual and one
software disc

SWR32. 32K RAM. disc No 1 £20.00
SWR64, 64K ROM and two 16/32K ROM sockets.
DiscNol £30.00
96K Extension lorSWR32 £25.00
SWR128 (now style), I28K RAM. two 16/32
ROM sockets £45.00
Soltware Packs 1 to 3. each ol five discs, any pack £10.00
Any disc volume 1to 15each £2.00

PLEASE SPECIFY /40 TRACK OR /80 TRACK as applicable.

Electron Disc Interlace: £50.00
BABTapproved Modem plus LmemasterROM £30.00

EPROM Programmer:

The UVIPROM is the cheapest Eprom programmer on the
market yet the easiest to use. will program 2764 EPROMS in
one minute and 27128 in two minutes.
A different version called the UVIPROM32 will program 27256
EPROMS in 4 minutes.
The MULTIPROM is the Deluxe version, combining the
capacity of the UVIPROMandtheUVIPROM32andsomeother
features. Use it to program 2764. 27128 (normal and A type).
27256 (12.5V and 21V), 27512, 27513 etc Textool 28 pin ZIP
socket fitted as standard.

UVIPROMplus disc No 10 £20.00
UVIPROM32 plus disc No 10 £20.00
MULTIPROMplus disc No 10 £44.50
UVIPAC Eprom Eraser £20.00
2764 EPROM each £2.00. ten lor £76.00
27128 EPROM each £4.00, ten lor £34.00
27256 EPROM each £7.00. ten lor £63.00
Panasonic KX-P1081 Special Oiler: £149.00 * VAT

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
TRADE-UP

Solidisk will accept return of memory boards up to ONE YEAR
old for TRADING-UP. The selling price (below) is the price we
sell the same goods at the time of the trade-up transaction.

Age Trade-up allowance

Up to 3 months 90% of selling price
Up to 6 months 85% of selling price
Up to 9 months 80% of selling price
Up to 12 months 75% of selling price

If the balance of the upgrade is less than £15, a minimum
charge of 15 is made.

******************************************

As a result of our MASTERPLAN, we have a number ol BBC
Model B's for sale every day. All are fully inspected,
reconditioned if necessary, and guaranteed. All have a new
DDFS fitted as standard. We also buy second-hand Beeb for
cash. See our price list for details.
******************************************

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17SWEYNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS26JQ. TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (16lines).
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The System One consists ofa Master Compact 128K, twin disc drives, optional
monochrome orcolour monitor, optional printer. Solidisk will giveyou freeourown
CDFS 2.1 ROM, aDual Density Beeb Disc Filing System featuring disc sectoreditor
(for both DFS and ADFS discs), MVDFS and MVADFS for cross format filetransfer,
disc formatter andverifier etc.Some oftheoptions include 5.25" drive(s) which wo
believe isa better choice than the3.5" formal. The 5.25" format isstill preferred for
theMaster 128 (even now. with 80186 board) andontheBeeb. Cheap discs, better
reliability, better software availability are some ofthe key advantages. Don't buy
single drive systems because you can't make copy ADFS discs with asingle drive.

A- Compact 128K with Acorn 14"Colour monitor. CDFS. twin 3.5" drive onedemo
disc containing Solidisk Database. Spelling Checker and Megaqames (as
",U8,ra,e?>:-" .....£749 00
B- asabove butwith one3.5" drive andone3.5" drive andone5.25" drive- £748 00
C—asabove but with twin 5.25" drives in abridge unit: £759.00

Monochrome Option:

All systems above (A. BorC) canbesupplied with Acorn 12" monochrome monitor
in place of the Colour monitor:-

£ £598.00
^ £597.00
° £608.00

P-1081Printer option: £171.45
Buy the Panasonic KX.P1081 NLQ/Super NLQ printer with a System One. At
£171.45. you just can't afford toletthis latest Japaneseprintergo.Special reduced
price at only £149.00 • VA T.

SPECIFICATIONS
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System Two

System Two: MASTER 12K with Twin 5.25
Drives in a Bridge Unit:

Thissystem isour most popular, consisting of a fullyblown MASTER 128K, twin80
track, doublesided1.3Megabyte Disc Drives ina bridgeunitdoublingasa monitor
stand, free demo disc containing Solidisk Database, Spelling Checker and
Megagames.
Available options (all prices include VAT):
A —As illustrated (without monitor) £670.00
B —with Philips 14" CM8533colour monitor (same construction
as Acorncolour monitor) £ggg qq
C —withMitsubishi 14"XC1404colour monitor £830.00
Specialoffers (if bought togetherwitha System Two):
MP"165 £220.00
P-1081 £777.45
Master80186,512KCo-processor £223.00
Acorn20 MBWinchester pqa
Solidisk 20MB Winchester (special issue, only with 80186 option) £500.00

MP-165 Printer option: £220.00

The MP 165 isoneofourbestselling printers, featuring 165 cpsindraft mode,40-50
cpsinNLQ. Epson FX compatibility, friction and tractor feed etc. Normal price is
extremelyattractiveat £260.00 whenyouconsiderthat theMP165isa lotfasterthan
itsrivals suchas theStarNL-10, theKaga KP-810, theEPSON LX86orFX85etc. We
will cut £40 off thenormal priceandgiveyouafree printerlead ifyou buy theMP-165
together with a System.

Special Offer
£179.99

ONLY FROM

SOLIDISK
SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ. TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354©74 (16 lines).



MASTER SERIES:
AMB15

ADB12

ADC06

ADC08

ADF13

Master 128
Master ET

Turbo Upgrade
80126/512K

Eprom cartridge

MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION:
ADJ22

ADJ23

Ref manual Pt 1

Ref manual Pt 2

MASTER COMPACT SERIES:
ADB20 Master Compact Single drive
ADB2OADF30 Master Compact S/D with TV mod.
ADB20ADF31 Master Compact S/D with Mono monitor
ADB20*ADF32 Master Compact S/D with Colour monitor
ADF15 RS232 kit
ADF16 Second 3.5" floppy drive
ADF17 PALTVAdaptor

ACORN SOFTWARE:
SUB27

SUB18

Viewstore database ROM

Pascal
FORTH

LISP

MICRO-PROLOG

SOLIDISK SOFTWARE ROMS:
PCFS Compatible with PCand MS DOSdiscs
PCMAN MANUAL FORPCFS
CDFS single and double density DFS ROMfor

the COMPACT
MADFS DFS and ADFS ROM (32k) fur the Master
LMS communication ROM for the Master
SOLIMON Machine code monitor for Master/Compact
INSIGHT Intelligent disassembler, XREF
UVP Eprom programmer software (8k)

ECONET PRODUCTS:

ADF10 Econet plug-in

AEH17 100m Cable

AEH18 lOstation lead set

AEH19 Econet starter kit

AEH20 Econet bridge

AEH21 Econet socket kit

AES21 Level 2 Fileserver

AES22 Printer server ROM

DISC DRIVES:
FD35

TWIN35

FD525

TWIN525

20MB

3.5" 80-track double-sided single drive

Twin DF35
5.25" 80-track double-sided single drive

Twin FD525
Winchester new model, low cost SEAGATE

PRINTERS:
LX86

LXTF

LXCSF

FX85

FXTF

FXCSF

NL10

NLCSF

NLRIB

MP165

EPSRIB

J6100
JURIB

PAPER

EPSON LX86 + 2M printer lead
LX80 Tractor Feed

LX80 Cut Sheet Feeder
EPSON FX85 NLQ * 2M printer lead
FX85 Tractor Feed
FX85 Cut Sheet Feeder

STAR 80 col-120 cps par. 2M load
Cut Sheet Feeder for NL-10
Black Ribbon for NL 10
Tractor and pich feed, 165 cps. NLQ.
2M printer lead, exceptional value
Black ribbon for Epson andMP165
JUKI 6100 Daisy Wheel + 2M printer lead
JUKI 6100 black vinyl printer ribbon
2000 sheets cont. paper. A4 size 11" x 9.5"

MONITORS:

499.00

399.00

125

228.00

14.95

14.95

14.95

441.25

457.35

537.85

687.35

29.90

113.85

29.90

59.80

69.00

19.90

19.90

79.95

15.00

5.00

10.00

20.00

10.00

10.00

20.00

5.00

49.99

99.00

29.00

99.00

199.00

29.95

249.00

49.00

£100.00

£200.00

£115.00

£230.00

£700.00

249.00
31.30

53.53

350.00

30.59

123.50

289.00

59.99

5.64

260.00

4.00

340.00

2.00

14.00

BM7502

BM7522

CM8533

TAXAN3

TAXAN2

XC1404

12" Philips hi-res green screen, lead
12" Philips hi-res amber screen, lead
14" hi-res Colour Monitor, lead
12" TAXANSupervision 3, hi-res RGB Colour, lead
12" TAXANSupervision 2, Merdium-res RGB Colour
monitor, lead
14" Mitsubishi RGB colour monitor, lead

85.00

86.00

299.00

375.00

315.00

260.00

SOFTWARE PACKS:
SWPK1

SWPK2

5 software discs 80 track. Database,

spelling checker machine code monitor,

Macro Basic etc 5.25" format £10.00

3.5" format £15.00

5 software discs 80 track. Games.

5.25" format £10.00

3.5" format £15.00

DISKETTES:
MD525

MD557

C102

C103
C104

5%" low cost VEREX for all drives
5'/a" hi-rel MD557, Verbatim DSDD 96tpi
3.5" low cost Verbatim for all drives

3.5" hi-rel 90097M Vertbatim DSDD 135 tpi
3" CF2/MSOFT for all Amstrad drives

CARTRIDGES:
ADF13 Acorn Eprqm cartridge for two 27128
EPR32 Solidisk Eprom cartridge for one 27256
RAM32 Solidisk 32K RAM cartridge with battery

backup and write protect switch
MEGA256 Solidisk 256K Mega-RAM card with RAM disc

and printer buffer in ROM
MEGA256 Solidisk 1 Megabyte Mega-RAM card with

RAM disc and printer buffer in ROM
Expected price in April/May

EXTRA DISCOUNT

12.00

25.00

20.00

28.00

39.00

14.95

8.00

25.00

100.00

POA

225.00

Ifyou buy a disc drive or a printer or a monitor at the same time you buy a Master or a
Compact, you are qualified for SYSTEM DISCOUNT and a free Software Pack 1 (worth
£10.00 or more).

Normal Package

Price

£600-£699

£700-£799

£800-£899

£900-£999

£1000 and above

System
Discount

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

Example of system normal price

1 Compact Mono ♦ MP165 printer 797.85
2 Compact Colour *Juki 6100 1027.35
3 Master 128 +twin F/Drives 729.00
4 Master 128, twin F/Drives,

CM8533 Colour monitor 1028.00
5 example 4+ MP165 printer 1288.00
6 Master 512 +twin F/Drives 957.00
7 Master 512 + twin F/Drives.

plus 20 MBWinchester 1657.00

Discount

31.95

71.89

29.16

Reduction

£18-£21

£28-£32

£40-£45

£54-£60

£70-£££

Net price

765.94

955.11

699.84

71.96 956.04

90.15 1197-84

57.42 899.58

115.99 1541.01

SECONDHAND BEEB AND UPGRADE
TO MASTER:

We buyand sellgood condition secondhand Beebs, even bypost. Proof of original
purchase is required ifyou are only selling your computer. Reduced commission is
available if you are UPGRADING your BBC to a Master, ask for a MASTERPLAN
quotation.

BBC Model

B-issue 2

B-issue3

B-issue4

B-issue 7

The prices above aregiven as average for very cleanandgood condition machines.
Please ringfor stock allocation before you call.

we buy at

131

191
187

225

ORDERING BY POST:

we sell at

175

225

250

300

All items can be ordered by post, sending the coupon below and enclosing cheques.
POs. drafts or credit card numbers or by phone. P and P is charged as follows:
Less than 1 KG(eg software, cartridges and books): £2.00
Up to 3 KGs(eg single disc drives): £3.00
Upto 10 KGs(egcomputer, monitors, printers, twin disc drives):youcan specifyeither
parcel post £6.00 or courrier/Datapost: £12.00.
Above lOKGs (egcompletesystem),pleaseeitherallowgenerouslyorgiveusaringfor
quotation.

m ->s-
ORDER FORM

Please fill and send to:

Solidisk Technology Ltd
17 Sweyne Avenue
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6JQ

Name:

Address:

Items:

Price: P& P:£2/£3/£6/£12

Total:

Access/Barclay:

Solidisk Technology Limited. 17 SweynoAve, Southend-on-Sea, EssexSS26JQ.
Tel: Southend (0702) 354674 (16 lines).

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS26JQ.TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (16 lines).



BBC MASTER SERIES

AMB15 MASTER
(see page 6 for details of bundled software
included in the price)
AMB12 MASTER ET

AMC06 Turbo 65C02 Module

ADC08 512 Processor

ADF14 ROM Cartridge £13(d) ADJ23 Ref Manual
ADF10 Econet Module £41(c) Part II £14(c)
ADJ22 RefManual ADJ24 Adv

Part 1 £14(c) Ref Manual £19.50{c)
BBC Master View User Guide £10(d)
Dust Cover £4.75(d) Viewsheet User Guide £10(d)
MASTER ROM/RAM CARTRIDGES
TRCl Tworomcartridge £8.95 (d)
TRC4Four rom cartridge £11.95 (d)
TRC32KCartridgeinc RAM £29.95 (d)

£395 (a)
£315 (a)

£99 (b)
£195'(b)

BBC MASTER COMPACT
Seepage 6 for free bundled software
SYSTEM 1
128K, Single 640K Drive & bundled
software. £385 (a)
SYSTEM 2
System 1 with a 12" Hi Res
Monochrome Monitor. £469 (a)
SYSTEM 3
System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB
Monitor. £599 (a)
Second Drive Kit. £99 (c)
Serial Kit. £29 (d)
T.V. Modulator £29 (d)
Extension cable for external 5.25" 80T
Drive. £12.50 (d)
Mertec Adaptor (Upgrades to
almostmasterlevel) £35 (c)

UPGRADE KITS

1.2OSROM

DNFSROM

BASIC IIROM

£15 (d) ADFSROM
£17.50 (d) !770DFSKit
£22.50 (d) Econet Kit

£26 (d)
£43.50 (d)

£55 (d)

LCONET ACCESSORIES

Econei Starter Kit £85 (b) Econei Bridge £174 (b)
Econet Socket Set £29 (c) Printer Server Rom £41 (d)
file Server Level II £75 (b) 10 Station Lead Sei £26 (d)
Master FS Utility-Disc £17.25 (d)

ACW/CO-PROCESSOR

For full specification see page 5
32016 Co-processor

Cambridge Workstation
X25 Gateway

I PANOS/PANDORA
I 32000BASIC FP.

Upgrade incl

I Co-Processor upgrade to 10 MHz
| operation for faster processing.
| Time Warp Real Time Clock with n
I utilities for reading time and date in '

PANOS (for model Band B+ users). £39 (c)l
132016 Instruction Set Manual. £25 (c) I

£999 (a)
£3450 (a)
£2175 (b)

1

£29 (d)l

£POA (d)|

WINCHESTER DRIVES

P20HD TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester Drive including Acorn
ADFS ROM £599 (a)

P10HD TECHNOMATIC 10 Mbyte *gjtt£
Winchester Drive. Fully compatible ^^
with Acorn ADFS Special offer £399 (a)

— 1

P204HP TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester and a 80T DS floppy Drive
built in a monitor stand. Includes
ADFS Rom. £849 (a)
P2041HT As P204HP but also with a
10 Mbyte tape streamer backup unit
and backup utilities. Includes ADFS
Rom. £1,499 (a)
TS10 10 MbyteTape Streamer Backup
unitwithutilities. £695 (a)
TFC10 10 Mbyte Pre-formatted
Cartridge for use with P2041HT and
TSI0. £19 (d)
Enquire for larger capacity Winc
hesters. These Winchesters are com
patible with the S.J. File Server.
Special adaptor for S.J. File Server £28 (d)
WINCHESTER
Drive Multiplexer
TWM2 for two computers. £99
TWM4 for four Computers. £159

Details on Technomatic Winchesters onpage 6

SECOND PROCESSORS

!5)

Universal 2nd Processor Adaptor £75 (b)
TORCH ZEP100 £229 (a)
MULTIFORM Z80
TECHNOMATlCs multi format Z80
system includes a FREE Pocket
Wordstar + MS/DOS Read/Write Utility£289 (b)

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

Allows BBC computer to control any
scientific and technical equipment that
conforms to the IEEE488 standard.
The interface can link upto 14
compatible devices. Typical
applications are in experimental work
in academic and industrial labs. £265 (a)

TELETEXT ADAPTOR

Converts your computer into a teletext
receiver.

BBC Publications rom for enhanced
Teletext Utilities.

PRINTERS

EPSON LX800

150 cps, variety of fonts, including
NLQ, bit image graphics, IBM char/
graphics compatible, Centronics
interface and tractor feed as
standard

EPSON FX800
An enhanced version of FX85.
Call for details.

EPSON FX 1000
An enhanced version orFX105.
Call for details.

EPSON EX800
Seedetailson page5.
Colour option for EX800/EX1000.
EPSON LQ800
See details on page 5.

EPSON LQIOOO
As LQ800 but wider carriage for 136
columns.

TAXAN KP815
Enhanced KP81C with I60cpsand
full IBM compatibility.

TAXAN KP915
Enhanced KP910 with 180cps and
full IBM compatibility.

£75 (b)

£7.95 (d)

£229 (a)

£329 (a)

£449 (a)

£409 (a)
£59 (b)

£439 (a)

£589 (a)

£269 (a)

£369 (a)

NATIONAL PANASONIC
KX P1081

STAR NL 10 (Parallel Interface)
STAR NL 10 (Serial Interface)
INTECREX Multicolour Inkjet
printer. £549
Ideally suited for high res colour VDU
screen dumps. Quiteness & consistent
output arc major characteristics. £525
BBCScreen dump for Integrex. £15

BROTHER HR20
A new attractively styled printer from
Brother with unusually quiet
operation, host of new fatures,
including option to copy current
documents. 8K buffer standard
expandable to 16K. Parallel & Serial
ports as standard. £349

NAT PANASONIC KX P3131
Daisy wheel printer with 38K buffer,
17 cps, bi-directional, parallel
interface £245

JUKI 6100 Daisy wheel printer
15 cps, 2K buffer, switchable 10/12/15
cpi proportional spacing, underlining.
Parallel interface. £319

PLOTTERS

HITACHI 672

GRAPHICS WORKSTATION
£479 (a)
£599 (a)

LINEAR GRAPHICS
Full range of accessories available
for plotmate plotters

A4S PLOTMATE £370 (a)
A4SM PLOTMATE £450 (a)
A3M PLOTMATE £569 (a)

(Enquire re educational prices
for the Linear Graphics plotters)

Parallel Printer Lead (1.2m).
Serial Printer Lead (1.2m).

£6(d)
£7(d)

PRINTER SHARERS &
BUFFERS

BUFFALO PB Buffer
Parallel buffer for internal fitting to
most Epson printers. Simple to instal.
PB128(128K) £99 (c)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER SHARERS
High quality switches lo allow the user to switch
between computers, printers, modems etc. Fully
shielded metal cases, all lines fully switched.

Parallel Serial
2Computers to 1Printer 36v36-2 £45(c) 25v25-2 £45(c)
3Computers to 1Printer 36v36-3 £69(c) 25v25-3 £65(c)
4Computers to 1Printer 36vJM £85(c) 25v25-4 £75(c)
2Computers 2Printers X-over 36v36-x £69(c) 25v25-x £65(c)
BBCCableset3tol(lmea) £32(d) £34(c)
BBC Cable set 4to I(lm ea) £39(d) £41(c)
BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26
1 computer to 2 printers fitted with
BBC cable

Paper & Labels
Plain fanfold paper with microperforation:
2000 sheets 91 x II"

2000 sheets 141x11"
1000 sheets A4

Labels/1000
Single Row 34 x I 7/16"
Triple Row 2 7/16" x I 7/16"

£22 (c)

(£3.50)
(£4.50)
(£3.50)

£12
£18.50
£12.50

£5(d)
£5(d)
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TECHNOLINE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

RETAIL SHOPS

15 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill O)
West End Branch

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Acess Card

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Datapost)
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d)£1.00

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NW10 1ED

Telex:922800

305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel:01-723 0233 11111
(near Edgware Road -G-)

DISC DRIVES

All floppy drivescarrya two year warranty

5.25" SingleDrives 40/80 switchable:
TS400 400K/640K £114 (b)

PS400 400K/640K with integral
mains power supply £129 (b)
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:
TD800 800K/128OK

PD800 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply
PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand

3.5" 80T DS Drives: ^tUfa
TS351 single 400K/640K W*
PS351 single 400K/640K with
integral mains power supply

£199 (a)

£229 (a)

£249 (a)

£75 (b)

£119 (b)

TD352 Dual 800K/1280K £135 (b)

PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply £187 (b)
PD853 Combo Dual 5.25V3.5"
drive with psu. £229 (a)

DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER

TDM2

Dual Un.it: 2 computers/one drive unit £75 (b)

TDM4

Quad Unit: 4 computers/one drive unit £135 (b)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
74440T SS DD £10.00 (d)
74540TDSDD £12.00 (d)
74680T ssdd £14.50 (d)
747 80T DSDD £15.50 (d)

(Add £1 for library case packing)

3.5" Discs in packs of 10

80TSSDD £20 (d)
80T DS DD £25 (d)

BULK DISCS

High quality unlabclled discs supplied
in packs of 50 in a storage box. The
5.25" discs have the reinforcing hub
rings. These discs are guaranteed for
life.
50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs in
lockable box.

50 5.25" 80T double sided discs in

lockable box.

50 3.5" 80T double sided discs in

lockable box.

FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD

CLEANING KIT
5.25" Kit with 20 disposable discs

3.5" Kit with 20 disposable discs

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340Lockablc 40x3.5"

DB550 Lockable 50x5.25"

DB570 Lockable 70x5.25"

DB5100 Lockable 100x5.25"

£35 (b)

£45 (b)

£95 (b)

£12.50 (d)

£14.00 (d)

i

i

£

£

:8.50 (c)

E9.00 (c)

1.00 (c)

13.00 (c)

MONT n

BBC lead incl with all monitors

MICROVITEC 14" RGB Monitors
Please specify plastic or metal case.

Microvitec 1431
Standard Resolution 453 pixels

Microvitec 1431AP
As 1431 + composite video and sound
input

Microvitec 1451
Medium Resolution 653 pixels

Microvitec 1451AP
As 1451 + composite video and sound
input
Microvitec 1441
High Resolution 895 pixels

Microvitec 20" RGB/PAL/
Audio Monitors

Microvitec 2030CS
Standard Resolution RGB/Comp

Video

Microvitec 2040CS
High Resolution RGB/Comp Video

TOUCHTEC-501
Brings genuine touch screen operation
on metal cased Microvitec monitors,
incl utilities disc with starter and
development programs

TAXAN SUPER VISION 620
12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast
Option to switch to green/amber
BBC/IBM Compatible

TAXAN SUPER VISION 625
12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to mono
BBC/IBM compatible.

MITSUBISHI XC1404
14" Med Res RGB Monitor
Etched dark screen brilliance and
contrast control, BBC/IBM
compatible

£179 (a)

£199 (a)

£225 (a)

£259 (a)

£365 (a)

£380 (a)

£685 (a)

£239 (b)

#
£279 (a)

£329 (a)

£219 (a)

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS

TAXAN KX 117
Hi Res green etched screen £85 (a)

TAXAN KX 118
Hi Res Long Persistence (P39) £95 (a)

TAXAN KX 119
Hi Resamber etchedscreen £95 (3)

PHILIPS BM 7502
Hi Res green screen. Supplied with
swivel stand £75 (a)

PHILIPS BM7522
Hi Res amber screen. Supplied with
swivel stand £75 (a)

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base (14" plastic
monitors) £20 (C)
Philips Swivel Base £J4 (C)
Monitor Stand Models B& B t £10 (CI
Monitor Stand Master £13 (C)
Double Tier stand Models B, B+ or
Master £24 (b)
Taxan RGBLead £5 (d)
Microvitcc Lead n^'in t7t\
Monochrome BNC/Ph'ono Lead £3.50 (d)

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25

27128-25

6264LP-15

27256

27512

£3.20 (d)
£3.50 (d)
£2.80 (d)

£5.50 (d)
£9.00 (d)

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15 Roms + 2 8K Rams

ATPL Battery backup kit

ATPL Board for BBC+ (now in
stock).

TIME WARP

Real Time Clock. Plugs into the user
port, battery back up as standard,
includes manual, demo software
including a diary/planner application
program

Time Warp with PANOS Utilities.

MODEMS

£37 (c)

£16 (d)

£31 (c)

£31 (d)

£39 (d)

All modems listed below will be supplied withBBC
Publications ModemMaster comms package and a
BBC data lead.

MIRACLE WS2000V21/23 &
BELLstds £92 (C)

WS2000 Auto Dial Card £27 (d)

WS2000 Auto Answer Card £27 (d)

WS2000SK1 Kit £5 (d)

WS2000 User PortLead £5 (d)

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/23 £135 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V21/23 £265 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 £445 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 bis £585 (b)

(All modems are BABT approved)

BBC Data Cable for WS3000/4000 £7 (d)

PROGRAMMING
ACCESSORIES/SOFTWARE

See page 5for detailed specification

Compatible with B, B+ and Master

EpromRyter (Epromer II)
Eprom Ryter is compatible with
BBC Master only

Upgrade of Epromer 11 to Eprom Ryter

EPROMER II

MPROMER

META ASSEMBLER

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATOR 128/512K

TEAM Disassembler

EPROM ERASERS

UV1B 6 eproms, safety cutout

UV IT 6 eproms, timer, safety cutout

£119 (b)

£49(b)

£89 (b)

£49 (c)

£145 (b)

£245(b)

£145 (b)

£47 (b)

£59 (b) I
2 CI



CAD/DRAWING PACKAGES

NovaCad Cad Package for B,
B+ & MASTER. (See page 5 for
specification)

Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM) £79 (d)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball £119 (c)

TM Version plus Mouse £105 (<:)

Plotter Driver Generator £25 (d)
MOUSE

AMX MOUSE with SUPER ART £63 (d)
(pse specify B, B+ or Master)

PAGEMAKER £39 (d)
EXTRA/EXTRA

(utility for the Pagemaker) £21 (d)

MAX £17.35 (d)

STAND ALONE MOUSE
(includeshorizontal scroll lock) £34 (c)

RB2 TRACKER BALL
RB2 TrackerBall with IconMaster £59 (c)
(for B, B+ & Master)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor Control
Rom £59 (c)
(lor Master only)

RB2 Tracker Ball 'Stand Alone' £47 (c)
for use with NOVACAD & other
software)

Cursor Control Rom for Master £12.50 (d)

MIRRORSOFT FLEET
STREET EDITOR incl VAT £39.50 (d)

CP/M SOFTWARE

for Acorn, Torch & Multiform
Z80 Processors
MICROPRO'S Wordstar Professional

ASHTON TATE's DBASE II

SUPERCALCII

Send for derails on our full range of
CP/M & PC DOS packages for
Business. Communications A High

level Languages.

£310 (a)

£310 (a)

£195 (a)

- All software supplied by us is known to
I operate with the appropriate Acorn Disc

filing systems. We cannot comment on \
;| their use with other DFSsystems.

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £41 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)

WORD PROCESSORS

VIEW 2.1 £37 (d)
VIEW 3.0 £56 (c)
VIEW INDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER

GENERATOR £7(d)
DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
WORDWISE £24 (d)
WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)
WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d)
SPELLMASTER £49 (d)

INTERWORD
(If you own a WW ^ then quote your
reg number and pay £39).

WORDEASE

SPELLCHECK III

EDWORD II

SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET

WINDOWMATIC

VIEWPLOT

INTERSHEET

INTERCHART

ULTRACALC

MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

ForB&B+ 40Tor80T

For Master 80T

For Compact

MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

For Master, Compact, B + & B

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER

TEAM DISASSEMBLER

MACROM

ACORN MICRO PROLOG

ISO-PASCAL

ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR

OXFORD PASCAL

(40 or 80T) Specify B or B-(-

OXFORD PASCAL
for Master

ACORN LOGO

LOGOIRON LOGO

BBC PUBLICATIONS OPEN LOGO

ACORN LISP ROM

ACORN FORTH ROM

ACORN COMAL ROM

MICROTEXT

MICROTEXT PLUS

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR

COMMSTAR II

COMMUNICATOR

MODEM MASTER

COMMAND (Specify modem type)
MASTER TERMULATOR

COMPACT

ARTROOM («» o" 3V'disc)
FONTWISE +

FONT EDITOR

RAMROD

BROM PLUS

MACROM

BETABASE

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

BBC PUBLICATIONS

BUNDLED SOFTWARE

UTILITIES

ACCELERATOR

ACORN BASIC EDITOR

MONITOR (BBC Pub)

BROM PLUS

SLEUTH

TOOLKIT PLUS

TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

£46 (d)
£24 (d)
£31 (d)
£43 (c)

£41 (d)
£15 (d)
£22 (d)
£39 (d)
£27 (d)
£52 (d)

£14.75 (d)
£17.30 (d)

£19 (d)

£48 (c)

£145 (b)

£33 (d)
£62(d)
£51 (c)

£30(d)

£36(d)

£52 (d)

£46 (c)
£55 (c)
£59 (c)
£43 (d)
£39 (d)
£43 (d)
£52 (c)

£229 (b)

£25 (d)
£28 (d)
£49 (d)
£11 (d)
£34 (d)

£34.75 (d)

£27 (d)
£22 (d)
£22 (d)
£37 (d)
£32 (d)
£37 (d)
£27 (d)

£16 (d)

£18.50 (d)

£49 (d)
£24 (d)
£34 (a)

£26.50 (d)
£23 (d)
£31 (d)

£9.50 (d)
£9(d) j

ACORN GXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify Bor B +

PRINTMASTER

PRINTWISE

DUMPMASTER

I ONTWISE PLUS

HERSHEY FONT CHARACTER
GENERATOR

ICON MASTER

MOVIEMAKER

Two Roms + Cassette

ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM

£24(d)

£24 (d)
£24 (d)
£26 (d)
£17 (d)

£18 (d)
£29 (d)

£26 (d)
£7.95 (d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

A series of programs developed in many cases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER Cass£24 (c)

SECONDARY LEARNING

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN Ptl

ELECTRIC FIELDS

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STATISITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

£21.50 (c)
£10.50 (d)

i)isc£23 (d)

Cass£10 (d)
Prog Cass£10 (d)
Audio Cass£5 (d)

Book£8 (d)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)
S.T.:WAVES Disc£14 (d)
S.T.:RELATIONSHIPS Disc£14 (d)
S.T.:BONDING Disc£14 (d)
S.T.:ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM Disc£14 (d)
S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Dise£14 (d)
S.T.:NEWTON &THE SHUTTLE Disc£19 (d)
S.T.:ECOLOGY

S.T.:POLYMERS

S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)
GENERAL

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

(for compact)

BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

Disc/EC£I9 (d)
Disc/EC£19 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Dise£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

Disc£19 (d)

Dise£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Cass/EC£17 (d)
Book£5.25 (d)

Audio Cassettes

(2)£1.5Ma)
Additional chargesfor discs £9.00 (d)
DEUTSCH DIREKT Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)

Book£5.95 (d)
MODEM MASTER £11 (d)
Cassette based programs listed above can be supplied
on disc at an extra charge of £1.50 per disc and please
specify the format required 40 or SOT.
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ITECHN0L1NE
(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

:retail shops 1111IIIII 11
15 Burnley Road, London NYV10
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill -O)
West End Branch I

ED

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Acess Card

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Datapost)
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d)£1.00

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NYV10 1ED

Telex:922800

305 Edgware Road, London VV2
Tel:01-723 0233 :t±±±±

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments(near Edgware Road •&)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON ACCESSORIES:
Interfaces:

8143 RS232 £.«) (d)
8148 + RS232 t 8K £65 (d)
8165 IEEE l Cable £65 (d)
8132 Apple II £60 (d)
8177P NLQ for FX804 /FXI00 i £09 (d)
Parallel & Serial Buffers ol" various si/e also
available.

FX80/80 + /85 Tractor Attachment £29 (c)
LX80/8fi Tractor l-'eed £21 (c)
LQ800 Tractor Feed £47 (b)
LQIOOO Tractor Iced £52 (b)
EX800/1000 Colour option £59 (b)
H180IIPGI Emulation Rom • Ram £63 (c)
11180 Prima Emulation Rom £38 (c)
SHEET FEEDERS:

8338 LX80 £52 (b)
8333 FX100 t /105 £169 (a)
8331 FX80 r /85 £129 (b)
LQ800 £135 (b)
LQ1000 £179 (b)
EX800 £135 (b)
EX 1000 £309 (b)
FX 800 £135 (b)
FX 1000 £179 (b)

Ribbons:

RX/FX100/100+ . FX105 £7 (d)
RX/FX80/80 t , FX85 £4 (d)
LX80 £4.50 (d)
LQ800 £8.50 (d).
LQIOOO £10 (d)
EX800/1000 £7.50 (d)
11180 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point) £8.25 (d)
Dust Covers:

FX80..' £5.50 (d)
TAXAN/Canon KP8I0 £6 (d)
FX100 £7.50 (d) KP910£7 (d)
HITACHI 672 Plotter
Aqueous Pen Set six pens £18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens £25.00 (d)

TAXAN CANON Accessories:
RS232 + 2K interface £63 (d)
Ribbon, KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)
Star Printer

NL10 Sheet Feeder £52 (b)
NL10RS232 Interface £69(c)
NL10 IBM Type Interface £39 (c)
NL10 Ribbon £4.50 (d)

National Panasonic KX P1080/81
Spare Ribbon £4.50(d)
Serial Interface £39(c)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189(a)
JUKI 6100
RS232 Interfaces £65 (d)
Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
Spare Daisy Wheel £14 (d)
Sheet Feeder £219(a)

BROTHER HR20
Daisy Wheel £18 (d)
Tractor Feed £116 (a)
Spare Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Spare Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)
INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR PRINTER
Spare Ink Cartridge Black £9 (d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £15 (d)
Paper Roll £7(d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6(d)
BBC Serial (Epson) Lead (1.2m) £7(d)
Other lengths can be supplied on order:
IBM Parallel Lead (2m) £12 (d)

PAPER & LABELS
Plain Fanfold paper with micro perforations:
2000sheets94"xII"60gsm/sqm £12(£3)
2000sheetsl4V'xH"60gsm/sqm £18.50(£4.50)
1000 sheets A4 90 gsm £12 (b)
Labels/1000:
Single Row 34 x 1 7/16" £5.25 (d)
Triple Row 27/16" x 17/16" £5 (d)

WYSIWYG PLUS

WYSIWYG PLUS is a printer and screen
utility for Wordwise Plus, View, Interword,
and Basic users, supplied on a 16K Eprom. To
obtain a particular printer effect, such as
enlarged text, it used to be necessary to discover
the appropriate 'printer control code' from
your manual and incorporate it into your text.
Secondly, you had to print several trial copies
in order to position the effect correctly in
relation to the rest of your text.
WYSIWYG PLUS simplifies this trial and
error approach using easily remembered
♦commands. For example, *ENLARGED not
only selects enlarged text on your printer, but

uniquely shows you double width characters on
your screen, even from within Wordwise
Plus!
WYSIWYG PLUS incorporates a logo editor.
Just draw your design on screen using the
arrow keys, and save the results. Use the
♦GRAPHICS command to incorporate your
design anywhere in your text; position and see
your design in your text before faithfully
reproducing a hard copy.
There is also special help for daisy wheel users.
The ♦WHEEL command will prompt you to
change daisy wheels whenever a change in type
style is about to occur.

WYSIWYG PLUS is designed to work with the following systems:

BBC Model B 6502Second processor, WYSIWYG PLUS workspace is relocatable.
BBC Model B + Turbo coprocessor
BBC Master 128 All printers (Except lasers)
BBC Compact

WINDOWMATIC

All users of Acorn's VIEWSHEET speadsheet
program will be aware of its powerful
windowing facility which allows the screen
and/or printer to be configured in up to 10
seperate windows taken from anywhere in the
sheet. They will also be painfully aware of how
difficult and time consuming it is to set up a
required display. Although VIEWSHEET
allows configurations to be saved to the media,
it does not have provision for deciphering
them.

WINDOWMATIC has been produced with the
intention of rectifying these shortcomings and
to bring out the very best from
VIEWSHEET.

WINDOWMATIC provides a quick and easy

VU-TYPE
Do you have finger trouble when typing?
Do your letters look like this?

Dear Sor,
I wuold like to

then you need:
VU-typc, a complete touch typing program produced by
BBC/Pitman.
It allows you to learn at your own pace and has a wide
range of exercises. Screen displays show the keys you
have pressed and it will report on your speed and
accuracy.

Supplied on a 40T Disc with a manual.
Available at a special price of £7.50(d)
instead of the usual £15. Offer valid while stocks last

way to configure screen and printer allowing
complicated documents and reports to beset up
much more easily. It displays complete text
information on all 20 windows and accurate
graphic representation of the screen and printer
output.
The package includes a screen dump routine
for Epson printers and allows use of other
printer dump packages.
WINDOWMATIC is compatible with BBC
Master and BBC B +. A 6502 2nd processor
must be fitted to a model B to run
Windowmatic. Windowmatic is fully
compatible with Turbo and 6502 2nd
processor.

The program is supplied on disc with a
comprehensive manual.

EDUCATIONAL/FUN
SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Wordmovcr

Wordplay
Pantrv Antics

Drawstick
Locomotion

These programs are supplied from the BBC Publications
Educational Software range and will be supplied on a
5.25" disc for BBC Master, B + and B and on a 3.5" disc
for the Compact.

5.25" Disc £17.50(d)

3.5" Disc £18.50(d)
(Normal RRP over £40)

BOOKS

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Prog £19.95
6502 Programming £13.95
8086 Book £23.95

Acorn BCPl User Guide £15.00

Acorn FORTH £7.50

Acorn LISP £7.50

Acorn ISO Pascal Rcf Manual....£10.00

Intro 10 COMAL £10.00

Iniro 10 LOGO £7.50

Micro Prolog Rcf Manual £10.00
Introduction to Turbo Pascal £14.95
Prog the Micro with Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95
BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS
Inside Information £8.95

Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2 £10.95

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY
Advanced Sideways Ram
User Guide £9.95
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied Assembly Language
on the BBC £9.95
BBC Micro Advance

Programming £9.95
BBC Micro Ref Guide (B Smith).£10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's

£9.95
Guide to the BBC ROM .£9.95
Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering Interpreters
& Compilers £14.95
Mastering View, Vltwsheel
& Viewstore £12.95
View by B. Smith £12.95
View 3.0 User Guide £10.00
Viewstore User Guide £10.00

View sheet User Guide £10.00

Wordwise Plus £9.95

SOUND & GRAPHICS

Computer Graphics
& CAD Fundcmentals £9.95
Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS

Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95

Disc Book £3.50
Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File

Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £7.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS

Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75

The Software Business £5.50
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NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting for the BBCMicro

11 Novacad can drive aplotter toprovide drawings of a high quality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely easy to operate
without much practice, and apleasure lo use. JJ Beebug December 1986

A sophisticated CAD package with unique facilities which are
generally confined to the professional CAD packages costing
thousands of pounds.

NOyACAD is being used in widely differing fields ranging from
leading British industries i^r producing engineering drawings to
Accountants' offices for producing flow charts. Architects,

U Novacad is a professional package, well worth the £90 for the
ROM and disc and is expandable to suit your own particular
requirements. I would have no reservations if I heard Novacad
called, "the best on the market". » a&B Computing August 1986

engineers, plumbers, kitchen planners and many other
professions requiring easy to use facilities for producing
professional quality output are making extensive use of
NOVACAD's unique features. NOVACAD is proving to be a
invaluable teaching aid in technical schools and colleges simply
because of the ease with which it can be used.

NOVACAD'S MAJOR FEATURES

Simple and easy to use with logical command
sequence.

A large drawing area (approx 15 screens).

The ability to create complex icons (upto 500
lines instead of the usual 15 to 20 pixels),
store them in a library and recall them at
different scales and orientations.

A zoom facility allowing magnification of up
to 20 times to insert finer details.

Block copy of shapes on the screen for
repetitive use.

Text entry at any 90° orientation at any
position on the screen.

Create multi layer drawing with 8 levels
available.

Full compatibility with the BBC range with
minimal hardware requirements yet having
the capability of exploiting the potential of
the extra shadow memory or the second pro
cessor's memory and speed.

Printer routine for Epson 80 and 136 column
printers.

A unique optional facility to output to any
BBC compatible plotter.

Cursor control from keyboard, tracker ball or
mouse.

NOVACAD package
includes a 16K ROM,
Utility disc and a
comprehensive
manual.

MINIMUM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS

• Any BBC range computer with Acorn DFS.

• 40 Track single sided single drive.
• Epson compatible dot matrix printer.

With basic BBC B, NOVACAD operates in
mode 4 allowing use of any 2 colours. With
shadow memory of the BBC+ or the Master, it
can also operate in mode 0 for higher resolution
or mode 1 for allowing use of any 4 colours, and
it will provide additional user memory for more
complex drawings.

6502 second processor or the Turbo on the
Master will also increase the drawing speedcon
siderably.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Plotter driver generator is available as an
optional extra to configure a plotter routine for
any BBC compatible plotter. Pre-configured
programs for the popular plotters like Epson HI
80, Hitachi 672, Plotmale, Penman and HP GL.
This program allows the drawing to be scaled to
the maximum plotter size thus enabling drawing
of A2 and A3 sizes to be produced with equal
ease. The zoom facility will enable inaccuracies of
drawing on the screen to be eliminated.
ROUTCAD, an optional software package for
our Graphics Workstation allows for production
of shapes drawn using NOVACAD in 3D on
suitable material and is ideal for a range of
applications including template making and
model building.

EpromRyter
A powerful eprom programmer for use with the BBC Master. It offers the
latest 'state of the art' programming techniques to provide fast and efficient
operations.

The software is totally menu driven and on screen help messages make the
programming simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the Master through 1 MHz bus. It is
mains powered with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been fitted to
ensure consistent and reliable service over long periods.

i The single rail eproms handled by the KpromRytcr are: •
j »2716 2732 2764 27128 27256 27512 27513 27011 j
: 2516 2532 2564 (NMOS & CMOS)

• One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. :
• • Also A suffix eproms such as 27XXXA

EPROMER II

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B and B + with thousands in use in
industry, educational and R&D establishments. It offers many of the powerful
features of the EpromRyter and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request.

The main features of the programming software are:
* Device, function and voltage selection from the computer keyboard.

* Continuous display of the options selected.

* All eproms upio 27512 (64K) programmed in single pass.

* Automatic Intelligent identifier support lor cproms able to respond.

* Selectable programming voltage 25/21/12.5V

* 3 programming methods: Normal. Intelligent & Pulse (20 sec lor a 27I2X).

* Serial port protocols supported.

* Intel HEX. Motorola S, HEX and ASCII protocols supported.

* DFS, NFS, ADFS and Rom Filing System Supported.

* BASIC/Machinc Code programming using RFS.

* Powerful editor with inpul in HEX or ASCII. * Full editable 64K Vile.

* Block move of data within'the address range.

* User can select any section of the cprom from single byte to Ilie full address

range to blank check/burn/verify. Facility to program single byics makes

program devclopmeni/amendment simpler.

* Multiple loading for ROM Filing System

Some of the abovefeatures apply to Master Computers only
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Tel:01-450 9764

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
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Telex:922800 H
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:RETAIL SHOPS
-15 Burnley Road, London NVV10 1ED
-Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

: (close to Dollis Hill O)
-West End Branch 14-4-
305 Edgvvare Road, London W2

;Tel:01-723 0233 jj:
- (near Edgware Road •©•)

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Acess Card

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Datapost)
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d) £1.00

BREAKTHROUGH

FREE MASTER OFFER

Every Master and Master Compact purchased at our
usual price will include the following:
An educational/fun bundled software package
comprising of:

VU-Type, Wordmover, Wordplay, Drawstick,
Locomotion and Pantry Antics

META Version III
"Allthegoodfeatures you would expect to findinagood source codeeditor arc
present. . . Metaassembler lives in a different world. It is structured to work
withanynewprocessor. . . as new instruction sets can be added... as needed
. . . has a well featured editor with colour highlighting, a sound modular
approach." Acorn User October 1986
• Assembles for over 30 popular processors, including Z80,

6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc — and 68000 — using native
mnemonics for each processor, eg. LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
AO, $1000 for 68000 etc.

• Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search, search/replace,
block copy, delete, move, marked save, load etc.

• Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and Team
Disassemblers.

• Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record, straight binary etc. down
to discs, RS232, parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc — all during
Assembly.

• Over 50 directives included as standard: handling nestable macros,
conditional assembly and twenty types of table definition
directives.

• 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic and Boolean
arithmetic to 32 bits.

• Modular source code with numeric and string parameter passing.
• Serial communicator area with eight options lines: echo, control

code trap, LF supression/addition etc.
• Over 500 in use throughout the world in universities and many

different industries.
• Two 16K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4 ring-band manual,

function-key strip.

PORTAL EPROM EMULATORS

• Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512 eproms at 150ns
Access time.

• Load at 4Kbytes/second — No "erase" time.
• 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on target system — status

monitored on 13 Leds.
• Fullysoftware controlled from Meta Assembler.
• 100 times faster than standard EPROM program/erase cycle.
• Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power from target system.
• Four portals may be independently programmed off same user-

post cable.
• Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL 512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512).

7

* Cased with power supply and cooling fan
* 1 MHz bus extension cable
* Fully compatible with Acorn ADFS and FS III
* Fully compatible with S.J. Research file server
* 12 months warranty

10 Mbyte £399 (a);
(This offer valid whilst current stocks last)

Special Adaptor for S.J. Research FileServer £28

3+ DISC DRIVES

* 400K/640K capacity per drive in DFS/ADFS modes
* Mitsubishi 80 track double sided ultra low power, fast

access mechanisms

* The drives are supplied fully cased and with cables
ready for connection to a computer

* Drives powered from the computer * 2 years warranty

Single Drive £75(b) Dual Drive £134(b)

TEAM DISSASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development System: a Meta
labelling dissassembler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, HD64180, Z80, 65XX (includes
65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes 00, 01, 02, 03, 08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back into META

compatible source code modules: labels automatically
inserted on all jump targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object code areas as
byte, string, word, long word etc, tables. These areas dis
assembled into appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

• Reconstituted source code ready for immediate re-assembly
by META.

• Omniversal search/replace for re-naming arbitary label
names with meaningful ones.

IT'S NEW, IT'S FREE!
THE TECHNOMATIC BBC CATALOGUE

This advertisment can only show an example of the range of products
stocked by Technomatic. That's whyyou should send for our latest
BBC catalogue providing detailed information and prices on BBC
Computer Systems, Peripherals, Software and Books.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet Referral Centre
providing a professional and reliable service to the BBC user.
To obtain your free copy please complete and return the coupon
below.

NAME

ADDRESS.

.Post Code.
7/87

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED

6



Watford Electronics
Apnrn^ Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England
rUAJIIl^ Tel;i Watford (0923) 37774-40588 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989

The choice by popular demand our shop is now open until spm every Thursday
OT Experience All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request. The choice after

the Experience
Credit Card Orders (ACCESS & VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours)

BBC MASTER 128K Micro £395
BBC MASTER with Turbo Board £493
512K Processor Add on Board
"inc. Mouse and GEM package" £195

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE ... £80 worth of Software

Gemini's OFFICEMATE & OFFICEMASTER
packages on Disc consisting

of: Database,Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,
Final Accounts, Mailist, Easyledger,

Invoice & Statements, Stock Control
and Acorn's popular MUSIC 500
Unit with every BBC Master 128K

Micro bought from us.

BBC MASTER COMPACT
Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module
BBC MASTER ET

{Econet Terminal)
Econet Module for the Master
ROM Cartridges for Master
UniversalProcessor Adaptor
Reference Manual I
Reference Manual II
Advance Ref. Manual
64K Upgrade Kit for B+
Acorn 1770DFS Kit complete
ECONETUpgrade Kit for BBC
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
Z80 Acorn 2ndProcessorpackage
ARIES' Professional IEEE Interface
Acorn IEEE Interface Complete
Acorn Teletext Adaptor
Acorn Bitstick I
Robocom Bitstick II
Upgrade for Bitstick I to II
BitstickMultiplotter Driver
All MasterCompact Microcomputers are
supplied complete with an integral 3'/*" Disc
Drive and various educational and professional
bundled softwares.
System 1 Standard Package £385
System 1A System 1 + TVModulator £399
System 2 System 1 + Green Hires Monitor

„ „ £469
System 3 System 1 + Medium Res Colour

Monitor £599

RS232 Kit for BBC Compact £26
Additional 3V?" Drive for BBC
Compact £gg

(Securicor carriage £7)

£99

£315
£43
£9

£75
(No VAT) £14
(No VAT) £14
(NoVAT)£19

£32
£42
£42

£325

£265
£280
£75

£299
£759

£450

£65

The 80186 Co-Processor
Package

Thispackage consists of the Master 512 board,
Watford Co-Pro Adaptor, Acorn 1770 Disc
Upgrade and Acorn ADFS. The Master 512
board using the 80186 16 bit Processor at
IOMH2 and running Digital Research DOS Plus,
givesa high degree of IBM compatibility at an
extremely reasonable price. Included in the
512k package is a mouseand the amazing
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Paint, GEM draw and GEM desktop giving a
complete Mouse Icons environment (All other
GEM packages will work on the 512k). Famous
packages that will work with the 512k board
include Wordstar, Dbase II, Lotus 123 and many
others. Theonly requirement to upgrade any
BBC Model B to this system is you must have
twin 80 track disc drives.

Only £275.00

CO-PRO Adaptor

Now for the first time you can add the Master
Co-processor boards, to your standard BBC
model B, or B Plus. With this brand new launch
from Watford Electronicsyou can attach any
BBC Master co-processor to the original BBC
Micro. Once again Watford strides ahead with a
new concept in BBC B Micro add-ons. This
unique external Co-Pro Adaptor, is protected by
patent applications.
Use the super fast Turbo Board with your BBC
B, it is much faster than the 6502 2nd processor
superseding it.
With the 512K addon your standard BBC
machine achieves IBM PC compatibility at a
realistic price running GEM, Lotus 123 and
many other programs. Included with the 512k
package is a high precision mouse and the
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Desktop, GEM Write GEM Paint. This requires
both the 1770 DFS and the ADFS to be fitted to
your computer.
To use other co-processors you require a BBC B
with DNFS 1.20 or higher, or BBC B+ fitted with
1770 DFS 2.20 or greater. Co-processors work
exactly like a second processor.
Master owners may use Co-Pro to add a second
Co-processor externally.
Watford, brings power-to your BBC at only:

£50.00 (carr £5)

VARIOUS PRINTERS

• FX80/85 Tractor Feed £35
• EPSON Hi-80 Printer Plotter £229
• Hi-80Refils,setof4Pens £6
• EPSON Paper Roll Holder £17
• EPSON LX86 Printer £181
• EPSON LX80/86 Tractor Feed £20
• EPSON LX80/86 Sheet Feeder £49
• EPSON LX800 Printer £205
• EPSON FX1000 Printer £439
• EPSON EX800 Printer £405
• Colour option for EX800/1000 £55
• EPSON LQ800 Printer £439
• Centronics GLP Printer £95
• Centronics Printer Cable to interface all

the above Printers to BBC £6
• Brother M1009 £95
• GLP Paper Roll Holder £9
(Securicor carriage charge on printers £7)

PRINTER SHARERS
(Ideal for School environment)

Connect 3 BBC Micros to 1 Printer
Connect 6 BBC Micros to 1 Printer

PRINTER CHANGER
Connects 3 Printers to 1 Micro

(Cables extra)

£60
£99

£65

65C102 2nd PROCESSOR
Package

This amazing package consists of the Acorn
65C102 Turbo' Board, the Watford Co-Pro
Adaptor and Acorn 1.2 DNFS ROM. The Turbo'
board, running at 4MHz with 64k of additional
RAM will increase the speed by between 50 and
200%depending on the application running,
and allow a BASIC program of upto 44k in any
screen mode. Simply by plugging in the Co-Pro
and the DNFS ROM with its special Tube host
code and you massively increase the power of
any Model B.

Only £139.00

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs for BBC's Sideways ROMs.

2764-250nS £2.90
27128-250ns£3.25

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL, WATFORD, etc.,
Sideways ROM Boards

6264LP (8K) £2.70
2 x 6264LP (16K) £5.30

KAGA/TAXAN PRINTERS
(IBM/Epson compatibles)

Kaga KP815 Printer £269 (carr £7)
Kaga KP915 Printer £369 (carr £7)
RS232 Interface £49
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £69
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer £89

RX & FX PRINTER INTERFACES
Epson interfaces fit inside the printer to allow
connection using techniques other than
Centronics.

RS232
IEEE 488

£27
£65

RS232 + 2K Buffer
RS232 & 8K Buffer

£55
£75

PRINTER LEADS
Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to
EPSON, KAGA, SEIKOSHA, NEC,STAR, JUKI,
BROTHER, SHINWA etc. printers.

Standard length (4 feet long) £6
Extra long (6 feet long) £8
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £9
RS232 Cable p.o.A.
IBMParallel 1 metre Cable £12

PRINTER RIBBONS 8e
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type Ribbons Dust Covers
BBC Micro
BBC Master
Brother HR15 £3.00
FX100 £7.00
FX80-MX80-FX85 £4.50 £4.95
RX80 £4.50 £4.50
LX80 £4.00 £4.50
Centronics GLP £4.00 £3.75
KAGAKP810 £5.25 £4.75
Panasonic KX1080 £7.75 £4.75
Microvitec Metal Monitors £5.50

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Listing Paper (Perforated)
1,000 Sheets 9'/?" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7
2,000 Sheets 9V?" x 11" Fanfold Paper £12
1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9
1000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £11
2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £21
Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

Carriage on 1,000 Sheets £1.50

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) " £5 00
1,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4 90
1,000 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00



Panasonic
KX-P1081

(Now IBM Compatible

Available NOW at a superbly realistic price, the
KX-P1081 perfectly balances features, quality of
construction and Value for Money to produce
the printer of tomorrow, here today, ready to
sweep the current generation of machines
away.

Ingenious innovation in terms of software
control codes permits great flexibility when it
comes to defining the print style. A nippy 120
cps of clear Draft text backs up the crisp 24 cps
Near Letter Quality text mode, with upto 40
superbly useful downloadable characters. A
delightful range of assorted character widths is
efficiently supported, with sizes ranging from a
broad 5 cpi to petite 17 cpi, EVEN in NLQ mode.
Some of the extensive support for serious use
includes specialised functions to perform
justification, centering and even left and right
ranging. Proportional spacing permit even
greater freedom when it comes to advanced
use. Not only is the full Epson RX compatible
control code set implemented, but extra codes
have also been added to cater for the NLQ
options, etc.

A full 96 ASCII character set is supported,
with an extended set of 32 international
characters and IBM special characters as well as
IBM block graphics characters. A 1K Print Buffer
alleviates much of the wait time normally
associated with printing, whilst the bi
directional logic seeking print head takes the
quickest route to print as required.

(Price inludes, FREE A 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

Special Price: £155 (carr. £7)
Optional RS232 Interface: £39

Panasonic KX-P3131
Daisy-Wheel Printer

This low-cost high-performance Daisy Wheel
printer is ideal for anyone wishing to produce
clear, immaculate letters or reports. It delivers,
flawless text at 10, 12 & 15 CPS. Supports
proportional spacing. Is Bi-directional, logic
seeking. Printing speed: 17CPS. Has 6k printer
Buffer. A pronter of similar spec could cost a lot
more than our ridiculously low price of:

Only £245 (carr. £7)

Single Sheet Feeder £195
Tractor Feed £90
Spare Ribbon £3.75

Acorn-Olivetti JP101
Ink Jet Printer

One of the main problems with most printers is
that they are hopelessly noisy. How often have
you wanted to print something late at night but
not done so for fear of waking the children?
Also ideal for those working in quiet
environments such as libraries, etc. Silence the
complaints with the serious solution from
Watford at the amazing cost of only £59

JP101 accepts 9Vz" standard fan fold paper or
single A4 sheets. Tractor & Friction feed
supplied as standard - print speed 50 cps.

Pack of 4 refills £10

Screen Dump ROM for JP101 £10

256K PRINTER BUFFER
Only: £149

(For full details on this extremely versatile, low
cost - high performance Mega Printer Buffer
please refer to page 3 of our advert.)

Printer Stand Type-YU-S25

This new
professional
printer stand
takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed

and re-fold compartments ie. one above the
other, the desk space required for your printer
functions is effectively halved. Additional
facilities include: Easy access to paper from
both sides, used with both top and bottom feed
paper and with its dial controlled paper feed
system with adjustable deflector plates it
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic
refolding.

£29

We stock a range of monitors to suit all needs.
Choice of a monitor is a matter of personal
taste so we recommend that whenever
possible, you ask for a demonstration at our
shop. All Monitors are supplied complete with
connecting lead.

MICROVITEC 14"

• 1431 - Medium resolution as used on the
BBCtelevision computer programme £175

• 1451 - High resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £225

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
the BBC micro £359

• 1431 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £199
• 1451 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £255
• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

KAGA-TAXAN 12

• KAGAKX1201GHi-res Green Monitor £85
• KAGA KX1202G Long persistence Hi-Res

Green Monitor £93
• KAGA KX1203A Ultra-Hi-Res Amber

Monitor £93
• KAGASuper Vision 2 Hi-res RGB Colour

monitor. Ideal for Wordprocessing £269
• Kaga Super Vision 3, Ultra Hi-res, RGB

Colour) Text mode switch allows
monochrome text display in Green, Amber,
White reverse or White on Blue £319

• 12"Anti-Glare Screens £9-50

STAR BUY
PHILIPS 14" Hi-Res, dark glass, attractively
finished Colour Monitor - supplied complete
with RGB, SKART and Audio/Phono
connectors. A push-button switch toggles
between Hi-Res monochrome green text
mode and full colour display.

ONLY £209

ZENITH

"Test Bureau Recommended for use
in Education"

12"high resolution monochrome monitor. Ideal
for word processing as its green or amber
screen is very restful to read. (These are the
same professional quality, stylishly finished
monitors as used in the larger Zenith PC
Systems.)
Green (New Design) Hi-res
Amber (New Design) Hi-res

LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips
Skart Monitor Lead
RGB lead for KAGA

N.B. carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

SWIVEL BASES
for Video Monitors

By placing your monitor on one of our
superb swivel bases, you gain the
freedom to adjust the monitor viewing
angle to suit your needs. By doing this,
you alleviate eye strain and reduce back
stress.

for 12" Monitors £10 (carr. £2.50)
for 14" Monitors £14 (carr. £2.50)

£69

£74

£3
£5
£3

32K
SHADOW RAM

Printer Buffer
Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBCmicrocomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master.
Just plug the ribbon cable into the 6502
processor socket, and fit the compact board
inside the computer. Immediately you will gain
not 16K or even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra
RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100 +
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type
in letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000
bytes free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS).
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text
in memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion
RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all
the standard BBC RAM free for programs.
Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of
program space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for
PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,
RS423 etc. Print large text files while running
long graphics programs, and have all your
buffer options available as well
(*FX15,21,138,145,ADVAL etc). Please note only
a 12K printer buffer can be used with Wordwise
or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way they are
written.

• Ensure COMPATIBILITY with a vast range of
hardware (including our ROM board, the ATPL
ROM boards, double density boards, second
processors), and software (including BASIC,
TOOLKIT, VIEW, WORDWISE (1.20+),
WORDWISE-PLUS, Music 500's AMPLE). This is
because our board, unlike those of our
competitors, is connected to the computer by a
ribbon cable and has the power consumption of
a couple of ROMs!

• Achieve EASY OPERATION with ROM based
software. A large range of commands is
available for machine code and BASIC users,
including some useful "HELPmessages, and a
comprehensive manual is supplied free.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on
again. Unlike all other ROM managers, this
feature does not use 'unofficial' memory. Two
bytes of normally user-inaccessible memory on
the RAM card are used to ensure ROMs are
disabled WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

See next page for SPECIAL OFFER

Only £59 (carr £2)
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

Continued'



INCREDIBLE WORD PROCESSING DEAL ! ! !
Watford Electronics, alreadyrenowned forquality products at
discountprices, are offering, the truly spectacular BARGAIN OF
THE YEAR!

A Watford's 32K Shadow RAMCard - Printer Buffer and the
much soughtafter, Computer Concepts' Inter-WORD, (a very
powerful package) All this at an astounding price of:

Only £89 (carr £3)

THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED (BOOK)

So you bought yourself a new printer, because the salesman in the shop
showedyou how cleverit is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts to
show its capabilities - he may even have offered you a special price.

However, nowthat you have got it home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering how to make it performthese magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no clues, and when you type in the
example programs, the computer throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of high technology refuses
even to move its head, and you have stayed up until 2 in the morning with
copious supplies of coffee, desperately trying to print something out. Once
again, Watford Electronics comes to your help with our new book entitled
'THE EPS.ON FX-KAGA PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to understand English, how to use and
make the most of your KP810, Canon PW1080A or any Epson FX80
compatible Printer with the BBC Micro, both from Basic and Wordwise.

It describes indetail howto obtain the maximum in graphics capability
from your printer and includes full indexes allowing you to cross index the
numerous commands. Every command is explained in detail, with an
accompanying BBC Basic program and an example of its use from
Wordwise.

Superb Value at £5.95 (No VAT)

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST

Watford's latest DFS 1.44
• IncorporatesAcorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS
• Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

If you already have the Watford Electronics DFS andwish to incorporate
these new facilities ten simply return your existing DFS ROM to us together
with £5 remittance for an upgrade. Please packthe ROM securely and
address the package to our Upgrades Dept.

WATFORD'S & ACORIM's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widely acclaimed DFS has now beenavailable for
SonK^rS' a£dhas93ined a large following amongst serious users of the
BBC Micro. Owners ofAcorn oranyother standard DFS can upgrade to our

Ultimate" DFSmerely by replacing their DFSROM. See below for this
upgrade. (PS. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully compatible with
Acorn DFS).

PRICES
• Complete Disc Interface Kit including DFS ROM and

fitting instructions £62
• Acorn's0.90 DFSKit complete £57
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VA T) £6.95

(P.S. Our comprehensive DFS Manual covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

• Watford's sophisticated DFS ROM only £16
• We willexchange yourexisting DFS ROM for

Watford's Ultimate DFS ROM foronly £12
• DNFS ROM only £17 • ADFS ROM only £25
• Watford's DFSis exclusively available from Watford

Electronics andtheir appointed dealers only. Every
ROM carriesa special label with LOGO and serial
number.

WATFORD'S DOUBLE DENSITY
DFS INTERFACE

The DDFS from Watford Electronics represents a new standard in DFSs for
the BBC micro. This is a double densityversionof ourpopular single
density DFS, and combines all the features of this powedul DFS with the
advantages of a system that gives 80%more storage per disc in double
densitymode. P.S. - Please note thatnot all DDFSs are capableof providing
either the full 80% storage increase, or of allowing a file the full size of the
disc - Ours allows both of these! Operates both in Single & Double Density
modes.

The typical piece of games software these days is provided upon a
protecteddisc. Inorderto work on any double densitysystem (including the
others on the market) a protected piece of software needs to make calls
through the OSWORD &7Froutines. Toensure compatibility, the Watford
DDFS features probably the most comprehensive and powerful 8271
emulation ever written for a double density system.

PRICES
• Complete DDFSKitincl. fitting instructions £46
• DDFS Manual (no VAT)£6.95
• We will exchange your existing Single Density
DFS Kit for our DDFS Unit at £29

\0* MEGABUFFER 256
This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full featured 256K Printer Buffer.
It allows the computer to print 256,000 character in a short time thus freeing
the computer very quickly. In short it makes light work of printing large
documents, screen dumps, etc. It is extremely simple to connect. The
features are:

• Low Cost, High performance.
• Improves efficiency by making more efficient use of computer and
printer.
• Compatible with any computer and printer that uses Centronics Parallel
connections including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.
• Total compatibility with all software.
• Cheaper phone bills when using your Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphics screen dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several copies via Megabuffer
without going through your computer.
• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your printer.

In conclusion it can safely be said that MEGABUFFER 256 is the ultimate
printer Buffer for both the amateur and professional user.

Only £149 (carr £2)

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED (BOOK)

Areyou tired of faultycassettes, and lengthy loading times? Doyou want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems.
Then The Mysteries of Disc Drives and DFS Revealed is the book for you. It
explains in detail the different types of systems available, how they are
installed and howto use them. Many examples are given including pre
written programs to call various functions of the DFS available only through
Operating System calls. Different types of disc, 40/80 tracks etc. are all
explained. This book is ideal for the beginner confused by the plethora of
choice available in the marketplace.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in antique brown leather look vinyl. Stores upto 20
Discs. Each disc can be seen through the clear view pocket.

£4

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt.The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3'/?" & 5'/i", please specify.

£8

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS
Gives double protection -
Strong plastic case that affords real
protection to your discs. Antistatic helps
avoid data corruption whilst in storage.
The smoked top locks down. Dividers and
adhesive title strips are supplied for
efficient filing of discs.

• M35-holds upto 50 5'/." discs £8
• M85-holds upto 95 discs £9
• M50-holds 50 3'//'Discs £10

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES
•^ Holds up to 10

5'/. Discs. Only £2.00

DX-08: This extremely handy unit
holdslupto 8 5'/." Disc while in use
Only £2.00 >>

DUST COVERS (For our Disc Drives)
Single CI.S (without PSl) £3.20 Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85

Single CS (with PSU) £3.95 Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90

SPECIAL DISC DRIVE/DDFS OFFER
• The popular Mitsubishi 400k Single Disc
Drive, Double Sided, cased with Cables.
Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's popular DDFS Disc Interface
(allows 720k storage). Will run in both
Single and Double Density modes 40/80
track Software switchable.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £125 (£6 carr)
(Offer valid while stocks last)

Type CLS400



Quality Disc Drives from Watford

Tohelp you decide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and
your pocket!), we have produced the table below.
The first capacity given in the first column indicates capacity in single
density mode. That within the brackets is the capacity in double density
mode. All disc drive type numbers start with the prefix "C".
The tinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our drives are of
Japanese manufacture. All our 80 track drives are already fitted with a 40-80
select switch.

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will operate in both Single and
Double Density modes. Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currently represent about the best in
terms of speed, reliabilityand overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various other "manufacturers" of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy the high quality JVC and Mitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at
"dealer" prices direct to the public.
If you look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBCperipherals provides a
superb deal.
Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBCsystem for
longperiodsof time withlittleventilation, then we suggest thatour rangeof
"CL"disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate (extensive tests within our workshops have confirmed this). All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and
Plugs. The Drives withpower supply have a mains moulded plug forsafety
purposes. Ideal for Schools & Colleges. We are now able to supply all single
disc drives with Power Supply, in either single or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable and a power supply capable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
the pricing boxes below for single drives is for a single drive in a standard
single case. Single drive in a dual case cost an extra £5. (At Watford we
anticipate your needs of tomorrow, not just today)!

When using a BBC Micro, most people find themselves short of desk space.
The Watford's BBCMicro plinths form an ideal way of recovering some of
thisprecious space) yourBBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can all occupy the
same vertical footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically at one side, leaving a
very valuable area directly in front of you for such useful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 10th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5'A" Disc Drives are compatible with the Compact Micro. All you
require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by us.

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

200K

(360K)
CLS 200
£95

CS 200
£108

400K

(720K)
CLS400S
£96

CLD 400
£180

CS 400S
£109

CD400
£200

800K
(1.44M)

CLD 800S
£183

CD 800S
£204

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5 to £6

Prefix C = Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S = 40-80 Switchable

e.g. CLS400S = Cased drive. Less power supply unit, Single 400K,
Switchable (40-80 track).

Cable to connect 5W Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both 3V2" and 5Va" Disc Drives
simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from Watford Electronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

XT

• 10

10 x 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes

10 x 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes

10 x 5'A"S/S D/D80 Track Diskettes

10 x 5'A" D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes

10 x 5'A" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density Discs for IBM

x 3 •//' S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs

10 x 3'/y D/D D/D 40/80 track Discs

£10

£12

£15

£15

£30

£18

£22

TOP QUALITY 31/2" & 5V4" DISKETTES
To complement the range of quality discs and disc drives that WE already
sell, WE are now supplying some special offer packs of 10 high quality
discs. Each Disc has a reinforced hub ring and carries a lifetime guarantee.
These are supplied complete with selfstick labels and packaged in an
attractive plastic library disc box to protect them from damage. We strongly
recommend these Discs.

£20

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, BUY THE BEST

10 x M33'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs

10 x M4 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Discs £9
£11

£14
£3 each

10 x M5 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Discs
10 x M7 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs
3" Double Sided Discs

Special BULK OFFER on SV*" DISCS
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime wni'anty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100
Type S-S40T D-S40T D-S 80T

• Without Sleeves £46 £49 £72
• With Sleeves £49 £52 £75

ACORN WINCHESTER DRIVES
Suitable for direct connection, via the 1MHz bus, to any BBC running ADFS.
These Acorn Winchester disc drives are fast and extremely reliable. Each
Winchester comes complete with the Level III Econet File Server software.

10 Megabytes £1050; 30 Megabytes £1549

WATFORD'S WINCHESTER DRIVES
• 20 Megabytes with ADFS
• 40 Megabytes with ADFS

£635
£999

WINCHESTER WORKSTATION
20 Megabyte Winchester, plus a Tape Streamer and a 400K Floppy Drive all
housed in a plinth with cooling fan £1499

CDP 800S CDPM 800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc. The
switches are mounted on the front panel for ease of use.
cdp soos for bbc Micro £210 CDPM 800S for Master £225

(Securicor Carr. £7)

ACORN'S
Twin 800K
Disc Drives

Specially mounted side by side in a
Master Plinth. Supplied complete with
Cables. Plugs directly to
the Master Computer.

RRP £250 Our Price: Only £199 (carr £7



Harness the full potential of your Epson RX or
FX printer. The NLQ ROM makes Epson printers
produce Near Letter Quality output with
optional proportional spacing, enlarged and
underlined. Accessed by simple " commands
from Basic, Wordwise and View (with driver)
or almost any other language.

(Sendan SAE forsample printout)
Only: £25

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER for NLQ ROM £7

THE NLQ DESIGNER
(The First & still the Best)
SPECIAL OFFER this Month:

Supplied with over 25 Different fonts
A massively useful utility for users of the
Taxan/Kaga KP810/910 or the Canon PW1080.
This program allows you to define NLQ
character sets to download into theprinter's
memory. Fullon screen editing of the font.
Requires 6264 RAM chip to be fitted in the
printer.
Supplied with disc containing over25 example
fonts. Please specify 40 or 80 track. Fonts are:
Italic, Courier, Courier Italic. Script, Copper
Plate, Shadow, Bold, Double Print and Gothic
etc. (P.S. This ROM is not suitable forEpson
printers.)
• NLQ Designer ROM &FONT Disc £25

DUMPOUT3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROMyet produced for the BBCmicro. It
will put on paperanything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window settingutilities and
OSWORDcalls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:

• Vertical andhorizontal scaling inallgraphics
modes and mode 7

• Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270degrees
• Left hand margin setting
9 Screen dump windowsetting
• Coloursappear as grey scale
• Two tone fast dump
• Colour mask
• Mode 7 contrast expansion
• Mode 7 contiguous dump
0 Key triggered and UserPort triggered dumps

The Micro User Feb. 1985.
'Without reservation I wholeheanedly
recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the
ultimatescreen dump facilityfor the BBC Micro
... it mustrepresent excellent value for money
and surely cannot be beaten".
For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80/100/250. CANNON, STAR, KAGA/
TAXAN, NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI, EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1080, Mannesman Tallyand
compatibles.

Only: £25
(Write in for further details on all above ROMS)I

QUEST MOUSE
The ultimate in Mouse technology, the Watford
Electronics Quest Mouse. This package must be
the most powerful Mouse package yet
produced for the BBC Micro. Featuring state of
the art 32K ROM software the Quest Mouse
package is filled with features essential to the
budding artist looking for the most powerful
drawing program around.
The Quest Mouse is FULLY HARDWARE
COMPATIBLE with the AMX MOUSE so that
programs such as AMX Pagemaker etc. will
work with it. The two parts of the Quest
package are available separately so that
existing Mouse owners can upgrade to the
Watford Quest Paint software and also worn
out mice can" be replaced for minimum cost.

The Mouse features high resolution 50 PPI
operation. It has a rubber ball for maximum
grip on any surface and accuracy, thus
eliminating the need for extra expense of a mat
for the mouse, and has three buttons to allow a
massive range of options to be accessed
without touching the keyboard.

QUEST PAINT
The Quest Mouse software is supplied on a
PALPROM unit to allow the sophisticated 32K
program to be used from a single ROM socket.
It is compatible with the BBC B, BBC B Plus and
BBC Master Series machines.
The software is used to draw high resolution
Mode 1 pictures in full colour. All menu
selection and controlof the drawing process is
performed with the mouse so that you will
hardly ever touch the keyboard. The software is
carefully designed to provide ail the features
needed by the budding artist. It is the nearest
we can get to using paintbrush, airbrush, pencil
and rubber on your computer screen.

SOFTWARE FEATURES
The software is far too powerful for us to
describe it fully in such a small space. Below is
a list of the various features. For a full leaflet
describing the software in full detail please
write to us.

Disk interface not required. Utilities disk has
facility to create and print big screens. Colours
applied can be solid, dither pattern of user
defined pattern. Drawing can use brush or
airbrush. Brush shapes can be defined and
stored. Airbrush sprays colour/pattern randomly
with four jet sizes and even or centre spread.
Colour cycles. Colour protection to stop
particular colours from being overwritten by
selected drawing actions. All standard drawing
facilities: rubber, straight pencil lines, triangles,
circles, ellipses, rectangles, parallelograms,
polygons. All shapes can be solid or just a
boundary line. Once a shape has been set up it
can be repeated anywhere on the screen.
Global colour replace in a rectangle. Powerful
fill facility for areas and vertical/horizontal lines.
Full cut and paste of rectangular areas with
rotation and size change. Trace round areas of
colour. Zoom for fine editing. Compatible with
screens from Watford Beeb video digitiser.
Load and Save screens with colour palette
information, save brush and pattern definition
etc.

QUESTMOUSE & QUEST PAINT £59
QUEST MOUSE ONLY £35

MOUSE MATS £5

QUEST PAINT SOFTWARE £34
(Quest Paint is supplied complete with Software

in a 32K ROM, User Guide and Utility Disc)
(PS. The Watford Quest Mouse is FULLY

Compatible with the AMX Mouse, therefore all
AMXSoftware will work perfectly with it)

All prices in this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

rf»
MARK II LIGHT PEN +

PENPAL 2
The Watford Electronics Mark II Light Pen is the
very latest in light pen technology. It is totally
insensitive to local lighting conditions and
works with many different monitors. The pen
only responds to the High Frequency light
produced by your monitor/TV. An LED indicates
when valid video data is being produced. A
conveniently located switch is also fitted
Penpal II, Watford Electronics' sophisticated
light pen software is also supplied free on
cassette or disc (please specify). This is a highly
sophisticated drawing package enabling you to
gain the maximum benefit from your Light Pen.
The software is used to edit Mode 2 full colour
screens using lines, patterns and you own
designs. Screens may be saved to cassette or
disc.

Price Only £15

THE AMX MOUSE

Now supplied with the NEW SUPERART
Software ROM & Disc at no extra cost.

ONLY: £63 (carr £1.50)
(Please specify for BBCor Master Computer)

We are giving away, absolutely FREE, our
popular Colour Art software package worth £15
with every AMX Mouse package purchased
from us.

AMX MAT £5
AMX MOUSE ONLY £35
AMX DESK Package £19.00
AMX UTILITY Package £11.00
AMX SUPERART Package £39
AMX PAGE-MAKER Pack - A desk
top publishing software. It Works
with keyboard, joystick and a mouse

Only: £32

We are giving away, absolutely FREE,
PAGE-FONTS, a disc containing over 20
fonts, with every purchase of AMX PAGE
MAKER from us.

PAGE-FONTS Over 20 fonts for use with
AMX PAGE-MAKER £950
EXTRA EXTRA £19

AMX3DZICONDisc £19
AMX Database Disc £19
AMX XAM Educational £19
AMX MAX( A gem of desktop
(ROM) £17

RB2 MARCONI
TRACKER BALL

This popular unit is supplied
complete with software.

Price: £59

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack £35

Admin Xtra Disc Utility £14.95
Walt Disney Disc Utility £14.95
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £14.95



DIAGNOSTICS
DISC

The BBC micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult.
Until now, the only way to discover the nature
of a fault was either to find a competent friend
with a large degree of patience or to find your
nearest dealer and pay him to find out what is
wrong.

At Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult
it can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard, Disc,
RS423, ADC, User Port, Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

• Maths with a Story 1 (Cassette). 4 primary
level maths programs £10.95

• Maths with a Story 2 (Cassette) 4 further
maths programs £10.95

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £19.95

• WAVES: Science Topics (Disc) CSC O Level
Physics program. £14.95

RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biology program. £14.95

BONDING: Science (Disc) O Level Chemistry
program. £14.95

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Level program. £14.95

ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level
program £14.95

NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Level program. £20

ECOLOGY (Disc) O Level program. £20

POLYMERS (Disc) O Level program. £20

Gasification & Periodic Table O Level. The
suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
according to your own rule. £20

FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level
program. £20

MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) 0 Level
program. £6.95

A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
language home study aid. £17

DEUTSCH DIREKT' (Disc & Audio
Cassette) £20

Modem Master (Disc) £11.25

TED

The Teletext Editor Package
for serious users

TED is the brand new package from Watford
Electronics for the editing and creation of
teletext (Mode 7) screens and displays. TED is
ideal for anyone wanting to create their own
Mode 7 pictures (such as game title pages),
designing animated displays for shop windows,
exhibitions, classrooms, etc. TED is also
probably the most powerful Prestel screen
editor you will ever come across.

Supplied on a special 32k package, full
facilities are providing for manipulating the
screen, including easy to use pixel
manipulation; line, column and block buffering
and copying; left and right margins; large text
in a variety of different fonts (contained within
the ROM device); various borders and effects
templates (contained within the ROM device);
line and column insertion and deletion; easy to
use graphics line drawing. Those are some of
the features of editor itself. In addition to this,
TED contains routines for taking a number of
Teletext screens and creating them into an
animated sequence, with user selectable display
times, repeats on a group of shows, various
entry methods (how the picture is put onto the
screen), routing selection (both predefined and
keyboard specific), chaining of other shows, etc.
Scrolls treat the Teletext sequence as a very
long page with a window onto it. Supplied
complete with a comprehensive manual. There
are many more facilities not mentioned here, so
write in for a comprehensive leaflet; you'll
wonder how you managed without TED.

Price: £35

ROM-SPELL
'way ahead of any competition"

Probably the most advanced and fastest
spelling checker available for the BBC Micro.
Compatible with View, Wordwise and Wordwise
Plus ROMSPELL is simple to use with easy
editing of incorrect words. Full facilities for
editing the user dictionary to allow
customisation to your personal needs.
Dictionary includes over 30,000 words and is
supplied with a Comprehensive manual.

NOT compatible with 1770 DFS.
(Please state 40 or 80 track disc)

Price still only: £25

ROM MANAGER

Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities.
"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

J0±
THE EUREKA CARD

(The Unique RAM Expansion System)

The Eureka Card is Watford's latest and most
sophisticated RAM expansion system. Using
advanced PAL based technology this card is a
breakthrough in RAM systems for the BBC
micro. The Eureka Card provides the user with
around 58K of free memory in Basic, VIEW and
WORDWISE PLUS. You also get Shadow RAM
from within the active language. No other RAM
expansion system can match that!

Load up to 58K long Basic programs. Texts in
VIEW and WORDWISE PLUS up to 58K as well.
This with absolutely NO loss of speed in
accessing your text or program. Eureka consists
of a card containing 64K of program memory,
two parallel banks of sideways RAM and some
extremely complex switching circuitry. This is
all controlled by Eureka's highly sofisticated
software supplied in ROM. Designed to a very
high specification, this board is fully buffered to
give reliable operation under virtually any
circumstances.

The Eureka board plugs into the 6502 socket
and has NO messy flying leads. It is compatible
with many other products from Watford, such
as our Soiderless ROM Board and our
ROM/RAM Board. All in all, the Eureka Card is
an amazing board. Jump into the age of serious
data processing with a Eureka Card! Please
write in for further details 'on advantages the
Eureka can offer you'.

Introductory price: Only £89 (carr £3)

(P.S. Eureka is only suitable for a standard
model B; it normally replaces any Shadow RAM
cards present. Some speed degredation does
occur with filing system access. Eureka cannot
be used at the same time as a second
processor).

BEEBMON

The most powerful machine code monitor for
the BBC Micro £24.

COPY HOLDERS

How often have you been about to type hand
written notes into your computer when you find
that there's nowhere to rest the paper or that
your notes are resting at the wrong angle to
read the type? Whether the notes be your latest
program or the draft of a new trilogy, the new
Manuscript Holders from Watford are superb
for holding your paper at the ideal height and
angle to allow you read and type in ease and
comfort.

Available in 2 versions, desk resting and shelf
clamping versions, these two units hold your
paper firmly by means of a plastic retaining
ruler and a clip grip.

Amazing value at only
Desk Top £10 (carr. £2)

Angle poise £14 (carr. £3)

All prices in this advert are exclusive of VAT.

Continued



SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestric
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B+ and Master compatible.

ONLY £15 (carr £2)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing. Cable assembly, 5
labels and a library storage rack.

• Complete System £11
• Spare Cartridges £2.50
• Spare Rack £1.50

16K Sideways
RAM Modules

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modqles from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

9 Write protection (useful in a variety of
circumstances).

• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM
crashes).

• Compact construction.
• May be fitted in systems even with a ROM

board.
• Multiple units may be fitted, even with a ROM

board.

• No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
© Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £29 (carr £2)

Optional extras
READ and WRITE protect Switches £2 each

Battery for Battery Backup £3

All prices in this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

16K DISC RAM

Unlike other RAM boards, this revolutionary,
battery backed up, write protectable 16K side
ways RAM board allows you to run from disc
every sideways ROM available.
Features available are:

© No soldering or modifications to BBC micro
necessary.

• Plugs into normal ROM socket fitting neatly
under the keyboard allowing room for other
add-ons.

• Easy to use. Comes with disk based software
to SAVE and LOAD ROMs. Allows you to make
backup copies of your ROMs.

• Disk software can be copied onto other discs
when disc is full.

• No messy plugging and unplugging of your
ROMs. Simply Load the one you want into
DISC RAM.

• Ideal for Professional users to develop ROMs.
Backup facility allows testing of final versions
without using EPROMs.

• The switch provided allows backup and write
protection to be switched off externally.

• Can also be used as 16K printer buffer RAM in
conjunction with our Buffer & Backup ROM.

New Low Price: £32 (carr £2)
P.S. 16K DISC RAM Board is not designed to work
in conjunction with a Sideways ROM Board.

SOLID STATE
16K SIDEWAYS RAM

This new unit from Watford, which utilises the
latest in Static RAM technology, offers 16k of
easy-fit sideways RAM in a very compact unit
with a footprint no larger than a standard 28pin
EPROM. With only a single flying lead termi
nating in a mini hook-on probe, to fit, (no
soldering required) this compact unit works with
any BBC Micro with or without a ROM board.
Compatible with BBC B Plus. Like our other 16K
RAM Modules, this unit is very simple to fit.

Only £28 (carr 2)
Supplied complete with comprehensive software
on Disc, Operating and fitting instructions.

Do you find the 16K Sideways RAM Units con
fusing? If so, we have compiled this quick ques
tionnaire to help YOU decide which is the best
one for you. If the answer to any of the questions
is yes, then use the index number to select from
the boards below. Options in brackets indicate
possible secondary choices.

Do you require:
• Sideways RAM for a BBC B+

Choose 1, 2 or 3.
• Sideways RAM for the B+ ? Choose 3.
• A small, basic module? Choose 3.
• A sideways RAM module for a ROM
board? Choose 1 or 3.
• More than one module installed at once?
Choose 1 or 3.
• To use sideways RAM as a printer buffer?
Choose 1 or 3.
• Battery Backup? Choose (1) or 2.
• Write protect for RAM (makes ROM look
like RAM)? Choose (1) or 2.
9 Read protect (allows recovery from cra
shes)? Choose 1.

Key:
1) 16k Sideways RAM Module
2) 16k Disc RAM
3) Solid State 16k Sideways RAM
4) Options in brackets indicate optional extras.

GRAPH PAD 2
Supplied complete with Software

£60 (Carr. £3)

SOLDERLESS
SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success".

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specifically for those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fining of the battery itself.-
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.
• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive

instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £36

(carriage £2)

$
&

The BBC B+ Micro
ROM EXPANSION BOARD

Specially designed for all BBC Plus users, this
board sits in an external box, and will accept
either 10 off 16k EPROMs, OR 10 off 32k EPROMs.

With the 32k EPROMs, only 5 can be 'online' at
once (that's all the B+ can address, as each chip
'holds' two normal sockets worth), but you can
swap between the two banks if necessary. With
the 16k EPROMs, you can obviously address
them all at once. An extra card can be added to
permit 2 banks of 10 EPROMs to be used (again
with only one bank available at once).

The ROM box, which has its own mains power
supply, and connects to the BBC Plus via a
specially designed card (which is a buffered card
for your peace of mind) permits easy access to
the EPROMs via the hinged lid. NO soldering is
required for this board.

£79 (carr £2)



Watford
ROM/RAM

CARD
A must for all serious users

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd generation" sideways ROM
technology for the BBC micro, designed to satisfy
the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers,
etc.)
• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBC micros (not BBC+ or
Master).

• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.

9 Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• Accepts any ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
'• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL, etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later.

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

0 ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £39
0 ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £52
0 ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k dynamic
RAM £80

(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

0 16kplug-in Static RAM kit £6
0 16kDynamic RAMfor Upgrade £7.50
0 Battery backup £3
0 Read and Writeprotect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM board

(all options installed) £89

•SBU.

AeTftMUnt

The MODEM from Watford
At last a professional MODEM for the BBC Micro.
Unlikeother 'Modem packages' this is a complete
package there are no extra software costs to get
'up and running'. Of course Le MODEM is multi-
standard, i.e. 300/300, 1200/75 & 75/1200 UK and
BELL (USA) are all supported.

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:
9 A complete communications terminal that
transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World-wide data transfer system.
9 Auto Dials, Auto answers, and is completely
controlled by your micro. There are no external
controls!
9 Allows you to access PRESTEL, B.T. GOLD,
THE SOURCE, MICROLINK, MICRONET,
MICROWEB, THE TIMES NETWORK. MICRO LIVE
(BBC TV database), CITY BB and more.
9 Designed to be SIMPLE but SOPHISTICATED.
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know is
its TELEPHONE NUMBER, Le MODEM does the
rest.

9 Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a 16K sideways ROM which includes a
FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing TELE-
SOFTWARE to be downloaded.
0 A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This
includes XMODEM error checked transfer proto
col, to allow error free data transfer anywhere in
the world!
9 FULLY controlled-by simple '"COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software!
9 Connects to the 1MHz bus. A 'AUDIO ON-OFF
command allows you to actually hear the tele
phone line through your BBC micro loudspeaker.
0 Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)
A *TESTfacility gives ON SCREENindication that
Le MODEM is working correctly.
0 Packaged in such as way that you need noth
ing else except a BBC Micro to communicate with
computers all over the world.
0 FREE Registration to MicroLink.
0 BT Approval applied for.
(When ordering, please specify the version
required. (BBC or Master)

SPECIAL OFFER

Price: £74
(carr £3)

MUMIU •-—•

(Price includes, Le Modem,-Software ROM,
Cables & Comprehensive Manual)

(Write in for further details)

Nightingale Modem

SPECIAL PRICE to our Customers

£85
•riftx-hr-

(Price includes: Nightingale Modem, Commstar
ROM pack & Comprehensive manual)

Nightingale Modem without software Only £75
COMMSTAR ROM package only £29

(P&P on modem £3.00)

Auto Dial Utilities Disc £9.50

APOLLO JSc-
The NEW Modem from Watford

Following numerous requests from you, our
discerning customers for an APPROVED, Low!
Cost & High Performance modem with Auto Dial
& Auto Answer facilities as standard) we bring
you the versatile APOLLO Modem. Just compare
the features and look at the price (which inci
dentally includes the cost of the Software,
manual and BBC connecting cable). We are sure
you will agree that Watford Electronics in their
traditional way are giving you a super 'value for
money' deal.

Just look at these features:
• V21 for Bulletin boards, Microlink, Telecom
Gold. etc.

• V23 for Prestel, Home Banking, and other|
Viewdata services.

• Reverse V23 allows User run Viewdata service.

• 1200-1200 half duplex for communications.

• XMODEM, HEX and ASCII file transmission.

• Auto Dial of given 'phone number.

• Auto Answer for User's Bulletin Board.

9 80 column terminal with split screen facility.

• Prestel text screen dump.

• Fully BABT approved.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

The Apollo is attractively finished in matt black. ItI
opens the doors to world communication to both,
the Hobbyist and the Professionals alike. With
baud rates varying from 300/300 Originate and
Answer, 1200/75 and 75/1200 full duplex and
1200/1200 half duplex, virtually all the popular
tele-services can be accessed. Acomprehensive]
Comms ROM oversees the use of the APOLLO, I
providing simple commands for all the software!
controlled facilities. APOLLO is an ideal m,odem[
for both the first time buyer and the seasoned!
user. Join the Telecommunications Revolution -|
Buy a Watford APOLLO!

Only £75 (Carr £3)
(Write in for full specification)

BT TELEPHONE CONNECTORS
for Modems

LJU 1/4A Mini Line Master
LJU 1/6A Mini Line Slave
LJU 2/4ALine Master
LJU 2/6A Line Slave
LJU 3/4A Flush Master
LJU 3/6A Flush Slave
LJU 10/3A Dual Splitter

4 Way BT Plug

£4.50
£3.00
£4.00
£2.50

£3.95
£2.75
£5.50
£0.75

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible!
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful!
phonemes system. This system stores thel
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and!
allows you to combinethem quickly andeasily tol
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you arel
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get youl
started. These can easily be added to by|
following the notes given in the comprehensivel
manual.

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)

Continued



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £48

CARETAKER Basic Utility £25
DISC DOCTOR £28

Graphics ROM £23
TERM I £25

COMMUNICATOR £49

SPEECH ROM £24

Printmaster £24

Wordwise
£24

Wordwise plus

WORDWISE PLUS
£40

We are giving away absolutely
FREE, the superb Word-Aid ROM
worth £24, with every WORDWISE
PLUS package bought from us.

Word-riid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language, WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key option.
9 Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £5

SPELL MASTER £47

Inter SHEET ONLY £37

CHART
ONLY: £26

Inter-WORD

Only: £39

INTERBASE £59

All Prices Exclusive of VAT

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £37

VIEW 3.0 ROM £54

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £85

HI-VIEW £36
(for use with 6502 2nd Processor)

VIEW Printer Driver Generator £9
Please specify Disc or Cassette)

VIEWSHEET (Acornsoft) £37

VIEWSTORE £37

VIEWSPELL with 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £22
(Please specify for Master 128 or
Compact)

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 for the
Master £85

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80& Kaga KP (Disc) £10
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £10
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £10

Micros in Business (Disc)
An introduction to Business software
for the BBC Micro from Acorn £43

ADVANCE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS' ROMs

Adv. Disc Toolkit £29
Adv 1770 DFS for Mast/Compact £29
Adv 1770 DFS for BBC/BBC + £29
Adv Disc Investigator £24
Adv. Control Panel £29

MINI OFFICE II (disc) £14.50

REPLICA 3
This new improved REPLICA 3 from Clares is a
very powerful disc based TAPE to DISC Utility.
It now transfers even more programs than ever
before. Replica 3 will not work with all
programs but then neither will anything else.
30,000 Replicas have been sold to date. It has to
be good.

£13 (40 or 80 track)

Acorn's Speech Synthesiser
package, complete
Special Offer £18

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX, RX, FX, FX, LX, JX80 range. HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080. JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP.
JUKI 6100, etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control. Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic. Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font, Select printer ribbon colour,
Translation sequences. Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations, Full printer setup, Send
control codes, Print prompt on screen,
Redefinable Pad character, Pause for key press.
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course.
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

THE INVESTIGATOR
This sophisticated Utility program on disc,
enables you to make security back-up copies of
most of your valuable Disc Software. Makes full
use of all 8271 (will not run with double density
DFSs) facilities to discover the precise format of
your protected disc so that an exact copy can
be produced. Supplied with detailed
instructions. Please specify 40 or 80 track disc
when ordering. Only £20

ROMAS
THE CROSS ASSEMBLER AND

MACRO EDITOR
FOR SERIOUS PROGRAMMERS!

ROMAS is a carefully designed, sophisticated
yet simple to use, development system fot

.serious assembly language programmers.
Using the BBC as the development system, you
can choose your target system from the
following processors:

6502, 65C02, Z80, 8085. 8041, 6809 and 28
P.S. This includes the Acorn 6502 & Z80.

A give away at . . . Only £29
Please specify 40 or 80 track disc when

ordering.



ARIES
CORNER

Aries B-32

Shadow RAM Card

18 months of intensive research and
development have produced a worthy
successor to the widely acclaimed Aries-B20:
the revolutionary Aries-B32. This 'second
generation' expansion board features 32k of
RAM and a 76k ROM socket.

Like the BBC B+, the B32 provides 20k of
shadow screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM.
Unlike the B+, the B32 has simple software
commands which allow the user to reconfigure
the RAM as 16k of shadow RAM and 16k of
sideways RAM, or all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k
of RAM available for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth,
Lisp and BCPL programs in any screen mode.
The business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus and many other
applications. For advanced applications, the
scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of
data storage using the Acorn approved *FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc.
The B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as
the printer buffer) or to load tape programs into
a disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the processor
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your
existing ROM sockets.

Price: B-32 £80 (carr. £2)

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

This board is extremely well made, simple to
install, reliable when fully loaded and
compatible with the Aries B-20 and the Aries
B-32. For the business user or educationalist,
the compact and secure internal fitting is ideal,
with the ROM board tucked neatly inside the lid
where it will not cause overheating problems.
The serious software developer and the
hobbyist may prefer to mount the board
externally, giving instant access to the sockets
for experimental purposes. A zero-insertion
force (ZIF) socket may be fitted to the board to
enhance this mode of operation.

The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways
ROM sockets (the four in the original machine
are replaced by the twelve on the board), all
fully accessible by the MOS sideways ROM
system. In addition, there are two sockets for
sideways RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using
6264 static RAM chips.

The B12 system consists of two parts: a large
detachable 'mother board' which carries the
extension ROM sockets and a small 'base
board' on a short ribbon cable, which plugs into
the existing sideways ROM sockets. This two-
board design eliminates the reliability problems
previously associated with some other ribbon-
cable based systems.

If you do not have an B32 or B20, a small
adaptor module (the Aries B-12C) is available at
a nominal cost. The 6264 static RAM chips used
to provide the sideways RAM are advertised
elsewhere in our advert.

Price:
Aries B-12 £40. Aries B-12C £5

THE ARIES RANGE
HARDWARE

REQUIREMENTS
Aries B-32 & BBC B, MOS 1.20, hardware plugs
into CPU socket.
Aries B-12 & BBC B, MOS 1.20, hardware plugs
into all four sideways ROM sockets and
connects to the B32 or the B20. The adaptor
Aries B-12C module is necessary where these
are not fitted.
Aries B-488 BBC B, MOS 1.20, Hardware plugs
into 1MHz Bus.

ARIES B-488
IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
'GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory
instruments and control equipment. Using the
B488, up to 15 devices may be connected in a
single high-speed data network.

Aries B-488 Unit: £238 (Carr £3)

ADDER

Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.
The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
• Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
• The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
9 Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort.
• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
9 Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
• Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2764,
2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256 (Both 12.5V and
21V).

£65 (£3 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all our own
erasing work.
9 ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16chips. £28(carr£2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
theUVIampwhenopened. £30(carr£2)
• SpareUVtubes. £9

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR
Ansaphone Hot Lines

(0923) 50234-33383

EPROM PROGRAMMER

The Watford Electronics' EPROM programmer
for the BBC micro is a high quality self
contained package. Programs all popular
EPROMs from 2K to 16K: 2716, 2516. 2532,
2564, 2764 and 27128. All manufacturers'
specifications have been followed to program
EPROMs at the correct speed - wrong timings
could destroy your EPROMs. The unit has its
own power supply so does not put heavy loads
on the BBC power supply as do some other
units. Connects directly to the 1MH? bus
following all Acorn recommendations on
addressing and bus loadings.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE
The software is supplied on an EPROM which
plugs into the Micro and is instantly available
with a single command (no time wasting as on
Cassette-disc loading). It is a fully purpose
designed and ingegrated package to simplify
ROM development. The system is menu driven
with many prompts to avoid any accidents.

Software facilities include:
Load File - Save File - Down Load EPROM -
Program EPROM - Verify - Blank Check -
Editing of memory contents prior to
programming.
Also included is an automatic system to allow
Basic programs to be put in EPROM and
accessed through the 'ROM filing system. More
than one program may be put in an EPROM. All
these facilities and more are explained in the
comprehensive and clear 15 page manual.

SPECIAL OFFER £69 (£3 carr.)

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER & PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the weight and
heat of your monitor. The BBC micro plinths
have slots for maximum ventilation. The single
plinth is suitable for a BBC and monitor, whilst
the double height version provides enough
room for our stacked or side-by-side dual disc
drives or TORCH Disc pack, to be placed in the
centre section. If you use our stacked drives,
the remaining space can be used for further
peripherals e.g. Speech Synthesizer, EPROM
programmer or simply stationery. The
computer slides neatly in to the lower section
allowing easy access to remove the lid. The
printer plinth is equally sturdy but without the
cooling slots. It allows for access to the paper
from the front as well as from the rear, (a
facility not often thought of in similar products)
if the paper is located beneath the plinth. This
is a very convenient way to work especially if
your work area is not deep enough to take the
printer and paper separately.

SINGLEBBCPLINTH

DOUBLE BBCPLINTH

PRINTERPLINTH

SINGLE MASTERPLINTH

DOUBLE MASTER PLINTH

Continued

£11 (carr. £1.50)

£20 (carr. £2.00)

£10(carr.£1.50)

£14(carr£1.50)

£25(carr£2.00)



BOOKS (No VAT on Books)

15HrsWordProcessorUsingBBC £3.95
30HourBASIC(BBCMicro) ' £7.95
40BestmachineCodeRoutines £7.95
50ProgramsinBBCBASIC £6.95
6502 Assembly Language Program £19.95
6502Application ' £11.95
6502 Assembly Lang. Subroutines £19.95
6502DevelopmentSystem £7.50
6502MachineCodeforHumans £7.95
6502 Reference Guide £9.95
68000 Assembly Lang.

Programming £19.95
68000MachineCode Programming £13.00
68000 MicroprocessorHandbook £14.95
68000Programmingthe £22.95
68000UserGuide * £8.95
6809,Programmingthe £16.95
Art of Music Graphics £14.95
Advanced DiscUserGuide £16.95
AdvancedBASICROMUserGuide £9.95
Advanced Programming Guide

to BBC £9.95
Advanced Sideways RAM User Guide £10
AdvancedUserGuideforBBC £13.95
Advanced FORTH £9.95
Advanced Graphics with BBC £9.95
Assembly Language Programming on

BBCMicro ' £11.50
Adventure into BBC BASIC £6.95
AppliedAssemblyLang.forBBC £9.95
Assembler Routinesforthe6502 £7.95
Assembly Language Programming

FORthe BBC Micro £8.95
Assembly Language Programming on the

BBC& Electron £8.95
BasicROMUserGuide £11.95
BBCB Compendium £5.95
BBCB+UserGuide £14.95
BBCBASICforBeginners £7.95

BBCHardware Projects £8.95
BBCMicro&thesmall Business £5.75
BBC Micro ROM Book £10.95
BBCMaster128High Flyer £10.95
BBCMicroAdvancedRef. Guide £10.95
BBC Micro Disc Companion £8.95
BBCMicro File Handling on £6.95
BBCUserGuide £10.00
BBCSoftware Projects £6.95
BBC Wordprocessor Beginners
Guide £7.95
BBCWithintheMicro £13.95
BCPLUserGuide £14
CforBeginners £10.95
CforProgrammers £9.95
Complete FORTH £6.95
CP-M-86User'sGuide £19.95
CP-M Bible £16.50
CP-MHandbookwith MPM £9.95
CP-MPIusHandbook £13.95
CP-MSoulof £16.50
CP-MThesoftwareBUS £8.95
Creativegraphicson BBCMicro £7.50
Disc Drive Projects for Micros £5.45
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating Manual for BBC £6.95
DBASE Programming Language £14.95
Disc Programming Techniques £9.95
Exploring FORTH £6.95
Functional ForthfortheBBCMicro £5.95
GuidetoBBCROMs £9.95
Graphics for Children £6.95
Graphs& Charts on BBCMicro £7.50
Hackers Handbook - New £6.95
Inside Information (Computers,
Communications& People) £8.95
Interfacing & Robotics on BBC £15.95
IntroductiontoCOMAL £9.50

Introduction to LOGO £6.95
Introducing'C £9.95
Introducing LOGO £5.95
Introduction to FORTH £8.95
Introduction to PASCAL £17.95
ISO-PASCAL Reference Manual £9.95
LISP2ndEdition £14.95

LISP, A Beginners Guide to £10.95

LISP the Language of
Artificial Intelligence £9.95

LogoProgramming £9.95
Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS

REVEALED £5.95

Mastering Assembly Code £8.95

Mastering CP-M £17.95

Mastering Music £6.95

Mastering the DfscDrive £7.95
MasterAdvance Reference Manual £19.95

Master Reference Manual Part 1 £14.00

Master Reference Manual Part 2 £14.00
Mastering View, Viewsheet &
Viewstore £12.95
PointsofView £6.95
Programming the 6502 £16.95

Programming theZ80 £19.95
Structured Basic £7.95

Structured Prog, with BBC BASIC £6.50
TheCornpleteFORTH £6.95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER
CommandsREVEALED £5.95

TurtleGraphicson BBCMicro £7.50

Understanding FORTH -
ABeginner's'Guide £6.50

Understanding Interword -
ABeginnersGuide £6.50

View3.0UserGuide £10

ViewGuide £4.50

Viewsheet User Guide £10
Viewstore UserGuide £10
Within BBC Microcomputers £13.95
Writing Interactive Interpreters

&Compilers £8.45
Wordprocessing BBC

Beginners Guide £7.95

Wordstar & CP/M made easy £7.45
Wordwise + AUserGuide £9.95

Z80 Applications £15.95

Z80 Assembly Language
Programming £19.95

Z80 Machine Code for Humans £7.95

Z80 Reference Guide £9.95

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module an'd produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C; Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.
EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.
INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.
STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out, summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum level, units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

All.this for only £21
(Cassette or Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

9) DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
• WORD PROCESSOR
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.
WORDPROCESSOR - Provides many powerful
facilities.

OFFICE MATE Only £10
(Cassette or Disc)

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.
Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.
Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package is designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROM's to work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.

Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASIC or other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software in ROM
& a Comprehensive Manual)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of the AMX Pagemaker and
Watford's Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any video that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within AMX
Pagemaker to illustrate magazines or
newsletters - in fact anything that needs to be
created on A4 size paper.

With Pagemaker's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Pagemaker's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £129.00 (carr. £3)



VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 3B Single Joystick £10
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks £16
Delta 3C Joystick for Compact £10
Delta 14B Single Joystick £12
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module £12
Transfer Software Disc-Tape £7

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip removal from your computer by
distributing the removal force over the whole
body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

ACORN
MUSIC 500

BBC B, B + & Master compatible.

You too can acquire this music package that
has already thrilled thousands, for:

ONLY £49 (carr £3)
(included FREE with every unit,

'MU-500' software disc worth £6)

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

This attache carrying case is attractively
finished in mottled antique brown leatherette.
An ideal and safe way of carrying your BBC
Micro around. Supplied with two Keys.
Price: £13 (£2 carr.)

28pinZIFSOCKET(Textool) £6.95

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDERtype £1.50
IDCCRIMPtype £1.95

SPARES for BBC Micro
Keyboard
UHFModulator
SpeakerGrill
PowerSupply

£46

£4
£1

£59

Keystrip
Case
Speaker
Keyswitch

£2

£2
£2

£1.50

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £3

8 WAY DIP SWITCHES
With these DIP switches soldered to their
keyboard, any BBC B or B+ owner can take full
advantage of the fast disc drives that we supply
by configuring his BBC for fast disc drive
operation.

Excellent value for money at £1.00

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested!

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to5pinDINPIug + 1JackPlug £2.00
to3pinDINPIug + 1JackPlug £2.00
to7pinDINPIug £2.50
to3JackPlugs £2.00
6pinDINto6pinDINPIug(RGB) £2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single £4 Twin £6

MISCELLANEOUS
CONNECTORS

Plugs Sockets
RGB16PIND1N) 30p 45p
RS423(5pinDomino) 40p 50p
Cassette(7pinDIN) 25p 65p
ECONET(5pinDIN) 20p 30p
Paddles(15pin'D') 80p 200p
BBCPowerPlug6way 80p -

Disc Drive Plug 4 way 75p -

6way Power Connector
~

95p

Watford
Dealers' List

UNITED KINGDOM
Badger Micros (Devon), Badger's Hill,
Southerton. Ottery-St. Mary, Devon EX11 1SE.
Tel: 0395 68516.

Beebuq Retail, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St. Albans.

Cambridge Computer Store. 4 Emmaiuifll St.,
Cambridge CB1 1NE. Tel: 0223 358264.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.

C.J.E. Micros, 78 Brighton Road. Worthing,
West Sussex. Tel: 0903 213361.

Farnell Electronics, Canal Road, LEEDS LS12
2TU.
Tel. 0532 636311.

HCCS, 575-583 Durham Road, Low Fell.
Gateshead, Nr. Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Tel. 091 4870760.

Mancomp Ltd, Printworks Lane, Levenshulme.
Manchester. Tel: 061-224 1888-9888.

Microman Computers, Rainford Industrial
Estate, Mill Lane, Rainford, St. Helens

Verospeed Ltd, Boyatt Wood. Eastleigh, Hants.

OVERSEAS DEALERS
'Absolute Electronics, Rewal House, 208-210 La
Trobe Street, Melbourne, 3000. Victoria,
Australia. Tel: (03I 663 2411.

Alpha Computer Co, Shop 314 Chi Fu
Commercial Centre, Chi Fu Fa Yuen, Hong
Kong, Tel. 5-506592.

Computer Distribution Company, Parklaan, 47,
B09300 Aalst, Belgium.

E.B.N.. Elisenstrasse 13, 1000 Berlin 41.
Tel: (030) 7952057

Lendac Data Systems. Unit 31, IDA Enterprise
Centre, Pearce Street, Dublin 12. Tel: 710796.

Scientex P.V.B.S., Zilversmidstraat 2, B-2000
Antwerpen, Belgium, Tel: 03 233 59 06

Techno-matic Data, Holbergsgade 19, 1057
Kobenhavn K, Denmark

'Velobyte, Scheaedyksadyk 5a-6a, 3011 EB
Rotterdam, Holland, Tel: (010) 413 8197/414
5171.

Viking Tecno. Vestergade 12.1, 9620
Aalestrup, Denmark, Tel: 08 642522

•Acorn/Watford Referral Centres.

Viglen Console Unit
Enhance the appearance and convenience of
your BBC Micro & Master with the Viglen
console unit.

BBC £42; Master £51 (carr. £4)

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This can lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £6.99

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals. Allows the whole system
to be switched on from one plug.

£8.95 (carr £1.50)

The above unit is also available with a built-in
surge Arrester, providing Protection for your
complete system.

Spikes Cleaner Unit: £12.50 (carr £1.50)

ASSORTED

CHIP SHOP ROMS
8271 £36 ACORN ADFS £25

DS3691 £3.50 ACORN BASIC 2 £19

DS88LS120 £5.25 Acorn BCPL £42
LM324 £0.45 Acorn COMAL £36

SN76489 £5.50 ACORN DNFS £17
SAA5050 £8.75 Acorn FORTH £32

UPD7002 £4.40 Acorn Graphics £25
2764-250nS £2.90 Acorn LISP £35

27128-250nS £3.25 Acorn LOGO £42
27256 £3.65 Acorn OS B 1 £25

27512 • £13 Acorn OS 1.2 . £14

4013 60p Basic Editor £22

4020 £0.90 BCPL Calc Pack £15
4464 £3.75 BCPL Stand Alone
4816 RAM £1.75 Generator £36

41256 £2.25 Beebfont £25

6264LP-8K Beebmon £22
RAM £2.80 BROM Plus £32

6502ACPU £4.75 Buffer & Backup £20
65C02 3M £9.75 Communicator £49

65C12 £9 Disassembler £16
6512A £10.00 Graphics Extension Rom
6522 £3.40 GXR-B £21

6522A £5.00 GXR-B- £22

6845SP £6.00 Help II £27

68B50 £2.95 ISO Pascal £42

7438 40p ISO-Pascal Stand Alone
74LS00 25p Generator £30
74LS04 25p ICON Master £28

74LS10 25p Logotron LOGO £45
74LS123 80p Micro Prolog £62
74LS163 70p Microtext Disc £48
74LS244 80p Mini Office ROM £47

74LS245 £1.00 MUROM £21
74ALS245 £2.75 ROMIT £29

74LS373 £1.00 Serial ULA £13
74LS393 £1.00 STUDIO 8 Disc £18
75453 70p TERMULATOR £25

NEW Toolkit Plus £31

View Professional £85 ULTRACALC £52

Master Termulator £34 Video ULA £15

Acornsoft C £78

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL OFFERS subject
to availibility.
Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted.

Shop Hours: 9.00am to 6.00pm. Monday to Saturday. Thursdays 9am to 8pm. (Froe Customer's Car Park)

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.

CAR RI AG E: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1 on all orders. £2 on Larger items.
On bulkier items, £7 Securicor charge applies. Overseas orders, carriage is charged at
cost.

Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to change without
notice Some items vary in their availability. Please ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford Electronics
JESSA HOUSE, 250, Lower High Street, WATFORD, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095; FAX: 01 950 8989 >S

#



'MSOmtSmACOWOtlBBCi ELR

1 VIEW ROM X2fir93
1 (Word Processor) £14.95
1 VIEWSHEET ROM £29^5"
1 (Spread Sheet) £14.95 |
1 ACORN PLUS 1 JE59r§5-
1NOW IN STOCK! £49.95

VOLTMACE
Twin Joysticks for

use with Plus 1 or BBC
£+*95 £14.95

EDUCATION SPECIALS
Linkword German~XWW5
Lmkvvord Spanish £i4<fc
Linkword Italian jJ4^5"

IDO iJ*«5"

Maths '0' LevelI £M*fi
Maths '0' Level II £&&
Biology SMrffZ
English i\*&

3 GAMES WERE £4&95
NOW ONLY £14.95

ROM 1
Stock-Car, Cybertron Mission, Bumblebee

ROM 2
Killer Gorilla, The Mine, Positron

ROM 3
Felix In The Factory, Electron Invaders, Chess

New-IMOGEN BBC only cassette £7.95
5.25" disc £8.95

Compact 3.5" £10.95

TnmBEsm
BBC ROM &CASSETTE iMr^S £6.95
BBC + DISC & ROM £+9r§5 £7.95
BBC MASTER/B +DISC fjEW £5.95
BBC COMPAQ DISC fJglrV —•-<

CASTLE QUEST model b
BBCB DISC SAAS5 £5.95
BBCB CASSETTE ^4*^5" £5.95

lELECIKON]
ROM

CARTRIDGES

ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

+ POWER SUPPLY
IN STOCK NOW!

3 Months Warranty
ONLY

Sentence Sequence
Word Sequence
Snapper
Boxer

Talk Back*

Workshop*

£6^9
£fc9»

£6r9»

£649

£6:99

urn

PACK1
PLUS1

VIEW

VIEWSHEET

OFFER
PRICE

-£79r85

£69.95

Watch Your Weight* .£639

Theatre Quiz* -*&99

Desk Diary* -£&99

Business Games* £6v93-

Graphs and Charts* 4&S5

Tree of Knowledge
Electron Invaders

Felix & Fruit Monsters

Frenzy
Chess

Danger UXB

SELECT ANY FIVE FOR ONLY£795 • ELECTRON ONLY -bbc compatible
Recent releases at Special Prices

Superior Collection 1,2 & 3 BBC/Ele
Beau Jollys' Computer Hits BBC/Ele
Five Star II BBC/Ele

Repton III BBC/Ele
Grand Prix Cons BBC

Oxbridge BBC/Ele
Cholo BBC Disc

Firetrack BBC

-££95"

-£fc9T

-£9*r

-£9*5"

.££93-

.££95-

-£4*9T

£949-

ELECTRON LANGUAGES
Lisp Cassette JS&ssS E2.95
Turtle Graphics

Cassette J&dtt £2.95
Forth Cassette -£7:95 £2.50

FIREBIRD (BBC ONLY)
Microcosm „£3-95 £1.25
FatmanSam f3Sf £1.25
Star Drifter £369"£1.25

Magic Sword
Dennis Through The Looking Glass
Classic Adventures
Giroscope
Bandits at 3 O'Clock
Escape from Moon Base Alpha
Ghouls
Slock Car

BBC & ELECTRON

Killer Gorilla £*9«r
Brian Jacks £&#9~

Rubble Trouble -«?r95"

Swoop -4*33-

Croaker £}&S-

Bumble Bee £*9V
Positron £*&!T

SH95

ANYFIVE FOR ONLY E7.95 electron only

ELECTRON ONLY

Cybertror. Mission
Galactic Commander

Moonraider

Position

Jet Power Jack &XT

MICROPOWER MAGIC COMPILATIONS I & II
IN THE CHARTS NOW 10 ORIGINAL HITS

- FANTASTIC VALUE
SCOOP PURCHASE

BBC B/B+/MASTER CASSETTE
BBC B/B+/MASTER 80T DISC
BBC B/B+/MASTER 40T DISC
BBC COMPACT DISC
ELECTRON CASSETTE

£5.95

£5.95
£5.95

£7.95

£5.95

POWER PACK

7 great games by
Audiogenic BBC Cassette

was .£9795"

A/OWOM.V£4.95

Electron Joystick Interface & Software
£14.95

Quickshot II Joystick with microswitch
£12.95

Magic Mushroom £l&9b £2.95
Me and My Micro (book and cassette)^r95 £1.00
Electron Advanced
User Guide S&& £2.95

SOFTWARE BARGAINS

Send SAE tor

New Compact
3.5" Software list V /

(a division of the micropower group)
Dept AY, 8/8A Regent St., Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE

Tel (0532) 687789/687735
(Answerphone w/e 8c eves)

PLEASE ADD95pP&P
and make cheques

payable to Software Bargains
goods despatched

within 48 hours
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THE DOMESDAY
DEVICE

Interactive video used to be slow and cumbersome, but
laser technology has changed all that

y previous experience of in
teractive video (IV) had
come from building a VHS
video tape interface in 1981,
and writing software to

make an early Beeb fast-forward to frames
and fast-rewind to the start of passages.
This was an inaccurate and feeble attempt,
which only served to convince me that
interactive video was at that stage both
cumbersome and boring.

The chance to play with an early Acorn
IV system in 1985 amused me further, as
the only available disc seemed to be a BBC
wildlife programme about birds. The oper
ating system for the IV disc was quite
tedious to integrate into any sensible lan
guage, though the few children to whom I
showed the disc felt that the way ahead for
them was Logo, interfaced to the service
ROM in the machine.

Why interactivevideo?
One of the activities I really enjoy is
messing with anapplications based package,
to see what makes it tick. You can imagine
how I felt when news of the Domesday
System filtered through and I, with many
others, watched demonstrations, asked key
questions and tried to imagine what I could
do with it. Several months later, I can drive
the beast from its applications based soft
ware, and from my usual languages. The
question of whatto do with it isstill hard to
answer, possibly because I think it's essen
tially a historical archive. Also, it has gaps,
and although it won't go far enough into
detail over some things, it goes into far too
much depth over others.

We desperately need more experience of
using interacsm video, so 1 ask readers of
this column to write in with their sugges
tions for and experiences of using Domes-
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Joe Telford

The hardware:Laserdisc playerand Master

day in particular and IV in general. Try to
group theuses under three headings: educa
tional uses, industrial uses, and public uses.
Let's see what we can come up with, but
remember to test your application with
somesimple rules:
• Can it be done in another way more
economically or more effectively?
• Will using it encourage interaction be
tween people?
• Does it matter that the information is not

first hand or up to date?
• What sort of thinking is the system
supporting? Revision? Problem solving?
Explorative?

The system itself
TheMaster AIV system comes as a five part
package which includes theMaster 128 with
65C102 'Turbo' co-processor, an Acorn
trackcrball, a Philips RGB colour monitor,
a Philips LV-ROM player, the Domesday
discs and all connecting cables and manuals.

The Master 128 Turbo is a specially
modified model, which has a wide 50-way
ribbon cable attached to its rear. This is an

SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface
cable which connects to the LV-ROM

player, and allows the Master to take
control of the LV-ROM player's functions.
But the Master can also be used as a norma

micro, running all the packages just like a
standard Master 128.

The trackerball, which looks rather like a
Marconi trackerball with an added sticker,
fits into the Master's User Port and sits
easily on the right of the computer. It can
also be lap-held so you can use the system
from a distance.

The colour monitor is a medium resolu

tion model which isveryeasy on theeyes. It
has full screen control from easily accessible
knobs and has a Euroconnector for 'proper'
colour- you know, thesort you geton TVs
with not just eight colours but the whole
range of shades and hues. This is sometimes
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known as 'linear RGB' compared with the
'TTL RGB' of conventional models.

The LV-ROM player is easily the
heaviest part of the package, because in
addition to being a Laservision disc player,
this beast is programmable via an infra-red
remote handset, or via an RS232 link, and of
course has itsSCSI interface built in, which
links directly to an onboard computer
system. In addition the player has a Gen
lock card onboard, which locks the video
signals from the BBC micro and the LV-
ROM player together so that video mixing
ispossible, anda videomixercard.

The Domesday discs
While the rest of the package is hardware,
capable of supporting a number of Laser-
vision discs, the Domesday discs area new
breed called a LV-ROM disc. The ROM
partof the title comes from the fact that all
Laservision discs are read only, so the
information on the disc cannot be altered.

There can be four things on any LV-
ROM disc: moving pictures, a soundtrack
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(with two channels available), still frames
(pictures) or data for text/graphs/program
code, etc. The clever idea seems to be that
data can exist on an LV-ROM disc in the
channels allocated to sound. This means

thatwhile thenumber ofpicture frames can
be of the order of 54,000 frames per side,
the amount of computer-readable data can
be immense, up to an incredible 350Mbytes
per side (the equivalent of about 600 ADES
floppy discs). When you consider that most
amateur users would have difficulty in ever
filling a 30Mb Winchester hard disc with
day to day usage, the size of the LV-ROM
disc becomes astonishing. Have you noticed
though, how technology is cyclic? Remem
ber when you had to turn tapes overto read
the other track? Well, that's just what you
have to do with the LV-ROM discs.

The Domesday system comes with a total
potential capacity of about 1400Mb, of
which about half is filled. Future discs

might be expected to be chock-full of data.
The Domesday discs also come with a
rather good user manual. It's a tribute to a

good writing style and a very powerful and
friendly system interface that most people
can read pages nine, 10 and 11 of themanual
then throw it away. Though, to be honest,
the remaining 240 or so pages are worth
reading, just to improve your confidence
thatyou are pressing theright buttons.

The remainder of the pack is made up of
leads, which are all sensibly fitted with
plugs, and there should be no problem
plugging everything together. The one
point which has to be made is, look at the
diagrams, the RGB lead connects the Mas
ter to the LV-ROM player, and the Euro-
connector connects the LV-ROM player to
the monitor. A further manual, the AIV
User Guide, emphasises this, and gives a
clear, if more technical, explanation of how
thesystem works.

Starting up
Once the system is plugged together, it can
be brought to life by switching on and
pressing CTRL-Q-Break. This results in a
message indicating thata video filing system
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(VES) is inoperating, and this is the route in
for the Fraternity of Hackers. More re
spectable application users will want to
continue with Shift-Break and wait the few

moments until the start-up message
appears. To be honest, the start-up session
seems the weakest part of the system.
Several times the disc started and ran like a

laserdisc player running a movie. It has to
do this to begin with, but the computer
should stop it. A further CTRL-Q-Break
Shift-Break cured this in all but one case,
where a totalpowerdown was needed.

One old (two months) system which I
played with took three minutes to start up,
and you can imagine the concern we felt,
especially as there was no screen message
for most of the start-up time. I eventually
put this down to coldness, and it seems that
the LV-ROM player must be switched on
and allowed time to physically warm up.

The VFS ROM
Everything that happens in the system is
controlled by the VFS ROM which, true to
Acorn format, is compatible with most
other filing systems. I noticed that there
were even a few spare bytes for acknow
ledgements in theROM, asuresign that the
writers have a degree ofpride in their work.
Inside the VES are four major services: the
VFS proper, the video control system, the
mouse control system and the trackerball
control system.

The VFS behaves much like a read only
version of the ADFS. Although AIV sys
tems can be organised with pathnames just
like ADFS, the Domesday system has
everything inone directory.

Some of the VFS commands are of little

use and others appear spurious, because of
the way in which users will work with the
AIV system. Certainly I could not find
much real use for ::BACK, *DIR, ::BYE,
^•DISMOUNT, *LCAT, -LIB, AMOUNT
and :;'MAP. Although the VFS does not
indicate their availability, users can apply
the usual FS commands like: :;'DUMP,
LOAD, *TYPE, ::LOAD and the
OPENIN/UP, BGET#, BPUT# and
PTR# commands of Basic.

On the track of a mouse
The differences between the mouse and

trackerball are apparently cosmetic, except
that the internal hardware of a Marconi

trackerball differs from that of an AMX

mouse. The facilities available would bear
use onany desktop, and it's a great pity that
Acorn didn't squeeze them into every
Master! Table 1 shows the main trackerball
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commands (remember that the mouse com
mandsare identical).

The simplest commands can draw some
verypowerful graphics. Look at Listing 1 in
the Yellow Pages, the mouse drawing prog
ram. This allows a mouse or trackerball to

move and draw pictures. Notice that the
pointer is turned off before drawing hap
pens. This is so the lines aren't drawn over
the mouse. Notice too that the pointer is
switched back on ineach loop.

Listing 1may seem quite simple, but try
calling up one of the video frames and then
use the program to draw around the key
shapes in the picture and save the result as
an outline drawing. Now enter one of the
graphics packs currently available and fill in
the outlines with various colours and tones,

AUDIO <0-3> O-off, 3-on
CHAPTER <digits> Plays chapter(s)
EJECT

FAST <dir.> Cue or Review

FCODE <string>
FRAME <no.>

PLAY <start>,<end> Plays from sta
rt to end

(NB *PLAY <RETURN> plays from cur
rent frame)

RESET

SEARCH <no.> As FRAME, but no wai
t

SLOW <speed>,<dir.> Speed from 5
(slow) to 253 (fast)

STEP <l/0/255> Stop/step player

STILL as FRAME

VOCDMPUTER computer to VDU
VDDISC LV to VDU

VOHIGHLIGHT Computer colour highl
ights LV

VOSUPERIMPOSE Computer over LV
VOTRANSPARENT LV & Computer mixed
VP <digit>

Figure 1. The availablevideo commands

and then display the result. Pictures drawn
like this can be quite enthralling and are
well worth attempting.

The TMAX command needs a little more

explanation. There are four separate pointer
shapes, a cross, a magnifying glass, a north
west pointing arrow and a north-east point
ing arrow. These exist in four quadrants.
Thecross over between quadrants can beset
anywhere relative to the actual screen. The
purpose of theTMAX (x,y) command is to
set the point on the screen where the
pointer shape changes, without having to
continually monitor the position in the
current high level language.

The video commands
Figure 1 explains the video commands
available which allow control over the AIV

player. With the Domesday disc the
CHAPTER command seems redundant and

in general terms the ECODE command is
more useful to specialist applications and
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can be ignored in many simple programs.
The set of VO- commands are versions of

the VP command with different digits, for
example ::"VP 2 is the same command as
*VOCOMPUTER

Particularly interesting commands in
clude: PLAY, which plays forwards or
backwards; STEP, which moves forwards
or backwards from one to 50 frames in an

instant; and FRAME, which selects a
nominated frame.

Interfacing video to Basic
Listings 2 and3 include a setof Basic library
routines (listing 3) and a demonstration
program (listing 2) which explores the
facilities of the AIV disc. The best way to
explore the library routines is to read listing
2 and follow each PROC call to its DEF-

PROC in listing 3 (apart from PROCm,
PROCloop, and PROCdelay, which are all
included in listing 2). Notice that PROC-
audio and PROCstep require strings of
'ON' or 'OFF' and 'FWD' or 'BWD'

respectively. Remember too that PROC
step must have a step parameter of 0 to 50.
Theprocedures are explained in table 2.

I've not used the standard Acorn PROC-

oscli routine, so users of Basic 1can't access
these commands. All AIV owners will have

Basic 4 at least, so the PROCoscli is
replaced with OSCLI(" . . . ")

Taking control
One of the most valuable computing lan
guages is Logo, and the most widespread
version follow the LCSI 'standard', hence
the dialect selected in this next section is the

Logotron version of Logo.
One concern that people have raised

about the Domesday system is that it is
archival, and hence the techniques used are
more akin to data handling than to prog
ramming. But still many teachers have
suggested that there would bea lot of value
inchildren exploring AIV discs, and design
ing 'set pieces' to answer a particular
question, or to demonstrate a particular
item which needs multiple frames. The
whole idea of Logoas a presentation aid for
AIV is quite exciting, because a suitable
Logo microworld might include tools for
exploring the disc, for storing frames by
name, for replaying setpieces and forasking
questions about still frames.

In addition, we might consider linking
AIV to language, maths and problem solv
ing activities with Logo using branching
adventure stories, descriptive writing, eg,
catalogues, and turtle graphics for drawing
on frames, along with other useful learning
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UNBELIEVABLE SCOOP PURCHASE

GENUINE Acornf BBC MODEL 'B'

84

Every computer comes
complete with the
following features
as standard:

* Acorn D.F.S.

* View5 Word Processor

* Econet

* Speech Synthesizer
* User guide Vol l+ll

A full range of accessories including 51/4" and 31/2" disc
drives available on request.

COPPER MILL

COMPUTERS

HOW TO ORDER

Simply fill in the coupon below enclosing a cheque or your credit card no.
for the total amount. Don't forget to add 15% vat and the cost of delivery.

UNIT 23
59 WEIR ROAD
WIMBLEDON, SW19 8UG.
TELEPHONE: 01-879 7330

EDUCATIONAL
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
FOR BULK PURCHASE
WHILE STOCKS LAST

OFFICIAL ORDERS a VISA

Official orders from educational establishments, government depts., and pic
companies accepted.

BBC MODEL 'B' MICRO COMPUTER £299-00
+ V.A.T 15% £ 44.85

POSTAGE + PACKING £ 5.00

Please find enclosed a cheque/postal order D*
I prefer to pay by VISA •* ACCESS •'
* Tick one please.
Card No. Signature
Name

Address

Postcode.

Total-

Expiry date

Tel.no.
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1: THE MAIN TRACKERBALL COMMANDS

••• TRACKERBALL (1)
* TRACKERBALL 0

••- TSET x,y

••• TMAX x,y
* POINTER (1)
* POINTER 0

* POINTER 2

* POINTER 3

ADVAL 5 ADVAL 6

ADVAL 7 ADVAL 8

ADVAL 9

Turns on the trackerball software

Turns it off
Sets pointer to location x,y
with default at screen centre.

Sets screen location for original of icons
Displays moving pointer
Erases pointer
Erases and halts pointer
Displays and halts pointer
Returns value of TMAX x,y = 5,6
Returns current x,y position.
Returns state of the 3 buttons

Button l=Return

2=TAB

4=CHRS192

2: THE BASIC PROCEDURES ANDTHEIR FUNCTIONS

PROCplay (start, end)
PROCframe(no)
PROCffwd

PROChalt
PROCfbwd

PROCaudio ("ON/OFF")
PROCsfwd

PROCsbwd
PROCstep ("FWD/BWD", 0-50)
PROCboth

PROChighl
PROCcomputer
PROCvdisc

Plays from 'start' to 'end'
Shows Frame 'no'

Fast-forwards theplayer until
Halts the player
Fast-rewinds the player until PROChalt
Selects sound/turns sound off
Slow-forwards the player till PROChalt
Slow-rewinds theplayer till PROChalt
Steps disc shown in direction given
Selects computer and video pictures
Selects video highlighted bycomputer
Selects computer outputonly
Selects video outputonly

3: THE LOGO WORDS USED

Logo word
SBWD

SFWD

SLOW 1/255

BWD 1-50

FWD 1-50

HALT

FFWD

FBWD

STEP"FWD/"BWD (1-50)
ON

OFF

AUDIO "ON/"OFF

FRAME no

PLAY start end

FINISH

VDISC

COMPUTER

HL

BOTH
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Function

Slow rewind of player
Slow forward of player
Slow fwd/bwd (1/255)
Returns 256- (1 to 50)
Returns 1 to 50

Stops player
Plays fast forward
Plays fast backward
Steps in dir (1 to 50) frames
Returns 3

Returns 0

Turns audio on/off

Displays frame 'no'
Plays from 'start' frame to 'end' frame
Blanks screen then ejects disc
Video from player only
Video from computer only
Player video highlighted by computer
Computer and player equal video

JOE'S JOTTINGS

styles available in Logo. Listings 4and 5are
a simple Logo Microworld which performs
the 'set piece' of a trip to Telford Towers
using the north side ofthe Community disc.
The annotated journey is in a long proce
durecalled JOURNEY1.Any words which
you don't recognise as Logo primitives are
defined elsewhere, either as part of the
frame database, the general library or in the
utility words of listing 5.

Observe particularly the use of the Logo
commands:

UKSATPIC BLOCKNORTH

This shows how easily the frame can be
overlaid with turtle graphics. If the major
tools are provided, then the frames can be
created simply by exploring the disc using
its onboard software and noting the frame
number of any interesting page. For exam
ple, thehamlet outside Telford Towers ison
frame 13857 so we can store this frame in
Logo withasimple procedure:

TO TOWERS

FRAME 13857

END

Even young children are able to build upset
pieces in this way, and some can handle text
and turtle graphics input to design multi
media displays.

The Logo words used in listing 5 are
also shown in table 3. They cover thesame
procedures as the Basic procedures men
tioned earlier, but are much more elegant!
These utility words can be easily used to
build up your own microworld set pieces
like listing 4, or to explore the Domesday
discs by entering commands such as
FRAME 17337.

The future of Al video
With current costsas highas they are, there
must be some concern over the future of

AIV. The uptake of Domesday AIV discs
has yet to enter the 100,000s and many
companies are exploring other avenues of
optical data storage, particularly the CD-
ROM storage which has tumbled in price
because of the mass uptake of CD players.
However there are several projects on the
way which support AIV players, and these
projects should more clearly define theuses
to which this newest of new technology can
be put. Until then, here is a little problem
for you to solve.

Using Logo and the Domesday national
disc write a microworld tool which demon

strates a set of colour photographs concern
ing clothing. Begin your first frame store:
TO KNICKERS ...

Best of luck in exploring the fascinating
world of the Domesday discs.
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Does your BBChavea
j^ne track mind?

£OMpA
22&e

Truemulti-tasking will
put you out ofyour misery!

Your BBC now has !he iruc multi-tasking
potentialofmuchbiggermachines

CMS Soft have cracked it!
This module,packagedas a

ready-to-fit sideways ROM. brings
youa robust systemthat holds
itsownin the mostdemanding \\
industrial and laboratory conditions, ^o^

And there isnointerference with *
normal BASIC functions; Multi-Basic
enhancesthepower, speedand
readability of the best BASIC
Interpreterthere is,

£3995
incl. p+p

MULTI
BASIC

CMS Soft Limlled.

Unit 18, Industrial r.staie
Chelmsford Road, Great Dunmow
Essex CM6IXG

Telephone(0223)324111

'O
RealtimePrograms now

possible on the BBCMicro.

• A serious tool - not an
'evaluationpackage'

• Noextra hardwarerequired
• Nomodifications neededtoyour

BBC Micro

Faster than proceduredriventasks

So if you want:
• lull MULTITASKING wilhup lo

8 background tasksrunning
concurrentwith the main program

• BBCBasicCONTROL FEATURES
powerfullyenhanced

• theability torunRtAl.TIMK
PROGRAMS

• control of PHYSICALINPUTOUTWT
0 StraltrnieCOUNTERTIMERS

• 8 realtime TASKINTERVAL TIMERS
• aCOMPREHENSIVEMANUALUul

describes each command in derail,
with manypractical examples

MULTI-BASIC
is what you need

am $&?t

CVGF1ET ELECTRDrilCS
RAMWISE 16K RAM module
For the BBC B & B+ micro

ONLY £21.00

Expand the ROM capability of your micro without the need to fit
expensive ROM boards. RAMWISE isan easytofit and easy to use
16K sideways RAM module.
* No soldering required
*Small module plugs into any spare ROM socket
* Low power CMOS RAMchips used
*Alreadyused in schools and colleges on ECONET

and E-NET systems
* Runs all existing ROMS
* More than one module can be fitted
* Write protect switch included
* Compatible with RAMWISE II board and can be

used on ATPL board

RAMWISE II
32K RAM/ROM board for BBC B micro

NEW LOW PRICE £36.95

This board provides 2 EXTRA ROM sockets + 2 banks of 16K
sideways RAM.

* Battery backup for 32K RAM as standard
*Write protect switch controls bothbanksof RAM
* No soldering required
*Direct load from disk to SWR using *LOAD (afsp)
* FREE utilities disc to load and save ROM software for

RAMWISE & RAMWISE II. State 40 or 80 track disc.

Education Discounts available
FREE P&P. Cheques, P.O. etc. to:
CYGNET ELECTRONICS, PO Box 27, Bordon,
Hants GU35 OHH. Tel. (04203) 5229

MIDI (musical instrument digital interface) is a method of linking musical instruments and sound producing
accessories (reverb, echo, mixers etc). Adopted as the uncontested international standard by all major
manufacturers ofelectro-musical equipment over the last four years it has become the predominant feature
in the production ofcommercial music - film, pop and advertising - almost replacing the function ofthe per
former and putting massive orchestral potential at the disposal of any individual, whether beginner or pro
fessional. It is no longer necessary to be able to play an instrument or to read music to use one of most
powerful, flexible, open ended and yet, above all, simple music producing systems ever devised.

UMI is a 16 channel multi-polyphonic sequencer running on the BBC micro and comprises a
hardware interface and 32K of machine code on EPROM. Via MIDI, it will simultaneously control any
number ofdevices fitted with a standard MIDI port. Designed by a commercial musician, UMI is being
used (e.g. byErasure, A-ha, Queen, Hollywood Beyond, Depeche Modeetc etc) to entirelycompose many
of today's pop hits. Come and see this peerless package in action at the Acorn User show or send the
tear off for details.

SEE US AT THE ACORN USER SHOW- Stand 9!!!

Please send me details of the UMI-3S 16

channel polyphonic MIDI sequencer

Name { m m m

Address j j^ ^H j ]

Send to Umusic Ltd. ^^^LW B ^F wk II
17Parkfields ^^^
London SW15 6NH. Tel: 01-788 3729
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TELEPHONE
LINES
So what exactly is a modem? Here

are the answers to some common questions

JeffAshurst

For those of you all at sea with
communications, or on the brink
of diving in, this article should
whet your appetite. From buying
your first modem, to linking up to

a bulletin board, we will answer the com
monest questions about comms.

What are comms?

Short for 'computer communications'.
Your micro can be connected to another
computer via an ordinary telephone line,
and the two machines can swap informa
tion. You can connect to a computer that
provides the latest news, or one that sends
you free software. Or you can leave mes
sages on the other computer, for other
people to read when they call.

What equipment do I need for comms?
Two fundamentals: a modem and some
communications software.

The modem is the device which connects

your computer to the telephone network.
In general, it plugs directly into the phone
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system, but you need the new style of BT
jack sockets to do this. British Telecom
will fit them for a fee of £25.

Communications software is a program
to handle the sending and receiving of
characters and their display on your screen.

To connect to the modem, you need a
lead to link it to the RS423 socket on the

back of the BBC micro. With a Master

Compact you also need a serial upgrade
(see David Atherton'sexplanation in Acorn
User January 1987).

Do I need a similar modem and/or soft

ware as a friend or colleague to be able to
communicate directly?
The short answer is 'no'. Modems and

comms software marketed for home and

small business use in Europe are designed
to comply with one or more of three
internationally recognised standards
known as V21, V22 and V23. These define
the speed at which information is received
and sent down the telephone line and also
the line frequencies used. So provided that

COMMUNICATIONS

modems and software at both ends of a
linkareset to operate at the same standard,
there should be no problems. Note,
however, that V23 standard is a special
case. It specifies different speeds for receive
and transmit, and so for user-to-user com
munication one modem must be capable of
operating in reverse, ie, transmitting at the
higher speed.

Some software packages have the ability
to save files on, or to copy from, a remote
disc when used with similar software at the

other end of a link. If this could be useful

to you, then there would be an advantage
in matching the software. This way, you
could receive files from your colleague's
machine more easily than if the software
were different.

What exactly does a modem do?
Two things: it converts the string of elec
tronic signals coming from the micro's
serial port into frequencies which can be
sent down a telephone line; and, converse
ly, it changes incoming frequencies back
into signals recognisable to the computer.
Both these processes are usually carried out
simultaneously, allowing data to flow in
both directions at once. This is known as

'duplex' operation, sometimes referred to
as 'full duplex'.

Today's 'intelligent' modems have their
own microprocessor and memory: they
have auto-dial and auto-answer functions.

So what features should I look for when
choosing a modem?
Choose one which will operate at both V21
and V23 standards. These are sometimes

referred to as 300 baud and 1200/75 baud

standards: these are the speeds of reception
and transmission of data. This will give
you the ability to access almost all dial up
services available - bulletin boards, viewda
ta and electronic mail.

Another item to check is that the modem

is 'approved' for connection to the phone
system. All approved modems display a
green circular sticker, non-approved ones
have a red triangle.

I recommend the choice of one of the

intelligent or Hayes-compatible modems
(Hayes is an American modem manufac
turer). The most sophisticated intelligent
modems, incorporating the higher speed
V22 operation, are still quite expensive, but
others, like the Pace Linnet and Miracle
WS4000, are more affordable.

How do Hayes commands help?
Hayes commands are really easy to use.
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MORLEY ELECTRONICS
TELETEXT

NOW INCLUDING ATS
(ADVANCED TELETEX SYSTEM)

ROM
The Morley Teletext adapter introduces you to
the world of Teletext at a price that wont break
the bank. Inside it you will find the latest in
second generation Teletext chip technology,
which unlike our rivals who are still using chips
designed more than eight years ago, will be fully
compatible with any future advances in the
Teletext system.
With the Morley adapter you will get a unit that
automatically tunes itself in to the required
station (no more messing around with
screwdrivers in the back of the case), a user
friendly menu driven program, easy to follow
instructions and a 12 month warranty. Add to
this the free downloadable telesoftware and we
are sure that you will agree that we are offering
you one of the best bargains on the market
today.

For technical details please ring Morley
Electronics on Tyneside (091) 2627507 after 4.00pm
FEATURES

• Advanced design uses the latest technology
will handle ANY future enhancements to the
Teletext system eg: full field: 8 bit data transfer:
2k pages etc.

• Simply plugs into the user port.
• Low power consumption, less than 200ma.
Optional power supply available.
• User friendly menu driven software including
extended OSCLI and Osword commands for
access from BASIC programs.
• Supplied with 16k support ROM software inc
printer dumps, page spoolers etc.
• FREE Telesoftware. no access charges, (at
present updated weekly.)
• Save selected pages to disc/tape for later
retrieval.

• Full access to all Teletext services and
channels eg: CEEFAX, ORACLE, 4-TEL.
• Gives you a real-time clock at your disposal
(•TIME).
• Free software upgrades to allow for any
enhancements to the teletext Service. Eg: extra
channels, full field data on cable & satellite
systems etc.

• Easy to follow comprehensive user guide.
• No hardware limitations, it can for example
receive virtually unlimited numbers of channels.
• Works with Solidisc SWR.

• Utils disc available including printer drivers
allows pages to be selected and dumped direct
to a printer (no more TV or Radio Times to buy).
PROGRAMS. NEW GENERATION CMOS

EPROMS

Now available the first true MEGA capacity RAMdisc for the BBC or
MASTER computers.
This fully compatible unit, currently available in either 1 or 2
megabyte versions comes complete with operating software on
ROM, power supply, battery backup and a comprehensive user
guide, add to this our usual 12 months no quibble guarantee and
we're sure you'll agree Morley have done it again.
FEATURES

1 Megabyte of RAM connected to the 1 MHz bus.
Used with the supplied ROM software programs and files may be
saved and loaded from the RAMdisc in the same manner as from a
floppy disc with a large increase in speed, for example, a 20K mode
0 screen takes about 3-4 seconds to load from disc and about
0.2-0.3 seconds to load from the RAMdisc.
The RAMdisc ROM operates as a utility ROM working with the
current filing system rather than as a separate filing system.
Therefore ensures compatibility with any Acorn compatible DFS (notADFS).
The RAMdisc can be selected by a * command to take the place of
any drive number from 0 to 9. If the RAMdisc replaces a floppy
drive as 0 for example, all commands addressed to drive 0 will be
intercepted by the RAMdisc. The default drive no. is 4.
'Dangerous' * commands such as "COMPACT, "COPY, "BACKUP
etc are intercepted and the BBC's RAM from page 2 to &7FFF is
saved to RAMdisc workspace, and may be recovered using a *
command. This prevents accidental corruption of any programs/data
in RAM you may have been using at the time. The save operation
delays the • command by just under 0.4 seconds. The BBC's RAM
can also be saved by an interrupt-driven routine which can be
enabled by a * command.
The 'filing system wedge' ROM supplied supports load/save, byte
file access, all relevant OSFSC commands, and contains a formatter,
verifier and 'sector' editor for use with the RAMdisc.

Catalogue structure allows up to 2,709 files.

EPROM PROGRAMMER now available programs 8. 16 and 32k
EPROMS connects to the user port software available on rom or disc.
Deluxe cased with ZIF socket.

DESFAX 7 - Now you can run your own TELETEXT service!
Incorporates the powerful editing facilities of DESIGN 7, again with
Teletext adapter interfacing.
Stores up to 100 of your screen designs on a 40Tk disc or 200 on
an 80Tk. Page selection by 3-digit number HOLD, REVEAL, page
linking, individual page delays etc.
PLUS - a powerful CAROUSEL facility permits continuous
slide-shows. Only one disc access for every 16 screens - reduces
wear on drives. Smooth animation, variable speed text printing, built
in printer dumps. Sample data disc and 22 page manual included.
Beats all other systems for ease of use and versatility.

M/B software DESIGN 7
Easily the best value Mode 7 screen designer on the market today.
Design any mode 7 screen, from simple MENU pages to full
CEEFAX standard. This program is an invaluable aid. Designs can be
saved to disc as automatically numbered files or the program will
convert the screen into a Basic Proc.
INTERFACES DIRECTLY WITH ADAPTER allowing
CEEFAX-ORACLE pages to be selected and dropped into editor
screen for alteration, saving, or conversion to BASIC. Allows
channel change from within program.

M/B software MASTER COPY
.. . theselective copieryou needfortheBBC MASTER computer. . .

Dramatically reduces the timetaken tocopyunprotecteddiscs,
DFS to ADFS, ADFS to DFS, DFS to DFS, ADFS to ADFS
using one or two, single-ro double-sided drives.
An84K RAM bufferenables many files to be copied inone pass withthe
minimum of disc swapping, and directories are created automatically as
required. Files of any length are handled.
Supplied on disc, MASTERcopyruns form sideways RAM and is invoked
with a ' command. The program re-installs itselfin sideways RAM when
copying is done, ready for later use.
The ROM image supplied can be used to blowyourown EPROMtoo, for
use in the MASTER'S cartridge slots.

Typical time to copy all 31 files DFS to ADFS is under 2 minutes!
£12.95on disc- £14.95 for ROMversion (including postage etc.)

For further details on all products
call 091 262 7507 after 4.00pm

Toorder please fill in and send order form to: MORLEY ELECTRONICS, Unit 3, Maurice Road Industrial Estate, Wallsend. Tyne and Wear NE28 6BY.
Adaptor Software Please send me Qty.
ROM (J Qty. ! I Morley Teletext adaptors (a) £119 inc. VAT Qty.
SWR DISC l.l Qty. I I Master Copy ROM (a £13.95 inc. VAT Qty.
40TRK I 1 Qty. ) Master Copy Disc (<i C11.95 inc. VAT Qty.
80 TRK LI Qty. ! ) M/B DESIGN7 screen designer (n £7.95 inc. VAT Qty.
Please Tick Qty. I ) Teletext utilities on Disc ' (u £5.95 inc. VAT

NAME PHONE No.

•ADDRESS

Optional PSU (w £9.95 inc. VAT
1 Mbyte RAM disc («• £199.95 inc. VAT
2 Mbyte RAM disc (<v £349.95 inc. VAT
Eprom Programmer V.2 (a £27.95 inc. VAT
Desfax («• £23.00 inc. VAT

Total £

CHEQUE No.

POSTCODE

Please add £3.00 P-t-P on Adaptors and RAM Discs, £2.00P+Pon PSU's and Programmers, £1.00P+Pon Software. Please allow 28 days for delivery



Two commands, D and N, are worth
mentioning to illustrate the usage. The
former accesses the modem's telephone
number store, and the latter instigates
auto-dialling. Each command starts with
AT, to grab the modem's ./Intention, and
commands may be strung together. ATN?
will display the list of numbers currently
stored, while ATDN12 will cause the mod
em to Dial the telephone number stored at
Number 12 in the list. It's as simple as that.

What should I look for in communica

tions software?

Ease of use is the key, but as this is a
subjective quality, it's always advisable to
try for yourself or have a demonstration
before buying. Most - in fact probably all
- comms software packages are menu
driven; that is, they can be run byselecting
options from a series of menus. In this way
no expert knowledge is required.

Look for the ability to 'configure' the
software to perform in different ways, for
example, to receive and send at different
speeds. It is useful to be able to program a
'log on' string for sending automatically, to
save a lot of repetitive keyboard work each
time you make a call. This facility should
be available from a menu option.

Opinions vary on the relative benefits of
software on ROM or disc. A ROM is
always available to be called, and in terms
of access to the programs contained it is so
fast as to be apparently instantaneous. But
a disc is easier and cheaper to upgrade.
Indeed, two of the companies behind soft
ware reviewed this month, PMS and BBC
Soft, have their own dial-up services and
propose to offer upgrades by telephone in
the form of programs for downloading. I
recall being sent software in this way when
I reviewed the GEC Datachat modem for

All last year. The trouble of sending your
software for exchange, and having to man
age without for two weeks, does not arise.

Yes, I can feel myself crossing to the
disc camp. ..

This is all very well, but what are the
costs involved with modems?
The range is pretty wide. Approximately
120 modems are currently on the market,
at prices varying from £26 to £795 (exclud
ing VAT), and this is without taking into
account specialised products that would be
used in a mainframe environment. Of these

120, about 10 per cent (from five or six
manufacturers) are well known through
regular advertising.

The range of comms software packages
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The Pace Linnet- reviewed on page 90

is not as wide, but there is still some
choice. Prices range from £12.95 to £89.95
(including VAT), with a few in the middle
in the £30 to £40 range. Some software is
linked exclusively to a particular modem,
an example being Acorn's Prestel Adaptor
- a V23-only modem - which has its own
software on a ROM chip. In such cases
modem and software are sold together at
an all-inclusive price.

What is electronic mail?
Electronic mail, or 'email' for short, is one
of the more self-explanatory pieces of ter
minology to come out of the growth in
computer communiations. As a subscriber
to an email service (such as Telecom Gold,
Easylink or One-to-One) you would have
a unique membership code, the mailbox
number, to which mail could be directed
and read by you alone.

What is a viewdata?

Viewdata is the term given to the method
of displaying information as frames, or
pages of information made up of text, or
graphics or a mixture ofboth, like the BBC
micro mode 7.

Teletext TV screens use the same format
- the word 'videotext' has been coined as
the generic term which embodies both
teletext and viewdata. The difference be

tween the two media is that teletext is

broadcast, but viewdata frames are specifi
cally selected by telephone. This telephone
link means that, unlike teletext, viewdata is
to-way, or interactive. Thus it is possible
to purchase goods and manipulate your
bank account from your keyboard and see
the results on the displayed frame.

Viewdata services areoperated in various
European countries to different standards.
In the UK the best known is Prestel, which
provides a service to both business and
individual users.

Frame selection on Prestel is by a tree
structured menu system. Option one on
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the main menu may lead to a secondary
menu of, say, zero through nine. Thus we
may select frames 10,11,12. . . to 19. Each
will lead to another set of options; eg, from
18 we may select 181,182,etc. And so on.
We may go straight to a frame number by
keying its multi-digit reference. Acriticism
that was made of Prestel is that subject
selection by keyword was unavailable, but
this has now been added to the system.

Anyone with a modem and some soft
ware with a viewdata option may have a
look at Prestel by dialling the local access
number (available from BT) and keying
4444444444 (that's 10 fours) as the ID
followed by 4444 as the password. This
leads into a demonstration tour showing
the type of information on the database.

What is a bulletin board?

A bulletin board is a free-access system
operated by one of a philanthropic species
known as a sysop. The system consists of a
microcomputer, a modem with auto
answer capability, some specialist software
and some disc storage, preferably plenty of
disc storage. The better boards use a dedi
cated phone line, separate from the sysop's
private line, to allow the system to work
round the clock.

Most bulletin board systems cater both
for open messages which may be read by
anyone and for private messages to indi
viduals (email).

But good though BBs are - and without
doubt some are very good, with their
sysops having things well organised - there
is inevitably the frustration factor of dial
ling all night to find the number engaged.
With around 50 calls per day they can be
engaged for most of the 24 hours.

It is this frustration more than anything
else which first makes one see the advan

tages of paying a few pounds per month to
be sure of going on-line first time, every
time. There are other sophistications, of
course, which make it worthwhile. Cer
tainly, that there is room for free access
systems, commercial electronic mail ser
vices and viewdata all to co-exist with their

own identity.

How can I join?
You can join a bulletin board simply by
using it. Many charge a voluntary registra
tion fee, but instructions are given 'on
screen'. For BBC micro owners, Prestel is
best joined via Micronet- there are numer
ous press ads. And BT Gold: this can be
joined by joining Microlink, or directly.
For further details ring 01-403 6777.
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THOROUGHLY
MODERN MODEMS

Before you can enter theworld ofelectronic communications,
you need some basic equipment

There is a great deal of communica
tions equipment on the market and
to the newcomer it can often be a
daunting task selecting the
appropriate models. Here we pre

sent some views of popular machines and
specialist communications software chosen
with the beginner in mind.

The Linnet is Pace's intelligent modem
in the popular price range. It fills the
market slot which used to be occupied by
the Nightingale, still a popular model. My
impression was that it made my Nighting
ale, itself a good non-intelligent modem,
look like a steam-powered model by com
parison. This is not to detract from the
Nightingale, which now sells at a reduced
price; it simply serves to emphasise the rate
of development of modems at the moment.

The Linnet is an 'intelligent' modem,
with its own processor and memory. Auto-
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dial, with either pulse or tone dialling, and
auto-answer if required, are catered for by
the hardware. This modem will automati
cally adjust to the transmission rates of the
terminal and of the remote system. Both
V21 and V23 protocols are supported, ie,
transmit/receive rates of 300/300 and 1200/
75 baud respectively.

Physically, the Linnet is a neat, flat, pale
grey box measuring 160 by 35 by 242
millimetres. With the exception of a recess
ed reset button in the rear panel, there are
no manually set switches. All control of
the modem is via software, using the popu
lar Hayes command set. Because different
computer manufacturers use different con
nectors, Pace makes no attempt to supply a
cable. You can pay to have one made for
you, of course, but it's quite easy to
make your own.

The Hayes commands make modem op

eration simpler than ever before (sec the
examples in the question and answer ses
sion on page 89). This is a first class
product which I was very sorry to send
back after the review.

The Linnet sells for £139 plus VAT,
inclusive of the Commstar II communica
tions software package.

Pace Series Four
Pace's flagship product, theSeries Four, isa
sophisticated Hayes-compatible modem
available in three models. The 2123 will
operate at 300 duplex or 1200/75 baud (like
the Linnet), the 1200S adds 1200 duplex
(V22 standard) to these and the 2400S will
also work at2400 duplex (V22 bis).

Externally, the Series Four is unique. It
has a wedge shaped case which tapers from
five centimetres to zero at the rear, with a
breadth and depth of 300 and 225 mil-
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limetres respectively. A bank of 10 lights
near the leading edge monitors the line
status and data flow, and a second bank
shows the carrier strength. At front-left, a
32-character liquid crystal screen relays call
progress information when going online,
before reverting to its default display of
day, date and time. The computer connects
to the modem bya 25-way D-connector, as
with the Linnet. In therearpanel the Series
Four also has aprinter port. It may beleft in
auto-answer mode, connected to a printer,
toact as aprinting terminal.

The Series Four uses the same command
set as the Linnet, but has a few more
features. Forexample, its memory will store
64 telephone numbers rather than32.

The Series Four price range starts with
the 2123 at £265 plus VAT. The 1200S is
listed at £399 plus VAT whilst the 2400S is
£499 plus VAT. As you see, there is a heavy
premium to pay for extra speed. If you
don't need the extra, there is little justifica
tion in buying a 2123 model when you can
have a Linnet for much less. A Series Four,
however, does have an upgrade path: the
lowliest Series Four can be modified right
upto V22 bis standard.

Modem Master
Modem Master from BBC Soft is a disc
based package providing both scrolling
terminal and viewdata software. Like many
other packages, Modem Master is menu-
driven. It isvery easy to use, and has helpful
messages like 'Just a moment. . .' to reassure
you that something ishappening. File trans
fer, both up and downloading, is supported
by this versatile software with the option of
either ordinary text or the proven
XMODEM error-checking protocol.

If required, access to this software may be
controlled with a user-defined password,
which isdemanded on bootingthedisc.

Selecting the Utilities option from the
main menu leads into a series of options to
configure the software. Entry to Utilities
can beprotected by theuser's password.

Headings include Set Defaults which
works on parameters such as send/receive
rates, line feeds and word formats. Other
headings are Edit Database, List, Edit,
Delete or Add new services up to a max
imum of 20 each. Information stored about

each service includes a log-on string which
is sentautomatically on connection. I found
that this package gave the fastest auto-log
onofanysoftware.

Communications software typically con
sists of main data handling routines plus a
modem driver program to prompt the user
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to dial manually or to activate your mod
em's auto-dial facility, where applicable. A
driver is specific to a particular modem
type. To its credit, Modem Master comes
with no less than seven different drivers for
most of the popular types of hardware,
from the latest Hayes-compatible products,
like the Linnet and Series Four reviewed

Modem Master, a disc-based program

here, through software-driven auto-diallers
such as the Pace Nightingale right through
to manual dial modems.

It is clear that a lot of thought has gone
into producing Modem Master. There are
several appealing features quite apart from
its primary attributes. For example, it is
supplied on a 40-track disc but with a
program which will convert the disc to
80-track format if preferred. It can be
::"MOVEd to an ADFS disc. It can be
translated, again using a program supplied,
into a sideways-RAM version. These last
two will both run faster than the DFS
version. Yet another useful item on the disc
is a text file giving a list of telephone
numbers of bulletin boards and viewdata

systems intheUK, organised by region.
Modem Master costs an incredible £12.95

including VAT! At that price it undercuts
every comparable package onthe market.

Dialup Personal
Dialup Personal is one of a family of
communications software packages with
specific features tailored tosuit the needs of
different groups. Hence we have Dialup
Personal, Educational and Commercial with
Professional to follow. Another possibility
is an international variant, to accommodate
the differing viewdata standards of the UK,
and Europe. The Dialup family is available
in versions compatible with a wide range of
popular microcomputers.

PMS obviously anticipates its sales to be
more to organisations than to individuals.
Not that any individual would be less than
pleased to use this software. Again, it uses
the progressive menu approach, with cur-
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rent selection and options available display
ed clearly ina three-box format.

A myriad of services is listed in the
directory. Instead of Prestel being one
entry, many of Prestel's specialist services
are interviewed separately, with log-on
strings leading straight to the relevant
frames. For example, Prestel Education,
Banking Review and soon.

Dialup Educational costs £89.95 includ
ing VAT. It is also available as a package
with the Miracle WS4000 modem. Theprice
includes future upgrades and the use of
PMS Dialink database.

CommSoft
The latest offering from SoftMachinery is
CommSoft. This software consultancy was
the first company to develop a viewdata
telesoftware terminal for the BBC micro, on
the occasion of the Micronet launch in 1982.
Other versions of SoftMachinery's work
have been marketed by various companies
including Acorn themselves - the Prestel
Adaptor ROM - Tandata, Communitel and
Prestel Education. More recently, the Magic
Modem and Voyager modems have been
sold with SoftMachinery firmware. Comm
Soft is the latest development of this well-
proven package, and is marketed directly by
its authors.

The software can be used to good effect
when dialling manually, but it really excels
if used with a modem with an auto-dial
board. Modem driver software is available
on disc for a selection ofpopular modems. I
tried both the Pace Nightingale and Magic
Modem versions.

A file can be set up, following instruc
tions in the manual, to send a log-on string
for rapid access to dial-up services. Once set
up, this file is usable without alteration with
different modem drivers, a fact probably
appreciated most by reviewers! It does,
however, serve to emphasise the degree of
flexibility of this package, which never
constrains the user.

In a similar manner to Modem Master,
CommSoft provides an instant on-screen
help display using fO to show all the current
f-key assignments, rendering a paper f-key
strip superfluous.
Pace Micro Technology, Allerton Road,
Bradford BD15 7AG.
BBC Software, BBC Enterprises Ltd, 80
WoodLane, London W12 OTT.
Sue Froggatt, PMS Communications Ltd,
Norfolk House, Smallbrook Queens-way,
Birmingham B5 4LJ.
SoftMachinery, 68 Botley Road, Oxford
0X2 OBU.
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TUBELINK

Toolkit ROM
and utilities di: P

Here is yet another special offer to Acorn User readers from
Tubelink, a part of Prestel Microcomputing. AutoROM,
MemBuf, and ROMBuf, a set of three utilities offering both
outstanding quality and value for money. AutoROM can be
used to compile ROM images containing any number of your
own programs, up to a total of 16k in length! The image is
then blown into EPROM or loaded into Sideways RAM and
used with the ROM filing system. MemBuf and ROMBuf
allow any section ofRAM to be set up as an extended printer
buffer so you don't have to wait for your printer. The
program is suitable for BBC B, B+, Master and Compact.
The Tube Toolkit ROM: The ultimate utility ROM for the
second processor user. It contains powerful memory transfer
functions allowing any block of memory to be copied quickly
from one processor to the other; a full 65C02 disassembler;
Tube memory editor; and a versatile printer buffer function.
Toolkit ROM is ideal for Acorn 65C02 and Turbo co
processors.

Please send me copies of the General Utilities package
on 40/80 track 5.25-inch disc at at £6.95 each.

Please send me copies ofthe General Utilities package
on3.5-inch disc for the Master Compact at £12.95 each.

Pleaease send me copies of TTROMon 40/80 track
5.25-inch disc at only £9.95 each.

copies ofTTROM on EPROM atPlease send me

£14.95 each.

I enclose a sterling cheque/postal orderfor £
Tubelink.

NAME

ADDRESS

payable to

POSTCODE

Send this form with your remittance to: Acorn User Merchandise Department,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

J I.
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TWOSGUIDET
«I^^ER

Guide to Master
operating system

This new book from Acorn expert David Atherton, is the
definitive reference work for programmers of the BBC model
B4-, Master 128, and Compact computers. It also contains
much material for BBC model B and Electron users.

It covers all features of the Acorn MOS including 65C12
opcodes (including Rockwell additions), all new system calls
and previously unpublished filing system notes.

The book is liberally sprinkled with program listings,
which are available on disc. The Programs Disc also contains
some extra utilities.

Please send me:

- copies of Master Operating System: A Dabhand
Guide at £12.95 each.

copies of book and 5.2-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00
discount).

copies of book and 3.5/inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00
discount).

I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for
£- (Outside UK add £2 p&p. Free p&p in UK).

NAMI-

ADDKI-SS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to User RAM, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
Please allow 28 clays for delivery.

J
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HEARD IT ON THE
GRAPEVINE

I can draw a parallel between the slogan
in the window of my local pizza shop
and the world of electronic com
munications: once bitten, twice back!
And nowhere is this more true than

with the electronic version of the old cork

bulletin boards.
Just as Acornsoft's Elite made a big

impact on BBC micro users all those
months back, now more than ever the
communications fad is setting in. Time
spent at the dinner and dance is replaced
by a single telephone call. This is how
computer wire-heads now socialise - and
who can blame them?

There are now hundreds of electronic
notice boards around the country - in the
form of bulletin boards. For the computer
user, all it takes is a telephone call through
a modem to the local bulletin board and a
message can be displayed for all successive
callers to read. It is also possible, on many
boards, to send private messages between
board users, just as you would on a
national service such as Prestel.

There isn't much to setting up a bulletin
board, all you need is a micro with a fast
storage device and modem with telephone
line. When it is up and running, all you
need is a few callers to get the momentum
going, and before you know it, you will
have a thriving club on your hands with
regular meetings, albeit computer to com
puter! In fact these bulletin boards are
generally maintained by younger people as
a hobby. It is always very interesting to
meet and hear about different people, and
bulletin boards serve this very purpose in a
unique way - and are useful for gossip.

With the introduction of cheaper and
better quality modems into themarket, it is
hardly surprising that you find databases
and bulletin boards clocking up faster and
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Bulletin boards are a cheap and fun
way of sending messages and programs

BenRietti

ETIQUETTE

• When you're dialled into a board and
especially if you are using a single-line
board, don't waste time. Get the in
formation you require as quickly as
possible so that other users waiting can
get through.
• Never be put off by the monotonous
engaged tone - if callers are considerate
enough, you should be able to get
through very soon.
• If a board offers downloadable prog
rams, remember that there will almost
certainly be an upload option. Don't just
take information, help others by sending
in your own programs or those you
know to be 'public domain'.
• Don't use obscene language on mes
sages, or make comments that could be
offensive to others - it deters callers and
is generally unpleasant for everyone.
• Always use yor real name, and don't
try to log on as someone else.
• When logging off, use the correct pro
cedure as described on each particular
board. Ifyou simply hang-up your mod
em without telling the host system that
you wish to leave, you may render it
unusable for other callers. Only discon
nect your modem when instructed to.

faster baud rates. Indeed, British Telecom's
widely used Telecom Gold electronic mail
service has taken advantage of the 1200
baud full duplex system for quite some
time, and Prestel are just about to intro
duce V22bis ports (that's a rate of 2400
baud) to its many lines. This will bring
information to users at twice the speed,
and, theoretically, halve your phone bills. I
do have my doubts on this last point; I
think it is more likely to encourage much

more prolonged use of the system!
Not content with the standardised mes

sage area, bulletin boards now tempt callers
with even more facilities. A popular addi
tion to the main menu when calling is the
download section. Here, public domain
software is available for callers to collect.
In many cases these programs are small
utilities written for personal use by other
callers, which are found to be of great
benefit to other computer users.

There are obvious snags to offering soft
ware on bulletin boards; not everyone can
handle the particular downloading system,
so the latest trend is to offer callers a

choice of methods, and so in this way
bulletin board host software is gradually
becoming more sophisticated.

Boards arecurrently being linked to each
other to enable messages sent on one
system to be transferred and read by callers
on another board. This has been im

plemented successfully by Musictel, a new
range of boards specific to music lovers. It
is really ideal for linking together specific
interest groups, who would not otherwise
have much contact. Small groups obviously
lack the advantage of being part of one
large system. Via Musictel, ideas can be
shared among a larger audience of people
with similar tastes.

Funding is the main obstacle for a sysop
- that's the name given to the person who
is in charge of a particular bulletin board,
the SYStem OPerator. Without sufficient
financial backing, it would mean giving up
your own use of a computer and phone
line when the board is operating, and if the
board is to be popular and well read, it
must be available at regular times to suit
the callers. Large companies have taken
advantage of this and are now sponsoring
bulletin boards. They supply the necessary
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Klick
The flexible computer benching system

The Klick flexible benching system has been designed for
constructing freestandingbenching which can be assembled
quickly and easily. The Standard range isavailable in 3 heights
and can besupplied with aselection of underbench storage units.
The Flexi range provides the scope for any unusual size, height or
configuration required. For product brochure and price list
please contact:

Store StockSystems Ltd, Claverton Road, off Floats Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9NE Telephone 061-998 9726

THE Cadsoft GRAPHICS STATION
At last a complete cost effective solution...
Graphic Art
Graphic artists will find the rapid response and creative power of the
system aninvaluable aid toproductivity. Thesubtle colours and
effects which can be obtained are fully atthe artist's command and
can be output to colour slide or colour printer.
Television
The excellentanimation an effects obtainable, coupled with
broadcast quality resolution provide adynamic ability unique in the
price range. Full genlock and key facilities together with an optional
frame grab complete the system.
Education
Full compatibility with the Acorn Master 128 computer enables a
vast range ofeducational software tobeutilised. Theeaseofuseof
the Graphic Designer program makes it ideal for students, yet its
powerful features enable professional results tobeobtained.
Industrialand ScientificResearch
The high resolution computer with video digitiser and multiple
frame store enables colour ordensity comparisons between
images or computer generated profiles. The computing power can
be increased to that ofamini computer by the use ofoptional
coprocessors.

ACOMPLETE professional graphics system for
only £6000 including graphics tablet.

CadsoftCOMPUTER GRAPHICS Ltd.
UpperWield, Alresford, Hants S024 9RT Tel: 0420 62784
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IMAGE PROCESSING

For IBM PC & BBC Micro
IMAGE III - FRAME STORE

Real time picture capture from camera or
video tape recorder.

* Max. resolution 512 x 512 x 64 Grey levels.
* 3 Resolution options.

* Storage ofmultiple pictures.
* Economical price £ 1990.00 + V.A.T.

RAMASES IMAGE
PROCESSING SOFTWARE

* Menu driven.
Contrast stretching * picture subtraction.

Linear and area measurement.
Image enhancement * edge detection.
Image storage and retrieval from disk.

* Economical price £590.00 + V.A.T.
Forfull specification consult the

IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALIST

ELTIME VISION SYSTEMS.
UNIT D29 MALDON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
TOLLBRIDGE, MALDON, ESSEX. CM9 ZLp!

Telephone: 0621-59500 Telex: 995548

IIHI IB 111

i FREE
= ZOFFER
5 nr> ~When you buy 25 disks for only £19.95*

!: including postage and VAT!

ii ii jnmt* ii !••«•

SCHOOL ORDERS^
WELCOME ,

large !
(100 disk capacity)^

lockable disk storage'
CIA" boxworth £13.95-!

I FREE SjJJjL'JfJPJJjJ

Choose any one of the following
~ hits (on disk) FREE:-
tmAcomsoft Superior:- Elite(£14.95),
—j Revs (£14.95), Ravenskull (£11.95),
— Grand Prix Construction Set(£11.95),
= Thrust (£11.95), Repton 3 (£11.95),
2 Strykers Run (£11.95), Karate
= Combat (£11.95), Firebird:- The Sentinel (£14.95)
— Phone foravailability of other games _,
JJJ - When you buy LD disks for only £19.95*
3 including postage and VAT!

N.B. All disks supplied are superior quality Fuji double density
5'A DS disks which are idealfor both 40 & 80 track drives.

Add 10% if you want Quad density disks.
Subtract 5% if you want single sided disks.

They include envelopes, hub rings, labels etc.

I FREE
It 90 Capacity lockable

disk box for IVf
disks - when you
buy 15 DS 135 tpi
high quality 3Vi"

disks for only
£26.95

(inc. Post & VAT!)

ONE PER CUSTOMER

FREE

i 3%

n

LATEST
Solar Powered
Credit Card Calculator
(Worth £12.50) when you buy 25 disks
lor only £19.95"

Nebulae, Dept Mil, FREliPOST, Kilroot Park
Industrial Estate,Carrickfcrgus, CoAntrim,
BT38 7BR TEL (09603) 65020(Mon-Fri 9 to 5)
7 Day Delivery. One year guarantee
& !4 day money back period

We accept orders from all government bodies, schools, universilics. CL
PLC'setc. Wedespatch on receipt ofan official purchase order. Ma

milium mum ii ilium iiiiuiiiiitmii
FREEPOST YOUR ORDER TODAY - NO STAMP REQUIRED
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Modems

with software

for BBC -

£25.00 inc.

Phone for

Availability

mm order by
-m,'- PHONE FOR
•^•i SAME DAY
ar. DESPATCH
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COMMUNICATIONS

h»jii ttici-t- <ot9az_

HEHLTH-nHTR •pngiswfrPH

iCurrent Topics / IN THEHEMS
2 Healthy Living p»««aiasEM
3 Registering with a Doctor
4 CHILD HEALTH
5 Women and Health
6 MEN AND HEALTH
7 Your Teeth
8 HOME MANAGEMENT OF MINOR ILLNESS

lat is Healthdata? Please key 8

ulletin boards take many forms. The Gnome at Home (left) can
Rrovide varied programs andchat;othersserveas technical
elp lines(centre) orcommunity databases(right).B

equipment for the job in return for the
sysop placing details about the sponsor's
products on the board. In some cases,
callers can even place credit-card orders via
a bulletin board, which would then be
passed on to the respective company.

Apart from the popular scrolling type of
bulletin board, many enthusiasts run view
data boards - these can be dialled into by
anyone with software suitable for Prestel.
In many respects this format is clearer and
easier to manage, with logical routing sys
tems and the chance to add graphics and
colour to boards. Indeed, several systems
are not content with just one system or the
other, and now detect what software the
calling computer is using and configure
themselves accordingly.

The viewdata standard was enforced by
the introduction of Prestel several years
ago, and since then, companies such as
Communitel have produced software pack
ages for the BBC micro that turn the
computer into powerful viewdata host sys
tems, with feedback facilities and page
editors. The Gnome at Home system took

this software further and is now rated as
one of the best bulletin boards in the
country. The Gnome at Home is run on a
network of BBC micros. It provides sever
al dial-up lines for the service, and offers
real-time chatting and electronic mail be
tween users, together with programs, com
munications news articles and babble board
where users can leave general messages to
the public on any subject they care to
babble on about! To cover their enormous
running costs, Gnome at Home offers
regular callers a nominal subscription
charge, which entitles them to the full
range of services. This includes the facility
to edit their own pages on the board,
which is normally unavailable to the non-
paying caller.

Among boards which have survived the
inevitable financial problems, there are
several which have become very popular.
The most innovative and enjoyable one is
the Gnome at Home, as mentioned above,
which has its own rather unique and fun
style. It has a pedigree of sorts too; it
started life as a database on the Viewfax

Tel No.

01-888 8894

01-986 4360

01-346 7150

01-648 0018

01-450 9764

(0223) 243642
(0247) 467863

(0384) 239944
(0622) 850440

Name Baud rates and general info

Gnome at Home 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour)
Health data 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour)
Marctel 1200/75 and 300, viewdata/scrolling,

(24 hour)
MBBS Mitcham 1200/75 and 300, (24-hour)
Technoline 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour), com

mercial

Acorn's Board 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour)
Fido Bangor 1200/75,300/300,1200/1200,2400/

2400,

(24-hour)
Dudley College 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour)
Swafax 1200/75, viewdata, (24-hour), satel

lite info

The phone numbers of some popular boards
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section of Prestel. For the more health-
conscious user, there is the increasingly
popular Healthdata service. Again it is a
viewdata-based system supplying a whole
range of well laid out material on many
aspects of health, covering symptoms,
causes, and cures of illnesses. There is a
wealth of information here, and is well
worth a regular 'visit'.

The specialist boards are often the most
interesting, and one such system based in
Northern Ireland is 'Fido Bangor' - a
scrolling board offering hints, tips, and
downloadable programs for many compu
ters. These include some excellent public
domain utilities for MS-DOS micros,
which can be used with the Master 512

co-proceessor.

Local computer groups often set up their
own bulletin boards, and in small com
munities and towns, they often come up
with high attendances and a good deal of
correspondence and participation on the
messaging sections. Marctel, run by 14-
year-old Marcus Anselm in north west
London has been around for quite some
time. It boasts a large number of regular
callers. MBBS Mitcham and the Channel
Islands based Jersey Fido board are similar
in this respect.

It is very important to remember that it
is not cheap to call long-distance boards, so
it is worth investigating to find out
whether there is a board operating in your
area. If so, and assuming you have thevital
modem, take an active part in it, and
encourage others to do so.

Bulletin boards are a cheap and fun way
of exchanging information and programs
(not to say gossip) between computer users
- so use them.

Check out the User Groups pages in
Acorn User for further information on
local computer clubs and groups.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

Bringing the World of Technology to your fingertips

ring now EDUCATION CATALOGUE available
DRIVES PRINTERS MONITORS

Cumana Drives

CSX100 £89
CSX400 £109

CS400 £129
CD800 £219
CS354 £94

CS358 £169

Winchester Drive

V20MB £599
Plinth Drive

VPLIN £239

LAN 135

MP201

MP165

EPSON LX86

STAR NLI0

PANASONIC 1081

CANON PW1080A
EPSON FX86

MP26

JUKI 6100

£139

£289

£179

£199

£199

£159

£229

£349

£249

£279

LAN VOUCHER

£1.00 OFF EVERY £10.00

off software purchased

in the computer centre

COME IN AND SEE US
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MISC

MICROVITEC 1431 £179
MICROVITEC 1451 £219
PHILIPS8833 (stereo) £249
PHILIPS 7502 £79
PHILIPS 7522 £85

ZENITH 1230 £69

ZENITH 1220 £69

TAXAN 620 £269

MASTER MONITOR STAND £15

SWIVEL STAND £16

MASTER COMPACT £349
MASTER TURBO £99
MASTER 512 £179
1770 DFS £49
8271 DFS £79

PRINTER STAND £15
ADFS ROM £19
AMX MOUSE £69
IEEE INTERFACE £199
CHOLO £12

DAGENHAM

1063 HIGH ROAD,

ROMFORD, ESSEX
TEL: 01-597 8851

HOW TO ORDER

Post order form to us.
Telephone ordersacceptedifconfirmed inwriting.
Allorders will be acknowledged.
Goods can be collected or delivered.

DELIVERY CHARGES
Below £10 add £1.50

Below £100 add £3.50
Below £50 add £2.50
Above £100 add £8.00

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. AND CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO
PRESS.

Education callers ask for:
Tony Judge or Mike Brown
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COMMUNICATIONS

ON-LINE LETTERS
Sending messages around the country by computer

is fast, flexible - and cheap too

As someone who spends most of
his day with his ear pressed to a
telephone receiver, I have trou
ble finding the words to express
my joy at using the phone sys

tem. The person I dial is usually either on
the phone already or not there. And there
are those late night flashes of inspiration
when I just have to communicate my
thoughts, only to find that everyone's in
bed and not amused about being woken
up. What fun!

I could always write a letter, of course,
but that's assuming that the message isn't
urgent. It's no accident that the post has
been christened the 'snail mail'. The answer
is to let computers do the hard work.
Electronic mail - or email - solves these
problems, and quite a few others.

The most common and popular email
systems work on a common principle.
Using your modem and communications
software, you log on to a remote host
computer, write your message and address
it, using the recipient's mailbox code. The
system then deposits the message in the
mailbox awaiting the recipient's next call.
When the person next logs on, he or she is
told that there is a message waiting.

This has several advantages over phon
ing. The person doesn't need to be in when
you send the message, you don't have to
wait until office hours or even until morn
ing, the message can usually be prepared
off-line using a wordprocessor and it is
delivered very quickly.

Unfortunately, there are two main draw
backs to email. The recipient has to be on
the same system as you - although this is
changing. And if the person doesn't log on
for several days it will take that long to
receive the message.

The main problem is deciding which of
the many systems to use. Even if you
limited the choice to those systems being
marketed for micro users, it is still difficult
to choose between the various rivals.

The first form of electronic messaging
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Steve Mansfield

7m 00:38 Op
E P II I

&2ftil«
1 How to use the EpniMail features
2 Greetings & graphic messages
- Automatic directory of users
4 Automatic Letterbox - an open forum
5 Auto MicroBoard
6 AutoAds for Teleshop
7 Business displays
8 Paging facilities
O Epni index

*N Number of messages
*« Messages to be read
*U Write:standard format

Epnitex - a new rival to Prestel in theelectronic mail market

most home micro users come across is the
mailbox feature on Prestel. The ability to
send messages to other Prestel users is
regarded by some as a bonus, by others as
an essential part of the system.

Specially for micros
The majority of computer users who join
Prestel also join the Micronet section. This
carries news and features aimed at micro
enthusiasts, as well as downloadable soft
ware. The BBC micro is particularly well
covered, and the huge popularity of Mic
ronet means that you'll find a lot of
like-minded people using the system for
this purpose.

Sending messages to them is very easy.
Typing *7# takes you to the mailbox area
from which you can select standard mes
sages, which range from simple flowery
borders to seasonal greetings cards. Just
give the mailbox number ofthe person you

want to send the message to and type any
text. Some software packages allow you to
prepare the message off-line. For short
messages and letters this is fine, butentering
text can be a bitof a pain. Unless you take
care, words can be split across lines and
there isn't a lot of room for text - so long
messages have to be divided into page-size
chunks in order to fit.

Some of these restrictions will be re
moved with a new on-line service called
Epnitex. This isbeing launched as a rival to
Prestel and, although it is still a page-based
viewdata system, it incorporates some adv
anced editing features in its Epnimail sec
tion. It's message page can be used like a
wordprocessor —it's possible to insert or
delete text, it has properword wrap and text
and graphics can be entered horizontally or
vertically. Epnitex is aimed mainly at the
business market, but home subscriptions
will be available. Telecom Gold is now
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icro-communicafions iHTmT

Nightingale V21/V23
The Nightingale modemhas becomethestandard
bywhich other low cost modems are judged.

Combining simpl icityofusewith truemulti baud rate
operation,Nightingale can provideaccess to both
viewdata (1200/75 &75.1200 baud) andfull duplex
(300 300 baud) systems.

All Pace modems are
BABT approved and are
supplied with FREE
Commstar II software

•J iliiHPT

For more than two years, Commstar has dominated the BBC
communications software market. Now, Pace have introduced

Commstar II, more powerful, more flexible and even easier to use
Many new facilities like 'pull-down' windows and menus have been added to

Commstar's already impressive list of features.
Commstar II is compatible with BBC Model B, B+ and Master Series. Commstar II is still only £29 57 plus
V.A.T. andcomes complete with a comprehensive instruction manual and a years free subscription to

Microlink on Telecom Gold.

Existing users of Commstar can upgrade to the new version for only £12.00, plus V.A.T.

£36.00

Linnet setsnewstandards in modem performance
bycombining many facilities, previouslyavailable
only on'professional' modems, in a single versatile
yet affordable product.
TheLinnet provides both 300 baud and 120075
operation.

Advanced micro-processor control and Hayes
compatibility makeitsuitable for useonany
computer with an RS232 port and itwill operate
virtually any terminal software.

All features including Automatic dialling are
initiatedvia simplecommands entered at the
terminal and Linnefscomprehensive tonedetection
facilities allow full callprogress monitoring via
English-like messages suchas "NO CARRIER" and
"NO DIALTONE".Successfulcalls are notifiedvia the
"CONNECT" messagecommon toHayes modems.

Series Four

V21/V23/V22/V22 bis

Thelast wordin microcommunications, SeriesFour
models include as standard V2123 CCITT
capabilitycoupledwith'intelligent'microprocessor
control.

Auto dial/auto answer, autospeed buffering, auto
baudratedetection, LED carrier strength indicator,
64number memory and LCD display are amongst
features too numerousto mention here,whichmake
Series Fourmodems the first choice forbusiness and
professional applications.

All models areHayescompatible, theywill support
multiple baud rates. All Series Fourmodels include
asstandardV21/V23andV22(1200/1200baud)and
V22bis (2400'2400 baud) versions are also
available.

Further information on these and other Pace products is available from good
dealers everywhere, or direct from Pace.

'INGING TOMORROW A

PACE Micro Technology
Allerton Road, Bradford, WestYorkshire BD15 7AG. Tel. 0274 488211 Telex No.51338 PACE G
Prestel MailboxNo. 274729306 TelecomGoldMailboxNo. 79.PCE001 Int. Tel. No. +44274488211



rapidly gaining popularity. With Telecom
Gold you don't get the snazzy colour
graphics and friendly menus that come with
Prestel and Epnitex, but you do get a far
more powerful system.

Gold was set up from the start as a
messaging system. To use it you need
standard scrolling terminal software - no
thing fancy as the Telecom Gold system is
quite old. In order to make the most of
Gold you need to learn its language. There
is a large set ofcommands to master which
make the system both powerful and diffi
cult for the newcomer.

You can use Gold like an extension of
your micro. Files can be saved on the
system, which could include ASCII ver
sions of program listings as well as text files.
The system has its own text editor - a
rather crude wordprocessor which can be
handy for editing the set-up files. These tell
the system how you'd like it to behave,
including things like how wide you want
the screen, how to handle word wrap,
whether topause at the bottom ofeach page
of text and so on.

The messaging part of Gold is its strong
point. There is no real limit on the size of
message you can send, indeed some long
Acorn User articles have been sent to us
over theGold system.

It's easy to set up a name file, called
Mail.Ref, so that you can address a mailbox
using a single name, rather than having to
remember the full mailbox number each
time. For example, Acorn User's mailbox
number is 81:RED001. By putting 'AU
81:RED0001' in the Mail.Ref file you can
address mail to us by typing AU.

You can ask the system to hold delivery
of the message until a particular date or
time, you can label a message as 'Express',
in which case it goes to the top the
recipient's pile ofwaiting mail.

One of the most useful options when
sending messages is the acknowledgement
feature. Putting a simple command into
your text means that you will be send abrief
message by the system when the recipient
has read the message. You can even demand
that the person replies immediately, and as
soon as they finish going through the text
the system goes into send mode ready for a
reply from them.

The easiest way to doall this isto prepare
the message off-line with a text editor. The
edit program in the Master is excellent for
this as the file it produces is straight ASCII
text. The finished file can then be uploaded
on to Gold and saved as a file in your
directory, or you can load it straight into a
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message. Receiving text is pretty sophisti
cated too. Whenever you log on or off
you're told how many read and unread
messages you have. Rather than reading the
full text it's possible just toscan through the
headers, which tell you who the message is
from, when it was sent and a single line
what the describing message is about. Once
you have read the message you can delete it,
file it under a name ofyour choice or reply.
Typing 'reply' puts you straight into the
text edit mode, with the mailbox address
already set up for sending the reply directly.

Using Prestel for email

One of the biggest attractions of Gold is
its international coverage as it's part of the
Dialcom System which runs in a large
number of countries.

Each Gold host computer has a number.
This is what the '81' refers to at the start of
the Acorn User mailbox number. It means
system 81. But that doesn't mean you can
only send to other people on system 81. So
long as you include this system prefix
number when you address a message, you
can send it to any Telecom Gold or
Dialcom system around the world.

Of course, Telecom Gold isn't the only
system around. There are others, like One-
to-One, but for micro users there isone big
advantage in Gold - and that's the use of

ADDRESSES

Micronct: 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R
5ES. Tel: 01-278 3143.

Prestel: Telephone House, Temple Ave
nue, London EC4Y OHL. Tel: 01-822
1122.

Telecom Gold: 60-68 St Thomas Street,
London SE1. Tel: 01-403 6777.

Microlink: Database Publications, Euro-
pa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel
Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY. Tel: 061-
456 8383.

Epnitex: PO Box 107, Billinghay, Lin
coln LN4 4AW.Tel: (0526) 861136.

COMMUNICATIONS

Microlink. Microlink is a special interest
group, using Gold system 72 as its host, but
with a number of useful extras and it's also
much cheaper than a standard Telecom
Gold account.

The Microlink area has its own bulletin
board, computer news section and down
loadable software, with a large selection for
the BBC micro. There are also gateways to
other systems, such as the Mnematics board
in the US. You still get the full Telecom
Gold facilities, including on-line games and
access to additional services like the World
Reporter database.

There is one other form of email which is
virtually free. Bulletin boards often allow
you to send private messages to a named
person, as well as the more usual function of
posting general messages. However you
rely on the person dialling into that particu
lar board and getting through to some
boards can be very tricky - they're almost
always engaged. But if you want to swap
messages with just a few other people, and
you can come to some kind of mutual
agreement over which board you want to
use, then bulletin boards do provide a very
inexpensive means ofcommunication.

Cost is obviously a major factor when
deciding which system to use. A Micronet
subscription scores well here. You pay a
quarterly fee - part of which is for Prestel,
the rest for Micronet - but there are no
times changes if you use the system during
off-peak hours, and then most of the pages
cost you nothing extra.

Microlink charges a standing fee plus
time charges. Services like World Reporter
also levy a fee, and can be very expensive.
As a guide, my bill for Micronet costs me
roughly £12 a month, although I do use
Microlink a lot more.

One other majorfactor which determines
the usefulness an email system is the num
ber of other people who use it. Some
headway is being made in linking up the
various systems butfor the most part you'll
want to use a system which is shared by the
people you're most likely to want to send
messages to. For the time being that rules
out Epnitex, as until it gets going there
simply won't beenough people on it.

If you simply want to send messages to
friends you won't need the sophisticated
electronic mail features of Telecom Gold, so
subscription to Micronet might well be the
best option. But for businesses and any
serious applications, Microlink on Telecom
Gold is by far the best electronic mail
choice if you wanta service specifically for
computer users.
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Let your pupils investigate
temperature with

MEASURE AND TELL

Cl^lyZ0fipupils

JL MEASURE AND TELL is aversatile educational package
New for 1987 from CLWYD TECHNICS LTD

It offers aflexible choice of experiment types, options and displays. Itiseasyfor pupils touse
and for teachers tocontrol. There is ahost of ideas and practical activities for project work.
It has been extensivelytrialled inschools.

With MEASURE ANDTELL you can set an experimentto take readings atregular intervals (overthe weekend),
replay it, home-in on all oranyreadings forfurtherinvestigation. Instant feedbackof information and
detailed printout results.

The software is designed to work with aD.E. Talker speech chip, creating a 'talking thermometer'! The chip is
available for the BBC Bversion asanoptional extra tothe package.
Another top class package for education from CLWYD TECHNICS LTD.

Why not place an order straight away.
Return this voucher with

your order form and the

MEASURE AND TELL
pack is yours for...

only £59,45 (ex. VAT)

FROM

CLWYD TECHNICS LIMITED

MEASURE AND TELL TEMPERATURE PACK

To: Clwyd Technics Limited, Unit4B, Antelope Industrial Estate,
Rhydymwyn, Nr. Mold, Clwyd CH75JH. Tel: Hendre (035283) 751

• PIease sendfurther detai Is of the Measure and Tell pack.
• Iencloseanorderfor theMeasure andTell packfor

£59.45 (+ VAT) + £2p.&p.

• 40 Track [J 80Track • Primary fj Secondary
(Please tickforrequired version)

Name

School/Authority

Address

Order No. .

Telephone

X



DJSCFILING

SIX INTO ONE
WILL GO

You can still use your old DFS files
with your new Master 128with this useful program

So there I was, with my trusty
model B replaced by a smart
new Master 128, the twin 40
track disc drives replaced by a
double-sided 80-track drive (to

get the best out of ADFS) and abox full of
discs collected over the past few years.

After the initial excitement and com
bined strangeness and familiarity had re
duced a little, the first job was to transfer
all those files from 40-track single-sided
DFS discs to 80-track double-sided ADFS
discs. The increase in capacity per .floppy
meant that I could expect to get.six or
more reasonably full 100k DFS discs on
one 640k ADFS disc.

So how to do it? I could LOAD and
SAVE each individual file, but apart from
being prone to errors and incredibly brain-
numbing, this method cannot handle files
larger than available memory.

Right, time to consult the manual. Oh
look, it's easy - '*MOVE-DISK-filename-
ADFS-filename' should do the trick. It
does - if you have two drives. -:

There is of course the Acorn :utility
'Copyfiles' supplied on the Welcome disc,
which, while being very flexible and coping
with all filing systems, is a right pain when
it comes to transferring more than one file
at a time as it requires such a lot of
key-pressing and supervision.

So what we single-drive owners really
need is a program to soak up as many files
as possible from the DFS disc, allow the
discs to beswapped and write the files out
to the ADFS disc, with as little user
intervention as possible. This is what the
listing on the yellow pages (for the B+128
and Master 128) will do. Additionally, DFS
to DFS backup is available, and use is not
restricted to single drive systems. What it
will not do is organise your ADFS discs
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John Knight

Use your old programs onyour new machine

for you - only you know what they
contain and what is the best way of orga
nising it.

The method used consists of extracting
all filenames from the DFS catalogue, read
ing each in turn and storing as much as
possible in the 64k of sideways RAM
(SWR). The program performs most im
pressively when a large number of small
files are being transferred and when all 64k
is available, but it will handle files larger
than available memory and detect how
much sideways RAM can be used. The
program will work with no sideways RAM
at all and so could be amended for model B
owners with ADFS - but the necessary
changes are considerable.

What is needed
Only the SWR present in machines from
the B+128 onwards can be used. The reason
for this is that the 'pseudo-addressing'
option of OSWORD 66 is used. This is the
convention invented by Acorn that allows

you to treat SWR as a continuous block
rather than four 16k chunks. For a good
introduction to this kind of sideways RAM
see the First Byte article by Tessie Revivis in
Acorn User April 1987. The other kinds of
SWR (Solidisk or UserRAM, for example)
do not support OSWORD 66 as far as I
know. Shadow memory is not required but
B+128 users will need to reduce the sizeof
variable 'buffersize' to about 13000 as RE-
Marked in the listing, to overcome the
higher value of PAGE. It also works with
the Compact if you have a 5.25-inch drive
anda copy of 1770 DFS.

How to use
When the program is run it first examines
the sideways RAM to determine how much
can be used. If you have a ROM-image in
one of the banks, say the first, then
obviously three are available. If, however, it
is in the second then only two banks are
available as the bank in use separates the
first from the third and fourth. The RAM
banks usedmust be a continuoussequence.

If any banks are occupied the program
performs a ::"ROMS to list the contents and
then gives two options: either continue with
the empty banks, or switch off to clear any
ROM-images present. Of course, if a 'real'
ROM is present then the former option will
be used.

The next step is to select the type of
backup operation required, either DFS to
DFS or DFS to ADFS. The program will
then prompt you for the source disc and
start reading files from it. When storage
space within the program has been filled, it
will begin writing files to the destination
disc. If only one drive is used, a prompt to
swap the discs will appear, and if ADFS is
the destination filing system the program
will at this point ask you for .the name of a
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TOOLKIT = The 54 command toolkit MODEL B. £47
+ BASIC edit/ search/merge/join/part-save/overlay/rescue/ relocate/

verify/selective renumber/move lines/etc.
+ a rom management system and rom/ram utilities.
+ acomplete filing system for use with sideways ram. Standard entry

points provided, BASIC andOScommands work as normal new
commands include COPY, INFO. etc.

+ dual catalogues/disc search/recovery/free space/menu with auto-run/
individual sector edit/load/save.

+ general utilities include memory editor/disassembler/softkey list/load/
save/48 difinitions/*FX list/etc.

RAMKIT = The ram filing system. MASTER/MODEL B. £35
+ utilise sideways ram forstoring programs, files, etc.
+ standard entry points provided, BASIC/MOS/OS file/byte handling

commands work as normal, 15channels provided. SHIFT-BREAK can
be setto auto-! BOOT from ram. 31 files per ram, download and run
anybyentering ""filename".

+ 27 extra commands include COPY, LOCK, TITLE, etc, plus ram/rom
utilities, and acomprehensive 40 or80 column memory editor/
disassembler. The Master version has CMOS editor/load/save/list
facilities built-in.

ROMKIT = The rom manager. MASTER/MODEL B. £25
+ on/off/load save/list/CRC/send commands toarom/transfer data

between sockets/service call information/direct'INSERT/'UNPLUG/
memory editor/disassembler.

+ 12 new' CONFIGURES include CMOS edit/load/save, aVIEW printer
driver, softkey/soft character load/save, etc.

CATKIT = The disc indexer. MASTER/MODEL B. £18
= capable of storing data on 700+ catalogues (24000+ (iles)onone

side of an 80 track disc. All data on files read automatically (and leqallv)
from the disc.

II sort/search/list/print/labels/utilities, plus built-in AND user-

CHARKIT

FONTKIT

definable file coding facilities.
= The on-screen character designer. MASTER. £15
+ 15stylish fonts (characters 32-126) built-in.
+ facilities todesign/edit/load/save/use new fonts.
+ commands for complete orpartial redefinition (letters only, numbers

only, etc) for mixed fonts, together with double height/double
width/rotated/etc, characters.

= 6complete fonts (characters 32-255), plus asetoficons built-in
Facilities/details as CHARKIT above.

All the above are available as 16k EPROMs or rom images (on dual format 40/80 track
disc) and are supplied with adetailed manual. They are designed for use in a
single-processorenvironment.

Orders and cheque/PO (please state computer), or write first for adetailed fax sheet, to:
JML Software, UNIT 5.StCatherine's Mill. LEEDS. LS132TD

••"_
BBC B&B +PlasticKeyboard Strip... £1.00 p&p £0.50
BBC B&B+ Keyboard Cable £1.00 p&p £0.50
2ndProcessor Cases £7.50 p&p £1.50
Disc Drive Cases (single drive colour
matching Beeb) £6.00 p&p £1.50
BBC B&B+ Plastic Cases £10.00 p&p £2.50
BBC Master Plastic Cases £15.00 p&p £2.75
Monitor/Printer Stand £7.50 p&p £3.00
Monitor Stand with Shelf £12.00 p&p £4.00
Torch Hard Disc Cases
(complete with fan) £28.00 p&p £4.00

BBC Upgrade Kits
(Processor housing andkeyboard). . . £39.00 p&p £4.50
Slightlysoiled Oak ModerB'Cases... £75.00 p&p £12.00
SlightlysoiledOak MasterCases £89.00 p&p £12.00
Torch Z80 + Software + Doc £65.00 p&p £3.50
Microvitec 1431 DS2 Colour Monitor
Std. Res. Plastic Case (Grey) £115.00 p&p £5.50
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. Also little used OakComputers, based onboth

B+ andMaster. Some complete with monitors. Ringfor prices.

pw Oak Computers, Cross Park House, Low Green, mmmm
F\ 1 Rawdon, Leeds, LS19 6HA. Tel: (0532) 502615. i v^!n

At last a machine code development
system that really does outperform ADE

**•

•*»'

SYSTEM

Software
12 Collegiate Cic^ccnt
Sheffield S10 2BA

Tel. (0742) 032321

Acce^ and Bniclnycmd welcome
Fuither information nvnilnble

Features
- Runs on BBCB,B+, Master,Compart,
ADFS, DFS, ANFS, NFS

- Full use of all available RAM
- Intelligent memory management
unit(MMU)

- User switches on all main features
- Automatic search for macros on disc
- Assemble absolute or relocatable code
- Source program tokenised or fulltext
- REPEAT..UNTIL, WHILE..WEND
eta highlevellanguage constructs

- Macrosnestable toany depth
- Excellenterror diagnostics
-Linker

-Editorand symbolicdisassembler
provided

A comparison^ three 65C12 assemblers

Feature

Number of pseudo-ops
Use of all availablo RAM

Macros

Relocatable output

Linker with libraries

High level constructs

Number of orror reports
65COO extended opcodes

Switch off 65C 12 opcodes
ROM sue

Disassembler

Label restrictions

64

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

39+wamings
All

Yes

32K

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

3+BASIC errs

65C12 only
No

16K

No

Yes

::' .

Yes

No

No

No

20

65C12C

No

16K

Yos

Yes

Versions and prices
Rtoommtndad for Uatttr Compact—
ADE* MMUand 65C00 series assembler on ofec
(3.5-ADFS). 32Ksideways RAMrequred.

£4200 + vat

Rtcommandad for BBC B, B* _
ADE* MMUand 65CO0 series assembler on 2
16K EPROMS wlfh DFS 5.25" utities disc.

£46.00 + vat

Raeommtndad for Uaittr 1SB,turbo-
ADE* MMU and 65CO0 series assembler on
EPROM eanYidge with5.25" DFSutilityone.
£49.00 + vat

Upon*
ADE to ADE* (upgrade to either*sc.
EPROM or cartridge, you must send inADE
ROMcrip)

£27.00 + vat

Upgradt
ASM to ADE* (upgradetoeiherdsc.
EPROM or cartridge, you must send in ASM
ROM crip)

£35.00 + vat

Please add Cl .25P8P perunit.

The UltimateAssembly
Language Development Tool
ADE+ te a 65C00 series assembler system
supporting ail the mnemonics ot the 65C12
used in the latest BBCmicrocomputers plus the
additional 'Rockweir instructions. ADE+ is fast,
faster in fact than the in-built BASIC assembler
and all rival products that we have tested. The
assembler produces absolute code that can be
•RUN or linkermodulesthat can be mergedwith
tho outputfrom other programs usingthe ADE+
linker. ADE+ supports a powerful linker which
drastically cuts assembly time; a feature
normally only found on minis and
mainframes. The linker will even link the output
from compilers with your assembly language
programs. FullIforary support for both the linker
and the assembler is provided - fast searching
for unknown Instructions In a random access
macro Iforary. ADE+ is a modularsystem with
many modules to add later; I.e. a mouse based
editor & a 280 cross assembler! A print
spoolingsystem uses sideways RAM as a print
bufferto eliminate waiting time;your listing runs
off as a backgroundjobl Use the printspooler
from BASICor your own programs. ADE+uses
ALL available memory. With a second
processor attached the IO processor spare
memory is used as a buffer to reduce the
amount of disc access. Allavailable memory is
handled by ADE+'s Intelligent memory
management module. Use your own favourite
editor or the one provided. Assemble from disc
or memory. Full utilities Including Iforarlans.
converter for BBC BASIC etc. ADE+ must be
the bargain of 1986/71
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FUNCTION AND

FNtwobytes This returns a 16-bit num
ber from the next two consecutive mem

ory locations to be examined. It is used
by PROCaddresses which interprets the
DFS catalogue information.
PROCramtest Its main purpose is to
decode R%. This is set before any proce
dures are called. This is because the
OSCLI ('SRDATA') commands could
cause an error if a RAM bank is occu
pied, and after an error Basic loses track
of all of the procedures and functions.
The four banks of RAM can each be in
useor available, which means 16 different
configurations are possible, giving 16
values in R%. This is convenient to treat

as a hexadecimal number which will then
fit into a one-character string, which in
turn simplifies the detection of the num
ber of banks and the pseudo-address
'srstart'.

PROCbegin Sets up the arrays and the
variable 'buffer only' using an alternative
method to 'IF srsize= -I THEN buffern
only= TRUE ELSE buffern
only=FALSE'
PROCerr Detects and ignores error 131
(RAM occupied); reports errors associ
ated with bad filenames.
PROCconfigure Sorts out what filing
systems are needed and how many disc
drives will be used. The variable 'one-
drive' is set up by a cunning trick that
means 'if the drive numbers are both odd
or both even then onedrive=TRUE'. If
you need to copy to and from drives on
the same spindle, eg, drives 1 and 3 or 0
and 2 then just set onedrive=FALSE.
PROCcopy Apart from issuing prompts,
this procedure just calls the PROCs that
do the real work.
PROCcatalogue This calls routines to
extract filename, directory, load and ex
ecutionaddresses and file size, for each of
the files on the disc.
PROCfilename Builds a string of up to
seven characters containing the filename.
PROCdirectory Finds the directory let
ter and masks out the bit that may be set
if the file is locked with 'AND &7F.
PROCaddresses Interprets the com
pacted numbers that represent file size,
load and execute addresses.
PROCinput Checks file size, sets up a
string containing drive, directory and file
name, and calls PROCIoadbig if the size
exceeds the size of the buffer or PROC-
loadsmall otherwise. Proceeds with the
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PROCEDURES 1

next file if any are left and if there is
room in sideways RAM.
PROCloadsmall *LOADs files and calls
the routine to store them in sideways
RAM. The only reason for using ::"LOAD
is that it's faster.
PROCIoadbig Opens the larger files as a
data file and reads as much as it can,
either the amount of sideways RAM left,
the amount that will fit in the buffer, or
the amount of the file that is left from
previous attempts.
PROCnewinput Initialises the pointer in
the read control block and the number of
bytes to be read (big files only).
PROCramio Does the equivalent of
SRWRITE or SRREAD. That is, it

moves data in or out of sideways RAM,
depending on the parameter 'type' passed
to it, and alters the pointer to the start of
the data, 'srbase'.
PROCoutput Much the same as PRO
Cinput. Calls PROCoutputdrive.
PROCoutputdrive Switches to the des
tination filing system.
PROCoutputdir Called from PROCout
putdrive for ADFS. Sets the currently
selected directory to that selected by the
user. If this is file number 1, it calls
PROCfetchdir to get that directory.
PROCoutputname Modifies the ADFS
filename to include the DFS directory
name from the source disc.
PROCwritesmall, PROCwritebig, and
PROCnewoutput Complementary to
PROCloadsmall, loadbig, and newinput
respectively.
PROCattributes Modifies directory en
tries with load and execute addresses and

ensures file is unlocked.
PROCfetchdir Asks for the directory
name for ADFS copies. Checks that the
name is not in use as a filename, or is
present as a directory, or, if absent,
creates a directory with that name.
PROCdiskio Reads or writes parts of
files using the read or write control
blocks in PROCmccode.
PROCsectors Loads the two sectors con
taining catalogue information into mem
ory for analysis, reads the file count to
detect empty discs.
PROCreturn Prints the message string
passed on it and waits for the Return key
to be pressed.
PROCmccode Allocates space for disc
I/O control blocks and code for checking
ADFS directories.

DISC FILING

directory into which it can putthe files.
Directory names entered should beof the

format 'S', or 'S.name' or 'name', the last
two being equivalent and preferable. There
are several reasons for this. Firstly, copying
all files into the $ directory would in most
cases be a serious waste of space since the
directory would become full long before the
discran out of space.

Secondly, each directory under ADFS
consumes 1280 bytes, and we don'twant to
go overboard and waste space with loads of
almost empty directories.

Thirdly, and most importantly, it is
intended to give a logical grouping to the
files transferred to one disc.

If you have two disc drives you can now
sit back and watch it all happen; if not,
then all you have to do is stay alert enough
to put the right disc in when the program
asks. All the files from the source disc will
be copies to the destination disc.

When transferring to ADFS, in order to
keep the processing simple, any files not in
the '$' directory on DFS have their names
modified to include the directory.

For example if files are being transferred
to directory $.Arcade:

S.PROG becomes S.Arcade.PROG
BPROG becomes S.Arcade.B-PROG

(rather than S.Arcade.B.PROG which
would need another sub-directory).

The program deliberately keeps the
directory tree only one level deep. If it is
absolutely essential for the file to be called
B.PROG then directory B should be cre
ated (:;CDIR B) within directory Arcade
and then <:;RENAME B-PROG
B.PROG'.

When disc filing systems first became
available for the Beeb, the names you chose
for your files could contain characters that
are now unsuitable for filenames - for
instance the hyphen. The more recent filing
systems are fussier about what they allow.
Consequently it is quite possible to come
across a filename that is no longer suitable,
which will cause an error at run-time.

The approach I have taken to this prob
lem is to let the filing system detect these
names - why extend an already long prog
ram with code to check filesnames when
the code to do that is present in the ADFS?
If one of these names is encountered the
the program will stop with a message
asking the user to alter the particular
filename in question.

Normal precautions should be taken
with the discs used - write protect the
source disc and ensure the destination disc
is formatted and has enough space on it.
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The MDFS Series
A New Range of File Servers

MDFS Specification
• Thesystemcan be configured in manydifferent

ways, using hard and floppydiscs together
• Modular design
• Absolutely standard Econet® system
• Fully compatible with Level 2 and Level 3 file

servers and has many advanced features
• Advanced space accounting and access control

system

• Built in Real Time Clock

• 256 Kilobytes of internal RAM
• Replaces BBC micro (with disc and net

interfaces), second processor, file server software
and two printer server ROM's

• Prices for the MDFS System start at £1200 ex VAT

Econet*1 is a registered trade mark of Acorn Computers Ltd.

Floppy Discs

Can use up to four standard 80-lrack floppy disc
drives to give 3.2 Megabytes of storage.
Hard Discs

For larger storage requirements two20 Megabyte
hard disc drives may be attached providing up to 40
Megabytes of storage.

Tape Backup

Fast and secure backups for hard disc are provided
by an optional 20 Megabyte tape streamer.

Printer Facilities

Two independent printer channels are provided.
Printers may be configured for spooled or non-
spooled printing.

Products and Services

• SJResearch also manufacture other file servers
for Econet®

• Network interfaces for other computers
• A range of accessories for installations
• A full installation service

• Maintenance contracts

Future Products

• These include Econet® interface cards for the
following

• LBM PCs and some compatibles
• RS232 ports
• S.A.SL/S.C.S.L bus

SJ Research Limited,
108 Mill Road,
Cambridge CB1 2BD
Telephone: (0223) 69927 5 Mresearch



PRINTING SYMBOLS

COMPUTERISED
HIEROGLYPHICS

Many applications require special symbols and
signs to be printed. Your dot-matrix printer can do this

Like many other micro users I
would be lost without a word-
processor. As a teacher, the ability
to produce and edit documents,
worksheets and letters so easily is a

great help. But like many specialist users, I
often need more than A to Z, zero to nine
and the remaining standard symbols which
appear on the BBC micro's keyboard and
screen for use in my worksheets. The
limitations of character set also apply to
most printers. But ifyou have a dot-matrix
printer, all is not lost. It is possible to
define any symbol and get it printed on
paper. The following article describes how
toget user-defined symbols into print from
InterWordy Wordwise + and Wordwise
wordprocessors. You will however need a
printer that can handle bit-image graphics.
Generally any Epson-compatible printer
will do. The defining of characters was
described in Hints & Tips in Acorn User
September 1986, page 50.

Todefine a special character, the first job
is to draw out thesymbol on a grid of 8 by
about 10 or 11. This will be the matrix on
which the symbol is drawn. The second
number is not critical, because the symbol
can be as long as you want! The height of
the symbol is limited to 8 dots.

By shading in the squares a symbol can
be built up - a Greek pi symbol is shown
in figure 1. Don't worry too much about
jagged edges; the relatively small size of the
symbol means any rough edges will be lost.
When the symbol is complete, the printer
codes need adding up. Each code is a total
of one vertical column. For instance, col
umn three in thepi symbol is calculated as
2+4+8+16+32=62. The codes are placed
in order running from left to right.

To send the symbol to the printer the
bit-image mode needs switching on. This is
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Figure 1. Calculating values for pi

done in BBC Basic as VDU
2,1,27,1,75,1,X,1,Y,... VDU2 enables the
printer, the 1sends the subsequent code to
the printer only, the 27 sends an escape
code to alert the printer to the control
codes to come, and the 75 is the code that
tells an Epson printer to expect bit-image
codes. Number X is the number of data
bytes that follow MOD 256 and Y is the
number of data bytes DIV 256. For these
special characters, Y will always be zero;
make X equal to the number of codes or
columns in the character. With pi this is
VDU 1,8,1,0. The remaining codes are
entered into the line following Y. There
fore, iorpi, the full Basic statement is:

VDU 2,1,27,1,75,1,8,1
,0,1,0,1,32,1,62,1,32,1,
32,1,62,1,34,1,0,3

Strange results will occur if the wrong
number of codes are sent to the printer
especially if, say, 10 codes are expected and
only nine are received.

If the above statement is typed into
Basic, the pi symbol should be printed. If
not, check the line has been entered cor

rectly. If this still does notproduce results
then either you will have to consult your
printer manual for the correct bit-image
code and enter it instead of 75, or your
printer does not support bit-image mode.

Assuming all iswell, we can integrate the
symbols into the wordprocessor.

Wordwise
The codes will have to entered as an OC
embedded command at therequired place in
the text. For example, to produce the pi
symbol the line would look like this:

fl 0C27,75,8,0,0,32,6
2,32,32,62,34,0 f2

The fl and f2 are the embedded command
start (green) and stop (white) codes. Tosave
the tedium of entering the string of codes a
Basic program could be made to define the
function keys to produce the symbols by
pressing CTRL/Shift and the required func
tionkey. Forexample:

10 REM key O pi
20 *KEY 0 I!!0C27,75,

8,0,0,32,62,32,32,62,34,
OS !"

30 REM key 1 omega et
c. ..

40 i

100 *WORDWISE

Note the strange characters at the start and
end of the line. These will produce the
embedded start and end command codes.

Wordwise +
The method used for Wordwise can also be
used for Wordwise +. Owners of Wordwise
+ also have the advantage of a program
ming language and segments. Both can be
used to hold a segment file which stores the
codes. Thesegment program inlisting 1will
ask you to select a symbol and then it will
drop it into your text at the position of the
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PRINTING SYMBOLS

cursor. The segment needs to be typed,
saved and then loaded into segment 0and it
iscalled by pressing Shift with fO.

InterWord
InterWord has embedded commands like
Wordwise, but they need to be used in a
different way. The embedded command
menu needs to be called upfrom text mode
by pressing fl. The printer codes are in
serted under the line titled 'Control codes'.

Using bit-image mode in InterWord pre
sents a few problems. First, the string of
codes cannot exceed the 30 spaces allowed
in InterWord's embedded commands.
Second, codes in the sequence 33 to 126
often need coverting to ASCII format. For
example 27,75 will become 27,"K". This is
rather anuisance, but itdoes mean that long
strings of numbers can be shortened for
example, 27,75,5,0,64,64,97,126,63 becomes
27,«K",5,0, "@@a-?". The ASCII format
for a number can be found by the Basic
statement PRINT CHR$(X), where X is
the code to be converted.

Because of the length limit, it is wise to
place no more than eight codes in any one
embedded command. This presents us with
our first problem. Embedded commands
with only eight codes are not very useful for

entering medium orwide symbols. Inorder
to overcome this, two or more embedded
commands are laid ontop ofeach other! In
other words, the symbol is split into sec
tions and each placed in its own embedded
command; for most cases this will be two
halves. When defining the second half ofthe
symbol's code, itwill be necessary to prefix
all subsequent codes by abackspace (Epson
control code 8). If this is not done, the
symbol will be split by aspace.

An example to produce the symbol beta
would be to first calculate the bit-image
codes. Forbeta, they are:

27,75,8,0,0,1,127,84,
84,84,40,0

Now split the codes into two groups. Add a
backspace 8tothe second group:

27,75,4,0,0,1,127,84

8,27,75,4,0,84,84,40,0

Then convert codes 33-126 to ASCII:

27,"K",4,0,0,1,127,»T"

8, 27, "K" , 4, 0, MTT <» , O

From the text mode ofInterWord, press f1
and enter the first half of the embedded

DECIMAL CODES

a 27,75,8,0,12,18,18,20,14,18,18,0
Y27,75,6,0,0,156,98,98,156,0
X27,75,9,0,64,66,36,24,8,4,2,2,0
P 27,75,8,0,0,1,127,84,84,84,40,0
Q 27,75,9,0,0,2,50,78,64,78,50,2,0
6 27,75,11,0,0,6,10,18,34,66,34,18,10,6,0
;r 27,75,8,0,0,32,62,32,32,62,34,0
\l 27,75,5,0,127,4,4,120,0
V 27,75,9,0,24,12,6,254,128,128,128,128,0
+/- 27,75,5,0,34,34,250,34,34
-f- 27,75,7,0,7,8,8,42,8,8,0
©27,75,8,0,126,129,189,165,165,165,129,126

ASCII CODES

a 27,«K",4,0,12,18,18,20 8,27,"KM,4,0,14,18,18,0
Y27,"K>,,6,0,0,156,Mbb",156,0
X- 27,"KM,4,0,"B$",24,@ 8,27,"KM,5,0,8,4,2,2,0
M7,"K",4,0,0,1,127,"T" 8,27,ttK",4,0,aTT(n,0
Q27,aK",9A0,2,"2N^N2'',2,6
5 27,*K''y5,6,0,6,10,18,34 8,27,"K",6,0,'tB'',34,l8,10,6,0
tt27,«^4A0,32,''>M,32 8i27^lC,i,4,0,32,'<><t,34,0
H27,aK",5,0,i27,4,4,120,0
V 27,aK*,4,0,24,12,6,254 8,27,"K",5,0,128428,128,128,0
+/-27,aK",5,0,34,34,250,34,34
* '27,"K";6M8,a*\8&0..
©27,"K",4;or ",129,189,165 8,27^4,0,165,165,129,''*''
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commandj by the 'arrow' return character.
Press Return and Escape back to the text.
Move the cursor along one space and enter
the embedded command for the second half
of the code. The codes can be left like this
but by deleting the space between the two
embedded commands it ispossible to make
them only take up one space. Think of the
embedded commands as playing cards
stacked on top ofanother. As with playing
cards where you can only see the top card,
so you can only change the top command.
Ifyouwant to alter commands 'underneath'
you will need to remove the embedded
command that lies ontop. Forthis reason it
is best not to stack embedded commands
until they have been checked properly.

Tomake life easier, it ispossible todefine
a function key to load all your pre-defined
symbols when you need them. First put all
your symbols on one file using InterWord
like this:

IEC alpha
IEC beta

{EC pi etc...

Where EC is the embedded command.
Notice the space between the EC and its
description'. Leave a line between each EC.
The pad character [ isneeded at the start of
each of the ECs.

When all the symbols are entered, save
this in file 'SYMBOLS'. The function keys
are best entered from Basic before word-
processing begins. Two keys are needed,
one to select the required symbol and the
second to transfer thesymbol to thecorrect
partofyourtext. Thecursor-up and cursor-
down keys aredefined by:

♦KEY 15 IC»IW.1SYMBOL
SiMSC!!!0

*KEY 14 !ZiC*IW.O!M:I
W.1s GETMARKED(C)!M*IW.1!

M:CANCELS MY!M*IW.O!MIC!!

When asymbol is required pressing CTRL/
Shift and 'up' key loads the symbols into
InterWord package one, andfrom there the
required symbol is chosen and selected by
placing thecursor overtheJcharacter at the
start of the relevant line, and pressing
CTRL/Shift and 'down' key. The user is
returned to the original text with the
embedded command inplace.

Note that the length of a line cannot
exceed 255 characters including embedded
commands. This should be only a problem
ifmore than a couple ofsymbols are puton
one line.

There you go, you now have all the
information foryour character designs.
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THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM
• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools

prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database
available - 22000 matches over 10 years. The database updates
automatically as results come in.

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but AWAYS, HOMES
and NO SCORES.

• SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs
significantly better than chance.

9 ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture -
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can
develop and test your own unique method.

• SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team names are in the program. Simply type in the reference
numbers from the screen. Or use FTXGENto produce fixture list automatically (see below).

• DISC/MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE Tapes supplied with conversion instructions.
• PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive)

___«.___ _ • ,_ AT LAST: No more struggling for hours to get the
pTynC M QR/7 &*»** &* ""0*e computer. FDCGEN has been
i liXwUi1 UU/ I programmed withallEnglishand Scottish fixtures
for 198677.Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated in
seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available.

POOLSWINNER with FTXGEN £16.50 (for both)

C0URSEWINNERV3
NOT JUST A TIPSTER
PROGRAM, Coursewinner

,,,. _ V3 can be used by experts
THE PUNTERS COMPUTERPROGRAM andoccasional punters alike.
You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricastk etc. The
database includes vital course statistics for all Britishcourses. Youcan update
the database - never goes out of date.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) Includesrut AND National Hunt veraiona.

ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs, AMSTRAD PCWs (ADD £3.00). AU BBCs. AU SPECTRUMS,
COMMODORE 64/128, ATARI (48K t). SINCLAIR QL.

Supplied on tape (simple conversion to disc) - except PCW (on 3" disc) and OL (on microdrive)

Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to...

phone 24hrs SOFTWARE phone 24hrs
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. S 061-428 7425

(Send for lull list otc

BUFFERED SMART SWITCHES
• BOTH PRINTERS PRINTING DIFFERENT DOCUMENTS SIMULTANEOUSLY

• SOFTWARECONTROL• OVERRIDESWITCH• RESET &MULTIPLE COPY FUNCTION•
EXPANDABLE • SIMULTANEOUS DATAINPUT • AUTO SELECT •

ACS AUTO COMPUTER SELECT • SI• SIMULTENAOUS INPUT • OCOPY • SPS- SOFTWARE PRINTER SELECT

CENTRONICS SERIAL
PB-DP (64K) • 1Centronics input and2output soft SB-4-2 (256K) • 4Serial input and2sena'

£249 select with 64K buffer expandable to
256K. • C/SPS

PB-4-2 (256K) • 4 Centronics input and 2 output
C345 with 256K buffer. ACS/C/SPS

PB-6-2 (256K)» 6 Centronics input and 2 output
E495 with 256K bulfer. ACS/SI

PB-7-1 (256K)» 7Cenlronicsinputand 1 output
£445 with 25CK butter. ACS/SI

£415 output with 16K butter at each
input & a totalof 256K memory
ACS/SI/C/SPS

SB-7-1 (256K)» 7 Serial input and 1 serial
£595 output with buffet at each inpul

and a total ol 256K memory
expandable to 1MB. ACS SI

UNIVERSAL BUFFER
•SERIAL &PARALLEL INPUT AND OUTPUT• XONAND XOFF SOFTAND DTRHARD

HANDSHAKE • CENTRONICS • 2 FRONTPANEL TSWITCH INPUT AND OUTPUT • COPY•
RESET • EXPANDABLE TO 256K •

UB (64K) £220

SMART AUTOMATIC SWITCHES
AUTOCOMPUTERSELECT • SERVICE • REQUEST LEDINDICATION • MANUAL OVERRIDE

SWITCH • UNSERVICED COMPUTER RECEIVES BUSY •

CENTRONICS SERIAL
MP-401 • 4Centronicsinputand 1 MS-401 • 4 Serial inputand 1 serialoutput

£150 Centronics output £180
MP-801 • 8 Centronics inpuland 1 MS-801 • 8 Serial input and I serial outpul

£200 Centronics output £230

INTELLIGENT PRINTER BUFFERS
• SELF-TEST FUNCTION • BUFFER/PRINTERREADYINDICATOR • BUFFER RAMSTATUS

INDICATOR • RESET ANDMULTIPLE COPY FUNCTION• BUFFERBYPASS SWITCHi
• 1 Centronics input and 1
Centronics output
• Above with 2 way manual switch to
connect 2 micros to 1 printer or vice
versa

CABLES (6ft long)
KPC 104R • Ribbon Cable 36pin-36pm £12.00

PB (64)
£140

PB-2 (64)
£185 connect 2 micros to 1 printer or vice

versa

ACCESSORIES
KSM 101 • Serial RS232 to parallel converter

£65 with PSU
KSM 104 • Parallel to serial RS232 convener

£70 with PSU
KSM 110 • Multi-link sorial RS232 switch

£24 selectable cable
CUSTOM CABLE-MAKING

SERVICE AVAILABLE

• 1 Centronics input and 1 PB (256)
Centronics output with 64K bulfer £190
' Above with 2 way manual switch to PB-2 (256)

£235

KPC 104 F6 • Flex Cable 36pm-36pin
KPC 105-6 • Flex IBM Parallel printer

cable
KPC-105-10 • Flex IBM Parallel printer

cable
KPC-106 • Flex (25 lines) 25pm-25pin £14 00
KSC-101 • Flex (10 lines) 25pin-25pm £12 00

Kcgionc

Add postage Swilclies &Bullur"C4 00each.&cable CO 75each. 15% VAT
KEYZONE COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD
U14 Acton Business Ct-nlro.
School Road. London NW10 6TD
Telephone 01-965 1684/1804 Telex 8813271 GECOMSG

£1600

£1500

£1700

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscribe now!-and we will
send you a FREE Disc Help Disc

If you have enjoyed this issue of Acorn
User, the biggest and best-selling BBC
micro/Acorn magazine, why not guarantee
you receive your monthly copy by taking
advantage of our super subscription offer?
When you subscribe at the annua! price of
only £17.50, we'll send you our Disc Help

Disc absolutely free (UK subscribers only).
By simply inserting the Disc Help Disc,

all your disc problems will be solved. It
covers all aspects of file maintenance and
the disc filing simulator allows you to
practise using the commands without risk
ing any of your valuable programs. The

i ; ~~
• YES! Please start my Acorn User magazine subscription from the

INAME ADDRESS

disc is only available in 80-track format.
Overseas subscribers can take advantage

of our two-year rate offer, 27issues for the
price of 24. Order form on page 129.

For those who want the Disc Help Disc
but already subscribe, the disc is available
by using the order form on page 130.

.issue and send me my FREE DiscHelpDisc.

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable to Redwood Publishing D Please debit £17.50 from my Access/Barclaycard/American Express

Account No: Expiry Date
SIGNED DATE

ISend this coupon with your remittance in an envelope to Gail Fairhall, Subscriptions Manager, Redwood Publishing Limited, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury,
I Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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C & F ASSOCIATES
BBC CASSETTE SOFTWARE

Title

Konami coin hits
Starquake
Grand Prix Construction
Xor
Firetrack
Superior Collection 1
Superior Collection 2
Sentinel
Colossus Chess
Ravenskull
Revs
Elite
Repton 3
Strykers Run
Spy Hunter
Raid Over Moscow
Crystal Castle
Yie ar Kung Fu 2
Imogen
Rick Hanson
Project Thesius
Myorem
Speech
Phantom Combat
Acornsoft Hits 1
Acornsoft Hits 2
WAR

Footballer of the Year
Thunderstruck 2
Sphere of Destiny
Southern Belle
Brian Clough Football
Citadel

BBC DISC SOFTWARE

Our Our
RRP Price Title RRP Price

9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.99 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.9b 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.9b 7.75

12.95 10.95
12.9b 10.95
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
8.95 7.20
8.95 7.20
9.95 7.95
9.9b 7.95
9.9b 7.95
9.95 7.50
9.95 7.50
9.95 7.75
9.95 7.75
8.99 7.20
9.95 7.75
/.9b 6.75
7.95 6.75
/.9b 6.50

14.95 12.95
9.95 7.50

Imogen 9.95 7.75
Starquake 11.95 10.95
Grand Prix Construction 11.95 10.95
Xor 14.95 12.95
Firetrack 14.99 12.95
Strykers Run 11.95 10.95
Tanks! 12.95 10.95
Sentinel 14.95 12.95
Revs 14.95 12.95
Elite 14.95 12.95
Repton 3 11.95 10.95
Sink The Bismark 10.95 9.95
Cholo 17.95 15.95
Dunjunz 7.99 6.95
Enthar 7 16.95 14.95
Colossus Chess 14.95 12.95
Ravenskull 11.95 10.95
Superior Collection 1 11.95 10.95
Superior Collection 2 11.95 10.95
Bankax 4.95 4.95
Mini Office 2 16.95 14.95
Mini Office 2 (Master) 19.95 17.50

MASTER COMPACT DISCS
Superior Collection 1 14.95 12.95
Superior Collection 2 14.95 12.95
Elite 19.95 17.50
Steve Davis Snooker 12.95 10.95
Strykers Run 14.95 12.95
Grand Prix Construction 14.95 12.95
Revs 19.95 17.50
Mini Office 2 21.95 19.50

ALLPRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE & PACKING
Overseas orders add £1,00 perorder orAirmail £2.00 peritem

Cheques/PO payable to C & F ASSOCIATES and send to:
C&FASSOCIATES (AU) CRANFORD HOUSE,
WOOLSERY, BIDEFORD N. DEVON. EX39 5QY

Tel No (02373) 619
Orders normally despatched within 24 hours of receipt, but allow 7days

oxford PASCAL ZslMASTER
ECONETOxford Pascal isthe most popular

extended implimentation of PASCAL for Acorn machines
"The code produced isvery compact" Acorn User
"I can wholeheartedly recommend it to Pascal novices and experts alike"

_. _ , Computer Weekly.
The Oxford Pascalpackage contains

1) AResident compiler. This compiler runs entirely in RAM and provides a very fast and
convenient way to learn thelanguage and debug programs. Using theresident compiler is
like using a BASIC interpreter inthat programs are ready to runinseconds.

2)Afull disk to disk compiler producing relocatable object files. This compiler is capable of
compiling verylarge programs (e.g. the compiler itself!)

3)The LINKER. This extension tostandard Pascal allows you tobreak up programming
tasks into small separately compilable files and then link them together into asingle object
module. Whenever youmake a change to a file youneedonly compile that file andrelink.
Because youcanworkwithshort files youcanusethe resident compiler even for
developinglarge programs.
The LINKER alsoallows the building of libraries.

4) The LOCATOR. This utility allows you to produce stand alone programs which runon
anymachine withoutthe Pascal system.

Oxford Pascal allows many extensions tostandard Pascal including:
* program chaining * Machine code calls with parameters * String input
* sound extensions * Graphics (Move, draw, plotetc) * Clock access
* Bitmanipulation * Hexadecimalnumbers and I/O * Peck, Poke etc
* Random numbers * Run timeerror trapping * ANDMORE
ECONET USERS

.Oxford Pascalis now available for the ECONET with BBC B or MASTER stations and is
installed innumerous educational sitesin the UKand Europe. Call us for details.

This month's special offer.
Oxford disk Pascal for the BBC B£J$#f£39.95

S.S.O.L. I6BWORCESTER PLACE, OXFORD OXI 2JW Tel:(0865) 54I95
Please rushme:- OXFORD PASCAL FOR THE BBC B (DISK) 40T D 80T D E39.95

OXFORD PASCAL FOR THE MASTER (DISK) £59.95•
OXFORDPASCAL ECONETINFO PACK FREE Q

I enclose cheque/postal order for
(prices include VAT. please add £1.00 pp UK. £3.00 overseas).

NAME.

ADDRESS.

PHONE.

MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLETO S.S.O.L. Allow 14 days for delivery.
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TOP SOFTWARE

bottom prices
Buy your Software at

17.5% - 25%
below R.R.P

Our prices are the LOWEST
for ALL the LATEST and

current software from:

COMPUTER CONCEPTS,
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE,

AMX, CJE, ACP.
To receive our amazing mail

order price list write to:

Pillarbox Software
11 Ravenscroft Park, Barnet, Herts EN5 4ND.

Or Contact us on MICROLINK 72: MAG 70221

SOFTWARE

Business

•"•HEW

Genealogy

Statistics

ROMS

SuitableforstandardandMasterSeries Computers
CASHBOOK Double Entry bookkeeping inmemorytorclubs Cl3 75
CASHBOOK Double Entry random accessdiscbookkeeping lorclubs £2295
ACCOUNT Double Entry random accessbookkeeping with credit control, statements,
ledgersandanalysis tor businesses £34 45

*ACCOUNT PLUS asabove witlrdata sort.autostatement generator, invoice, order,
quotationsetc mailshot merge £57 50
MICRO-TRADER Thecomplete BBC accountssystem Demodisc£1250 £230 00
MICRO-STOCK 4000itemssuitableloruse withMicro-Trader C86 25
RANDOM MAILING mail merge. 5sorts. 1,2. or3acrosslabels C34 45
EXTENDED PAYROLL" Impressive package - Micro User'' I 2,4 weekly &monthly,
contracted in&out.3overtime, personnel tile. 2payslip lormats. plus,plus C57 50
SPECIAL THREE STAR OFFER - ALL THREE STAR PROGRAMS C79 95
FAMILY TREE 340people 100 marriages Ancestral, descendant &genealogical
tracingwithlulltree printout, sorted IGIlist See ReviewinFebIssue E19.95
STATPACK the stats packagelorstudents. 30 results £13 75
CARETAKER utility "Ifyouwrite BASIC youneedif £29 90
PRINTMASTER utility Beatsthebest'" £29 90
INTER-CHART datadisplay "Ouile clever - well very clever'' £2999
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet"Not bad1- it's Ihebest" £44 99
INTER-WORD "The WISIWYG superwordprocessor Iuse &teach " £47 00

'SPELL thefastest, largest, mostcomprehensive spelling checker £54 95
WORDWISE PLUS "Programming facilities that others haven't got" £44 99
SYSTEM DELTA" The cleverer than clever program language database" £6295
SYSTEM DELTA extended prog'amming language manual £19 95
EPR0MS2712B16k£3.25 2725632k £4 75
UVIPACEpromProgrammer9&l6K£20 95 32kProgrammer £2095
UVIPAC EpromEraser£20.95: Toolkit EpromSoftware £7 95
BBC BASIC lor IBM pccompatibleas youare used to it £99 95
AMSTRAD PCW8512completewithprinter&soltwa'" £429 95
AMSTRAD PC1512DualDiscDrive Monocompletewithsoftware £625 00
AMSTRAD PC1512DualDiscDrive Colourcompletewithsoftware £798 99
EPSON P4080column dotmatrix beautilul quality print £4500
CITIZEN LSP-10120cps NLQ 38cps Many leatures Save£91 00 £22500
RIBBONS. FX.RX.lX-80.120D. GLP,AmstradShinwalrom £3 50
PRINTER CABLE suitableforBBC/Electron to parallelprinters £7 95
DISC DRIVE 800kOpustwindoublesided cased £225 00
DISCS 5.25" Doublesided &density40/80tracks 5colours mbox £10.95
Box 2000fanfold perforated 11*x9.5"60gsm(None cheaper?) £12.95
Box2000fanloldmicro-perforated80 A4gsm (Nonebetter?) £22 95
Epson P40Thermalpaper- 5 rolls £9.95
ForMailing 10001 across3.5"x1 4375 £6 50
ForMailing 20002 across 3 5"x 1.4375 £11.95
ForMailing 10003 across 2.75".x1.4375 £6.50
For Disc labelling 10001 across 5"x 15/16" £4.95
PROTECTOR VIZIFLEX Model BonlyGrease,dirt&waterprool inuse. £19.95

A9k for brochure for more software and further details

Prices include VAT.Add 57p for p&p. Printers add £9.95

EPR0MMERS

BASIC

COMPUTERS

PRINTERS

DISCS

LISTINGPAPER

LABELS

KEYBOARD

micro-Rid
(AU), 25ForeStreet.Praze,
Camborne,Cornwall TR140JX

orTelephone 0209-831274 withACCESS
orPBESTEL-2582020 gj
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1
BETA-BASE^*

£30 5.25 inch Pise £34 3.5 inch Disc
The Beta-Base pad consists of Beta-Base, the number one
da abase for the BBC micro, and Beta-Base Utilities which
extends the power of Beta-Base.

The main feature of Beta-Base is its ease of use which is
achieved without sacrificing the power and flexibility required
for the efficient manipulation of up to 65,000 records

The Beta-Base Utilities provide seven new utilities. There are more
powerful versions of Search and Sort and there is also aMail
Merge program which creates perfediy formatted lerters
containing data from your files.

We use Beto-Boje ourselves'
Mike Bibby, Editor of
MICRO USER.

'Rated best value for
money'-ACORN USER Dec 84

/Ken ordering pleoWtfoie the following:
Machine / N.8. ff ordering/for a Master or
Disc $t» (5.25, 3.5V Compact ptoattf state DFS or ADFS.
Dae formot (40 or10) The ARTROOWpotfe isfor the Master
i|S v*«ion / or Compact omy but all other

software isavailable for oilmachines L

CSOftkMhMN
£30 5!A \#k WSC ,r »hP FONT EDITOR and 22 fonts

High quality is not the end1 o the stor^ ^ [q b£ be||eved
and iustified text. The output ^^ ^ ^ „and
F0NTWISE+is compatible with WORDW.St
EDWORD II Mckiges-ACORN USER Sept "86
•FOMTWISE is better than many NIQ P«™»9 oMi. the current fonts or create

Mk (or a sample printout

gfamfaw^e +

4 fl&*£ <*
flWitf/

UTILITIES PACK
SAVE UP TO £30

£50 8M inch disc £60 ROM £54 3>/2 inch disc

and includes adisassemWer ilus 2HS& nS^i^ole BBC ra"9e
Shadow memory, Sideways MM t.£ ni *?' DFS' ADFS' RFS- mer™ry.
you to the furthest reach!TofvJrr™ u*l0tS more ^MROD will take
go where no ROM has gone befo5e7 '^ "" Gnab,e you to *>>5
'an ingenious collection of utilities...' BEEBUG Oct '86
worth rts weight in gold.' A&B Jan '87

SfwniKfe
useeditor which automatically f«™Lf MACROM has itsown easyto
of MACROM is snpXTfofLe^VCL7oZe C°de- AHI vers*>"library and demonstrations are also^supplied " PrOCessor- Amacro
Full marks for an excellent product.'-BEEBUG JUNE 1986
TSltt offer. Its main feature

| as if dealing with text in awordprocessor ?K "^'° edit a******dedicated to making life JSSSSSSS^^'mnm
^*LthLb:r ™C -" «** ' *. - ir used.'-MICRO USER August 85

£20 for J?' T,M+ 3dd £2S °" ROM,£20 for 5.25 inch disc or £22 for 3.5 inch disc.

- :! ';': I"-'; •' ":•" "i
quality software
for tne range of
Acorn Computers

DON'T FORGET, YOU CAN OftffiR WITH ACCESS CARDTOO! Cheshire CW9 7DA Tel: 0606 48511



COMPETITION
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US

After sixty issues Acorn User is celebrating its fifth birthday.
To celebrate we are offering some of the best BBC software

The perpetrator of
this page would like
to point out that any
resenblance to the
original has cone
about by sheer luck
and pixel-editing.
Copies of the page

are available fron the
author by sending a
fornatted iiBC and
suitable post and
packing to the flcorn
User address vhich can
be found on the
Hoticeboard page. You

mm
mm
MINI

nust put 'Spidernan
disc' on the envelope
for identification.
The page looks better
on-screen than on
paper because of the
conpression caused by
printing.

Spiderman swings intoaction with Pagemaker

Questions
i)

This is Acorn User's fifth birthday issue,
and so the competition is something a little
special. The questions are based on the past
issues of Acorn User itself, and for prizes,
we have selected five of the best items of
'landmark' BBC micro software from the
last five years.

The programs chosen were all innova
tive packages when they were introduced,
extending the abilities of the BBC micro.
But they have also stood the test of time;
they are still among the most popular
programs of their type.

The programs are in five categories;
business, education, music, graphics, and
games. Each winner will receive a set of
each of the selected packages.
• Business Acornsoft's ViewSheet was one
of the first ROM-based spreadsheets, and
the original version is still among the most

no

capable of business programs available.
• Education Logotron Logo has become
the standard version of Logo for the BBC
micro, so much so that Acorn now supply
it with the Master Compact. It is widely
used in schools throughout Britain.
• Music The Island Logic Music System is
a musical 'wordprocessor', enabling you to
compose and play your own tunes.
• Games No choice really, it has to be
Elite, by Superior/Acornsoft!
• Graphics AMX started the trend for
Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers on
the BBC micro. Their AMX Pagemaker is
a fine introduction to desktop publishing
for anyone.

The questions are base on the last few
issues of Acorn User. All the questions can
be answered from this issue or the issues
published during the last six months.

Which AUs are
these cover sections
from?

2) What fixed the problem with Kiddie Art
on a Compact?
3) Name three sporting personalities to
feature on recent Games review pages.
4) When was the first article describing
fractal graphics published in Acorn User,
and who was it by?
5) Acorn User can be contacted on BT
Gold. What is our mailbox number?

Write your answers on a postcard or a
sealed envelope and send them to: July
Competition, Acorn User, Redwood Pub
lishing, 141-143 Drury Lane, London
WC2B 5TF, to arrive not later than July
13, 1987.

Note: the Editor's decision is final.

ACORN USER JULY 1987
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COME HOME TO A
REAL LIVE WIRE

Injectthe powerofamainframe intoyourmicro.
MICRONET is the only product that provides
youwith:—
• Real-time interactive chatlines
• Free and discounted telesoftware
• M.U.G!s incthe UK's mostpopularSHADES™
• Daily computernews and reviews
• Free PRESTEL™ electronic mail
• Teleshopping- holidays, hotels etc.
• 70,000 PRESTEL users 56,000 Telecom

Gold users
• National and International Telex

• TechnicalSupport and Help Desk
PLUS: Access to PRESTEL and Telecom Gold,
and there's much more - all for one low cost

subscription. Modem owners call us now for an
on-line demonstration.

With your first annual subscription
MICRONET will give you a free modem.
Complete and return the coupon for your
MICRONET brochure.

_ MICRONET _
MICRONET, Durrant House, 8 Herbal Hill,
London, EC1R 5EJ. Telephone 01-278 3143
Please send me a free MICRONET brochure.

Name

Address.

Tel

Micro.
L

Age.

J' AU 7/87



High quality programs for BBC B, B+ and Master which
immeasurably increase the practical power ofyour computer
in home, education and laboratory.

Overlay Basic
At lost, an effective, totally transparent over/ay system for BBC BASIC which issimplicity

itselftouse. You need never again run out ofmemory when programming and you can
easily incorporate your favourite procedures in programs time and time again. Overlay BASIC
offers a series ofnew BASIC commands enabling you tocreate a library ofsubroutines. These
subroutines will beautomatically called in (rom disk*, used and 'forgotten' whenever referred
toby your program. Aprogram which once occupied 64K
RAM may now only need 5K. Run-time facility enables you
todistribute programs with overlays on disks which work
without a chip.
... oneofthose neat ideas whose simplicity ofusehides a
major problem-buster... hasopened up a new age for
trie keen programmer... a touch ofgenius...

ViewFax Tubelink

ROM +disk +documentauon £29.95 inc. VAT and postage
'floppy orhard

SoftOscilloscope
A powerful emulation ofthe storage oscilloscope enabling fast real-time collection and
f\ analysis ofdata from many sources. You can input data atup to 100 Hz through the
games paddle port SoflOscilloscope isalso configured torun with Unilab, Griffin and George,
Philip Harris. Oasis and 3D A/D converters. Ifyou purchase the Professional version, you can
configure it torun with other conveners. With more sophisticated converters,
SoftOscilloscope can process data atup to50,000 Hz. To exploit all the features of
SoftOscilloscope, aprinted circuit board isprovided free to each purchaser, enabling
construction ofasophisticated AID converter at negligible cost
SoftOscilloscope is fully menu-driven and has features comparable to instruments costing
many hundreds ofpounds. Itcan beused for professional data processing encountered in
biological research (nerve potentials, etc.), engineering, etc.

Education version: ROM + disk +manual £49.95 inc. VAT &postage
Professional version: extra features plus open access for customising to your own needs:
2ROMs +2manuals +3disks £199inc VAT &postage.

SoftServo
Control up toeight electro-mechanical servo motors with this easy-to-use package—needs

no hardware interface. Servos are cheap and freely available sonow you can complete
the cybernetic feedback loop. Control equipment, create robots orjustswitch onthelights
when itgetsdark. Manual and demo disk incorporate lots ofpractical ideas.

ROM +disk + manual £49.95inc. VAT &postage

SoftChart
Use your Epson-compatible printer to produce multi-channel continuous graphical output

from your computer. Gives better resolution and speed than screen-dumping—the print-
head follows your signal and does not sweep from side toside. Use 'CHART command from
BASIC programs toplot data oruse the SoftChart Recorder program supplied, toemulate a
four<hannel chart recorder. Tick marks and labelling possible.

ROM + disk +manual £49.95inc. VAT &postage
Payment from individuals must accompany order, and may bemade by:

1. Cheque: made out to'Elsevier' inpounds sterling.
2.Credit card: weaccept AmEx, Visa and Access. Please give cardnumber, expiry dale,

issuing bank (ifappropriate), the cardholder's name and address and signature,
Institutional purchase orders acceptable.

Elsevier - BIDSDFT
68 Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 ILA. UK

Telephone: 0223-68622 Telex 81623
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Please Read This
WHOLESALE PRICES TO YOU THE USER

XBUY"5 VA DISKS Plain label by leading manufacturers, i.e.
R.P.S., Wabash etc.

25 50 100 200 500
SS/SD 48TPI £11.00 £20.00 £38.00 £69.00 £165.00
SS/DD 48TPI £11.50 £22.00 £41.00 £74,00 £175.00
DS/DD 48TPI E12.00 £23.00 £43.00 £83.00 £195.00
DS/DD 96TPI E13.00 £24.00 £45.00 £85.00 £202.00

All above inc. envelopes, labels sets and hub rings
UK MADE Library cases bought with above only£0.95p EACH

Special Offer: Buy 100SS/DD 48TPI Disks without envelopes FOR
ONLY £33.00

3%" DS/DD DISKS Plain label. Made in Japan
10 20 50 100

£18.00 £32.00 £72.00 £135.00

LOCKABLE DISC BOXES AND LIBRARY CASES
5Va" 10 Capacity REF. VIS10 Library Case
5Va" 50 Capacity REF. YA50L
5VV 100 Capacity REF. YA100L
3'/2" 10 Capacity REF. MCS 10
3'/2" 40 Capacity REF. DS40L

ACCESSORIES
5VV Head Cleaner + Fluid
BBC - Centronics Printer Cable 1 Meter
Printer Stand 80col. Smoked Plastic
VDU Tilt & Turn Table 25"x360° 12" Base
VDU Tilt & Turn Table 25°x360° 14" Base
VDU Anti-static Glass Screen Cleaner
KEYBOARD and Plastics Cleaner
COMPLETE SW Computer Cleaning Kit
inc. 5Va" head cleaner, VDU & Keyboard
Cleaners, Puffer Brush & Cloths

PRINTER 80col 150cps Draft
120cps Normal

25cps NLQ
1KI/P Buffer 8bit Parallel
FX80 compatible inc. graphics
Variable printingand line pitches
Paper (eed by Pin & Friction
Fonts: PICA, ELITE, ITALICS
Condensed, Enlarged, Subscripted
Superscripted, etc.
THIS ISONE OF THE BEST BUYS WE HAVE COME ACROSS SSP£23700 + VAT
OUR PRICE £195.00 inc. VAT &carriage

£1.30
£9.50

£11.00

£1.30
£9.00

£4.00
£5.00
£15.00

£10.00

£12.00
£4.99

£5.50

£13.80

Disc lor qty.

10% for 3 +

20% lor 6+

25% lor 12+

Disc (or qty.
10% lor 3+

20% lor 6+

25% lor 12+

FREE WITH EACH PRINTER
1 BBC Cable
1 Spare Ribbon
500 Sheets 11"x9%"70gm

Buy25 Disks + A 50 Capacity Lockable Boxfor
only £18.75

Buy25 Disks + A100 Capacity Lockable Box for
only £19.75

Buy 50 Disks + A100 Capacity Lockable Box for
only £30.75

Please state which disks yourequire, i.e.
SS/SD, SS/DD, DS/DD 48TPI or 96TPI

REMEMBER THE PRICES YOU SEE IS ALL
YOU PAY. THEY INCL. VAT & CARRIAGE

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

Manor Court Supplies ltd
DEPT, AU7 GLEN CELYN HOUSE, PINYBONT,

LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS LD1 5SY
Telephone: 0597 87784/0597 87792

ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM EDUCATIONAL &SOtfERHf'ENT DEPTS.
SEALER INQUIRIES INTO

SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES PLEASE CONTACT OUR AGENT
FOR PRICES

MAGNUM DATA. POBOX 627, N-5001 8EBSEN, NORWAY.
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YELLOW PAGES
INDEX/COMPATIBILITY

Entering listings
To make the task of entering listings easier,
Acorn User has adopted several standards
in the yellow pages. Programs are listed
with line numbers in increments of 10, so
type AUTO <Return> for automatic line
numbering before you start. Before you list
what you've entered, type LISTO 1
<Return> to provide spaces after the line
numbers. Programs in the yellow pages are
often listed to a width of 40 characters, so
type MODE 6 <Return> before you start.
Comparing the line-endings of your listing
with the yellow pages will help you spot
extra or missing characters.

To make sure that the program you want
to enter will work on your particular
machine, check the index below. All the
listings work with Basic 1, 2 and 4 (unless
stated otherwise) and with operating sys
tems OS1.2 or above. If a program is
accompanied by an article, please read the
article first. If special care is needed when
entering, we provide an easy-to-complete
'How To Enter' box.

Once you've typed in your program,
save it to tape or disc then test it by
running it. If you have a major problem
with a listing, ask someone to check it. If
you still have difficulties, youcan also send
offfor a list of Checksums which help you
find the errors. Send a large sae (26p
stamp) to ^[/Checksums, PO Box 641,
London NW9 8TF.

DOMESDAY DEVICE

116
Use these programs to run your AIV machine

COMPUTERISED HIEROGLYPHICS

121
Design your own characters and print them

NETWORK PAGE

123

Set your network clock with ease

DISCS AND TAPES BACK ISSUES

ii
th of May 1987
13th of May 19
4th of May 198
It's 10:08:05

It's 11:51:58

! It's 2:32:41

All the listings on these pages can be found
on this month's listings disc or cassette. See
page 131 for details of how to order.

For help with entering and debugging
listings see the following back issues: April
'86, June '85, Aug '84, Sept '83.

Program Page BBCB B+/128 Master
128

Master
Compact

Electron 6502SP/
Turbo

ADFS Econet Shadow
RAM

Monthly
T/D

Hints & Tips

Listing 1 114 • • • • •

Listing 2-3 114 • • • • • •

Acorn Forum

Listing 1 115 • • • • • •

Listing3 115 • • • •

Listing4 114 • •

Listing 5 114 • •

|oe's Jottings

AIV programs 116 • 1,2 •

Six into One Will Go 118 • • •3

Computerised Hieroglyphics 121 • • • • •

Look before you Layout 121 • • • • • •

Network Page (4)

Listings 1-4,6 123 • • • • •

Listing5 123 • •

Notes 1.Requires Master AIV Domesday system 2. Listings 4 and 5 required Logotron Logo 3. Requires 1770 DFS ROM image and 5.25-inch floppy disc drive 4. All require Econet
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YELLOW PAGES
HINTS i TIPS

See Hints &Tips, page 43

Listing 1. Dayof the month routine

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 1
20 REM By Paul Skirrow
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 :

60 day*="SunMonTueWedThuFriSat"
70 REPEAT

80 INPUT "Day of month (1-31)? '
7.

date

90 INPUT "Month (1-12)? " month7.
100 INPUT "Year (1900-2099)? " year7.
110 day7.=FNday(date7., month7., year7.)
120 PRINT MID*(day*, (day7.M0D7)*3+l,3) '
130 UNTIL 0

140 :

150 DEF FNday (date7.,month7., year7.)
160 LOCAL D7.,loop7.
170 REM Find day of week of Jan 1 of

the year

1B0 D7.= (year7.+((year7.+3)DIV4) +5) M0D7
190 REM Find day of week for first of

month

200 IF month7.=l THEN 240

210 FOR loop7.=l TO month7.-l
220 D7.=D7.+FNmonthlen (loop7., year7.)
230 NEXT

240 D7.=D7.+date7.-l

250 =D7. MOD 7

260 :

270 DEF FNmonthlen(month7., year7.)
280 LOCAL L7.

290 L7.=31

300 IF month/£=4 OR month7.=6 OR month7.=
9 OR month7.=ll THEN L7.=30

310 IF month7.=2 THEN L7.=28-( (year7. MOD
4)=0)

320 =L7.

Listing 2. Calendar program

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 2
20 REM By Paul Skirrow
30 REM BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 »

60 INPUT "Month (1-12)? "month7.

70 INPUT "Year (1900-2099)? "year7.
80 PR0Ccalendar(month7., year7.)
90 END

100 s

110 DEF PROCcalendar (month7., year7.)
120 PRINT '"Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sa

114

t"

)

130 C7.=FNday (1,month7.,year7.)
140 day7.=l
150 REPEAT

160 PRINT TAB(C7.*4)j
170 PRINT RIGHT*(" "+STR*day7.,2) ;
180 C7.=C7.+ 1

190 IF C7.>=7 PRINT: C7.=0

200 day7.=day7.+l
210 UNTIL day7.>FNmonthlen(month7.,year7.

220 PRINT:PRINT

230 ENDPROC

240 :

250 DEF FNday(date7.,month7.,year7.)
260 LOCAL D7.,loop7.
270 REM Find day of week of Jan 1 of

the year
280 D7.=(year7.+ ((year7.+3) Dl V4) +5) M0D7

Continued •

-4 Hints &Tips listing 2 continued

290 REM Find day of week for first of
month

300 IF month7.= l THEN 340

310 FOR loop7.=l TO month7.-l
320 D7.=D7.+FNmonthlen (1oop7., year%)
330 NEXT

340 D7.=D7.+date7.-l

350 =D7. MOD 7

360 :

370 DEF FNmonthlen(month7., year7.)
380 LOCAL L7.

390 L7.=31

400 IF month7.=4 OR month7.=6 OR month7.=

? OR month7.=ll THEN L7.=30

410 IF month7.=2 THEN L7.=28-((year7. MOD
4)=0)

420 =L7.

Listing 3. Default input routine

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 3
20 REM By Philip Hawthorne
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 :

60 CLS

70 PRINT "Enter date ";
80 title*=FNgetstr(20,"Monday 8th Jun

e")

90 PRINT ""Today is "title*
100 END

110 :

120 DEF FNgetstr(len,old*)
130 LOCAL A7.,C7.,A*
140 PRINT "<";old*;
150 PRINT SPC(len-LEN(old*>);
160 PRINT ">"jSTRING*(len+l,CHR*(8))j
170 C7.=0

180 REPEAT

190 A7.=GET

200 IF A7.0127 THEN G0T0230

210 IF C7. <>0 THEN VDU127:C7.=C7.-1: A*=L

EFT* (A*, C7.):ELSE VDU 7
220 GOTO 260

230 IF A7.=13 THEN 260

240 IF C7.=0 THEN PRINT SPC(1en); STRING
*(len,CHR*(B));

250 IF C7.<>len THEN C7.=C7.+ 1: A*=A*+CHR*

(A7.):VDU A7.:ELSE VDU 7

260 UNTIL A7.=13

270 IF C7.=0 THEN =old*:ELSE =A*

See Acorn Forum, page 53

Listing 1. Angled Text

10 REM Angled Text
20 REM by Barry S Smith - Forum Listi

ng 1
30 REM for B/E/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 87
50 :

60 MODE 1

70 VDU 19,1,0,0,0,0
80 INPUT "Text : " W*

90 INPUT "Size : " size

100 INPUT "Angle : " angle
110 CLS

120 COLOUR 1
130 PRINT TAB(0,0) W*

Continued •
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< Acorn Forum listing 1 continued < Acorn Forum listing 3 continued

140 COLOUR 3 540 PLP
150 I7.=32*LEN W* 550 RTS

160 Q7.= (l 279-17.*size)/2 560 3

170 GCOL 0,3 570 NEXT

180 FOR H7.= l TO 17. STEP 4 580 ?store=?&20C

190 ang2=ang2+angle 590 store?1=?&20D

200 FOR G7.=991 TO 1023 STEP 4 600 ?&20C=start7. MOD &100

210 X7.=H7.*size+Q'/. 610 ?&20D=start7. DIV MOO

220 Y7.=G7.*si ze+ang2-si z e*1000+300 620 END

230 IF POINT (H7.,G7.) P7.=5 ELSE P"/.=4
240 PLOT P7.,X7.,Y7.
250 NEXT 87.

260 NEXT H7.
Listing 4. Shadow screen demonstration

270 END 10 REM Shadow screen demo
20 REM by Dave Atherton - Forum

ng 4
30 REM for M128/Compact only

_isti

Listing 3. OSWORD &7F results 40 REM (c) Acorn User July 87
50 :

10 REM Correct OSWORD &7F results 60 MODE 0

20 REM by A J Lindop - Forum Listing 70 MODE 128

3 80 MODE 0

30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C with DFS 90 :

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987 100 *FX 114,1

50 : 110 PROCswitch(l)

60 store=«<900 120 PRINT "MAIN SCREEN"

70 j7.=store+S<lA : REM .patch 130 PR0Cswitch(2)

80 store?3=j7. MOD &100 140 PRINT "SHADOW SCREEN"

90 store?4=j7. DIV &100 150 IF GET

100 start7.=store+&6
160 PROCpoke(l)

110 FOR pass7.=0 TO 2 STEP 2
120 P7.=start7.

170 PROCpoke(O)
180 REPEAT

130 COPT pass7.
140 STA store+2

190 PROCswitch(l)

200 IF GET

150 STX &90
210 PR0Cswitch(2)

220 IF GET
160 STY &91

170 LDA store+4 \ False addr
230 UNTIL FALSE

240 :
180 PHA

250 DEF PR0Cswitch(X7.)
190 LDA store+3 260 OSCLI "FX112, "+STR* X7.
200 PHA 270 OSCLI "FX113, "+STR* X7.
210 LDA store+2

280 ENDPROC
220 JMP (&900)

290 :
230 : 300 DEF PR0Cpoke(X7.)
240 .patch \ New entry point 310 OSCLI "FX108, "+STR* XV.
250 PHP 320 IF X7.=0 THEN Z7.=-l ELSE Z7.= l
260 PHA 330 FOR I7.=&3A00 TO &3A00+639 STEP 4
270 TXA 340 ! I7.=Z7.
280 PHA 350 NEXT
290 TYA 360 ENDPROC
300 PHA

310 LDA store+2

320 CMP #&7F

330 BNE end

340 LDY #?<6 Listing 5. Use of *FX 151
350 LDA (&90),Y
360 LDY #&A

10 REM Screen flicking for B+

370 CMP #&57
20 REM by Dave Atherton - Forum Listi

380 BEQ res
ng 5

390 LDY #S<9
30 REM for BBC B+ only

400 CMP #&56
40 REM (c) Acorn User July 87

410 BNE end
50 :

420 .res
60 *FX 114 1

430 LDA (&90),Y 70 MODE 0

440 CMP #&20
80 PRINT TAB(25,10)"This is the norma

450 BNE end
1 screen"

460 LDA #&0
90 VDU 22,128

470 STA (&90),Y 100 PRINT TAB(25,20)"This is the
w screen"

shado

4B0 .end

490 PLA
110 REPEAT

500 TAY
120 *FX 151 52 128

510 PLA
130 IF GET

520 TAX

530 PLA

140 *FX151 52

150 IF GET

160 UNTIL FALSE
Continued •
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

See Joe's Jottings, page 81

Listing 1. Trackerball/Mouse demonstration

10 REM Trackerball/Mouse demonstratio
n

20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for Master 128 AIV

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 :

60 *MOUSE

70 MODE 128

80 *P0INTER

90 REPEAT

100 IF ADVAL9=2 THEN OSCLI("POINTER 2"

):MOVE ADVAL(7),ADVAL(8)
110 IF ADVAL9=1 THEN OSCLI("POINTER 2"

):DRAW ADVAL(7),ADVAL(8)
120 *P0INTER

130 UNTIL FALSE

Listing 2. AIV demonstration

10 REM AIV demonstration
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for Master 128 AIV
40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 i

60 PROCboth

70 PROCplay(1,2000)
80 PROCaudioC'ON")

90 PROCm("Playing forward standard sp
eed with sound")

100 PROCdelay(1500)
110 PROCmC'Play loop 6 times")
120 PR0Cloop(6,50)
130 PROCmC'Slow forward")

140 PR0Csfwd:PR0Cdelay(100)
150 PROCmC'Slow Backward")

160 PR0Csbwd:PR0Cdelay(100)
170 PROCmC'Fast Forward")
180 PROCffwdxPROCdelay(lOO)
190 PROCmC'fast Backward")
200 PROCfbwd:PROCdelay(100)
210 PROCmC'Halt and select computer vi

deo only")

220 PROChaltsPROCcomputer:PROCdelay(50
>

230 PROCm("Select specific frame and j
oin video signals")

240 PROCframe(13857)
250 PROCboth

260 PROCdelay(50)
270 PROCmC'Now kill computer video")
280 PROCdelay(50)
290 PROCvdisc

300 PROCdelay(50)
310 PROCplay(1000,1)
320 PROCboth

330 PROCmC'Play in reverse with both v
ideo inputs selected")
340 PRINT"DEMO ended!"

350 END

360 s

370 DEF PR0Cm(m*)

380 CLS

390 PRINT m*

400 ENDPROC

410 s

420 DEF PROCloop(times,gap)
430 FOR loop7.=l TO times
440 PROCstep("BWD",gap)
450 PROCdelay(gap)

460 next iooP7. Continued!*

116

< Joe's Jottings listing 2 continued

470 ENDPROC

480 i

490 DEF PROCdelay(t)
500 time=TIME+t*2.8

510 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>time

520 ENDPROC

Listing 3. Library routines

1000 REM Library routines to drive the
AIVD

1010 REM by Joe Telford
1020 REM for Master 128 AIV

1030 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
1040 :

1050 DEF PROCframe(no)

1060 OSCLI("SEARCH "+ STR*(no))
1070 ENDPROC

1080 DEF PROCplay(start,end)
1090 OSCLI("PLAY "+STR*start+" "+STR*en

d)

1100 ENDPROC

1110 i

1120 DEF PROCffwd

1130 OSCLI("FAST 0")

1140 ENDPROC

1150 :

1160 DEF PROCfbwd

1170 OSCLI("FAST 255")

1180 ENDPROC

1190 8

1200 DEF PROChalt

1210 OSCLI("STEP 0")

1220 ENDPROC

1230 I

1240 DEF PROCaudio(state*)

1250 IF state*="ON" THEN *AUDIO 3

1260 IF state*="OFF" THEN *AUDIO O

1270 ENDPROC

1280 I

1290 DEF PROCsfwd

1300 *SLOW 250 0

1310 ENDPROC

1320 :

1330 DEF PROCsbwd

1340 *SLOW 250 255

1350 ENDPROC

1360 I

1370 DEF PROCstep(dir*,step)
1380 IF dir*="FWD" THEN OSCLI("STEP "+S

TR*step)

1390 IF dir*="BWD" THEN OSCLI("STEP "+S
TR*(256-step))
1400 ENDPROC

1410 :

1420 DEF PROCboth

1430 *VP 3

1440 ENDPROC

1450 »

1460 DEF PROCcomputer
1470 *VP 2

1480 ENDPROC

1490 :

1500 DEF PROCvdisc

1510 *VP 1

1520 ENDPROC

1530 s

1540 DEF PROChighl
1550 *VP 5

1560 ENDPROC
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Listing4. To Telford Towers

TO KEY

PR "\<SPACE\>

PR "

MAKE "A RC

VDU CI2D

END

TO JOURNEY1

TS CS HT PLAY 1 2000 WAIT 1500 UKSATPIC

VDU [17 1]

PR CHere is the UK.] KEY
BLOCKNORTH PR [The North!] KEY
NUK CS HT KEY PR [and the South!]
SUK SOUTH KEY SUK KEY
NUK PR CLets look closer at the north!]
KEY NORTH PR Cand from a satellite.]
NUKSATPIK KEY NORTH

PR CEventually we reach Cleverland]
CLEVERLAND KEY CLEVESATPIC1
REPEAT 10 CCLEVESATPIC1 CLEVESATPIC2]

CLEVERLAND

PR CWhere we can zoom down to the]
PR CLargest town....Middlesbrough.]
MBRO KEY TRANSPORTER

PR CYou can see the transporter bridge]
PR Con the map.]
KEY DOCKS PR Ccan you see it on]
PR Cthis photo?]
KEY MBRO

PR CBut any visit to Middlesbrough]
PR Cor CLEVERLAND] CLEVERLAND

PR Cwould be missing something if we]
PR Cdidn't end up at the small hamlet]
PR Coutside Telford towers]

TOWERS

END

TO NUKSATPIK

FRAME 18600

END

TO UKSATPIC

FRAME 185B6

END

TO TOWERS

FRAME 13857

END

TO TRANSPORTER

FRAME 31338

END

TO MBRO

FRAME 20697

END

TO DOCKS

FRAME 17337

END

TO CLEVESATPIC2

FRAME 17335

END

TO CLEVESATPICl

FRAME 17334

END

TO CLEVERLAND

FRAME 18967

END

ACORN USER JULY 1987
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A Joe's Jottings listing 4 continued

TO SOUTH

FRAME 18797

END

TO NORTH

FRAME 18798

END

TO NUK

FRAME 18792

END

TO SUK

FRAME 18791

END

TO BLOCKNORTH

CS RECT 200 -225 400 360

END

TO RECT rsx »sy ix ry

PU HOME

SETPOS SE :sx :sy

PD REPEAT 2 [FD :y LT 90 FD :x LT 90]
PU

END

Listing 5. Logoutility words

TO SBWD TO VDISC

♦SLOW 250 255 ♦VP 1

END END

TO SFWD TO COMPUTER

♦SLOW 250 1 ♦VP 2

END END

TO SLOW :dir TO STEP :amount

♦SLOW 250 :dir ♦STEP :amount

END END

TO BWD sdl st TO AUDIO :state

OP 256 - dist ♦AUDIO :state

END END

TO FWD :dist TO OFF

OP idist OP 0

END END

TO HALT TO ON

♦STEP 0 OP 3

END END

TO FFWD TO PLAY :start

♦FAST 0 ♦PLAY :start :e

END END

TO FBWD TO FINISH

♦FAST 255 ♦SEARCH 1

END ♦EJECT

END

TO HL

♦VP 5 TO FRAME :no

END ♦SEARCH sno

END

TO BOTH

♦VP 3

END MAKE "A "Z
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DISC FILING

See Six into One Will Go, page 101

Listing 1. Copyfiles

118

10 REM Copyfiles-II
20 REM by John Knight
30 REM for BBC B+128 and Master

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 i

60 MODE 7

70 ON ERROR PROCerr :L7.=ERL+10 :GOTO
L7.

80 R7.=0

90 OSCLI ("SRDATA W") :R7.=1

100 OSCLI ("SRDATA X") :R7.=R7.+2
110 OSCLI ("SRDATA Y") :R7.=R7.+4

120 OSCLI ("SRDATA Z " ) :R7.=R7.+8

130 PROCramtest

140 PROCbegin
150 REPEAT

160 PROCconfigure
170 PROCcopy
180 UNTIL key«>"Y" AND key*<>"y"
190 END

200 :

210 DEF FNtwobytes
220 lobyte=?(data+offset)
230 offset=offset+l

240 hibyte=?(data+offset)
250 offset=offset+l

260 =(hibyte^256)+lobyte
270 :

280 DEF PROCramtest

290 VDU 31,11,0,141,130:PRINT "Copyfil
es-II"

300 VDU 31,11,1,141,130:PRINT "Copyfil
es-II"

310 VDU 28,0,24,39,3
320 VDU 23,1;0;0;0;0;
330 R*=STR*~(R7.)
340 banks=0

350 IF INSTR("124589A",R*) THEN banks=
1

360 IF INSTR("36BCD",R*) THEN banks=2
370 IF INSTR("7E",R«) THEN banks=3
380 IF R*="F" THEN banks=4

390 IF INSTR("13579BF",R«) THEN srstar
t=0

400 IF INSTR("26AE",R») THEN srstart=8c
3FF0

410 IF INSTR("4CD",R*> THEN srstart=8c7
FEO

420 IF R*="8" THEN srstart=&BDFO
430 IF R*="F" THEN GOTO 500

440 ♦ROMS

450 PRINT

460 PRINT "Ram bank(s) occupied - (" ;
banks ; " available),"
470 PRINT "switch off to clear them, o

r "

480 PRINT "press <Return> to continue.
II

• •

490 REPEAT UNTIL GET=13
500 ENDPROC

510 :

520 DEF PROCbegin
530 srsize=(banks^l6368)-l
540 bufferonly=(srsize=-l)
550 IF bufferonly THEN srsize=0 :srsta

rt=0 :srbase=0

560 osword=&FFFl

570 osgbpb=StFFDl
580 osfi1e=&FFDD

590 buffersize=15000 :REM 13200 for B+
128

600 DIM data buffersize
610 DIM dir*(31). file*(31)

Continued •

•4 Copyfiles (listing 1) continued

)

620 DIM load7.(31), exec7.(31), size7.(31

630 DIM block 20, osstring 30
640 DIM ioblocks 40, drive*(l)
650 DIM system*(1), name*(1)
660 in=0 :out=l

670 store=&CO : restore=8c40

680 VDU 23,1;0;0;0;0;
690 PROCmccode

700 ENDPROC

710 :

720 DEF PROCerr

730 IF ERR=131 THEN ENDPROC

740 REPORT

750 PRINT ;" in line ";ERL
760 IF ERR=248 OR ERR=214 OR ERR=204 T

HEN PRINT "(";name*(out);") Please chang
e name & rerun"

770 END

780 :

790 DEF PROCconfigure
800 CLS

810 PRINT "'Please select task require
d :"

820 PRINT *"1) Copy files from DFS ->
ADFS or,"

830 PRINT *"2) Copy files from DFS ->
DFS."'

840 REPEAT

850 INPUT " "key*
860 UNTIL key*="l" OR key*="2"
870 system*(in)="DISC"
880 system*(out)="DISC"
890 link*="."

900 IF key*="l" THEN system*(out)="ADF
S" :link*=""

910 :

920 PRINT "'Enter the source drive nun
ber ";

930 REPEAT

940 INPUT " "key*
950 UNTIL INSTR("+0123",key*)>l
960 drive*(in)=key*
970 :

980 PRINT "'Enter the destination driv
e number ";

990 REPEAT

1000 INPUT " "key*
1010 UNTIL INSTR("+0123",key*)>l
1020 drive*(out)=key*
1030 A7.=VAL (drive*(in))

1040 B7.=VAL (drive* (out) )

1050 onedrive=((A7. MOD 2) = (B7. MOD 2))

1060 ENDPROC

1070 :

1080 DEF PROCcopy
1090 PRINT

1100 PROCreturn(">> Insert the source d
isc & ")

1110 PROCsectors

1120 PROCcatalogue
1130 startfile=l

1140 ?readhandle=0

1150 ?writehandle=0

1160 REPEAT

1170 PROCinput
1180 IF onedrive THEN PROCreturn(">> In

sert the destination DISC St ")

1190 PROCoutput
1200 IF onedrive AND fileno<=filetot TH

EN PROCreturn(">> Insert the source DISC
& ")

1210 UNTIL fileno>filetot

Continued •
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< Copyfiles (listing 1) continued

1220 PRINT ''"'Copy complete - any more
(Y/N)"

1230 INPUT ""key*
1240 key*=LEFT*(key*,1)
1250 ENDPROC

1260 l

1270 DEF PROCcatalogue
1280 FOR fileno=l TO filetot

1290 offset=(8^fileno)

1300 PROCfilename

1310 PROCdirectory
1320 offset=8<100+(f ileno ^8)

1330 PROCaddresses

1340 NEXT

1350 ENDPROC

1360 I

1370 DEF PROCfilename

1380 string*=""
1390 char=0

1400 REPEAT

1410 byte*=CHR*(?(data+offset+char))
1420 valid=(byte*>" " AND byte*<=,"v")
1430 IF valid THEN string*=string*+byte

*

1440 char=char+l

1450 UNTIL char>6 OR NOT valid

1460 file*(fileno)=string*
1470 ENDPROC

1480 I

1490 DEF PROCdirectory
1500 offset=offset+7

1510 dir*(fileno)=CHR*(?(data+offset)AN

D&7F)

1520 ENDPROC

1530 :

1540 DEF PROCaddresses

1550 1oad7.(f ileno)=FNtwobytes

1560 exec7. (fileno)=FNtwobytes
1570 size%(fileno)=FNtwobytes
1580 extrabyte=?(data+offset)
1590 extras=extrabyte AND &C0
1600 REM bits 7 & 6

1610 addon=0

1620 IF extras=«c80 THEN addon=Sc20000

1630 IF extras=&40 THEN addon=&10000

1640 IF extras=8<C0 THEN addon=8cFF0000

1650 execX(f i 1 eno) =exec%(f i 1 eno) +addon

1660 extras=extrabyte AND &0C
1670 REM bits 3 & 2

1680 addon=0

1690 IF extras=&08 THEN addon=&20000

1700 IF extras=&04 THEN addon=&10000

1710 IF extras=&OC THEN addon=8cFF0000

1720 1oadX (f i 1eno) =1 oadX (f i 1eno) +addon

1730 extras=extrabyte AND 8c30
1740 REM bits 5 8c 4

1750 addon=0

1760 addon=extras^&1000

1770 size"/ (fileno) =size7.(fileno) +addon

1780 ENDPROC

1790 :

1800 DEF PROCinput
1810 ♦DISC

1B20 fileno=startfile

1830 srbase=0

1840 REPEAT

1850 bytes=size7.(fileno)
1860 name*(in)=":"+drive*(in)+"."+dir*(

fileno)+"."+file*(fileno)

1870 srend=(srsize-srbase<bytes) AND (b
ytes<=buffersize)
1880 IF srend THEN GOTO 1900

Continued •
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1890 IF bytes> buffersize THEN PROCload
big ELSE PROCloadsmall
1900 UNTIL fileno>filetot OR srend

1910 ENDPROC

1920 :

1930 DEF PROCloadsmall

1940 PRINT "Loading ";name*(in)
1950 OSCLI "LOAD "+name*(in) +" "+STR**vd

ata

1960 PROCramio(store)

1970 fileno=fileno+1

1980 ENDPROC

1990 »

2000 DEF PROCIoadbig
2010 IF ?readhandle=0 THEN PROCnewinput
2020 ?readhandle=OPENIN(name*(in)).

2030 PRINT "Opened input ";name*(in)
2040 REPEAT

2050 bytes=srsize—srbase
2060 IF bufferonly OR (bytes>buffersize

) THEN bytes=buffersize
2070 IF bytes>readtotal THEN bytes=read

total

2080 !readcount=bytes
2090 !readto=data

2100 PROCdiscioC'R")

2110 readtotal=readtotal-bytes

2120 PROCramio(store)

2130 srend=(srsize=srbase)

2140 UNTIL readtotaKl OR srend

2150 CLOSE* ?readhandle

2160 PRINT "Closed ";name*(in):
2170 IF readtotaKl THEN f i leno=fileno+

1 :?readhandle=0

2180 ENDPROC

2190 j

2200 DEF PROCnewinput
2210 !readpointer=0
2220 readtotal=size%(fileno)

2230 ENDPROC

2240 *

2250 DEF PROCramio(type)
2260 IF bufferonly THEN ENDPROC
2270 ?block=type
2280 !(block+l)=data

2290 !(block+5)=bytes+l
2300 ?(block+7)=0

2310 !(block+8)=srbase+srstart

2320 A7.=66

2330 X7.=block MOD 256

2340 Y7.=block DIV 256

2350 CALL osword

2360 srbase=srbase+bytes
2370 ENDPROC

2380 :

2390 DEF PROCoutput
2400 fileno=startfile

2410 srbase=0

2420 PROCoutputdrive
2430 REPEAT

2440 PROCoutputname
2450 bytes=size%(fileno)
2460 srend=(srsize-srbase<bytes) AND (b

ytes<=buffersize)
2470 IF srend THEN GOTO 2490

2480 IF bytes>buffersize THEN PROCwrite
big ELSE PROCwritesmall
2490 UNTIL srend OR fileno>filetot

2500 startfile=fileno

2510 ENDPROC

2520 :

2530 DEF PROCoutputdrive

Continued •
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2540 IF system*(out)="DISC" THEN OSCLI(
"DRIVE "+drive*(out))

2550 IF system*(out)="DISC" THEN ♦DIR *
2560 IF system*(out)="ADFS" THEN ♦ADFS
2570 IF system*(out)="ADFS" THEN OSCLI(
"MOUNT "+drive*(out))

2580 IF system*(out)="ADFS" THEN PROCou
tputdir
2590 ENDPROC

2600 :

2610 DEF PROCoutputdir
2620 IF fileno=l AND ?writehandle=0 THE

N PROCfetchdir

2630 OSCLI("dir "+outputdir*)
2640 PRINT "Set directory to - ";output

dir*

2650 ENDPROC

2660 :

2670 DEF PROCoutputname
2680 work*=dir*(f i1eno)+1ink*+fi1e*(f i1

eno)

2690 IF dir*(fileno)="*" THEN work*=MID
*(work*,3)
2700 name*(out)=work*
2710 ENDPROC

2720 :

2730 DEF PROCwritesmall
2740 PROCramio(restore)
2750 PRINT "Writing ";name*(out)
2760 OSCLI "SAVE "+name*(out)+" "+STR*~

data+"+"+STR*'v'si ze7.(fi1eno)
2770 PROCattributes
2780 ENDPROC

2790 :

2800 DEF PROCwritebig
2810 IF ?writehandle=0 THEN PROCnewoutp

ut ELSE ?writehandle=OPENUP(name*(out))
2820 PRINT "Opened output ";name*(out)
2830 REPEAT
2840 !writefrom=data

2850 bytes=srsize-srbase
2860 IF bufferonly OR (bytes>buffersize
) THEN bytes=buffersize
2870 IF bytes>writetotal THEN bytes=wri

tetotal

2880 !writecount=bytes
2890 PROCramio(restore)
2900 PROCdiscioC'W")

2910 writetotal=writetotal-bytes
2920 srend=(srsize=srbase)
2930 UNTIL writetotaKl OR srend
2940 CL0SE# ?writehandle
2950 PRINT "Closed ";name*(out)
2960 IF writetotaKl THEN PROCattribute

s

2970 ENDPROC

2980 :

2990 DEF PROCnewoutput
3000 ?writehandle=OPENOUT(name*(out))
3010 !writepointer=0
3020 writetotal=size7.(fileno)
3030 ENDPROC

3040 s

3050 DEF PROCattributes
3060 *osstring=name*(out)
3070 !block=osstring
3080 block!2=1 oad7.(fileno)
3090 block!6=exec7.(fileno)
3100 block !8<A=0

3110 A7.=l

3120 X7.=block MOD 256

3130 Y7.=block DIV 256

3140 CALL osfile

Continued •
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3150 REM load St execute addresses

3160 IF system*(out)="ADFS" THEN block!
&E=3 :REM W 8< R access

3170 IF system*(out)="DISC" THEN block!
&E=0 :REM Not locked

3180 A7.=4

3190 CALL osfile

3200 fileno=fileno+1

3210 ?writehandle=0

3220 ENDPROC

3230 :

3240 DEF PROCfetchdir

3250 REPEAT

3260 CLS

3270 ♦CAT

3280 PRINT '"'Please enter the ADFS dir
ectory name"

3290 PRINT "that this disc will be tran
sferred to."

3300 PRINT "(Use 'name' or **.name' or
'*' alone.)"

3310 ♦FXIS

3320 INPUT " "outputdir*
3330 *osstring=outputdir*
3340 !block=osstring
3350 block!2=0

3360 block!6=0

3370 block!10=0

3380 block?14=0

3390 CALL direnquiry
3400 D7.=?&70

3410 IF D7.=0 THEN OSCLI ("CDIR "+outputd
ir*)

3420 IF D7.=l THEN PROCreturn ("This name
already present (as a file), ")
3430 UNTIL D7.<>1

3440 ENDPROC

3450 :

3460 DEF PROCdiscio(iotype*)
3470 IF iotype*="W" THEN A7.=l ELSE A7.=3
3480 IF iotype*="W" THEN X7.=writehandle
ELSE X7.=readhandle

3490 Y7.=X7. DIV 256

3500 CALL osgbpb
3510 ENDPROC

3520 :

3530 DEF PROCsectors

3540 ♦DISC

3550 block?0=EVAL(drive*(in) )
3560 block!l=data

3570 block?5=3

3580 block?6=&53

3590 block?7=0

3600 block?8=0

3610 block?9=&22

3620 block?10=0

3630 X7.=block MOD 256

3640 Y7.=block DIV 256

3650 A7.=&7F

3660 CALL osword

3670 IF block?10>0 THEN PRINT Disc

error ";block?10 :STOP
3680 filetot=?(data+8<105) DIV8

3690 IF filetot=0 THEN PRINT Empty
disc" :ST0P

3700 ENDPROC

3710 :

3720 DEF PROCreturn(out*)

3730 PRINT out*

3740 PRINT "press <Return> to continue.

3750 ♦FXIS

3760 REPEAT UNTIL GET=13

Continued •
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3770 ENDPROC

3780 :

3790 DEF PROCmccode
3800 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2
3810 P/£=ioblocks
3820 [OPT pass
3830 .readhandle BRK
3840 .readto BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3850 .readcount BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3860 .readpointer BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3870 .writehandle BRK
3880 .writefrom BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3890 .writecount BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3900 .writepointer BRK:BRK:BRK:BRK
3910 :

3920 .direnquiry
3930 LDA #5

3940 LDX #block MOD 256
3950 LDY #block DIV 256
3960 JSR osfile

3970 STA &70

3980 RTS

3990 3

4000 NEXT

4010 ENDPROC

SeeComputerised Hieroglyphics, page 105

Listing 1. Wordwise + segment program

REM Wordwise Plus segment program
REM by Brett Laniosh
REM for BBC/B+/M/C

REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
REM

CLS

SELECT TEXT

PRINT

PRINT "ALPHA GAMMA"
PRINT "LAMBDA BETA"
PRINT "OMEGA DELTA"

PRINT "PI MICRO"
PRINT "ROOT DIVIDE"
PRINT "COPYRIGHT PLUSORMINUS"

PRINT

PRINT "ENTER SYMBOL REQUIRED"

A*=GLK*

IF A*="ALPHA" THEN TYPE "IGES75,8,0,12,

18,18,20,14,18,18,OIW"
IF A*="GAMMA" THEN TYPE "IGES75,6,0,0,1

56,98,98,156,OIW"
IF A*="LAMBDA" THEN TYPE "!GES75,9,0,64

,66,36,IRIG0C24,8,4,2,2,0IW"
IF A*="BETA" THEN TYPE "!GES75,8,O,0,1,

127,84,IRIG0C84,84,40,0IW"
IF A*="OMEGA" THEN TYPE "IGES75,9,0,0,2

,50,78,!R!G0C64,78,50,2,0iW"
IF A*="DELTA" THEN TYPE "IGES75,11,0,0,

6,10,18,IRIG0C34,66,34,18,10,6,0IW"
IF A*="PI" THEN TYPE "IGES75,8,0,0,32,6

2,32,32,62,34,0!W"
IF A*="MICRO" THEN TYPE "!GES75,5,O,127

4 4 120 OIW"

If'a*="ROOT" THEN TYPE "IGES75,9,0,24,1
2,6,254!R!G0C128,128,128,128,OIW"

IF A*="DIVIDE" THEN TYPE "IGES75,7,0,7,
8,8,42,B,8,0iW"

IF A*="COPYRIGHT" THEN TYPE "IGES75,8,0
,126,129,189 iRIG0C165,165,165,129,1261W"

IF A*="PLUSORMINUS" THEN TYPE "!GES75,5
,0,34,34,250,34,34IW"

DISPLAY
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See Look Before You Layout, page 151

Listing1. Page preview program

10 REM View PAGE driver source

20 REM by Graham Bell
30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E & View family
40 REM (C) Acorn User July 1987
50 :

60 gxr = FALSE
70 lines = 70

80 chars = 82

90 name* = "V.PAGE"

100 :

110 DIM store &FF

120 FOR 17. = O TO &FF

130 I7.?store = 0

140 NEXT

150 osbyte = 8<FFF4
160 oswrch = &FFEE

170 osrdch = 8.FFE0

180 origin = 8<400
190 offset = store - origin
200 :

210 FOR pass = 0 TO 3 STEP 3
220 P7. = store

230 C

240 OPT pass
250 JMP output-offset
260 JMP newpage-offset

270 RTS

280 BRK

290 BRK

300 RTS

310 .char BRK

320 .line BRK

330 RTS

340 :

350 .error

360 BRK

370 OPT FNequb(128)
380 OPT FNequsC'Bad mode")
390 BRK

400 :

410 -waitforpage

420 LDX #4

430 JSR text-offset

440 JSR osrdch

450 .newpage
460 LDA #135

470 JSR osbyte
480 CPY #2

490 BCC modeok

500 CPY #4

510 BCC error

520 CPY #6

530 BCS error

540 .modeok

550 LDX #0

560 STX line-offset

570 .newline

580 JSR text-offset

590 STX count-offset

600 STX count+1-offset

610 RTS

620 :

630 .text

640 LDY data-offset,X
650 LDA data+l-offset,X
660 SEC

670 SBC data-offset,X
680 TAX

690 .loop
700 LDA data-offset,Y
710 JSR oswrch

720 INY

730 DEX

740 BNE loop
Continued •
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750

760

770

780

790

800

810

820

830

840

850

860

870

880

890

900

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

980

990

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

)

RTS

.output
STA char-offset

TXA

PHA

TYA

PHA

LDA line-offset

CMP #lines

BCC notnewpage
JSR waitforpage-offset
.notnewpage
LDA chai—offset

BMI return

LDX #1

CMP #13

BNE noteoln

JSR newline-offset

INC line-offset

JMP return-offset

.noteoln

INX

CMP #32

BNE print
INX

.print
JSR text-offset
SEC

LDA count-offset
SBC #8

STA count-offset

BCS return

DEC count+1-offset

.return

PLA

TAY

PLA

TAX

LDA chai—offset

RTS

:

.data

OPT FNequb(stringO-data)
OPT FNequb(stringl-data)
OPT FNequb(string2-data)
OPT FNequb(string3-data)
OPT FNequb(string4-data)
OPT FNequb(stringend-data)
.stringO
OPT FNvdU(26)

OPT FNvdu(FNcls(gxr))
OPT FNorig(640-chars^4,496-1ines*6

OPT FNplot(4,0,0)
OPT FNpage(gxr)
OPT FNplot(4,0,lines^l2-5)
.stringl

OPT FNplot(0,0,-12)
.string2
OPT FNdot(gxr)
.string3
OPT FNplot(0,8,0)
.string4
OPT FNequsC'Next page..")
.stringend
BRK

]

count = stringl + 2
NEXT pass

sum = 0

FOR 17. = 0 TO &FF

Continued •

1470 sum = sum + I%?store
1480 NEXT

1490 IF (sum <> FNtotal(gxr)) AND (line
s = 70) AND (chars = 82) THEN PRINT "che
cksum error - please check listing": END
1500 PROCoscli("SAVE " + name* + " " +

STR*~store + " +100 40C 400")
1510 END

1520 :

1530 DEF FNdot(graphic)
1540 IF graphic THEN GOTO 1620
1550 C

1560 OPT pass
1570 OPT FNplot(2,7,0)
1580 OPT FNplot(0,-7,-7)
1590 OPT FNplot(2,7,0)
1600 OPT FNplot(0,1,7)
1610 3 = pass
1620 C

1630 OPT pass
1640 OPT FNplot(98,7,-7)
1650 OPT FNplot(0,1,7)
1660 ] = pass
1670 :

1680 DEF FNpage(graphic)
1690 IF graphic THEN GOTO 1760
1700 [

1710 OPT pass
1720 OPT FNplot(4,chars^8-1,0)
1730 OPT FNplot(85,0,lines^l2-l)
1740 OPT FNplot(85,chars^8-l,1ines^l2-l

1750 ] = pass
1760 C

1770 OPT pass

1780 OPT FNplot(102,chars^8-l,lines^l2-
1)

1790 3 = pass
1800 :

1810 DEF FNtotal(graphic)
1820 IF graphic THEN = 8*4681 ELSE = 8r4A

49

1830 :

1840 DEF FNcls(graphic7.)
1850 IF graphic7. THEN = 12 ELSE = 16
1860 :

1870 DEF FNvdu(code)
1880 = FNequb(code)
1890 :

1900 DEF FNorig(x, y)
1910 pass = FNequb(29)
1920 pass = FNequw(x AND &FFFF)
1930 = FNequw(y AND &FFFF)
1940 :

1950 DEF FNplot(code, x, y)
1960 pass = FNequb(25>
1970 pass = FNequb(code)
1980 pass = FNequw(x AND &FFFF)
1990 = FNequw(y AND 8<FFFF)
2000 :

2010 DEF FNequb(byte)
2020 7P7. = byte
2030 P7. = P7. + 1

2040 = pass
2050 :

2060 DEF FNequw(word)
2070 ?P7. = word MOD 256

2080 P7.?l = word DIV 256
2090 P7. = P7. + 2

2100 = pass
2110 :

2120 DEF FNequs(string*)
2130 *P7. = string* Continued •
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2140 P7. = P7. + LEN string*

2150 = pass

2160 :

2170 DEF PROCoscli(string*)

2180 LOCAL X7., Y7.

2190 DIM X7. 8<FF

2200 Y7. = X7. DIV 256

2210 *X7. = string*

2220 CALL 8cFFF7

2230 ENDPROC

See The Network Page, page 160

Listing 1.TSENDA

10 REM TSENDA (Acorn ROM Teletext)

20 REM By Robin Newman
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M + Econet

40 REM With Acorn Txt Adaptor
50 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
60 :

70 MODE 7

80 DIM os7. 10,txcb%ll,date7.60,5tore7.7
90 ON ERROR PROCerror:END

100 osword=8tFFFl:osbyte=&!FFF4
110 retrymax7.=20:tt7.=FALSE
120 PROCintro

130 ON ERROR GOTO 170

140 ♦TTXON

150 PROCwrongrom

160 END

170 ONERROR PROCerror:END

180 ♦TELESOFT

190 tt7.=TRUE

200 REPEAT

210 VDU 28,0,24,39,7,12,26
220 retry7.=0
230 REPEAT

240 PRINT TAB(0,7);:♦DATE

250 PROCstore

260 retry7.=retry7.+l
270 UNTIL FNvalidate OR retry7.>retryma

x7.

280 IF retry7.>retrymax7. PROCnodate:END
290 PROCte

300 daycheck=date7.?17:newday=FALSE
310 VDU 28,0,24,39,8
320 REPEAT

330 PROCsend:PRINT ".";
340 UNTIL newday=TRUE
350 UNTIL FALSE

360 :

370 DEF PROCsend

380 LOCAL N7.

390 txcb7.! 4= !store7.: txcb7.! 8=store7.! 4

400 PROCtx (8<21)

410 FOR N7.=4 TO 11

420 txcb7.?N7.= (N7.? (date7.+20) )AND8t7F

430 NEXT

440 txcb7.?9=5B

450 IF daycheck<>date7.?17 newday=TRUE:
ENDPROC

460 PROCtx (8:20)

470 ENDPROC

480 :

490 DEF PROCte

500 LOCAL X7.,Y7.,A7.
510 A7.=8t7A:X7.=os7.:Y7.=os7. DIV 256

520 ?os7.=8<92: os7.! 1=date7.

530 CALL osword

540 ENDPROC

Continued •
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550 :

560 DEF PROCstore

570 LOCAL N7.

580 RESTORE: FOR N7.=0 TO 7: READ d7.

590 store7.?N7.=FNread (8t7C00+d7.+280)

600 NEXT

610 ENDPROC

620 :

630 DEF PROCtx (P7.)

640 LOCAL A7.,X7.,Y7.
650 X7.=txcb7.: Y7.=txcb7. DIV 256:A7.=&10

660 !txcb7.=8tFFFF2080: txcb7.?l=P7.

670 CALL osword

680 ENDPROC

690 :

700 DEF FNread.(ad7.)

710 LOCAL A7.,X7.,Y7.
720 A7.=5:X7.=os7.:Y7.=os7. DIV 256

730 !os7i=ad7.:CALL osword

740 =os7.?4

750 :

760 DEF PROCintro

770 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su
ite",131,3,1)

780 PROCdp("Teletext Adaptor time tran
smit program",131,0,4)

790 REPEAT:UNTIL GET=32

800 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
810 ENDPROC

820 :

830 DEF PROCdp (A*, c7.,x7.,y7.)
840 PRINTTAB (x7., y7.) CHR*c7.;CHR*141; A*
850 PRINTTAB (x7., y7.+l) CHR*c7.;CHR*141; A*
860 ENDPROC

870 :

880 DEF PROCerror

890 ON ERROR OFF

900 VDU 26,12,23,1,1;0;0;0;
910 IF ERL=190 PRINT"Acorn Teletext RO

M not active":END

920 IF ERR017 REPORT:PRINT" at line "

;ERL:ENDPROC
930 IF ttX THEN ♦HOFF

940 PRINT"Program ended"
950 ENDPROC

960 :

970 DEF FNvalidate

980 LOCAL N7.,flag7.
990 flag7.=TRUE:F0R N7.=0 TO 7
1000 IFstore7.?N7.>57 THEN flag7.=FALSE
1010 NEXT

1020 =flag7.
1030 :

1040 DEF PROCnodate

1050 VDU 26, 12
1060 PRINT TAB(0,2)"A valid date is not
obtainable."

1070 PRINT"Check the Teletext Adaptor t
uning."
1080 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
1090 ENDPROC

1100 :

1110 DEF PROCwrongrom
1120 VDU 26,12
1130 PRINT"You are using the BBC Telete

xt ROM."

1140 PRINT"Use the program TSENDB"
1150 VDU 23,l,l;0j0;0;
1160 ENDPROC

1170 :

1180 DATA 0,1,3,4,6,7,8,9
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Listing 2. TSENDB

10 REM TSENDB (BBC ROM Teletext)
20 REM By Robin Newman
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M + Econet

40 REM With Txt Adaptor + ATS
50 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
60 :

70 DIM TX 20,te7. 30
80 tt7.=FALSE

90 MODE 7

100 ON ERROR PROCerror:END
110 osword=&FFFl

120 PROCintro

130 ♦TELESOFT

140 ON ERROR PROCwrongrom:END
150 ♦TTXON

160 ON ERROR PROCerror:END
170 tt7.=TRUE

180 REPEAT

190 PROCtcall(21)

200 T7.! 4=te7.! 1

210 T7.!8=te7.!5

220 PROCsend(&20)

230 PROCtcall(22)

240 T7.! 4=te7.! 1

250 T7.!6=te7.!4

260 T7.!8=te7.!7

270 PROCsend (8c21)

280 PRINT".";
290 TIME=0

300 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>30
310 UNTIL FALSE

320 :

330 DEF PROCtcall (P7.)
340 ?te7.=P7.

350 X7.=te7. MOD 256

360 Y7.=te7. DIV 256
370 A7.=?<7A

380 CALL osword

390 ENDPROC
400 :

410 DEF PROCsend (P7.)
420 !T7.=8<FFFF2080

430 T7.?1=P7.

440 X7.=T7. MOD 256

450 Y7.=T7. DIV 256
460 A7.=8<10

470 CALL osword

480 ENDPROC

490 :

500 DEF PROCerror

510 ON ERROR OFF
520 VDU 26

530 CLS

540 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
550 IF ERL=120 PRINT"ATS ROM not activ

e":ENDPROC

560 IF ERR017 REPORT: PRINT" at line "
;ERL:ENDPROC

570 IF ttX THEN ♦TTXOFF

580 PRINT"Program ended"
590 ENDPROC

600 :

610 DEF PROCintro

620 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su
ite",131,3,1)
630 PROCdp("Teletext Adaptor time tran

smit program",131,0,4)
640 PRINT "'Push SPACEBAR to continue"
650 PRINT'"or ESCAPE to STOP ";
660 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

670 VDU 28,0,24,39,7
680 CLS

690 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;

Continued •
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700 ENDPROC

710 :

720 DEF PR0Cdp(A*,C7.,XX,Y7.)
730 PRINT TAB(X7.,YX) CHR*C7.; CHR*141; A*
740 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.+1) CHR*C7.; CHR*141;

A*

750 ENDPROC

760 :

770 DEF PROCwrongrom
780 VDU 26,12
790 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
800 PRINT TAB(0,2)"You are using the A

corn Teletext ROM."

810 PRINT"Use the program TSENDA"
820 ENDPROC

Listing 3. TTTOM

10 REM TTTOM (Txt sets Master Clock)

20 REM By Robin Newman
30 REM For BBC M,(C,B,B+) with Econet
40 REM (c) Acorn User July 19B7
50 :

60 MODE 7

70 ON ERROR PROCerror:END

80 osword=8«FFFl

90 osbyte=S<FFF4
100 retrymaxrx7.=1000
110 PROCintro

120 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Please wait..."
130 DIM rxcb7.12,rbuf7.8<100
140 PROCrxb

150 PR0Cread(!<20,0,rbuf7.,rbuf7.+8)
160 PROCread (8<21, 0,rbuf 7.+9, rbuf 7.+18)
170 rbuf7.?8=13

180 rbuf7.?17=13

190 time*=*rbuf7.

200 date*=*(rbuf7.+9)

210 d*=MID*(date*,1,2)
220 d7.=VALd*

230 m7.=VAL(MID*(date*,3,2))
240 RESTORE 1330

250 FOR Z7.= l TO m7.

260 READ m*

270 NEXT

280 y*=RIGHT*(date*,4)
290 y7.=VAL(y*)
300 TIME*=FNday(d7.,m7.,y7.)+","+d*+" "+m

*+" "+y*+"."+time*
310 PRINT TAB(0,2)TIME*
320 PRINT "Program finished."
330 END

340 s

350 DEF PR0Cosw(A7.,buf7.)
360 LOCAL X7..YX
370 X7.=bufX

380 Y7.=buf7. DIV 256

390 CALL osword

400 ENDPROC

410 :

420 DEF PR0Cosb(A7.,X7.,Y7.)
430 CALL osbyte
440 ENDPROC

450 »

460 DEF FNosb(A7.,X7.,Y7.)
470 =(USR(osbyte)AND &FFFF00)DIV 256
480 :

490 DEF FNrxcb(port,station,buffer,ble
ngth,rbn)

Continued •
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500 ?rxcb7.=rbn 1110 PROCrxb
510 rxcb7.?l=8t7F 1120 IF ERR017 REPORT:PRINT" at line "
520 rxcb7.?2=port ;ERL
530 rxcb7.?3=station 1130 ENDPROC
540 rxcbX?4=0 1140 :
550 rxcb7.!5=buffer 1150 DEF PROCrxb
560 rxcb£!9=buffer+blength 1160 LOCAL AX,XX
570 PR0Cosw(8rll,rxcb7.) 1170 A7.=52
580 =?rxcb7. 1180 FOR X7.=0 TO 15
590 : 1190 CALL osbyte
600 DEF PROCread(port,station,buffer,b 1200 NEXT

length) 1210 ENDPROC
610 LOCAL rn7.,pollX 1220 :
620 rn7.=FNrxcb (port, station, buffer, ble 1230 DEF PROCprinttime

ngth,0) 1240 time*=FNday(d7.,m7.,y7.)+","+d*+" "+m
630 IF rn7.=0 THEN PRINT "Rx block cann *+" "+y*+"."+time*

ot be opened":END 1250 PRINT TAB(0,2)time*;STRING*(15," "
640 poll7.=8<7F )
650 retry7.=0 1260 PRINT '"Program finished"
660 REPEAT 1270 ENDPROC
670 retry7.=retry7.+l 1280 :
6B0 poll7.=FNosb(8<33,rn7.,0) AND &FF 1290 DEF PR0Cnfs334
690 UNTIL poll7.<>8<7F OR retry7.=retryma 1300 IF rxcbX !5<>buffer !buffer=rxcb/i!5

xrxX :buffer!4=rxcbX!9
700 IF retry%=retrymaxrxX THEN PROCosb 1310 ENDPROC

(8(34,rnX,0) :PRINT "Time out: data not re 1320 :
ceived":END 1330 DATA Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr,May,Jun,Jul,A

710 IF FNrxcb(port,station,buffer,blen ug,Sep,Oct,Nov,Dec
gth,rn7.)=0 THEN PRINT "Invalid receive b 1340 DATA Sat,Sun,Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri
lock number":END

720 PR0Cnfs334

730 ENDPROC

740 :

750 DEF FNday (d7.,m7.,y7.)
760 LOCAL d*,Z7.,N7. Listing 4. FSTOM
770 RESTORE 1340

780 IF m7.<3 m7.=m7.+12:y7.=y7.-l
790 N7.=d7.+2^m7.+1NT (.6^ (mX+1) )+y7.+y 7. DI

V 4-yX DIV 100+y7. DIV 400+2
800 N7.=N7. MOD 7

10 REM FSTOM (FS sets Master clock)
20 REM By Robin Newman
30 REM For BBC B/B+/Master/Compact wi

810 FOR ZX=0 TO NX

820 READ d*

th Econet

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987

830 NEXT
50 :

840 =d*
60 MODE 7

850 :
70 dongle=FALSE

860 DEF FNstring(t7.) 80 DIM bX 80

870 LOCAL t*
90 osword=8(FFFl

880 t*=STR* tX
100 osbyte=8<FFF4

890 IF t7.<10 t*="0"+t*
110 ON ERROR PROCerror:END

900 =t* 120 PROCintro

910 :
130 IF NOT'dongle PRINTTAB(0,2)"Please

920 DEF PROCintro wait..."

930 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su 140 PROCrxb

ite.",131,3,1) 150 PROCgettime

940 PROCdp("Teletext adaptor sets Mast 160 IF dongle mval=min:PROCwait

er's clock.",131,0,4) 170 RESTORE 1110

950 PRINT'"Push SPACEBAR to proceed," 180 FOR Z7.= l TO month

960 PRINT'"or ESCAPE to abort "; 190 READ month*

970 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 200 NEXT

980 CLS 210 day*=FNstring(day)
990 ENDPROC 220 date*=FNday(day,month,year)+","+da
1000 : y$+" "+month*+" "+STR*year
1010 DEF PROCdp (A*, C7.,X7.,Y7.) 230 hr*=FNstring(hr)
1020 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.)CHR*C7.;CHRS141;A* 240 min*=FNstring(min)
1030 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.+1)CHR*C7.;CHR*141;A 250 sec*=FNstring(sec)

* 260 t*=hr*+":"+min*+":"+sec*
1040 ENDPROC 270 TIME*=date*+"."+t*
1050 : 280 PRINT TAB(0,2)TIME*;STRING*(15," "
1060 DEF PROCerror )
1070 ON ERROR OFF 290 PRINT '"Program finished"
1080 IF ERR=4 PROCprinttime:ENDPROC 300 END
1090 CLS 310 :

Continued • Continued •
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320 DEF FNday<dX,mX,yX):LOCAL d*,Z7.,N7.
330 RESTORE 1100

340 IF mX<3 m7.=m7.+12:y7.=y7.-l
350 NX«dX+2*mX+INT(.6^(mX+1))+yX+yX DI

V 4-y7. DIV 100+y7. DIV 400+2
360 N7.=N7. MOD 7

370 FOR Z7.=0 TO N7.

380 READ d*

390 NEXT

400 =d*

410 :

420 DEF FNstring(tX)
430 LOCAL t*
440 t*=STR*(t7.)

450 IF tX<10 t*="0"+t*

460 =t*

470 :

480 DEF PROCwait

490 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Waiting for next mi
nute change..."

500 REPEAT

510 PROCgettime
520 UNTIL minOmval

530 ENDPROC

540 :

550 DEF PROCgettime
560 LOCAL A7.,X7.,Y7.
570 A7.=8cl4

580 X7.=b7. MOD 256

590 Y7.=b7. DIV 256

600 !bX=0

610 b7.?l=8

620 b7.!3=16

630 CALL osword

640 IF b%?3<>0 PRINT"Error i ";*(b+4)i
END

650 day=bX?4
660 year=1981+b7.?5 DIV 16
670 month=b7.?5 MOD 16
680 hr=b7.?6

690 min=b7.?7

700 sec=b7.?8

710 ENDPROC

720 :

730 DEFPROCintro

740 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su
ite.",131,3,1)

750 PROCdp("Fileserver clock sets Mast
er's clock.",131,0,4)

760 PRINT "'Push SPACEBAR to proceed,"
770 PRINT '"or ESCAPE to abort ";
780 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

790 CLS

800 ENDPROC

810 :

820 DEF PROCdp (A*,CX,X7.,Y7.)
830 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.)CHR*C7.;CHR*141;A*
840 PRINT TAB(XX,Y7.+1)CHR*C7.;CHR*141;A

*

850 ENDPROC

860

870 DEF PROCerror

880 ON ERROR OFF

890 IF ERR=4 PROCprinttime:ENDPROC
900 CLS

910 PRINTTAB(0,2)"Program aborted"'
920 PROCrxb

930 IF ERR017 REPORT:PRINT" at line "
;ERL

940 ENDPROC

Continued •
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950

960

970

980

990

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

)

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

ug,Sep

DEF PROCrxb

LOCAL A7.,X7.
AX=52

FOR X7.=0 TO 15

CALL osbyte
NEXT

ENDPROC

DEF PROCprinttime
time*=date*+"."+t*

PRINT TAB(0,2)time*;STRING*(15," "

PRINT '"Program finished"
ENDPROC

DATA Sat,Sun,Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri
DATA Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr,May,Jun,Jul,A
,Oct,Nov,Dec

Listing 5. MTOFS

10 REM MTOFS (MASTER sets FS clock)

20 REM By Robin Newman
30 REM For Master with Econet

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987
50 :

60 MODE 7

70 DIM block/. 80, clock/. 7
80 dongle=FALSE
90 osword=8<FFFl

100 osbyte=8tFFF4
110 ON ERROR PROCerror:END

120 PROCintro

130 PROCcheck

140 IF NOT dongle PRINTTAB(0,2)"Please
wait..."

150 PROCclock

160 IF dongle mval/.=X/.?5: PROCwait
170 year=FNbcd(?X7.)
180 month=FNbcd(X/.?l)

190 day=FNbcd(X/.?2)
200 hrs=FNbcd(X/.?4)

210 mins=FNbcd(X/.?5)

220 secs=FNbcd(X/.?6)

230 PROCfsclockset

240 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Fileserver clock se
t"STRING*(15, " ">

250 PRINT TIME*

260 END

270 :

280 DEF PROCwait

290 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Waiting for next mi
nute change..."

300 REPEAT

310 PROCclock

320 UNTIL X7.?5<>mval7.

330 ENDPROC

340 :

350 DEF PROCclock

360 A/.=8:E:Xy.=clockZ.:YZ.=XZ. DIV 256

370 ?X7.=1:CALL oswond

380 ENDPROC

390 :

400 DEF FNbcd(X7.)

410 =10^(X7.DIV16)+X7.M0D16

420 :

430 DEF PROCfsclockset

Continued •
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440 block/.!0=8<1 COOOCOO

450 block/.!4=0
130 PROCintro

460 block/.?7=day
470 block/.?8= (year-81) ♦16+month

140 PROCrxb

150 PROCread (&20, 0000, rbuf"/., rbuf7.+8>

480 block/.?9=hrs
160 IF dongle mval/.=rbuf/.?4: PROCwait

490 block%?10=mins
170 PROCread (8<21, 0000, rbuf Z.+9, rbuf/.+18

)
500 block/.?ll=secs

510 X7.=block/.:Y7.=X7. DIV 256
180 rbuf/.?8=13: rbuf/.?17=13

520 AX=8cl4:CALL osword
190 time*=*rbuf /.:date*=* (rbuf Z.+9)

530 IF block/.?3=0 ENDPROC
200 d*=MID*(date*,1,2)

540 PRINT "Error : "*(blockX+4)
210 dat=VALd*

550 END
220 mon=VAL(MID*(date*,3,2))

560 : 230 RESTORE 1420

570 DEF PROCintro 240 FOR ZZ.= 1 TO mon: READ m*:NEXT

580 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su 250 y*=RIGHT*(date*,4)

ite.",131,3, 1) 260 year=VAL(y*>

590 PROCdp("Master's clock sets Filese 270 hrs=VAL(LEFT*(time*,2))

r^/er clock. ", 131, 0,4) 280 rnins=VAL(MID*(time*,4,2) )

600 PRINT '"Push SPACEBAR to proceed," 290 secs=VAL(RIGHT*(time*,2))

610 PRINT '"or ESCAPE to abort "j 300 PROCfsclockset

620 REPEAT:UNTIL GET=32 310 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Fileserver clock se

630 CLS t."STRING*(15," ")

640 ENDPROC 320 PRINT FNday(dat,mon,year)","d*" "m

650 : *" "y*"."time*

660 DEF PROCdp (A*, cX,x/.,y7.) 330 END

670 PRINTTAB (xX, y/.) CHR*c/.; CHR*141; A* 340 :

680 PRINTTAB(xX, y/.+l) CHR*cy.; CHR*141; A* 350 DEF PROCosw(A/.,buf/.)

690 ENDPROC 360 LOCAL XX,YX

700 I 370 X7.=buf/.:YZ.=bufZ. DIV256

710 DEF PROCerror 380 CALLosword

720 ON ERROR OFF 390 ENDPROC

730 CLS 400 :

740 PRINTTAB(0,2)"Program aborted'" 410 DEF PROCosb(AZ.,XZ.,YZ.)

750 PROCrxb 420 CALL osbyte

760 IF ERR017 REPORT:PRINT" at line " 430 ENDPROC

;ERL 440 :

770 ENDPROC 450 DEF FNosb(AZ.,XZ.,YZ.)

780 : 460 =(USR(osbyte)AND&FFFFOO)DIV256

790 DEF PROCrxb 470 :

BOO LOCAL AX,XX 480 DEF FNrxcb(port,station,buffer,ble

810 A/.=52:F0R X/.=0 TO 15 ngth,rbn)

820 CALL osbyte:NEXT 490 ?rxcbZ.=rbn

830 ENDPROC 500 rxcbZ.?l=8»7F

840 : 510 rxcb/.?2=port

850 DEF PROCcheck 520 rxcb%?3=station

860 LOCAL A/.,X/.,YX 530 rxcb/.?4=0

870 AX=0:XX=1 540 rxcb/.!5=buffer

880 Y7.=(USR(osbyte) AND&FFOO) /8tl00 550 rxcbZ.!9=buffer+blength

890 IF Y/.=3 OR Y/.=4 ENDPROC 560 PR0Cosw(8tll,rxcbZ.)

900 CLS 570 =?rxcb/.

910 PRINT TAB(0,2)"This is not a MASTE 580 :

R computer." 590 DEF PROCread(port,station,buffer,b

920 PRINT "'It will not run this progr
am correctly. "

930 END

length)
600 LOCAL rn/.,poll/.
610 rnX=FNrxcb(port,station,buffer,ble

ngth,0)

620 IF rn/.=0 THEN PRINT"Rx block canno

t be opened":END
630 pol 15£=8«7F:retry7.=0

Listing 6. TTTOFS 640 REPEAT

650 retryZ.=retry%+l

10 REM TTTOFS (Txt sets FS clock) 660 pol 1Z.=FNosb (8<33,rnZ.,0) AND8<FF

20 REM By Robin Newman 670 UNTIL poll7.<>&7F OR retryZ.=retryma

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/C with Econet xrx/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User July 1987 680 IF retryZ.=retrymaxrxZ. THEN PROCosb

50 : (&34,rnZ.,0) :PRINT"Tirne out: data not rec

60 MODE 7 eived":END

70 DIM rxcb/.12,rbuf/.8<100,block/.80 690 IF FNrxcb(port,station,buffer,blen

80 osword=8(FFFl gth,rnZ.)=0 THEN PRINT" Inval id receive bl

90 osbyte=8tFFF4 ock number":END

100 dongle=FALSE 700 PR0Cnfs334

110 retrymaxrx/.=1000 710 ENDPROC

120 ON ERROR PROCerror:END

Continued • Continued •
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720 :

730 DEF PROCwait

740 PRINT TAB(0,2)"Waiting for next mi
nute change..."

750 REPEAT

760 PROCread (8:20, 0000, rbuf7., rbuf Z.+B)
770 UNTIL rbufZ.?4<>mvalZ.

780 ENDPROC

790 :

800 DEF FNday(dat,mon,year)
810 LOCAL d*,Z7.,N7.
820 RESTORE 1410

830 IF mon<3 mon=mon+12:year=year-l
840 NZ.=dat+2^mon+INT (.6^ (mon+1) )+year+

year DIV 4-year DIV 100+year DIV 400+2
850 NZ.=NZ. MOD 7

860 FOR Z7.=0 TO NZ.:READ d*:NEXT
870 =d*

880 :

890 DEF FNstring(tZ.)
900 LOCAL t*

910 t*=STR*tZ.

920 IF tZ.<10 t*="0"+t*

930 =t*

940 :

950 DEF PROCfsclockset

960 blockZ.!0=8tlC000C00

970 blockZ.!4=0

980 blockZ.?7=d

990 blockZ.?B=(year-1981)^16+mon
1000 blockZ.?9=hrs

1010 blockZ.?10=mins

1020 blockZ.?ll=secs

1030 XZ=blockZ.:YZ.=XZ. DIV 256

1040 AZ.=8<14:CALL osword

1050 IF blockZ.?3=0 THEN ENDPROC
1060 PRINT "Error : "* (blockZ.+4)

1070 END

1080 :

1090 DEF PROCintro

1100 PROCdp("Acorn User Network Time Su
ite.",131,3,1)
1110 PROCdp("Teletext adaptor sets File

server clock",131,0,4)
1120 PRINT'"Push SPACEBAR to proceed,"
1130 PRINT'"or ESCAPE to abort ";
1140 REPEAT:UNTIL GET=32

1150 CLS

1160 ENDPROC

1170 :

1180 DEF PROCdp (A*, cZ.,xZ.,yZ.)
1190 PRINTTAB (xZ., yZ.) CHR*cZ.;CHR*141; A*
1200 PRINTTAB (xZ., yZ.+l)CHR*cZ.;CHR*141; A*
1210 ENDPROC

1220 :

1230 DEF PROCerror

1240 ON ERROR OFF

1250 CLS

1260 PRINTTAB(0,2)"Program aborted"'
1270 PROCrxb

1280 IF ERR017 REPORT: PRINT" at line "

;ERL
1290 ENDPROC

1300 :

1310 DEF PROCrxb

1320 LOCAL A7.,XZ.
1330 AZ.=52:F0R XZ.=0 TO 15

1340 CALL osbyte:NEXT
1350 ENDPROC

1360 :

1370 DEF PR0Cnfs334

1380 IF rxcbZ.!5<>buffer !buffer=rxcbZ.!5

:buffer !4=rxcbZ.! 9

1390 ENDPROC Contjnue(j ^
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1400 :

1410 DATA Sat,Sun,Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri
1420 DATA Jan,Feb,Mar,Apr,May,Jun,Jul,A

ug,Sep,Oct,Nov,Dec

See Education News, page 161

Listing 1. Front Page amendments

Front Page (MAPE Tape II):

LOAD "FRONTP"

45 DIM OSW 10

190 TEMPZ.=AZ.: XX=OSW M0D256: YX=OSW DIV

256: AZ.=8<A: ?0SW=BZ.+32: CALL &FFF1: CZ.=OSW+1

: AZ.=TEMP7.

1290 CLEAR:A*="":DIM OSW 10

SAVE "FRONTP"

Front Page Extra (MAPE Tape III):

LOAD "CHECK"

4000 DEFPROCprisZ=0
4005 AX=0:XX=255:0S=(USR8<FFF4 AND8<FFFF)

DIV256: IF0S<3: ELSEA7.=182: XZ.=0: YZ.=255: IF (
USR8<FFF4 AND&8000) : Z=10: ELSEOS=0

4010 I FOS< 3: AZ.=246: XZ.=0: YZ.=255: IF (USR&F
FF4 AND8<FFFF)DIV256O10:Z=10

7240 B7.=X^8+Y^640+8<3000: PROCmem (&72, BZ.)
: FORAZ.=1TOLENA*: BZ.=ASC(MID* (A*, AZ., 1) ) : PR
OCrd (BZ.) : PROCmem (8c70,8t81) : ?8t74=x: ?8t79=y:
CALLD7.: BX=?8<72+256^?8t73: B7.=B7.-640^?8t79+8
♦?8<74:PROCmem (8<72, BZ.) : NEXT: ENDPROC
7250 DEFPROCrd (C):LOCALAX, XX, YX: AZ.=10: X

Z.=8<80: YZ.=0: ?XZ.=C: CALL&FFF1: ENDPROC

SAVE "CHECK"

LOAD "FIRSTP1"

7240 BZ.=X^8+Y^640+8<3000: PROCme (8t72, BZ.) :
FORL= 1TOLENA* : BZ.=ASC (MID* (A*, L, 1) ) : PROCr
d (BZ.) : PROCme (8<70, 8<81) : ?8t74=x : ?8t79=y t CALL
DZ.: BZ.=?8.72+256^?8(73: BZ.=BZ.-640^?8t79+8^?8c7
4: PROCme (8:72, BZ.) : NEXT: ENDPROC

7250 DEFPROCrd (C) : LOCALAX, XX, YX: AZ.=10: X
Z.=8:80: YZ.=0: ?XX=C: CALL8<FFF1: ENDPROC

SAVE "FIRSTP1"

July listings
The easiest way to enter the listings isto bity the monthly listings' disc
or cassette. It saves time and avoids errors.

The disc isfully menu-driven andanexcellent buy atonly £5.95.
The cassette version costs £3.95. See the orderform onpage 129for
details ofhow to order.

Alternatively, ifyouhave aMicronet subscription, youcan
download theprogramsfrom page 600600890A. Downloadjustlike
any otherPrestelprogram —gotothefirst page entering '"'600600890,
thenfollowtheprompts. Thechargefor thesoftware is£5.00.
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ACORNUSER ORDER FORM
ACQ R N OSEB OFFERS

DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please send memy free disc binder and startmy disc subscription

from the issue

01 UK (six months only*)
01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £

• £30.00

• £69.00

• £76.00

• £76.00

• £84.00

* Disc binder not included

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine from the

Issue(UK Subscribers
see page 107 before completing)

12 Issues 27 Issues

01 UK • £17.50 • £35.00

02 EUROPE • £25.00 • £50.00

03 MIDDLE EAST • £30.00 • £60.00

04 THE AMERICAS & AFRICA D £35.00 • £70.00

05 REST OF THE WORLD • £40.00 • £80.00

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MONTHLY CASSETTES
1985

D JAN
• FEB

• MAR

D APR

D MAY

• JUN
D JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT
• NOV

D DEC

0409-X

0410-3

0411-1

0412-X

0413-8

0414-6

0415-4

0416-2

0417-0

0418-9

0419-7

0420-0

1986

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG
• SEP

• OCT

D NOV

• DEC

0421-9

0422-7

0423-5

0424-3

0425-1

0426-X

0427-8

0428-6

0429-4

0430-8

0431-6

0432-4

Monthly cassettesare suitable for BBC micro and Electron users

TOTAL VALUE £

BINDERS

TOTAL VALUE £

1987

D JAN 0433-2
• FEB 0434-0

• MAR 0435-9

D APR 0436-7

• MAY 0437-5

D JUN 0438-3
• JUL 0439-1

UK= £3.95
Europe= £4.95

Ovcrseas= £5.95

CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my cassette subscription from the
and send me my free games cassette

issue

01 UK (six months only::")
01 UK
02 EUROPE(Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

• £20.00

• £45.00

• £52.00

• £52.00

• £62.00

TOTAL VALUE £ Games Compendium not included

ACORN USER MONTHLY DISCS
1986

• JAN 0204-6
D FEB 0205-4

• MAR 0206-2

• APR 0207-0

• MAY 0208-9

• JUN 0209-7
• JUL 0210-0

UK=£5.95

Europe=£6.95
Ovcrseas=£7.95

All AU discs are in DFS format for the 1770and 8271 systems. Monthly discs are 5.25-inc
(40 track with 80 track transfer program supplied)

TOTAL VALUE £

• AUG 0211-9

• SEP 0212-7

D OCT 0213-5

D NOV 0214-3

D DEC 0215-1

1987

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

D MAY

D JUN
• JUL

0216-X

0217-8

0218-6

0219-4

0220-8

0221-6

0222-4

ACORN USER MAGAZINE BACK ISS0ES
1985

• JAN
• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG
• SEP

D OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0021-3

0022-1

0023-X

0024-8

0025-6

0026-4

0027-2

0028-0

0029-9

0030-2

0031-0

TOTAL VALUE £

1986

• JAN
• FEB

D MAR

D APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

D SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0032-9

0033-7

0034-5

0035-3

0036-1

0037-X

0038-8

0039-6

0040-X

0041-8

0042-6

0043-4

1987

• JAN 0044-2
• MAR 0046-9

• APR 0047-7

• MAY 0048-5

• JUN 0049-3
• JUL 0050-7

UK= £1.75

Europe= £2.25
Overseas= £3.75

MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7

DISC BINDER 1302-1

UK EUROPE OVERSEAS

• £4.95 • £7.95 • £14.95

• £6.95 • £9.95 • £16.95

24 hours telephone service (0672) 40825
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ACORN USER ORDER FORM
A C 0 R N USER OFFERS

ACORNUSERROMS

D USER DUMP 1001-4
• USERROM 1002-2
• AXRROM 1003-0

TOTALVALUE£.

UK = £19.95

Europe= £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS

GALLERY DISC

40-track 0801-X • 80-track 0802-8 • 3.5in 0803-6 D

GALLERY COLLECTION DISC
40-track 0840-0 • 80-track 0841-9 • 3.5in 0842-7 •

DISC HELP DISC UK = £6.95
80-track 0804-4 • Europe = £7.95 Overseas = £8.95

PRINTER HELP DISC
40-track 0820-6 D 80-track 0821-4 D

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0830-3 •

EDUCATION DISC
40-track 0815-X •

TOTAL VALUE £

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

• Iencloseasterlingcheque/postal order for atotal of£.

D Pleasedebit my • Visa (Barclaycard) • Access (Mastercard)

Creditcard number

ACORNUSERSPECIALCASSETTES

D ACORN USER GRAPHICS 0601-7
D BEST OF ACORN USER 0602-5
• GAMES COMPENDIUM 0603-3
• FINEST FAVOURITES 0604-1

TOTALVALUE £

UK = £3.95

Europe = £4.95
Overseas = £5.95

SIDEWAYS RAM
UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0825-7 •

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95 Overseas = £11.95

NETWORK UTILITIES

DISC
80-track 0809-5 •

UK = £19.95

Europe = £20.95 Overseas = £21.95

BIBLIOGRAPHY
40-TRACK

Jul 82 to May 84 0851-6D £6.95
Jun 84 to May 85 0852-4D £6.95
Jun 85 to Feb 86 0853-2D £6.95
Jul 82 to Feb 86 0881-8D£20 Europe add £1, Overseas add £2

VIEWCHART DISC
40-track 0920-2 D

UK = £12.95 Europe = £13.95 Overseas = £14.95

made payable toRedwood Publishing

Expiry date

SIGNED DATE

MR/MRS/M1SS/MS INITIALS SURNAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury Berkshire RG16 7TW

ForOffice Use Only
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OFFERS
P R O G R A

Mid-summer
madness with

the July listings

STINGS

Monthly disc and cassette
subscriptions

Guarantee delivery of your monthly program listings by
subscribing to our discs or cassettes, for the best quality
utilities, graphics and entertainment.

New cassette subscribers receive a free Games Compen
dium cassette, and new monthly disc subscribers qualify
for one of our grey cloth disc binders, to hold a year's
discs. Or if you prefer, try us out for six months and save
yourself money. See page 129 for details.

Whichever you choose you won't regret the investment.
All offers are open to UK subscribers only.

LIST N G S

John Knight's program on this month's disc and cassette is a
must for anyone who has swapped their BBC micro for a
Master. This simple to use program enables you to transfer all
your precious programs from DFS to ADFS, so all those
hours spent writing programs for your BBC micro will not be
wasted now you have upgraded.

Joe Telford has been playing with the Domesday interac
tive video discs and the IV machine and his jottings for this
month are in both Basic and Logo to help you use the
Domesday machine in your own programs.

Graham Bell, our technical editor, has been hard at work
producing a page previewer program which is also on this
month's disc or cassette. His Page Driver draws a picture of a
page of text, enabling you to visualise what the finished text
will look like. With this program all your future letters and
documents can be perfectly produced.

For all network users who are confused or wary of
changing the network clock, Robin Newman has the answer.
From Tessie Revivis we have included some further examples
of translating Basic commands into assembler, this time on
using music. Forum has supplied a program for angling text
on the screen, whilst this month's Hints & Tips provides a
day-of-the-week-utility and a handy 'ViewSheet spreadsheet.

Don't miss theJuly graphics bonus, a Lowry picture, 'View
of a town', as seen by Paul Bayley.

BINDERS

Vastly reduced prices
for disc binders

Our grey cloth disc binder is supplied with its own
protective slip case and is filled with six transparent
inserts, which will hold a year's supply of 5.25-inch
monthly discs, and it is currently available at the special
price of just £6.95.

An Acorn User magazine binder is the best way to keep
your precious copies in pristine condition. Our smart red
binder features a wide spine with the capacity to hold a
whole year's issues. For only £4.95 your magazines can
last a lifetime.

AcornUser order form on page 130 - 24 hourtelephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
D U M

Printer control
with the

UserDump ROM

0 M

Your favourite Acorn User
routines

Get UserROM for your favourite Acorn User
routines. Plug in the ROM chip and 19 routines

are instantly accessible via star commands, including colfill
with 27 colourful fills; dotfill providing 23 new black and
white shades; bad program recovery; variable lister; func
tion key lister; a graphics compiler; a circle drawing
routine and a sound compiler. There arc many demonstra
tion programs and a 22 page manual. All for £19.95.

Full details are available by writing to Seran, Redwood
Publishing, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

ROMS

This pack includes the easy-to-fit UserDump ROM
chip and a practical 22-page guide to the screen dump

and printer control facilities offered - for just £19.95.
Once installed, UserDump will allow you to dump any

screen image in any display mode by entering a single
command - either as a line of your program or by typing in
direct from the keyboard. A perfect dump can also be
obtained while a machine code program is running.

UserDump features the following extra commands:
::"WDUMP - dump of graphics window only in any mode;
::'ZDUMP - a distortion-free dump of the mode 0 screen
using plotter graphics; ::"TRANSIT - translate teletext screen
into mode 1;::"SHIFT <argument> - shift any area ofmemory;
:>IBM - select IBM printer; *CP80 - select CP80 printer.

UserDump is compatible with the BBC micro (model B or
B+) fitted with operating system 1.2. Any earlier version will
cause problems. UserDump is fully compatible with the
Acorn 6502 second processor. It works with any printer
which has single density and double density bit image
graphics, including all Epson (LX, RX and FX) printers, Star
Gemini and Delta, SG, SD and SR, Canon and Kaga NLQ.
Also usable are the Shinwa and other CP80 printers.

There are many more commands available with UserDump,
and details are available by writing to Seran, Redwood
Publishing, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

0 M

Assembler Extension RDM (AXR) 1.12
BITS (Use #BITS for help on OPT)
ASSM <src> <OPT l> «OPT 2» <<dest>>
DSM «address» (<ROM»
LVAft

STRIP <fsp> «:»
-AXR <Turn ROM OFF>

Acorn User Assembler
Extension ROM

The AXR ROM, competitively priced at £19.95, is
especially designed for use by machine code prog

rammers. AXR adds a variety of options and commands to
the Basic assembler, along with several new pseudo op
codes, full Basic expression evaluation, and even the use of
binary numbers. A disassembler is included in the soft
ware, and all 65C02 instructions can be used. AXR is
compatible with Basic 1, 2 and Master.

Further details are available from Seran, Redwood
Publishing, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

Acorn User order form on page 130-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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Improve your
presentation

with View/Chart

D

Main Index
Detailed Index.

Header Library
Acorn User Utilities.
Introducing NetFax. . .
More about NetFax. . . .
Hot Helpline
Programming Helpline.
View Helpline
Calendar 1986/B7

Network utilities for
better communication

The Network Utilities 80-track disc is the logical
addition to your network, combining invaluable

routines with a sophisticated yet easy-to-use noticeboard.
Included is Netjax, our own hybrid information system

providing access to thousands of pages of information.
Other special features are: a file locator and directory size
finder; network manager utilities including a bridge com
patible screen viewer and a 'notify all' facility.

Plus there are 150 Netjax pages covering instructions,
help and indexes, all on a 5.25-inch disc for £19.95.

Do you use your micro to prepare figures? Perhaps in
ViewSheet or ViewStoret Do you make printed re

ports? This business graphics program from Acorn User
contributor Peter Sandford is aimed at anyone who uses
figures, and wishes to improve the quality of their work.

ViewChart takes your numeric data from a ViewSheet or
ViewStore file, or manual input, and plots various chart
formats to screen. In one plot you can produce between one
and five piecharts, stacked bar charts up to 25 bars, grouped
bar charts up to 24 bars and line graphs with up to five lines
each of 40 plotted points.

In practice, most business presentation data such as sales
figures, departmental breakdowns, cost analyses and so on
can be presented in a form even the boss will understand!

You can even add extra text and graphics to the completed
chart prior to saving or printing. A screen dump program is
provided, for Epson and compatible printers, which is
specifically designed to fit the width of an A4 page. Instruc
tions are provided on interfacing to other printers. ViewChart
works in screen mode 0, using full shading effects, so what
you see on screen is what you get on paper, and includes
some tips on final presentation of graphics in documents.

ViewChart is supplied on 40-track 5.25-inch disc and
works on the BBC models B and B+ and Master 128.

And the price of this professional software? Just £12.95.

D C

flcorn User
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Memo to all Network Users...

The RAM pad is just one of many useful
utilities on the Acorn User

Sideways Ram Utility Disc

Disc for all sideways
RAM users

The Sideways RAM Utilities disc includes: Ram-
Pad - your computer's answer to the pad and pen.

On-Screen Fonts - a variety of print styles available in all
graphics modes. * HLP ROM - add your own help text to
call up when you're stuck. Standard ROM header for use
when writing your own ROMs. ::' RLOOK to examine the
contents of your ROMs and sideways RAM images.

There are many more utilities on this 40-track 5.25-inch
disc with a transfer program for 80-track users, and it's
competitively priced at £9.95.

Acorn user order form on page 130 - 24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
GALLERY

Gorgeous screens
with our

Gallery discs

CASSETTES

Games galore in our
compendium cassette

You can guide Shuggy around his garden; puzzle
over Puzzle, and be 3-D amazed. Or destroy

submarines with Run Silent, Run Deep. And for the really
adventurous, go round the Acorn User office.

Best of all, try the truly different Adventure game
written especially for the Games Compendium cassette by
Rob Anderson. It's excellent value at £3.95.

You will also find David Acton's Spectramania and
Quadline on this cassette: beat your micro, get four in a
row. All are easily transferred to disc.

D S C S

Acorn User's Gallery and Gallery Collection discs are
now in 3.5-inch format for Master Compact users.

Each disc is a giveaway at only £6.95, the same price for all
formats. Both discs have over 20 brilliantly digitised and
stunningly produced screens that will automatically scroll for
your amusement, or you can load them all individually to
have a longer look.

The screens on the Gallery disc include some old favouri-
ties, such as Thomas the Tank Engine, as well as some new
ones that will amaze, tantalise and entertain you.

The Gallery disc also has Super Painter and Pixel Editor, so
you can do the creating. These two programs can be used in
conjunction with the screens we give you to alter and
improve them, or you can create totally new graphics screens
of your own.

The rich and the famous, or sometimes infamous, put in an
appearance. Tony Hancock is on the Gallery disc, as is Max
Headroom. On the Gallery Collection disc, Spitting Image
and the Dallas crowd are in vivid colour in the company of
Henry VIII, and everyone's favourite, Bugs Bunny.

All the screens on the Gallery Collection disc come in
compressed form with a programme to help you compress
and expand your own screens, so saving valuable space.

Whether you choose 3.5-inch or 80-track or 40-track
5.25-inch format, you'll be getting great entertainment value.

D C

Graphics utilities for
your screens

The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities disc,
keenly priced at £7.95, features 16 routines to

manipulate blocks of graphics: rotation and reflection, a
screen compressor/expander, a colour flood-fill routine
and three mode conversion commands.

With the Basic procedure library are multi-height,
proportional and justified textand 'drop shadow' boxes. A
teletext screen editor gives point plotting, line drawing,
rubber banding and flood fill, along with all mode 7
control codes. All can be used in your own programs..

Acorn User order form on page 130 - 24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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D U C A T I 0 N

Easy learning
with

Education disc

CASSETTE

All your finest favourites
now on cassette

For only £3.95, Finest Favourites contains some of
the best programs published in Acorn User for the

BBC, Master and Electron microcomputers.
The cassette contains: Tunemaker, Character Dumping,

Basic extensions and a screen compression program. The
Mandelbrot set allows you to do the creating and Word
Squares lets you make your own word puzzles. Also
included is Screen Fonts and don't miss Motion on this

exciting cassette. Remember the Best of Acorn User and
Graphics cassettes are still available! See page 130.

The Acorn User Education disc makes learning easy
and entertaining. The disc is packed with useful

programs, including Eco-Fax, the sophisticated viewdata-type
database for use on Econet systems.

You can also have fun with the colourful version of Turtle
Logo, the popular drawing program. Try plotting equations
with Nigel Jennings' graph program.

Graphics programs are the feature of this disc and they
include Bulletin, which converts your micro intoan electronic
message board. Strings of up to 255 characters can be
screened in large colourful sideways scrolling letters. Create
screens with the drawing program Easyplot and then use the
two display programs Vufoil and Noticeboard to show them
off. Vufoil acts in place of an overhead projector while
Noticeboard builds and displays your Easyplot screens.

We have also included two screen dumping programs:
George Hill's all-mode dumping routine for Epson-
compatible printers may be incorporated into your own
listings, and so may the teletext dumping routine which
dumps in mode 7 to Epson FX80-compatible printers.

Our Capitals program will force all text into upper case.
Budding Bachs can use Tunemaker to edit and play back their
own masterpieces. This wonderful disc comes in 40-track
5.25-inch format only, but is easily transferred to 80-track.
The Acorn User Education disc is yours for only £7.95.

D I
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Printer advice with
Printer Help disc

Often printer manuals don't fully cover the Master
and BBC micro - our disc will help you to

understand your printer's facilities for just £7.95.
The 5.25-inch Printer Help disc illustrates various print

type styles, use of Wordwise and View, screen images and
printer care. There is an ASCII standard codes table and
clear diagrams illustrating stages of printer use including
advice on what to do if things go wrong.

For compatibility details write to Seran, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

Acorn User order form on page 130 - 24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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LA
on't miss this amazing special offer
from Opus — a choice of powerful

1 or 2 Megabyte disc drives at simply
magic prices.
Choose our 1 Megabyte drive for just £109.95 or 2
Megabyte dual drive offering for only £209.95.
Our prices even include VAT and FREE delivery!
And, if you need an interface, add just £40 to the
cost of either of our special offer drives and we'll
supply you with one of the best double-density
systems on the market —the Opus DDOS.

OPUS DRIVES

Our 5Va" drives are double-sided, 80/40 track
hardware switchable models representing the very
latest in disc drive technology and offering superb
performance. They feature reliable direct drive
mechanisms, low power consumption and fast track
access times and they're backed by our no-quibble
2 year guarantee.

THE OPUS DDOS

Our highly acclaimed DDOS is probably the most
advanced double-density disc interface available
and if you choose one of our Megabyte bargains
we'll slash £20 off the normal retail price — it's
yours for just £40.

s 0737 65080

*£a»£2!S •-„•St?1*

Our disc interface uses the same disc controller chip
as the BBC B+ allowing you to run all leading
software titles — just phone for our comprehensive
listing.
The Opus DDOS handles tape to disc transfers,
Format and Verify utilities are included on ROM
and its powerful machine code operating system
gives you up to 248 files — the perfect partner for
your new Opus disc drive.

Simply post the coupon or call Opus now on 0737
65080 — we'll guarantee delivery within 72 hours.
Our Megabyte Miracles offer isavailable for a
limited period only, so call today to avoid
disappointment.

Generous education and dealer discounts available.

To. Opui Supplies limited.55 OrmsideWay,Holmcthorpc Industrial Estote. Redhill. Surrey
Please rush me the lollowing:(PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE)

1 Megabyte (unformatted) Sytems(s) al £109.95 each
2 Megabyte (unformatted) System(s) at £209.95 each
Opus Double Density Disc Interface al £40.00 each
(Only when purchased withdrive)

I enclose cheque for £
my credit card account with the amount of £

My Access D Visa • no. is: | | | M I I

NAME

ADDRESS.

TELEPHONE.

or please debit

I I



REVIEWS
GAMES

THE GAMES PAGE
David Lawrence's monthly review
of new releases and new tricks.

This month seems to be the time for new
releases; most of the major software houses
have new games. Superior Software have
two. The first is a sequel to Strykers Run
and is currently called Strykers Run II -
Codename Droid. It will feature John
Stryker again, but this time he must ex
plore four zones finding useful objects a la
Citadel. The othergame is Crazee Rider, a
follow up to Overdrive. The Electron
version of Overdrive is Superior's biggest
selling game, and Crazee Rider is the result
of many pleas from Electron owners for a
racing game with proper corners! The
game is a motorbike race and will contain a
number of different tracks. It is meant to

be a bit of fun, so you get points for
ramming other bikes off the track!

Bubble Bus, a software house new to the
BBC mirco market, have released the
popular Spectrum game Starquake. This
features very smooth graphics and a huge
(over 500 rooms) map. See the review in
this issue. Bug Bytes latest cheap games,
Hunkidory and Uranians are nothing new,
but at only £2.99 represent quite good
value for money. Hunkidory is a platform
game from Peter 'Thunderstruck' Scott,
while Uranians is a very simple twitch
game: just left, right and fire.

Meanwhile, Audiogenic are releasing
Peter Scott's (the very same) latest game
Omega Orb. This will be very much in the
Thunderstruck vein, with lots of puzzles.
No less than two BBC micro versions of

Gauntlet should be available soon. The

first is Audiogenic's Ransack and the other
Tynesoft's Phantom. Audiogenic's other
successful author, Gary Partis, has come
up with Sphere of Destiny, a very simple
idea that is almost impossible to play! His
latest project, Daxis, is currently being
compiled and should be ready soon.

Apart from Phantom, Tynesoft will be
releasing a BBC version of the highly
successful Commodore 64 game, Spy vs

ACORN USI-RJULY 1987

Figure 1. Part of the Xorlabyrinth

Spy - the game based on two spies in the
M.A.D. comics. Also a game based on Who
Dares Wins is possible.

On the adventure front, Domark should
have a game based on the new James Bond
film The Living Daylights out by the
summer. Robico are working on Village of
Lost Souls - the first of a trilogy for
experienced adventurers. The BBC version
of their successful spy adventure Rick
Flanson Trilogy (apparently named after
the manager of Superior) is also available
from them.

Finally, Logotron have released The Xor
Designer - a screen and sprite designer for
their Repton-type game Xor. You can de
sign fiendish puzzles for your 'friends' and
change the fish and chickens into some
thing sensible! Facilities for saving your
route and dumping the screen to printer
are also provided.

Before I go any further, I would like to
mention Superior Software's financial re
sults for 1986. The company's annual turn
over increased by 104% on the 1985 level
(which was in turn 64% higher than 1984).
It shows the market is still buoyant and
profitable for the company which can pro
duce the 'right' games.

After my request for clues for Doctor
Who, I have had replies from D A Back
house and Ian Tomkins. They both pro

vide some very useful hints. Holding down
'U' and Jump gives you a higher jump, and
you can disable the controllers (Daleks
with the cloth in the greenhouse. Usin^
these two hints I have managed to finish
the game with a score of 9420 - has
anyone scored higher?

If you're stuck on Martech's W.A.R., try
loading Game 1 (or Game 2; then
?&52BC=&A5 and resave it. This will give
you infinite lives (yawn) - but at least
gives you a chance to see the last two levels
on Game 2 (hard luck Uncle Clive!)
Thanks to Matthew Hughes for that. Mike
Horend has sent in a poke for Bug Byte's
Plan B; load in the file called PlanB, then
enter ?&3F01=50 and CALL &4CB3. No

thing obvious will have happened until you
pick up a key or open door. . . Stryker's
Run owners with a Master may be in
terested in this little 'feature'; while on the
options screen with the scrolling message,
hold down the keys C,H,R,I and S and
then start the game with option 1 as usual.
You can now scroll the background scen
ery with the left and right cursor keys and
admire the excellent graphics without hav
ing to shoot everything! Thanks to the real
Richard Hanson at Superior for that.

I now have a complete set of maps for
Xor; (see the example in figure 1). If you
would like a set send either a sae (9 by 12
inches) and a cheque for £1 or a blank
formatted disc (marked 40 or 80-track) £2
and return packaging to Xor Maps, Acorn
User, 141-143 Drury Lane, London,
WC2B 5TF. We are providing the screens
on disc as they very detailed and are much
clearer on a monitor or TV.

Rob Miller's Ravenskull maps are also
available now, together with somehints for
the first level. Send a cheque for £1.50 to
'Ravenskull Maps' at the address above.

I'm now off to use the Xor Designer and
change the heroes into lizards, the masks
into diamonds, the fish into boulders. ..
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UNISTAT-II

MARK 2 STATISTICAL PACKAGE
*FULLY INTEGRATED SUITE OF STATISTICAL PROGRAMS *DEDICATED DATA PROCESSOR *AUTOMATED MISSING DATA HANDIING *

USER DEFINED LABELS FOR VARIABLES *READING DATA FROM ASCII FILES *DIRECTION OFOUTPUT TO PRINTER OR ASCII FILES *
HIGH-RESOLUTION PLOTS * COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL

UNISTAT DATA PROCESSOR: A spreadsheet designed exclusively for data handling. DATA
ENTRY: Cursorediting, overwrite/insert modes, continuous entrv. insertion and deletion ofcells.
cols and rows, goto.col labels. FILE HANDLING: Read, write andmerge ininternal andASCII

:

format. COLUMN TRANSFORMATIONS: Formulas using cols asvariables. Any combination of
+. -. *. /. '. LOG. EXP, SOR. ABS, SIN. etc. Operations with col numbers or labels.
STATISTICAL COMMANDS: SIZL:. MIS (noof missing values in a col).SUM. SSQ. MEAN
(adjusted for missing values). Single or multi col sorting in asc or dese order. Ranks.
CONDITIONAL FORMULAS: Selection ofcases, creation ofdummy and effect vars. receding,
breakdown, etc. Logicaloperators >.<.=. AND. OR. NOT.
MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION: Simple corr matrix, choice ofdepvar. selection ofindep vars.
noconstant reg, Selection-Specific missing data handling. No. ofrows and cols omitted due tomissing
values andmulticollincarity. Output includes estimated coeffs. t-stats. stderrors. R2. adjusted R2.
std error of reg. F-stat. D-W stat. ANOVA of rcg. var-covar and multiple corr matrices,
interpolation, plot ofresiduals, plot ofactual and tilted yvalues. Addition ofresiduals and/or lilted y
values to data matrix.

STATISTICAL TESTS: Significance levels for most test stats. Test-specific missing value handling.
PARAMETRIC: One sample t, two sample I with equal and unequal vars. paired t. F. NON
PARAMETRIC: Chi-sqr and Kolmogorov-Smirnov, (both with equal and unequal exp freq
versions), chi-sqr Bartlctt, Mann-Whilney Ufor small, medium and large samples. Wilcoxon signed
rank. Walsh. Wald-Wolfwitz runs. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, Friedman pscudo two-way
ANOVA, Jonckhecre trend, Page's L. Cochran 0, Goodinan-Kruskal gamma. Sommer's d.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: Pearson. Spearman's rho. Kendall's tau. Point biserial.

LIIMTPRO Linear/Integer Programming Package.
Written by Dr D. Sprcvak
Aprofessional package which cansolve verylarge problems ona 32K BBCmicrobymeans of revised
simplex algorithm and efficient vectorisalion. It cansolvea problemwith82variables.60constraints
and 15 upper bounds in 24 minutes. Runs faster on second processor. Plus or Master scries.
LINTPRO requires minimal priorknowledge of linearprogramming techniques andisidealforreal
applications as well as for teaching purposes. Data entry in Backus-Naur notation. Selectionof
optimalily ofsolutions between 0%and100%. Optional printing ofintermediary steps andchoice of
branching strategies. Output includes optimal values of variables, value of objective function,
slackness, shadow prices and it can be directed to screen or to a text file.

Goodman-Kruska! gamma. Sommer's d. Yule's O. phi. tetrachoric. DISTRIBUTIONS: Chi-sqr. t.
F, Normal (std. non std). log. inverse and bivariate normal, binomial, negative binomial,
exponential,hypergeomelric. gammafunction.Khrgian-Mazin.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: Analysis of rawdataordata with freq counts. Raw datasorted and
grouped. Freqdistwithchoiceof lowerboundsand classintervals.Absolute, cumulative and relative
freq. Histograms, scatter diagrams and time series plots. Output includes sum. mean, mean
deviation, median, variance, std deviation, third and fourth moments, skewncss. kurtosis. range, etc.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: One-way with and without repeated measures, two-way with no
interaction, two-way andthree-way with one.twoandwithout repeated measures.
TABULATIONS: CROSS-TABLUATION: Two-way tables with col and row totals and
percentages. CHI-SQUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE: Observed freq. cxpfreq and chi-sqr for
eachcell.Colandrowsums, overallchi-square statanditssignificance level. Yatescorrection.
HIGH RES PLOTS: All plots can be dumped on the printer. PLOT OF BIVARIATE
REGRESSION: Scatter diagrams with optional line of best fit. intercept, slope. R2. stderror.
CURVE FITTING: Fitting of polynomials on bivariate data. Fitted polynomial coeff. R2andsld
error. TIME SF.RIES PI ,OTS: Simultaneous plotting ofupto7columns ofdataagainst time. PLOT
OFFUNCTIONS: Simultaneous plotting ofuptotwo functions, integrals, polynomials androots of
polynomials.
DEFAULT SETTINGS (ForBBC version): Choice ofscreen anddevice control parameters. 40or80
column display, number of data drive 0/1/2/3. black &while or colour monitor width of printer,
high-res screendumpcommand, maximum formula length, maximum number ofcolumns androws
depending on free RAM.

CPA Critical PathAnalysis
Written by DrJ.S. Dean
A comprehensive coverage of critical path analysis sufficient for most practical applications.
Activities and durations are supplied as input and earliest and latest start and finish times for each
activity, total float and critical path are obtainedas output. Easy editing of inputsprovides the
possibility of analysing the sensitivity of solutions. A built-in calendar can give dates to any
programme. Resources can be allocated to each activity. Suitable smoothing scheme ischosen and a
resource barchartisdrawn. Results canbedirected toprinteror to textfiles. High-res plotofthenode
structure can be dumped on printer.

UNISTAT-II, LINTPRO AND CPA ARE AVAILABLE FOR:BBC B,PLUS AND MASTER SERIES, AMSTRAD PCW8256, PCW8512, IBM PC/XT/AT
ANDCOMPATIBLES BBCversions: UNISTAT-II: £125+VAT, LINTPRO: £75+VAT, CPA: £50+VAT. AMSTRAD and IBM versions: UNISTAT-II:

£150+VAT, LINTPRO: £100+VAT, CPA: £75+VAT.
Pricesinclude post &packingwithin the UK. Official (government, university, local authority) orders are welcome. For orders from Europe add £5. from outside Europe £10. For BBC versions please indicate

40or80 track format. Cheques and correspondence to: UNISOFT LTD, P.O. BOX 383,Higllgate, 1.(ill (I onN65UP.

.'• '

BUILD YOUR OWN OFFICE SYSTEM
We believe that Lego® got it right! - Build to your own design.

So we adopted the same concept and designed System Delta, but we made each module flexible as well!
Buy only the modules you need to fityour own internal system.

Lxlcrnal
Wordpracessors

Mailshot

School Administrator

Video Rental

Hotelier

Newsagent

SYSTEM DELTA -

THE LATEST ADVANCE IN

TECHNOLOGY

Ixlernal
Graphic* or
Spreadsheet

Reporter

Inter/View Link

Card Index

Purchase Ledger

Nominal Ledger

Sales Ledger

Orders/Invoices

Stock ManagementI Programmers Manual

MINERVA SYSTEMS
69 Sidwell Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 6PH
Telephone: 0392 37756

System Deltawith free Reporter £19.95 Mailshot £19.95

Card Index £64.95 SalesLedger £45.95 Nominal Ledger £55.95

nter View Link £19.95 Newsagent £54.95 PurchaseLedger £45.95

Orders/Invoices £45.95 Hotelier £69.95 Video Rental £54.95

StockManagement £45.95 School Administtatot £69.95 Programmers Manual £19.95
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SPORTING
CHANCE

'Daley Thompson's Super-Test', Ocean,
BBC B, Cassette £8.95, Disc £12.95.
The latest in a series of sport-type compu
ter games is Daley Thompson's Super-Test
from Ocean. Unfortunately, it's just
another (poor) conversion from the Sinclair
Spectrum and Commodore 64 machines
and doesn't do justice to the superior
capabilities of the BBC micro.

Super-Test consists of eight events, four
on each side of the tape. On day one the
events that you face are pistol shooting,
cycling, springboard diving, and giant sla
lom. Day twoconsists of rowing, penalties,
ski-jump, and tug-of-war.

In this type of game I group the events
into three categories: moronic keyboard
smashers; infantile keyboard smashers; and
not so moronic and infantile keyboard
smashers. Of the eight events, cycling,
rowing, ski-jump, and tug-of-war come
into the first category. Springboard diving,
giant slalom, and penalties enter category
two. Only one event is in the last category
- pistol shooting, which, although ditficult
to play, is quite fun when you get used to
the keys.

As with most games of this variety, it's
very difficult to have realistic sound. Even
with that in mind, I was not impressed by
the sound in Super-Test.

Now for the good points. Super-Test,
unlike many similar games, allows you to
continue with the events even if you
haven't qualified — you can go on to the
next event without completing the one you
are on. You just lose a life. Lives left are
displayed as a line of runners, oneof which
fades away every time you fail to qualify,
which is a nice touch.

The important question that has to be
AC:ORN USHRJULY 1987
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asked is, how does it rate compared to the
other sports games. In my opinion, Super-
Test is superior to Tynesoft's Common
wealth Games, but is belowthe standard of
Alligata's excellent Olympic Decathlon.

Super-Test isn't very original. If Ocean
had come up with some events that gen
uinely required some sort of manual dex
terity (and a bitof thought) it would have
been interesting. Please try harder next
time Ocean.

Richard Bellis

ADVENTURE
TRILOGY

'The Ket Trilogy', Incentive Software,
BBC B/Electron/Master, Cassette £9.95,
Disc £11.95.

The Ket Trilogy consists of three separate
adventure games, all on one tape. Accord
ing to the cassette case, all three are: 'Giant
adventure programs, which combine to
create the colossal Ket Trilogy'.

When I played them, I discovered that
they weren't quite so giant. Like most
adventure games, they are text only, but
Incentive Software has at least added some

bright colours to the games to liven them
up a little bit.

I wandered aimlessly about for a little
while until a cartographer approached me.
The computer asked for my next move.
For some fun and action I typed in: KILL
MAN. I was presented with a status screen
showing my energy and my opponent's
energy. As we battled through nine
rounds, our energy slowly decreased until
the computer announced that I had finally
'got him'.

The instructions supplied with the game
confused me at first, because I didn't know
where to start. They are on a single sheet
of paper, on both sides, and half of it is
upside-down.
The program understands a wide range of
words, and it will pull a recognised word
out of an unrecognised sentence if possible
and question you about it. It also has a
wide range of cheeky replies if it is con
fused by a sentence or word. The program
also accepts mis-spelt words, provided, of
course, they are not completely wrong.

My main criticism lies on the fact that
there aren't many clues. Once you've been
around the village and wood a few times,

without much luck in finding the secret
path to the mountains, you begin to want
to give up. Then I noticed a 'Helpful tips'
section in the instructions. They suggested
I try typing 'HELP' if I was stuck. I did
and the reply was: 'You're on your own'.

I'm not the most patient adventurer, but
these kept me going for a while, with their
amusing remarks and unusual situations.
Being a three-in-one game prevents me
from saying it's bad value for money; but
buy it only if you are a keen, patient
adventure fan.

Sam Greenhill

WILLY JETS OFF
AGAIN

Defence System

Itens collected 813 Time 7:86pm

'Jet Set Willy IF, Tynesoft, BBC B/
Master, Cassette £7.95, Disc £12.95.
Well here it is, the sequel to Jet Set Willy.
Jet Set Willy II no less. The review disc
came in a plastic disc case, and on the
reverse of the inlay card were the loading
instructions for a cassette!

Anyway, on to the game itself. Those
people who hated Jet Set Willy will hate
the sequel even more. And those of you
who loved it will love it just as much and
probably a lot more.

The game is similar to the original but
Willy's mansion has been extended and
contains a lot of new rooms — over 100

now, according to the inlay card. I can't
say I've seen them all and I don't think
anyone will for quite a long time yet. But
how did the mansion get its new rooms, I
hear you ask. Well here's the answer.

The mansion needed workdoing on it in
a hurry and so Willy called in some
builders. He thought it a bit strange that
they had green skin. Not only did they
carry out the work asked for but they
added lots of new rooms and refused any
payment! Maria (Willy's housekeeper for
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for the Discerning Ganifes#Player
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As the wizard Imogen, your powers
of logicand resourcefulness will be stretched
to capacity, andwill require an atmosphere
of total concentration, in orderto solve
this mystic perplexing puzzle.

As a game of metamorphosis and
logical problemsolving you havein
effectseveral activities in progress at once!
Only throughthis ultimate testingof
stamina andintellect will Imogen regain
his sanity, self respect, and freedom.
• ORDERS DESPATCHED

PROMPTLY.
• POSTAGE & PACKING

FREE

• FAULTY CASSETTES

& DISCS REPLACED

IMMEDIATELY.

* Pleasemake cheques
payableto:-
"MICRO-POWER".
NORTHWOOD HOUSE.
NORTH STREET,
LEEDS

LS72AA.

(0532) 436300' 458800'
434006

BBC CASSETTE £8.95
BBCSW DISC (40T/80T) £9.95
BBC MASTER COMPACT 3Vi" DISC £11.95

e 2

VISA

(0532)436300
458800

imogen

PREMIER SOFTWARE PM © ID
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The all new, twoin one, Trivia gamefor
ALL 'Beebs'

Includes 1000 plus multi choice Trivia
questions. To winyouhave to beat your

beeb at 'noughts & crosses' -
Extra QuestionsAvailableShortly

STATE. DISC-
FORMAT

1» «5^ 1:
*£• -OO

PRINT ROM
The only really useful ROMofits type
available. Allows easy '*' command control
over all your printers special functions.

EPSON LX, FX, MX, RX, PANASONIC,
KAGA, CANNON, CENTRONICS GLP,

BROTHER M1009
ROM £14.95 inc VAT

5 WAYS RAMDISC£9.95inc VAT (£1.00p&p)
EPROM PROGRAMMING SERVICE

ALL TYPES 25XXX, 27XXX.
50P PER KBYTE OF EPROM

EPROM ERASING SERVICE £1.25 PER CI IIP

PREMIER SOFTWARE PM
47ALDERFORI) ST., SIBLEHEDINGHAM,

HALSTEAD ESSEX C09 3HX
TEL 0787 60426

SHADES OF ORANGE, GREY,
BROWN AND PINK

0NY0UR COMPUTER

The SPX system gives you:
A choice of 4096 colours

16 non-flashing colours in mode 2
Works in all modes (even mode 7)
Easy to fit— requires no soldering

Software on ROM, 10 new star commands
Can be driven from VDU19 . . .

Complex flashing colours
Can be used with ART PACKAGES,
GAMES, VIDEO DIGITIZERS etc.

SPX requires an RGB monitor
Model B version £49.95 + vat

Enhanced Master £59.95 +vat
version

Saturn Computers
1/12 Avenue Road

DARLASTON

West Midlands WS10 8AR

or phone 021-526 6216 for details

COMING SOON: Palette switching system for the
Master SPX giving 8 colours on a mode 0 or 3 screen.
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those of you who didn't know) is furious
that the builders left such a mess and
demands that Willy clears it up. This isn't
easy as Willy hasn't even discovered all of
the new rooms yet. There's even a Rocket
Room for space travel! As you may have
guessed you take on the part of Willy
roaming his mansion collecting all sorts of
different articles, the aim being to collect
them all. This is no easy task as there are a
lot more than in the original.

At various points in the game the disc
drive whirrs into action, 1 assume to load
some more screens. This can be irritating,
especially when you just leave a screen and
then suddenly change direction and go
back to where you came from. Doing this
causes it to load twice. Apart from this
small niggle the game's extra screens really
do make it superb and enjoyable, and I
would thoroughly recommend it to anyone
who liked the original Willy.

Chris Hart

AT THE
EARTH'SCORE

'Starquake', Bubble Bus Software, BBC
B/Master/(Electron soon), Cassette £9.95,
Disc £11.95.

At long last, some other software houses
are taking an interest in the BBC micro!
This new release from Bubble Bus Soft
ware has all the ingredients of a great game.

The plot is very simple: Blob (your
character) must rebuild the planet's core
and save the universe! As well as pieces of
core, there are many other objects littering
the maze. Most objects mentioned in the
accompanying A to Z are self explanatory
but I have no idea what a 'Flexible Thingy-
doo' is, or for that matter, what you do
with one when you've found it!

Movement around the planet is with the
ACORN USERJULY 1987
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usual up/down left/right controls, although
up does not always work. Fortunately
suitable transport is provided - it's a lot
less bovver to hovver! If wandering around
on foot sounds too much like hard work,
you can always take the nearest teleport
(15 in all) to jump elsewhere in the maze.

The ever-present meanies are always on
hand to slow you down, although a few
carefully placed shots with your trusty
zap-ray can do wonders.

At first, it's difficult to know what
you're supposed to do, but of course, as
it's an arcade adventure, that's the idea.
Once you've found the planet's core at
least you'll know what you're looking for!
With over 500 different screens, there is
plenty to explore. The planet is worth
mapping - in fact, it's almost essential once
you get into the game.

The graphics have a Spectrum look - not
surprising as the game was converted from
the original on that machine. Sprites are
fast and smooth, using a mode 5 screen
with six colours. The sound is good if a
little loud, with provision for turning it off.

Even though the theme is not particular
original, Starquake is fun to play. It's
varied and big enough to keep you engros
sed. The asking price of £9.95 may be a
little high, but I would still recommend it
to anyone who enjoys an exploring/
zapping combination game.

Robert Miller

ONTHE
WARPATH

M .. ;•':.••-•

'Tanks', Design People Software, BBC
B/Master, Disc £12.95.
Tanks is a disc-based warfare simulation
game which gives you a chance to emulate
Rommel and Montgomery. Threescenarios
areavailable: Western Europe, North Afri

ca and the Russian winter. Each scenario
gives a different landscape and a choice of
tanks relevant to the battle zone. The aim
of the game is to move tanks and support
units across the countryside in order to
reach and capture the objective. In some
games the objective is close at hand: in
others it is across the board from the
starting position.

After choosing the battle scene, forces
on both sides are allocated from a variety
of tanks (with different fire-power and
manoeuvrability) and support units (a list
of typical forces for each scenario is giving
in the instruction pamphlet which is pro
vided with the game).

Enemy fortified positions are marked on
the map as pill-boxes but enemy tanks are
hidden from view until they are within
range. Tanks and support units are moved
around the map using the keyboard and a
cursor. On placing the cursor on a piece, a
more detailed 15 by 15 square map is
displayed. This screen contains information
on the status of the piece to be moved -
that is, its make, speed and numbers of
moves available. On engaging an enemy
tank another close-up screen of the two
tanks is loaded from disc and then the

battle commences.

The tanks arestationary and fire shots at
one another until they run out of shells or
one of the tanks is destroyed. Damage
reports are given at the top of the screen
and even minor damage may take a number
of moves to repair.

The computer moves all of its pieces in a
fraction of a second. No encounters occur

on the computer's move. However, the
enemy does have bombers which frequent
ly fly overhead and those of your tanks
that are not under cover in forest are
extremely vulnerable to aerial attack.

Finding a path to the objective, avoiding
and defusing mines (using sappers), hiding
from enemy bombers, attacking fortifed
positions with mortar units or artillery and
keeping tanks refuelled in order to reach
the objective make this a very intriguing
battle-style game.

Add to this the necessity of protecting
the more vulnerable petrol tanker, mortar
units and sappers, then this game is one of
the best warfare simulations available on

the BBC micro. Highly recommended
without reservation.

Ashley North
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WHY
buy time switches,

a burglar alarm,

and enough wiring
to make it all happen?

With Red Boxes home
automation becomesa reality at
last. Programmed simply and
easily viayour micro":, Red Boxes
use the mains wiring ofyour
hometosend signals which will
controlany appliance powered by
a standard ISampsocket.That
gives you controloveryour home
environment—without wires
trailing all overtheplace.

Home automation with Red
Boxesalso provides a
sophisticatedsecuritysystem.At
onelevel,it is an efficient burglar
alarm which can detect and
announce an intruder. At another

level,you can makeyour house
appearfull oflife when nobody's
at home,

simply byprogramming
lights, televisionand radio to
operate in yourabsence.

And ifyou have twomicros,
withRedBoxesyou'vegot a local
area networkas well. It'sa system
thatexpandswithyourneeds-
and your imagination in home
automation applications.

Mostremarkableofall, the
RedBoxesstartersystemcosts
only £129. And additionalRed
Boxescostjust £34.95. Getyours
now, byclipping thecoupon.
Credit card holders can call 0480
87464.

' TheRed Boxessystem will
workoffan Amstrad,BBCMicro,
Commodore 64, IBMPC or
Spectrum 48k/128k.

To:Electronic Fulfilment Services, Chesterton Mill,
French'sRoad, Cambridge CB43NP.
• Please send mefurther Also include:

details ofthe Red Boxes
system.

• Please send me a Red
Box startersystem at
£133
(including£4 p&p).

My computer is a:
• Amstrad

D BBCMicro

• Commodore 64

a IBMPC

D PCCompatible
D Spectrum 48kll28k
Nome

Address

.. .project manuals at £9.95

... additional Red One control boxes at
£36.95 each (including£2p&p).

... additional Red 7\uo infra red sensors
at £36.95 each (including £2p&p).

• I enclose my chequefor a totalof£
madepayable to General Information
Systems Ltd., Readers'Account.

• Please charge a total of£ to my
Access/American Express card.

Account number

Signature

.Postcode.

Forcreditcardordersorfurther information,call 048087464.

Red Boxes provide a

home automation and

security system that...

WORKS OFF YOUR MICRO

Announces an intruder

Starts the washing machine

NEEDS NO SPECIAL WIRING

Discourages the would-be burglar

Tells you when the baby's crying

IS SIMPLE TO INSTALL AND USE

Switches on the electric blanket

Wakes you for Breakfast Time

DOESN'T TIE UP YOUR COMPUTER

Turns on the dishwasher

Controlsyour heating

IS EASY TO PROGRAM

Turns on the light when you walk in

Puts the kettle on

GIVES YOU A NETWORKING FACILITY

Switches on Crossroads

Switches offCrossroads

AND COSTS JUST £129
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MOVABLE MACHINE CODE
Graham Bell discovers that a powerful assembler

has advantages over the built-in program

Most programmers get along fine without
touching a specialist assembler at all. For
beginners and those creating little prog
rams, the BBC's built-in Basic assembler is
adequate. But if you have some assembler
experience and are more ambitious, the
Mijas 65C02 Development System is a
much more professional way to write
assembly language.

Machine code for the 6502 processor
cannot be shifted. If it is written to run at

memory address &900, it won't work at
any other address. Special short routines
can be assembled that are relocatable, but
they cannot contain subroutines for exam
ple. To relocate the code, internal sub
routine calls must be modified but external
calls like JSR &FFEE must not bechanged.

A relocatable assembler like the Mijas
Development System doesn't magically cre
ate code that can be run at different
addresses. What it does do is make it easy
to reassemble versions to run at any
address you want. You can quickly assem
ble a new version, with all the internal
absolute addresses modified automatically.

The process of creating runnabie
machine code with the Mijas system is
summarised in figure 1. This is contrasted
with the steps required with the BBC
micro's built-in Basic assembler, and an
absolute assembler like the original ADE.

The first step is the creation of source
code. This is the assembler program con
taining of mnemonics like LDA. The Mijas
system also has 21 pseudo commands to
make it easy to assemble data and control
the memory areas used by code.

The second stage is assembly. This is
achieved with a star command ::"ASMB

which produces an 'object file'.
The third and last stage is the unique bit.

A program called a linker reads the object
file and changes the internal address refer
ences into the correct absolute addresses.
This produces a runnabie program.

The Mijas system adds a few further
twists to this theme. First, your program
can be modular. Parts of your code can be
assembled and tested separately before
being linked into the grand overall prog-
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Figure 1. Various methods of producing a runnabie file

ram. Each module can refer other modules
via an external reference command EXT,
so one module can call subroutines held in
other modules. The linker sorts out all the
cross-references at the end.

Some useful routines are provided in a
library module. However, as with much of
the system, they would benefit greatly
from more extensive documentation. Of
course you will amass your own collection
of useful modules and subroutines, which
can be re-used in later programs.

Installing the system can be done in a
variety of ways. There is a sideways RAM
version of the assembler and linker as well

as a disc-based version, supplied on both a
gaily-coloured 40 or 80-track DFS-format
disc. An optional ROM is also available.
Only the disc-based version can be used
over the Tube.

Any normal wordprocessor can be used
to create the ASCII file source code. The
Master editor, EDIT, is ideal. The Mijas
package includes a text editor that can just
about be used to write the source code, but
it should only be a last resort.

The format of the assembler mnemonics

is similar to that of other assemblers, with

one or two slight differences, for example
the assembler won't allow the use of inter
nal addresses as single bytes. If you are
used to writing assembler programs
already, then your personal style will most
likely have to be modified a bit.

Assembling and linking the object code
is quite straightforward. A clear step-by-
step guide is given in the manual, and the
disc contains an example file to practise on.
Error messages tend to be rather cryptic,
but the worst ones are clearly explained in
the manual.

A useful debugging option is available,
for use with the separately supplied Mijas
Source-level Debug package. This provides
all the usual trace and modify facilities of
other machine code monitors. Its unique
merit is that the original source code can be
inspected. It scrolls past in a separate
window, complete with labels and so on,
while the code is being executed.
Mijas Development System and Mijas
Source-level Debug package are available
at £22.50 and £20 respectively, including
VAT, from Mijas Software, PO Box 2,
Sutton Scotney, Winchester, Hants, S021
3LU.
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AT LASTANEPROM PROGRAMMER POWERFUL
ENOUGH TO MATCH THE MASTER

mmirrffli _^™^ mi.. ThenewMICRON 64K PLUS is now
lESJH m*»^-®0tlmM& launched. NO OTHER EPROM

MMmmm PROGRAMMER can match the spe
lls. cificalions yet it costs less than the

competitors which offer far less.
THE MICRON 64K PLUS runs on
ANY VERSION of the BBC FITTED
WITH A 1.2 OPERATING SYSTEM
OR GREATER, VERYSIMPLE to use

IB with no switches to select. Two leds
• indicating power and programming

are situated on the front panel. Pluqs
into 1MHz bus.

ATTRACTIVELY CASED IN CUSTOM BUILT SLOPING METAL
BOX AND SPRAYED IN BBC MATCHING COLOURS
THE SPECIFICATIONS:
• FULLY MENU DRIVEN.
• WILL PROGRAMME 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 2532, 2564-27512

27513, 2516, ie MOST DEVICES 2K to 64K, 2732A, 2764, etc . . .
• PROGRAMS ALL EPROMS 32K OR LESS IN A SINGLE PASS.
• FULLY BUFFERED.

• SOFTWARE SELECTABLE PROGRAMMING VOLTAGE 12.5/12/25.
• NORMAL OR HIGH SPEED ALGORITHMIC METHODCAN BE USED ON

ALL EPROMS 8K, 16K, 32K, 64K (SOFTWARE SELECTED)
' ZIF SOCKET POWERED DOWN WHEN NOT IN OPERATION
• MAINS DERIVED SELF CONTAINED POWER SUPPLY.
•VCC IS RAISED TO 6V DURING PROGRAMMING IN LINE WITH

MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS.
• MAINS DERIVED SELF CONTAINED POWER SUPPLY.
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ON EPROM IS MENU-DRIVEN INCLUDING THE
FOLLOWING ROUTINES.
•AUTOMATIC VERIFICATION ON COMPLETION OF PROGRAMMING

AND FAULT LISTING.
• BUILT IN FULL-SCREEN MEMORY EDITOR (BUFFER IS 32K LONG).
• SOFTWARE ALLOWS BLANK CHECK ON EPROM & AUTOMATICALLY

LISTS FAULTS.
• WILL COPY EPROMS TO BUFFER OR TO FILE.
• WILL GENERATE CHECKSUM.
• BBC FORMAT ROM IMAGESMAYBE CREATED USING A NUMBEROF

BASICOR MACHINE CODE PROGRAMS UP TO THE CAPACITYOF THE
SELECTED ROM. MORE THAN ONE PROGRAM CAN BE STORED ON
ONE EPROM.

PRICE ONLY £68.00 + £10.20 VAT + £3.00 P&P.
ORDERSTO:

H.C.R. ELECTRONICS,
H.C.R. HOUSE, BAKERS LANE, INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM40BZ. Tel (0277) 355407/8 O 3C

RAM MODULES
TAPE. DISC & NETWORK systems
* Plugs into any ROM socket, no soldering
* 32k occupies two sockets (2x16k banks)
* Easy-fit small size 35X18X14mm fully encased
* ATPL versions available - adds extra 16/32k
* Software includes full Load/Save/List ROMs

15k Printer buffer. Network easy-loader.
View driver generator Full documentation

PRINTER SBS
* Complete with all cables 4 connectors
* Robust plastic case. 100 x50x20mm
* Selection by colour indicator button
* Printed circuit board construction
* Ready to use just plug in

PS1 2 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £31.50
PS2 1 BBC TO 2 PRINTERS £31.50

* Quality modern style plastic case
in beige/brown, size
205 x145 x 40mm

* Selection by push switches fitted
with colour change indicator
buttons

* Data buffers fitted to the 3.7m

cables for reliable data transfer.

The cables on the PS3 box are

1x3.7m+2x1.7m

* Complete and ready to use - just
plug in

PS3 3 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £59.50
PS4 4 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £69.50
(Please add £2 for each BBC Compact)

Free P&P Send Cheques/PO/Official Orders to-
TERRELL ELECTRONICS, 7B Essex Gardens.
Hornchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel: (04024) 71426

clip-on
write line

16K £16.95
32K £25.95
Please stale 40 of
80 Track Disc

Prices Exclude VAT

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

LTD

(Dept AU7) PRINTWORKS LANE, LEVENSHULME, MANCHESTER M19 3JP
Tel 061-224 1888 or 061-224 9888

EXPRESS SPECTRUM,
BBCandCOMMOD

REPAIRS!
WHY PAY HIGH

SECONDHANDBEEBS
BOUGHTANDSOLD

APPOINTED WATFORD DEALER

Mancomp are now the main Northern
Distributors for Watford Electronics
and willbe stocking all of Watford's
popular range of hardware and
software - all at Watford's prices.
Phone first for availability.

MODEMS
B.T. Approved

Modem complete with software
£86.25

300, 1200 & Prestel Auto Dia
Modem alone - £89.95

Software-£39.95

All our prices include VAT Please add carriage
£5.50 for Printers & Drives £1.50 for other items

SBSSP
*"?Ro

inall U.K. with While-u-Waitrepairs!
with INTERNATIONAL repair service!

FOR PROFESSIONALISM - "Of all the
Irepair companies Sinclair User' spoke
to. MANCOMP seemed the MOST
PROFESSIONAL when it came to advice
and a helpful attitude" AUG85.

JFOR HONESTY - We letyou watch
your computer being repaired and if
there is nothing wrong with it. we will
tell you!!!

| FOR REPUTATION & HELPFULNESS -
"I have come across a firm that will be
more than willing to advise you as to
how to remedy your problems. They
are called MANCOMP and as well as
repairing faulty computers, are also
quite willing to discuss your problems
with you and offer reasonably cheap
and more importantly CORRECT
CURES"Phil Rogers POPULAR
COMPUTING WEEKLY JAN 85.

<ue" What we do today... others do tomorrow!

*s
-toes1 asSr.

FIXED' PRICES
(Wedo not charge you for our fancy
premises by charging high 'fixed'
prices!) Reputations take time to
build, wehavebeenrepairing ZX 81's,|
Spectrums. QL's. Apples and BBC's
professionally, for 2Vfe years - who
is coming second?
WHY DELAY - OUR ESTIMATES ARE
FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION. IF
YOU DO NOT LIKE OUR ESTIMATE
WE WILL RETURN THE COMPUTER
AND REFUND THE POSTAGE INCURRED!

EXTRA-SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR EDUC
INST. H.M. FORCES. CHARITIES. HOSPITALS!
Every parcel sent by Royal Mail Receipted
Post and insured for return journey!
(For next day delivery include£ 1 50 extra)
(Secuncor by prior arrangement)
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HOW DO YOU SPELL...?
How oftenhave you seenan embarrassing mistake after

you've printed a file? Bruce Smith has thesolution

If you believe what you read in Acorn
Abuser's Diary (and some people do) then
it comes as no surprise to learn that I was
given the opportunity to review the latest
offering from Computer Concepts - Spell
Master - and compare it with Acornsoft's
own word wizard, ViewSpell.

A spell checker is a program to check
your spelling. What it cannot do is to
intelligently correct and change a spelling
mistake for you; for example, because both
'their' and 'there' are correct words, it can't
tell when you've used the wrong one! The
checking program has a dictionary of
words, called a 'master dictionary'. It looks
at each word in your document and tries to
find it in its master dictionary. If it suc
ceeds, then it judges the word is correctly
spelt. If it cannot then it signals the fact.

Of course there are limits to the number
of words that can be stored in the master
dictionary, and so some correctly spelt
words will be flagged as 'incorrect' simply
because they cannot be located in the
master dictionary. Any spelling checker
worth its salt will allow you to build up
user dictionaries. These, as their name
implies, are dictionaries of words which
you can add to, thereby increasing the
overall vocabulary of the spelling checker.

ViewSpell and Spell Master have both
gone about the task in hand in rather
different ways. Let's look at each in turn.

ViewSpell
The ViewSpell pack comes with ROM, disc
and manual. The ROM contains the driving
firmware and is inserted into one of those
well-worn ROM sockets. The master dic
tionary is held on adisc. ViewSpell can only
check documents written in View or
spooled from another wordprocessor to an
ASCII file. It cannot be used to check an
ordinary InterWord file for example, but
can check a file spooled using InterWord's
menu option 8.Anyfile to bechecked must
be saved to a disc, and cannot be checked
directly from within thewordprocessor.

Typing :;'SPELL drops you into View
Spell which looks very much like any other
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ViewSpell lists unknown words

View family screen. A dual disc drive is
best, though not essential, so that you can
place the dictionary disc in one drive and
the data disc with your text in the other.
The document file is then loaded into
ViewSpell in thenormal manner, ie, LOAD
<filenamc>.

The loading process is nota standard one
as ViewSpell reads in the file word by word,
compiling as it does an alphabetical list of
unique words contained in the file. It keeps
only a single copy of each new word it
encounters - there may be 15 occurrences of
the word 'View' but theprogram just keeps
a record of one. The list of unique words
can beseen by typing LIST.

Once the unique word list is complete,
the spelling check can commence. It isset in
motion with the command CHECK. The
disc drive with the dictionary disc now
comes to life, and each word is compared
with thedictionary. As thewords have been
sorted into an alphabetical order the disc
access time is kept to the minimum possible,
and it doesn't vary all that much even if the
unique word list is very long. As each
unmatched word is found, it is noted. When
themaster dictionary has been checked, any
predefined user dictionaries may also be
checked, if desired. On completion of the
check the number of unmatched words it
has found is displayed and this list can be
seen by using LIST.

It is now up to you how you utilise the
list of unmatched words. You can use the

MARK command to write the document

back to disc but with each of the unrecog
nised words marked by '#!' or any other
two-character combination. This file can

then be loaded into View, and the
SEARCH command will step to each of the
marker characters where the word can be

edited if required. Alternatively you can
save or print the list of unrecognised words
andcorrect these using SEARCH <word>.

Spell Master
Computer Concepts' Spell Master ROM is
rather like a multi-storey car park! Its two
ROMs (totalling 128k ofmemory) are fitted
onto a small board which in turn plugs into
a ROM slot. On the BBC and Master the
board sits comfortably with other ROMs
around it. On a Master Compact it must be
fitted into one of the slots nearest the back
asotherwise it will foul the keyboard.

I used View to road-test Spell Master to
provide a comparative test with ViewSpell,
and also because I think it's still the best
wordprocessor for a BBC micro. However
Spell Master will work happily with Inter
Word and Wordwise.

Unlike ViewSpell, Spell Master allows
you to check your text while it is still in
memory. Checking can be performed in a
variety of ways, but the easiest is to check
the entire document when it has been
completed. This is done from View's Edit
mode screen by pressing CTRL-J. A menu
drops down from the top of the screen and
checking can be selected from here.

Spell Master does not build up a list of
unrecognised words - instead it displays
each unknown word in inverse video and
surrounded by a line or two of text so that
you can be sure of the context the word is
being used in. When used in InterWord the
current screen is shown in its entirety and
the cursor sits on the first letter of the
doubtful word. A menu offers threeoptions
which are I) Ignore word, 2) Add word to
dictionary and 3) Correct word. Pressing
Escape aborts thecheck.

Option 1isself explanatory, and option 2
is dealt with below. When you press option
3, Spell Master displays what it feels to be
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PART EXCHANGE YOUR BBC
FOR ANYTHING WE CARRY IN STOCK

AMSTRAD

PC1512SD £516.35
PC1512DD £642.85
BBC MASTER 128 £449.00
TURBO UPGRADE £125.00
CUMANA DISK SYSTEMS
CSX100 £102.35
CSX400S £136.85
CS100 £125.35
CS400 £159.85
CD200 £188.60
CD800S £274.85
PRINTERS

CANON PW1080A £286.35
PJ1080A £485.85

EPSON LX80 £212.35
JUKI 6100 £286.35

6200 £516.35
MONITORS

MICROVITEC
1431 £193.20
1451 £251.85
1431AO £251.85
1451AP £286.35

KAGA/TAXAN 12" £113.85
PHILIPS 12" £90.85

We will accept yourBBC computer,
any age, any condition, even non-
working, in part exchange for any
product we normally hold in stock.
This offer applies to both BBC products
and Amstrad computers.

A selection from our product range
is shown here, and as you can see, our
prices are very competitive. The
allowance you can expect for your
machine is detailed in the table
opposite.

Just send your BBC (and manual
please) to us with a cheque or credit
card number, and provided we have
the item you require in stock (please
phone to check), it will be sent by
return.

This offer means that Compshop has
a number of second hand BBC 32K
machines for sale, all with 3 months
warranty. So if you want a BBC but
can't afford a new one, phone us for
prices and availability.

ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD MACHINE

MORE
THAN
THREE

YEARS OLD

THREE OR
LESS

YEARS
OLD

WITHOUT
ACORN

DISK
INTERFACE

£125 £175

WITH
ACORN

DISK
INTERFACE

£175 £225

PLEASE DEDUCT £30.00 IF YOUR
BBC HAS ANY REPAIRABLE FAULTS

COMPSHOP wu established in
1978and hi* continually oITered

the bait in micro computer*
to discerning customers.

We seU only
computers and

peripherals, and
J therefore can offer

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE
— We guarantee to match the
Erice on equipment offered

om stock through any
other supplier.

Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.

Quotations given. AJ j|" T jpA ^'S^S
One year
warranty on
all products OlIsA

14 Station Road, New Bamett, Hertfordshire, ENS 1QW
{Close toNewBamet BR Station - Moorgate Line)

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BASNET) - Warn - 7pm - Monday toFriday

Warn - 4pmSaturday
NEW BRANCH OPEN AT

311 London Rd. Camberley, Surrey CU1S3HE
__ Telephone (0276) 22677

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

CARRIAGE ON ANY ITEM
POST-£3.00 COURIER - £10.00

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for BBC computers with disc drive. FREE updating service on all software.

DIAGRAM
Still the only drawing program available lor the BBC micro which gives you the ability to draw really large

diagrams and scroll them smoothly around the screen stopping to edit them atany time if required.
Pineapple's unique method of storing the diagram information on disc means that the size of diagrams is

limited only by the free space on disc, and not the amount of computer memory you have available. (A blank
80track disc will allow upto39mode 0 screens oldiagram).

The superb print routines supplied with the program enable large areas of the diagram to be printed in a
single print run ina number ofdifferent sizes androtated through 90deg. ifrequired. Full usecanalso be
made ofprinters which have a wider than normal carriage available.

Theprogram is fully compatible with the Marconi Tracker ball described below.

PLEASESTATE40or80TRACKDISC&WHETHER STANDARD BBCor MASTER VERSION ISREQUIRED
PRICE £25.00 + VAT

DIAGRAM UTILITIES
Asuite of six utility programs which add additional leatures to the 'Diagram' drawing program. The utilities

include the saving and loading ol areas oldiagram to and from disc. The ability to display the whole ol your
large diagram onthescreen atonetime (in either 4*4or8*8screen format). The addition olborders and
screen indents todiagrams, and theability toshilt a whole diagram inanydirection.

PRICE £10.00 + VAT

MARCONI TRACKER BALL
This high quality device comes with it's own Icon Artmaster drawing program and utilities toenable ittobe

used inplace ol keyboard keys, joysticks, or with your own programs.
For Model B&B-(with Icon Artmasler) £60.00 *VAT Bare Trackerball (nosoftware) £49 00 • VAT
For Master Series (with Pointer ROM) £60.00 ♦ VAT Pointer ROM available separately £12 50- VAT

P&Pon Trackerballs £1.75

ADFS Utilities ROM
ADU isa new product which will prove invaluable toall users oftheADFS. (Including Winchester owners).

The ADU Rom allows direct access toutilities which previously required theuseoltheADFS utilities disc.
Many novel leatures are included in the commands allowing such facilities asthe copying of all the files on aDFS
disc onto ADFS ina single passandBacking upbetween discs oldiflerent size(including Winchesters).
There isalso avery powerful sector editor with automatic correction olCRC bytes and amenu routine with over
30 possibleoperations on ADFSdiscs.
Please writeor 'phone for moredetails

PRICE £29.00 + VAT

PCB

This new release from Pineapple isa printed circuit board draughting aid which isaimed atproducing
complex double sided PCB's very rapidly using a standard BBC micro and anyFX compatible dot-matrix
printer.

The program issupplied onEPROM and will run with any 32k BBC micro (including Master series). Also
supplied isa disc containing a sample PCB layout todemonstrate theprograms features.

By using an EPROM for the program code the maximum amount of RAM isavailable lor storing component
location and ASCII identification files etc. (Up to 500 components and 500 ASCII component descriptions
may bestored for agiven layout). These isno limit tothe number of tracks for agiven PCB, although the
maximumsize of board is restricted to 8"' 5.6".-

Using a mode 1screen, tracks on(hetopsideoftheboard areshown inred, while thoseontheunderside
areblue. Each side ofthe board may beshown individually orsuperimposed. Acomponent placement screen
allows component outlines tobedrawn for silk screen purposes andcomponent numbers entered onthis
screenmaybedisplayed duringtrackrouting toaididentification of roundels.

The print routines allow separate printouts ofeach side ofthePCB ina very accurate expanded definition
1:1 or2:1 scale, enabling direct contact printing tobeused onresist covered copper clad board.

This program hastoomany superb features todescribe adequately here, soplease write or'phone for more
information andsampleprinouts.

PRICE £85.00 + VAT

TRACKERBALL ADAPTORS
Converter leads toenable theTrackerball torunmouse soltware andthemouse torun trackerball soltware

(inc. DIAGRAM). Please statewhich way round when ordering.

PRICE £8.00 + VAT

MITEYSPICE
Anew addition toourrange olengineering soltware. Miteyspice isa very powerful DC and AC analogue circuit

simulator package with graphic display for anymodel BBC computer.

Aswell as all the usual facilities available with thistype of program, non-linear effects, small signal, noise
measurements andsweeps may beperformed. Component values may beswept, allowing component tolerances to
beinvestigated aswell asthermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor modelling isincorporated using a20
parameter Ebers Moll description. The program issupplied ondisc with a very comprehensive 49page manual.
Please write or 'phonelormoreinformation.

PRICE £119 + VAT P&P FREE

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN OF POST

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, llford, Essex 1G3 9NL. ® Tel: 01-599 1476(Jt)
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the best match to theword thatyouactually
wanted.The six words that follow it in the
dictionary in alphabetical order are also
displayed.

If the guessed word is the correct one,
pressing the Return key will correct the
spelling in the text. You can scroll up and
down the the dictionary looking for a
correct spelling. Alternatively, if you have
totally mis-typed the word, re-typing it on
the keyboard will move to the correct
position in the Spell Master dictionary.

You can check text from a specific point
by moving the cursor to the position
required and by pressing CTRL-V. Single
words may also be checked by positioning
the cursor under the word in question and
pressing CTRL-C.

One fundamental omission from Spell
Master is the ability to re-type completely a
word from within the checking procedure.
For instance, on a number of occasions I
found that I had concatenated two words
by omitting the space between them - a
quite common typing error - but the only
way that I could correct this was to leave
Spell Master, SEARCH for the word and
then insert aspace between the two.

Spell Master also allows you to check the
spelling of words as you type them in. The
checking rate is stated as 10,000 words per
minute soeven themost frenetic typists will
have no problems. An incorrectly spelt
word will besignalled by asmall beep.

Spell Master will not work with versions
1.0 and 1.01 of InterWord. With later
versions it is readily available as a menu
option and works as described above. Sur
prisingly, a 1200-word document took a
couple ofseconds longer to check in Inter
Word than it did with View (version 3.0)
which was checked as correct in just 10
seconds. The same text once loaded into
ViewSpell produced 435 unique words and
took nearly four minutes to check! The
large difference is because of the use of
ROM instead of disc storage for the Spell
Master masterdictionary.

Spell Master can also be entered as a
language. Typing ::'SPELL (an unfortunate
choice as ViewSpell also uses thiscommand)
drops you into the now familiar Computer
Concepts front screen. A very simple text
editor is available and it is possible to create
documents here - but the facilities are very
limited. Files can be loaded, checked and
saved from the text editor and it is also

possible to load in a user dictionary for
ACORN USER JULY 1987
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editing oradding to if you should so desire.
Even on expanded Beebs with shadow

RAM boards, memory is still limited. Very
long documents cannot be loaded into
memory for checking, for example files
created on a second processor. In these
cases (and with smaller documents too) disc
files may be checked like ViewSpell. Unre-

SPaLMASTER
<c> 1987 Computer Concepts

1> Save text from editor

25 Load text into editor

3) Load text to cursor

4> Check a file

5> Search and replace |
6> Print editor text [
7> Edit user dictionary |
8> Install user dictionary ["

ESC Edit mode 1

Please enter choice_

Spell Master in action

cognised words are marked in anew check
ed file forsubsequent editing.

The editor contains one nasty feature in
that it does not check to see if there is
enough memory to load the file into the
currently selected Editor screen mode. If
there isn't enough, then the system hangs
up- sloppy programming.

User dictionaries
The ViewSpell master dictionary is said to
contain about 70,000 words, though listing
the master dictionary supplied only 12,000
words. Spell Master's is 57,000 words. Even
though this might sound surprisingly big,
your documents will always contain words
that are correctly spelt butare simply not in
the'master dictionary. Both checkers allow
you to add user dictionaries, which can have
words added to them.

ViewSpell's user dictionaries are disc
based, and are named files. In this way it is
possible tobuild up acollection ofspecialist
dictionaries, for example, a dictionary of
computer terms, one of medical terms, one
of musical terms, and so on. Once a user
dictionary has been defined (using the
CREATE command) words can be added
(or deleted) using the command AW (or
DW). Files of words can bebuilt up in View
and the dictionary itself made by use of an
::'EXEC file. The unrecognised words left
over after checking a document can be put
into the dictionarytoo.

Once the user dictionary has been cre
ated, a dictionary can be specified once in

ViewSpell by using the USER command.
Once themaster dictionary has been check
ed ViewSpell will then look through the
allocated userdictionary.

Spell Master continues its use of memory
rather than disc by constructing its user
dictionaries in sideways RAM. To use Spell
Master efficiently you must have sideways
RAM. A user dictionary is created from the
Spell Master main menu and simply in
volves you selecting the correct menu item
and entering the sideways RAM slot which
is to contain the dictionary. There may be
more than one userdictionary.

Adding words can be done in two ways.
The most obvious is from the checking
sequence when unrecognised words are
added by selecting option 2 from the
selection of three (see above). Alternatively
they can be created in the text editor and
installed into sideways RAM from the main
menu. User dictionaries are loaded with
::DLOAD and saved with *DSAVE. Very
simple, very easy to use, very quick and
very effective, but you must remember to
save the damned thing before switching the
machine off!

Extras
Both checkers have extra commands, and
some (not all) of them are quite useful.
Being disc based, ViewSpell's PREFIX
command lets you define which drive the
text and dictionaries can be found on, and
CONTEXT will display an unrecognised
word within the line where it is used so you
cansee its true meaning.

Spell Master has *ANAGRAM and
-CROSSWORD to help word puzzle
cheats, while the *FUZZY command is
useful when trying to locate the spelling ofa
word thatyou only have a rough idea of.

Verdict
Re-ally there's only one choice, and that's
Spell Master. But it does have one annoying
bug when being used with View - for some
reason when checking files it will occa
sionally decide to turn theeditmode screen
off, which means that you have to press the
Break key to get into command mode, save
your text and then CTRL-Break to restore
the computer before setting up again. De
spite that drawback, it's an excellent piece
of software and gets the Smith seal of
approval, forwhat that's worth, and ensures
that my speeling will bee corekt en futor
hopefullec.
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Thinking of PLAYING THE STOCK-MARKET...
then you should consider oneof the INVESTMENT ANALYSTS from

SHAREMASTER

ShareMaster is the ultimate inves ment analyst
and reporting system for the BBC Micro.

Designed for the sma
most powerful tool av$ilable
the stockmarket and
can analyse share prices
any other time based

investment decisions.

I or professional investor, ShareMaster i& the
for predicting the mood and direction of

analysing investment performance. ShareMaster
currencies, traded options, commodities or

series by a variety of graphical, .statistical and
p yq#imr.

arting facilitiesv inc ude Jbgarithmic-linear
regression, exponential curve smoothing

r-streT^jrttvccmparisons-;-m^rmrenturrrrflate-rrf-e
averaqes. highs, lows, trendlines etc

aling, point & figure,
, correlation, relative

SCitt;

Profit Analysis facilities include Valuation, ,
Single Share and Portfolio profit analysis, etc.

NT

fange o

Performance Reporting,

Numerical analysis fac
for any selected price

lities include a variety of
range.

indicators and statistics

ShareMaster has extehsive
including Company Profile

I editing fanlitiPQ

database and file
Transaction Report

management features
ing, File Import & full

These are only a fraction
for our FREE

of the facilities offered
comprehensive brochure.

by ShareMaster. Ask

for total control ofyour arrays!
Arrays are the fundamental data structure in BBC Basic - but they have
their limitations. Mow Arraymate is here to help you to realise their full
potential.

With Arraymate's powerful 'star' commands atyour finqertips, you
can ...

* Sort an array into ascending ordescending order -
any array type, any number of dimensions.
Select the keyelements to be used insorting.
'Rotate' the contents of an array, up ordown.
List dimensions and program references ofcurrent arrays.
Selectivelyerasean array.
Simulate passing array parameters toa procedure.

* Safeguard all your variables while you edityour program,
or even chain in a new one!

* ... and more!

Arraymate issupplied on Eprom, andiscompatible with
BBC Model B.B + and Master.

Only £15.75 inc. p6Vp. 30-day money-back guarantee
Tradeenquiries welcome.

Ordernowfor immediatedispatch, from
TOSSE SYSTEMS. 3 TheChipping. Tetbury. Qlos. QL8 8EU.
Tel (0666) 54477.

Pleasesend me Arraymate Eproms @ £15.75 each
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £
Name Address
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Synergy Software

ShareMaster is exceptionally easy to use ard is supplied with a
96 page operating man

indicators provided and

We believe that no in
terms of facilities, p
firmly believe thajjfcru
;ver make.

*Also available... SHARE ANALYSER
'excellent. . . very highly recommended' - Which
'an excellent program'

jal which includes sections on interpreting the
their use in investment strategy.

stment package can
nee, flexibility, ease

iMcfeter will be the be

Micro User

natch ShareMaster in

of use and price. We
bt investment you wil

wd§ef-fep©rtfn§r-an ifysts-and-eharttng-package-desigm
are established

analysis facilities can
on any printer. Share
a 20 page operating

small investor. Transact on and Share Price Databases
for each share name ar d a variety of report anc
be instantly accessed, fjteports can be producec
Analyser is easy to use and is supplied with
manual. Ask for our FFJEE brochure.

ORDER FORM: Please state 40 or 80 track-Dealer enquiries welcome.
Prices include VAT and first class post. Overseas orders send price in.
VAT for airmail despatch.
Cheque, Access, Visa and official educational orders accepted.
ShareMasterBBC B, B+ &Master computers £99.95
Share AnalyserBBC B, B+ &Master computers £24.95

Send cheque, P.O etc to Synergy Software, 7 Hillside Road, Harpenden,
Herts AL5 4BS (Tel. 05827-2977).

The System utility
from KM Software Ltd

Extra commands for BBC B & Master users, Master
features include CMOS editor, CHARSET to move the
character set intoprivate ram, PVIEW private ram editor.
For the BBC B user it implements the MASTER rom
handlers (INSERT/UNPLUG etc),disabled roms stay off
even over a CTRL+BREAK.

Plus commands which can be used by both BBC B &
MASTER, GPACK (powerful screen packer). Very
powerful dissasembler (6502, 65C12, I/O, tube, lables
etc.), memory editors, Down loader creator, Bad Pro
gram recover. Mode designer. Tube editors. Formatter,
Verifier etc.

Price £25.00
Also available KM'S Sound to Light converter, This chip
contains 10 different screens with an amazing 63 colours
and responds instantly tosound input to the cassette port.
Just play your favourite music and watch the colours and
patterns flow.

Price £12.50
Are you fed up with Zapping aliens why not try
STRATAGEN a strategy game for two to four players
using colourful graphics as pieces on a large 10 by 8
grid, with options to pass, abort and even cheat (if you
can find it . . .)

5.25 inch disc (40/80 track format): £7.95

Tape: £4.95

Send orders to: KM Software Ltd., 39 Clos des Ormes,
Rue Verte, St. Lawrence, Jersey C.I.
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BIG BANG ON THE BBC
Could you and your micro earn some serious money in the City?

Michael Leete plays the market

Taking decisions by combining the disci
plines of mathematics, probability and sta
tistics perhaps started during the Battle of
Britain, when very limited resources had to
be deployed as effectively as possible. This
analytical technique began to be applied to
the Stock Market around 1971 with the
publication of The Art ofInvestment by A
G Ellinger. Since then the 'chartists' have
gradually established a reputation among
professional investors. Following the intro
duction of electronic dealing systems,
dubiously called the Big Bang, the chances
are that the market will become far more
sensitive to charting influences and the
investor, both amateur and professional,
should now cultivate a greater knowledge
and awareness of these methods.

In a nutshell, the chartist collects price
information about particular shares, plots
that information in various graphical forms
and learns to interpret the results to iden
tify critical points in the share's perform
ance. ShareMaster offers the chartist's
graphical facilities in every imaginable con
figuration. If you decide to lash out a
hundred pounds on ShareMaster, don't
place a firm order for a private aircraft
straight away - there is a little more to be
done before you find yourself up there
with Paul Getty. On the other hand, the
program represents value for money which
docs not seem to be equalled in its field.

What you get for your money is a
ring-bound manual, a floppy disc and a
dongle disguised as an analogue port plug.

The manual is excellent, although ideally
I would have liked to have seen an index
or, at the very least, page numbers on the
contents page and the syntax ofone or two
sentences may make you catch your
breath. It is arranged in the same order as
the menu and sub-menus and takes the
user through every program operation in
easy stages. The final two sections are a
potted tutorial on charting with examples
from the numerous graphical forms that
the program provides. The ability to vary
the scaling and configuration of the graphs
virtually instantly is quite amazing. Precise
details of all the available graphs are in-
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ShareMaster graphs showthe trends

eluded in a leaflet obtainable from Synergy
Software. Suffice it to say that I consulted a
professional analyst who couldn't come up
with a configuration that the program had
not got.

While the sales of shares in British
Telecom and British Gas may have given
the impression that playing the market is
better than working, Britoil has sounded a
cautionary note. There is real work to be
done if the program is to be used effective
ly. Data must be collected for up to 50
files, each representing one company. The
Systems disc already contains weekly
prices from a few companies, including
those in the FT 30 Index, to enable the user
to become familiar with operating the
program. New data has to be entered as a
regular routine. If the user's interests ex
tend over more than 50 companies, new
sets of discs may be prepared to accommo
date the excess and, within the total of 50,
file data may be swapped from set to set. I
would suggest maintaining records of, say,
35 shares in each set, leaving 15 spareslots,
for importing files from other sets. In this
way any set of data may be compared,
'overlaid' in visual terms, with any other.
The program only uses drives 0 and 1 but
the owners of double-sided disc drives may
turn this to their advantage by using drives
2 and 3 for back-up purposes. Single drives
are also catered for.

Data entry can be either daily or weekly
and there is a facility for skipping dates if
they happen to fall on a holiday. A daily
price record is useful in the Traded Op

tions Market, for instance, or for very
short term investments but as a general
rule, the shorter the time steps the more
confusing the result becomes. Novices will
probably confine themselves to weekly
steps. Auseful tip is to avoid Mondays and
Fridays. The weekend press and 'New
Time' dealing can distort the flow of price
movements quite substantially.

Playing with the graphs is great fun
although learning to interpret them is quite
another matter and is a skill. The manual
gives a brief summary of charting techni
ques and some suggestions for further
reading are given. Once completed, text
notes may be added to the graph or
straight lines rubber-banded onto them to
bring out specific points. Graphs may be
printed in one of two sizes, with axes
roughly 4.5 X 2.75 or 7.5 x 5.0 inches.

The main purpose of the program is
analytical. However, in addition, a share
dealing record may be maintained using the
same files and reports of portfolio valua
tions and performance may be configured
in several different ways. For example,
total dividends received or net gains made
during a period, such as a fiscal year, may
be listed and printed.

The programs will not calculate the
Capital Gains Tax payable but the founda
tions of the computation are readily ac
cessible. Text notes may also be added to
the data files either to build up a verbal
profile of the company or, perhaps, as a
reminder of why a share was acquired. My
printed portfolios are littered with such
highly technical memoranda as 'Long term
hold', 'Gold Club buzz' or 'Jeremy's idea'.

Put at its simplest, a large amount of
historial data may be stored, manipulated
and accessed by ShareMaster. This in itself
will be helpful right from the start but with
widening experience the program becomes
an important decision-making tool. Invest
ment in a company may be fundamentally
sound, but timing the purchase or sale of
its shares is crucial. Charting techniques
help with the timing.
ShareMaster costs £99.95 from Synergy Soft
ware, 7 Hillside Road, hlarpenden, Herts.
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ALL CJE MICRO'S SOFTWARE IS B, BPLUS, MASTER SMASTER COMPACT COMPATIBLE. %%
This i s Standard

This is COURIER

This Is ITALIC

Cf>t0 Is eocbvc

This is CDIHPT5

This Is BOLD

This l£j fJHfliJrJU)

This IS OUTLINE

This Is BUDWAnf

This IS THEATRE

%
Multi-Font NLQ FONTAID

W,

Converts most printers to
NEAR LETTER QUALITY
in user definable Fonts

For EPSON &EPSON Compatibles, including
MX/RX/FXA X80/100. STARDP510/Gemini
10X/SG10/NL10 &Citi/en 120D

Simple lo use. standard EPSONcodes for Underlineand
Doublewidth used

After initialising Multi-Font NLQ with a '•KMFNLQ'. Multi-Font NLQ
is normally transparent to the user Multi-Font does claimsome
memoryforworkspace andstoringfontdata
Multi-Font NLQ comprises of MFNLQ ROM for the BBC. and utility
disc containingthe FONT definer. ten fonts, BASIC demonstration
program, VIEW demo text file and Driver.
Multi-Font NLQ iscompatible with nearly all software, including
most BASIC programs. VIEW, WORDWISE S InterWORD
(SCRIBE S Printer Buffer software currently notsupported).
Ten fonts aresupplied orcreate your own using thefont definer
supplied

Fonts included are.-
Standard NLQ. Courier, Italic. Gothic. CompTS. Bold, Shadow.
Outline. Broadway E. Theatre
Additional Font Disc MF B' contains:-
Hand. Script.Stencil. Broadway, Caps,Italic-Plain, Meccano, Plain.
STD large. Wire, Greek/Maths andInverse
ForCanon &Taxan Kaga users werecommendFONTAID in
preference to Multi-Font NLQ

Multi-Font NLQ(ROMand 40/80 Disc) £30.00
Additional font disc "MF-B" (12 fonts) £15.00
Additional font disc'MF-C (15 fonts) £15.00
PS Pon MFNLQ £ 1.00

EXAMPLE OF MFNLQ

FONTS

NLQPefiner for Canon S.Taxan Kaga NLQ
Printers.

Design your own NLQ Fonts or download' one of
our 40-I- predefined fonts.

Fonts can be downloaded within Wordwise, Inter
Word or VIEWDocuments allowingdifferent
fonts to be used for different paragraphs, or
even individual linesof text. Duringdownloading
your Program or Text willnot be corrupted.

On the FONTAID standard font Disk are the
followingeight fonts:-Square, Outline, Italic.
Gothic. Computer Type Style, Bold. Shadow,
and Broadway Engraved.

Additional disc'A' gives anextra 11 fonts including:-
Greek/Maths, Plain, Hand &(Elite, Condensed. S.SuperCondensed).

Nowincludedis a facility to issue '5' commands withina VIEWdocument.
Todownloadnew fonts withinVIEW documents, the FONTAID ROM needs to be
fitted inthe BBC.(All other FONTAID facilitiesare available on both the FONTAID
ROM S.DISC), Fonts are always downloadedfrom Disc.

Fontaid is recommendedto CanonS.Taxan Kagaowners inpreference to Multi-
FontNLQ. Asdownloadable NLQ isa built-in facility ofthe Printer, full access to all
the printers control codes is still allowed. The resolution of the FONTAID NLQis
also slightlyhigher than that of Multi-Font NLQ.

FONTAID requires 6264 RAM chipinprinter.
FONTAIDROM S.STD Font disc (40 or 80 track)
FONTAIDROM S.STD Font disc with 6264 RAM (40 or 80 track)
FONTAIDAdditional Font DISC'A (11 fonts) (40 Or 80 track)
FONTAID Additional Font DISC 'B' (13 fonts) (40 or 80 track)
FONTAIDAdditional Font DISC 'C (15 fonts) (40 or 80 track)

MASTER Write Protect and ROM select switch.
Two switches set to RAM slots to be:-
Internal ROM or RAM Read andWriteor RAM Read only.
£15.00 inc VATP&P £1.00

FONT ROMS of individual fonts are available eg "Square".
PS. Pon FONTAID

£30.00

£36.00

£15.00
£15.00

£15.00

£18.00

£ 1.00

INFORM
A UNIQUE NEW POWERFUL USE FOR SIDEWAYS RAM

INFORM hasbeendeveloped specifically to takefull advantage ofthe
SidewaysRAM facility that manyBBC microusers nowhave Inform is
compatiblewithmost SIDEWAYS RAM units including ATPL Sidewisewith
RAM.Sohdisc SWR. BBC BPLUS 128K &BBCMASTERseries (notSDL256)

INFORM isa very powerful facility, which allows theuser todisplay text
information, ofanykind, fromSideways RAM. Thisinformation can bereadily
accessed byusing•-•commands fromthe keyboardor fromapplication
programs Inthis way,muchinformationcan be displayedonthe screen
withoutstopping the current task, such as entering text inWORDWISE or
VIEW.

Theinformationinthe RAM can be changed dynamically at anytime.

Someof thepossible applications forINFORM are:-
Anonscreen helpmanualcan be created for yourapplication,so thata
reminderaboutmoreobscure pointscan bedisplayed at the users request.
Information onyourprogramordatafile contents,can remindyou ofthe'r
purpose.

Address and/or telephone numbers can be heldand displayedquickly even
while other applications are running. Veryuseful ifyouneed to quickly display
informationabout a client whilehe is hangingonthe end ofa phone!

Currentprices foryourproductsor stockpositioncan berecalledinstantly
and readilymodified usinga wordprocessor. Similarfilesmaybe created from
most databases such as VIEWSTORE. •

Infact, anyinformationto which youfrequentlyrefer can be displayed
immediately without running another program. Youruse of INFORM is only
limited byyour imagination, as they say!
There are three InformData Files (I.D.F.I, ofoften used information, supplied
on the disk to give an indication of the use of INFORM
Touse INFORM youmust have Sideways RAM.

INFORM on 40/80 track disc. P S P on INFORM £1 00 £20.00

PRINTERS

NOW FREE DELIVERY onPRINTERS (by courier)

Ring forsampleprintouts,full specification andlatest prices

|A Near Letter Quality Printers all with Centronics interface.
Friction and Tractor feed

Panasonic KX-P1080 £180.00
Kaga KP810/Canon 1080 £260.00
StarNLIO £260.00
Star NX15 115) £410.00
Juki 5510 £320.00
Juki 5520 (7 colours) £445.00
Letter Quality Printer
Juki 6100 Daisywheel £330.00
BBC Cable £ 8.00

CJE BBC Printer PACKS include:
CABLE to BBC1 25M, M/Ctwo tone screen dump,Screen
text dump.Function key set up program. Function key label
printingprogram. VIEW driver. Character defining program
for downloadable character set (draft mode). 100 sheets of
paper.Mamsplugwith3AMPFuse.Booklet giving
instruction onpacksoftware and general details ofusing
thepnnterwithaBBC
C.J.E. BBCPrinter Packs are £15.00 cassette (£16.00 disc)
(e.g Kaga KP810 with Printer pack £260 + £15 = £275
everythingincluded)

C.J.E. MICRO'S [Dept AU7] 78 Brighton Road
Worthing W.Sussex BN11 2EN (0903)213361

SL

Inclusive of

VATS Delivery

Ring for

latest prices.

TRADE & EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME please inquire for delivery cost.

Phone/Credit Card and OfficalOrders welcome.PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Full range ofPrinter, BBC, AMSTRAD &ATARI accessories available. OfficalACORNapproved Dealer.



BUSINESS

LOOK BEFORE YOU LAYOUT
Presentationis vital for many documents.

This handy program lets you seeyour layout before printing

Whether you're writing a one-page letter, a
business memo or a lengthy report to a
superior, presentation can be as important
as content. Good quality paper, a daisy-
wheel printer and no spelling errors can
complement a fine piece of prose, but for
full effect, the overall 'look' also has to be
right. Trained typists often call this 'good
display'. The program described here offers
View users a way of checking the look of
each page before printing. In fact, it will
also allow you to check ViewSheet and
ViewStore printed output too.

There are several things that can spoil
the look of a document. Margin sizes can
be inconsistent or out of proportion to the
text and stationery; a poor choice pushes
the text into one corner of the page.
Attention should be given to the 'shape' of
the text, Scrappy little paragraphs, headings
that are not distinct enough from the text,
lonely lines (a single line of text before or
after a page break) and widows (a single
word on a line) can all mar this shape. An
expert typist acquires a feel for good lay
out, but with most wordprocessors it is
more difficult. Whatever the ads say, what
you see is never really what you get. For a
start, you see only half a page at a time!

Writing memos
If you write many documents of the same
type, perhaps lots of letters, memos or
weekly reports, then it can be useful to
define a standard style for each. The edit
commands that would normally be put at
the top ofeach type ofdocument should be
stored in a file of their own, one file for
letters, one for reports and so on. The
correct file can be used each timeyou start a
new document, so enter:

LOAD MEMO

tostartwriting a memorandum with a 'style
file' called 'MEMO'. That way, all your
memos will have a consistent layout. Such a
style file could even contain constant ele
ments of the letter or memo itself, or define
standard macros to be used later on

(perhaps to number report sections). An
example style file is shown figure 1.

Once the memo is complete, save it
ACORN USER JULY 1987

Graham Bell

Producing good looking pages isa skill

CO style file formemo - A5 pica
PL 50

TM4

BM4

HM4

FM4

LM15

LS 0

DH7///

DF ////

CE MEMO

LJ From: Ron Sedleigh, Accounts
LJ To:
LJ Ref.:
LJ Date: ID
LJ Subject:
CO room for 20 lines of text + initials

NB. View edit commands shown bold.
Also note use of JD to include the date
automatically: this will only work on a
Master 128 with real-time clock.

Figure 1.Example style file for atypical office
memo. This type of fde equates with a normal
memo form with a consistent layout

using a different name, eg, 'SAVE TO
STEVE'. When finished and printed out,
the text in the memo will be formatted
according to the various ruler and page
layout commands in the initial style file.

Checking
Standard style files can help, but the text
still needs to be checked. View scores over

some wordprocessors, in that there are two
useful facilities for checking the eventual
page layout before printing. The SCREEN
command and the screen driver (which is
on the Printer Driver Generator disc) both
attempt to show on the monitor screen
what would be put on the paper. Other
members of the View family have equiva
lent features.

SCREEN is rough but quick. It's most
useful for checking the position of page
breaks and whether the left and right
margins are correct. It does not show the
effect of any highlights in the text and
what's worse, highlights can spoil the for
matting - particularly with tables or a
justified right margin, because they take up
space on the screen just as in text mode.

The Printer Driver Generator's screen

driver, which is used with the PRINT
command, is much slower but shows the
detail better. It is specifically for checking
highlights. Extended highlights are properly
interpreted by the driver, and the text is
shown on screen exactly as it will appear on
paper, including underlining and italic or
bold text. The highlights take up no space,
they merely change the style of theprinting
on screen.

Overall look
These two facilities reduce the need for
printing proof copies ofeach document, but
they don't eliminate it. The remaining
problem is that a whole page cannot be
displayed on the screen, only 10 lines of
double-spaced text, or less than a third ofa
sheet, can be seen at once with the screen
driver. So while a good check can be made
on the details, the overall look of a page
may bepoor. The solution is to preview the
document by looking at a 'picture' of each
page as it will appear, andtheBasic program
in listing 1gives a way of doing this. This is
not an alternative to the use of SCREEN or

the screen driver: all three facilities do
different jobsand should be used together.
Type in listing 1. Note that the constant
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A Graphic illustration

'Plotter' is too simple a
word to describe
PLOTMATE. It is, in effect, a
highly sophisticated data
communications device
that greatly extends a
micro system's options and
capabilities allowing high
resolution input and high
definition output. It is
compatible with a
leading micros including
the BBC, IBM, AMSTRAD,
ATARI and NIMBUS.

NEW RELEASES

By expanding the on-board graphics language
range PLOTMATE understands commands from HPGL
7475A/7470A industry standard languages enabling
compatibility with BITSTICK, AUTOCAD, LOTUS 123,
SUPERCALC 3, CHARTMASTER and many others.
PLOTMATE's flexibility is further extended by the use
of Linear Graphics' own scanner, LINSCAN. This
allows PLOTMATE to function as a sophisticated
image scanner producing high resolution pictures
that can be used within desktop publishing
packages such as Pagemaker, GEM, Fleet Street
Editor and Image.
The in-built graphics commands of the BBC micro
that PLOTMATE understands now encompass the
extended graphics commands of the BBC Master
such as circle and arc drawing, sector and
segment filling, rectangle and parallelogram
shading.

All 'Welcome' disks allow data files produced by the
DOMESDAY database to be output in pie, bar and
line chart format on the BBC Master.

Not content with providing thiswealth of technical capacity LinearGraphics have
even introduced a unique discount scheme for education - the 'Educational
Support Scheme.'

IMAGE SCANNING

EXTENDED GRAPHICS
COMMANDS

DOMESDAY

LINEN"? GRAPHICS LTD
28 Purdeys Way Rochford Essex SS4 1NE
Tel 0702 541663/4/5 Telex 995701

PLOTMATE A3M with Linear
Graphics' high resolution
image scanner — LINSCAN.

.-saw**88

NOW COMPARE THESE PRICES!
PLOTMATE A4S
PLOTMATE A4SM
PLOTMATE A3 (with free
Cadllnk Disk)
PLOTMATE A3M
LINSCAN
UPGRADE KIT A3 TO A3M

£277 a saving of 25%
£337 a saving of 25%

£299 a saving of 30%
£426 a saving of 25%
£120 a saving of 20%
£150

PLUS save 20%-25% on all plotting accessories and
30% on all software.
All prices are ex VAT.

£<q manufactured products and approved by ILEA.

Please send me details on Linear Graphics' PLOTMATE. I am
particularly interested in (please indicate)

NAME

POSITION

ESTABLISHMENT

ADDRESS

au7 TEL



'gxr' should be TRUE in line 60 if the
Acorn Graphics Extension ROM chip is
fitted, or if it's incorporated in the
machine's operating system as on the Mas
ter series computers. If the final page
preview program is to be used on machines
without the Graphics Extension, then leave
'gxr' as FALSE. With this proviso, the
program is compatible with all BBC or
Electron machines that run View, and with
any version of View.

Save the Basic program, then run it. If
there are noerrors, the program will assem
ble and automatically save the machine code
file 'V.PAGE'. ADFS users will have to
create the sub-directory 'V, or change the
filename in line 90 to just 'PAGE'. The
V. PAGE file is a View printer driver. In
View command mode, load it with:

PRINTER V.PAGE

Once loaded, V. PAGE will workin anyof
the bit-mapped graphics modes 0, 1,4 or 5,
or their shadow equivalents on a B+ or
Master. If the display mode is mode 2,
text-only or teletext (3, 6or 7), then it must
be changed to one of the other graphics
modes. Modes 4 or 5 are probably best for
long documents, as they leave most mem
oryfree.

Now any document can be previewed
with either of the PRINT or SHEETS
commands. Forexample, to preview a View
file called'CHAPT17', type:

SHEETS CHAPT17

V.PAGE draws the outline of each piece of
'paper' on the screen, then adds the words
in the form of small black bars rather than
individual letters. Obviously the words
can't be read, but theoverall proportions of
the page can be judged. It is possible to
check the page layout, the relative sizes of
top and bottom margins, the shapes of the
paragraphs, and what media chaps tend to
call 'the creative use of white space'. An
example page is shown in figure 2.

With PRINT, move on by pressing the
space bar when the 'Next page . .' prompt is
displayed. With SHEETS, at the normal
'Page n' prompt press Mto miss out or any
other key to see the page, just as usual.
Pressing Escape at any time returns the
program safely to View command mode.

Stationery sizes
As it stands, V. PAGE will display textas it
would appear ina pica font on A4 paper. If
necessary, versions of V.PAGE may quite
easily be customised for different stationery
or for another type pitch. To assemble a
new version, changes can be made to the
values given to the constants 'lines' and
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'chars' in listing 1. These denote the number
of lines per page and the number of
characters across the width of the piece of
paper (not just the length of the ruler).

As an example, normal listing paper is 9.5
x 11 inches, with 0.5-inch tear-off strips
either side for the sprocket holes. This gives
space for 85 pica characters across (8.5
inches at 10 characters per inch) and 66 lines

Figure 2. The output ofV. PAGE

lines width in chars

pica elite

9.5x11 66 85 102

14.5 x 11 66 135 162

A5 (portrait) 50 59 70

A5 (landscape) 35 82 99

A4 (portrait) 70 82 99

A4(landscape) 49.5 117 140

A3 (portrait) 99 117 140

A3(landscape) 70 165 198

Figure 3.Common paper sizes - assuming
one-sixth-inch linespacing andone-tenth (pica)
ortwelfth-inch (elite) character spacing

down (11 inches at six per inch). The
dimensions of other common stationery are
given in figure 3. The maximum size the
screen can accommodate is 82 lines of 160
characters; if the paper is too big, the
program still works but only the central
portion ofthe sheet is shown.

When assembling a new version, insert
the new dimensions in lines 70 and 80, and
change the file name in line 90. When
possible, it is a good idea to incorporate
some reference to the stationery size and
pitch in the filename, for example
'V.PA9xllE'. Only lines 60, 70, 80 and 90
should ever require alteration when making
up a new version ofV.PAGE.

Early l/tew ROMs
Early versions of View clear the screen on
the completion of every command, which
might make it difficult to preview the last

sheetof a document. Thiscouldbe cured by
replacing lines 260,270 and 280 with:

260 JMPosrdch
However, this may cause confusion if
SHEETS is used as the machine will wait
for a keypress (without prompting) at the
end ofevery page, orif an error occurs. This
modification is not recommended because
it is simpler to put two page ejects (edit
command PE) at the bottom of the docu
ment temporarily. This is not needed with
View 3.

ViewStore and ViewSheet
It should be emphasised that V.PAGE will
work equally well with any member of the
View family that accepts normal printer
drivers. In particular it may be used to
check thatoutputfrom ViewSheet or View-
Store will fit the paper in use, as the control
over total printing width offered by these
applications is sometimes indirect or
rudimentary.

With ViewSheet, if there is more than one
printer window in use, it is sometimes
difficult to check that the sum total width of
the active printer windows does not exceed
that of the printer or paper. If the windows
add up to more than 80 columns, View-
Sheet's SCREEN command cannot display
the layout as it will appear on paper: it can
at best display 80 characters across the
screen. A trial print run using a version of
V.PAGE instead of the normal printer
driver can be used to check the layout will
fit the printer or paper.

Graphics features
The most valuable feature of V.PAGE (and
any modified versions) is that the shape of
the 'paper' on screen is the same for all
screen modes: pages look the same in mode
0 as they do in mode 5. So the choice of
screen mode is constrained only by how
much spare memory there is.

A screen page appears to have about the
same proportions as the sheet of paper. In
fact, the picture is drawn on screen slightly
too wide, as the ratio of height to width of
a cell (onecharacter by one line) is 1.5:1 on
screen, but 1.67:1 for a standard printer in
pica mode. The page width is further
exaggerated in elite mode, but the distor
tion is more acceptable. If the 'gxr' flag is
TRUE, then the program draws each page
considerably faster. This is because the
rectangle drawing routines (plot codes 96-
103) can replace more complex groups of
lines and triangles. Where possible
V.PAGE always draws by inverting the
present screen colour.
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Cambridge Micro Software
Rainbow River
Stephen Morris
Atopical programchallengingthe user toclean upa polluted
river inordertobringback the rainbowtrout- symbolofan
unpolluted river. The user has to control and balance the
apparently conflicting needs of industrial, consumer and
wildlife interests.

0521 33952 9 Acorn BBC disc E14.50 + VAT.

SuperSeed
Stephen Morris
Anew wondercrop isdiscovered that can help prevent
famine, ifonly the rightgrowing conditions can be found.
Given three seedlings the user weighs a series ofoptions to
evaluate the best conditions inwhich they will grow.

0521 30002 9 Acorn BBC disc £13.95 + VAT

Some packs available on Econet - ask for our NEW microsoftware leaflet

Golden Eagle
Stephen Morris
Running a Scottishwildlife reserve with the objectof
doubling the eagle population, the hazards ofpoachers and
disease have to be counteracted.

0521 30000 2 Acorn BBC disc £13.95 + VAT

Space Track
Stephen Morris
Introduces the idea of providing a sequential set of

instructions for a mechanical device so that it will achieve a

desired objective, in this case, a shuttle rocket.

0521 30559 4 Acorn BBC disc £13.95 + VAT

EVALUATION COPIES ON 14 DAYS APPROVAL FROM
LIZ WILSON,

HOME SALES DEPARTMENT,
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS,

FREEPOST, P.O. BOX 110,
CAMBRIDGE CB2 1 BR

ORDER YOUR EVALUATION DISCS NOW ON 14 DAYS APPROVAL FROM: LIZ WILSON
Home Sales Dept., Cambridge University Press, FREEPOST, P.O. Box 110, CAMBRIDGE CB2 1BR.

LOW COST ELECTRONICS CAD
S^^^^^T5, BBC MODEL B-B+and MASTER

NumDei One Systems limiled

Linear Cram Analysis Program ANALYSER II
Orcuil Name IFAMP3 30tn September 1986

TELEVISION I r AMPLIFIER WITH TRAPS
GAIN6.# PHASE P.. ANY TWO.

riM^RiiiTnniSSr^£A£> BOTEN?Y RESPONSE of linear (analogue) circuits.GAIN and PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE and GROUP DEI AY
(except Spectrum version) are calculated over any frequency range required. 'Hie programs arc in use
regularly lor frequencies betweenO.IHz to1.2Glf2.Thecflect.sonperfomuncc„l MODIIICATIONS
10 both circuit and component values can be speedily evaluated.
S{S]PSSI^B^£^b™"ono,RESISTORS>CAPACiTORS, INDUCTORS. TRANSFORMERS. BIPOLAR AND FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS and OPERATION^AMPLIFiERS
can besimulated - up 10 60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version).

L^ud)^k*cVc^SS HS&^S8WSSS $B8St
STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be- evaluated by "breaking the loop",
labular output on Analyser I.Full graphical output, increased circuit size and acme component library
facilities on Analyser If. ^ '
Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days.
tNiiisr&Jft&lJfc.l&S' °,r cvcn d"™"** *« "eni '" breadboard new designs.RdlAF^SMUSnRyiGE with TELEPIIONE QUERY IIOT LINE and EREE update service
Sgft' ^-S™1" GOVERNMENTand UNIVERSITY R& DDEPARTMENTSwor awie
IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES, VERY EASY TO USE. Prices from O0-E195.
for further details andexample computation or for details on our DRAUGHTING

program, please write or phone:
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD,

Dept AU Crown Street, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PEI7 4EB.
Tel! (0480) 01778
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Give yourself more time
less paperwork
School Administration \^C
Pupil Records fv^T
Library Management IvT*
Database Work 0"

Make your BBC work for you! Using Supastore you will
store and recall thousands of records in seconds. Information
which is virtually impossible to process by hand is sorted
and cross referenced instantly.

Supastore makes you efficient. It does more than most
other databases: it holds more records, is easier to use, is
quicker to search and stores up to 250 fields per record.
At £37.50 Supastore offers excellent value for money.

Please send me

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

.Supastore at £37.50 + £5.63 VAT.

NAME (Block capitals)

PRIVATE ORDERS - cash with order.
Postage Free.
Cheques payable to ESM.

ESM Dept 4, Duke Street, Wisbech, Cambs PE13 2AE
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EDUCATION
NEWS

Book publishers bale out
It seems that the smaller

houses, dedicated to software
alone, have more direct links
with schools and local educa
tion authorities.

Many publish software writ
ten by grass-roots users. An
idea born in a classroom can be
published quickly with low de
velopment costs and few pro
duction difficulties, so these
packages tend to be more im
mediately relevant to the needs
of children and teachers than
those developed by large pro
fessional software houses.

The rationalisation of opera
tions by the big book pub
lishers should provide impor
tant lessons for future develop
ers of educational software.

Many of the main book pub
lishers with interests in soft
ware publication are abandon
ing plans for new developments
or selling off their software in
terests. Big names such as
Longman, John Wiley and
Ginn are involved in the re
treat, brought on by a decline
in their software sales.

Longman is prepared to con
tinue marketing its existing ti
tles but will not be developing
new ideas. They pulled out of
their commitment to fund de
velopment projects at Lough
borough University last year,
claiming that costs for any indi
vidual new package ran to some
£30,000. With average expected
sales of most items being

around the 200 mark, the
chances of recouping that sort
of money are slim.

John Wiley has passed over
its Jacaranda titles to Ricketts
Educational Media. A spokes
man for the company told
Acorn User that it would be
concentrating its attention on
further and higher education
titles dealing mostly with scien
tific topics.

Ginn has withdrawn all but
four of its educational titles.
Nearly all its titles were origi
nally written by Cam
bridgeshire Software House
and the copyright of the aban
doned titles will revert to them.
They plan to re-issue a selec
tion of the titles soon.

Master Front Page
Favourite packages in many
primary schools Front Page and
its big brother, Front Page Ex
tra - both produced by MAPE
(Micros And Primary Educa
tion) based at Newman College
in Birmingham are to be up
dated so that they are compati
ble with the Master.

Front Page is a simple desk
top publishing utility which
allows the user to create a

newsaper title, date and head
line and then define an area for
graphics and write text into the
remaining space. As a medium
for creating small-scale class
newspapers it takes some beat
ing, since it is so simple.

There is no choice of fonts,
no complex disc swapping, no
wide range of alternatives to
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baffle the user. It provides a
good introduction to this type
of work which will probably
lead the user on to Fleet Street
Editor or Pagemaker.

Until now, one major prob
lem was that it was not Master-
compatible. Instructions are
now available for altering the
program so that it will run on
all BBC machines. The listing
for the modifications appears in
the Acorn User's yellow pages
(see page 113).

Front Page is available only
under licence to local education

authorities.
Further information about

Front Page and Front Page Ex
tra may be obtained from
MAPE, Newman College,
Bartley Green, Birmingham.

New pair
from 4mation
Dinosaur Discovery is an
adventure involving the chil
dren in a quest for dinosaur
eggs. The children must discov
er the eggs, return them to
civilisation and incubate them.

Zoopack provides a whole
host of materials for a study of
zoos. The materials, which may
be photocopied, are extensive
and a good basis for children's
folders. Both are available from
4mation at Linden Lea, Rock
Park, Barnstaple.

Keepintouch
Get in touch with education

news editor Nick Evans via

Telecom Gold 83JNL500 or
by post c/o Acorn User.

Build your
own maze
Logotron have just released a
further new title, which com
plements their XOR education
al maze game. XOR Puzzle
Designer enables the user to
take the XOR drivers and use
them in conjunction with
custom-built mazes, characters
and puzzles.

So a child who has mastered
the XOR maze itself, may now
take the problem solving a
stage further. The maze and
character creation takes a good
deal of forethought on the part
of the user. There are three
basic stages: creation of a maze
framework, creation of the
icons or characters that inhabit
the framework and testing and
playing the maze.

XOR represents a departure
from what is conventionally
accepted as being 'educational'
software. It provides problem
solving in its purest form. The
user has to first of all discover
what the problem is - and that
is rarely explicit until you have
made the necessary mistakes -
then some solutions have to be

tried. Finally the best solution
is found.

Those three stages are fun
damental elements in any
problem-solving structure.
Logotron's efforts to provide a
mind-stretching exercise for
pupils may well however meet
with resistance from some

teachers who see it as only
'playing games'.

XOR costs £12.95 and XOR

Puzzle Designer costs £14.95.
Both are available from Logot
ron, Dales Brewery, Gwydir
Street, Cambridge CB1 2LJ.
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SIMULATIONS IN SCHOOLS
A multitude of scientific software simulations

exist for educational use

Over the past two months we have looked
at the role of simulation programs in the
humanities. Is it realistic to expect compu
ter simulations to play an equally valid role
in science topics?

The computer's role in the teaching of
science is fourfold:

Monitoring and control
Information retrieval

• Simulation

• Revision

The areas of monitoring/control and in
formation retrieval are closely linked to
what science is all about: children engaged
in practical activity and learning from first
hand experiences. Simulations, onthe other
hand, enable children to experience situa
tions which cannot be easily or safely
provided in the ordinary context of
classroom-based education. One of the
main criticisms of simulation programs is
that, although they may be based on accu
rate mathematic models, the restriction
imposed by the micro's memory means the
model is only partially accurate because the
computer cannot match anything
approaching the full range ofall the factors
involved.

Simplicity need not be a serious restric
tion however. Probably the most useful
analogy is to compare simulation programs
with Bible stories. Originally, Bible stories
were told to enable an audience whose
level of expertise and understanding was
not great, to grasp fundamental concepts in
ageneral way. In this context most compu
ter simulations available today can be con
sidered valuable resources.

Further up the secondary school where
specialist applications are required, accura
cy is paramount and the value of simula
tion programs on 8-bit machines is limited.
It is arguable that at this level 16/32-bit
computers should be used for the full range
of computer applications in science.
However, in the primary and lower secon
dary areas where general science and non-
specialist applications are the norm, the
emphasis is more on group involvement,
discussion and problem solving. Simula
tions can provide considerable enhance
ment of a topic and will motivate even the
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OSPREY!

Season: Spring 1972

Osprey pairs breeding last

Young .-eersd and migrated: 5

ilors Ospreys than usual hav?
migrated to Scot Lane.
Osprey breeding pairs this season:

You have a total ot 18 wardens.
How many would you like to do each job:

Looking after the main site:
Preventing egg stealing:
Making people aware of Ospreys:

Ospreyl from Bourne Educational Software

most reluctant of pupils.
At the primary end of the education

spectrum, teachers have a wide range of
topic-based simulations from which to
choose. These range from topic packs to
individual programs from avariety of pub
lishers. Typical of the topic pack approach
are the Dudley programs from Hcinemann
Computers in Education. Three of the
packs - Food, Myself and Weather - relate
to science topics and contain useful simula
tion programs. Each pack could be used as
a complete unit of work, or as a part of a
more wide-ranging project approach. The
lood pack contains a very interesting
simulation entitled Growing a Plant. Chil
dren are offered a choice of three types of
plants which they must attempt to grow in
a variety of environments. If the children
have selected the growing conditions care
fully, the plant will flourish. The Myself
pack has a physiological simulation called
Keeping Myself Alive and the Weather
pack contains another simulation Under
standing Weather. The latter program pro
vides teachers with an interesting means of
demonstrating the nature of weather as a
moving system, and a cold front in par
ticular.

Often at the primary level, software
from a variety of sources can be collected
to add to the resources pack for a particu
lar topic. Taking the example of the Food
pack above, teachers may wish to extend
the ideas developed by Growing a Plant.
They can do this using a program like
Super Seed from Cambridge Micro Soft
ware which allows the child to control a

range of environmental variables in order
to grow a plant. By reasoned deductions
they must discover the conditions neces
sary for the type of plant to grow.

Avery popular topic atthe primary level
is the study of birds and their habits.
Among the range of software available,
three simulations stand out: Osprey! from
Bourne Educational Software, Golden
Eagle from Cambridge Micro Software and
Migration from Swift Computing. The for
mer pair of programs are concerned with
simulating the protection and management
of a colony of ospreys or golden eagles in
Scotland. The colony's survival depends on
children preventing egg stealers disturbing
the birds and managing the tourists who
visit the site.

Although Golden Eagle lacks Ospreyl's
delightful animated graphics, it does pro
vide a different challenge. Migration is a
different kind of flight simulation; asimple
yet highly enjoyable program in which
children take the role of a swallow and
attempt to fly it successfully from Scotland
to South Africa. Variables like the wind
and the weather conditions dictate the
decision whether to fly on or not.

Outer space is a topic which has always
captured the imagination ofchildren. By its
very nature, practical experience is difficult
to come by and computer simulations can
play a vital role. Astronomy from BBC
Software is a good introductory package
which simulates lunar phenomena, planet
ary motion, eclipses and seasons.

Physical phenomena in space are investi
gated simply but effectively by Space Tract
and Space Walk both from Cambridge
Micro Software. The first of these requires
children to 'program' a rocket to meet a
moving planet, avoiding meteor showers
and comets en route. Space Walk intro
duces Newton's three Laws of Motion by
requiring children to control an astronaut's
movements in space. Such interactive prog
rams as these make a nebulous topic vivid
to the children involved.

Teachers considering biology topics
based on pond or stream dipping have
two excellent simulations from which
to choose: Pond Life from Granada
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Educational Software and Rainbow River
from Cambridge Micro Software. Pond
Life chiefly provides a simple identification
key using words and pictures. It has been
designed to enable children to identify
netted species. In addition, the software
offers a lovely modelling section which
allows aquatic communities to be set up in
a simulated 'pond' or 'stream'. The effects
of natural and human changes on the
community can then be studied. A superb
booklet accompanies the package. With
Rainbow River children are invited to
balance the flow of sewage and factory
waste into a river against the water drawn
off to fill a reservoir. The aim is to achieve
a balanced system which attracts rainbow
trout back to the river.

Obviously programs like Pond Life,
Rainbow River, Astro, Key to the Stars, etc
are relevant to lower secondary science.
Perhaps the program by which other
simulations are judged at this level is the
widely used Moving Molecules from Cam
bridge Micro Software. It graphically simu
lates the effect of heat and pressure upon
molecules. Moving Molecules is not so
much a general purpose tool as a specific
teaching program which has wide relevance
to both physics and chemistry. It is one of
a range of useful simulations CMS publish
covering physics and biology topics.

Arguably one of the most comprehen
sive introductions to science topices for
14-16 year olds is the Science Topics Soft
ware suite from BBC Soft. The 10 software
titles have been designed to be used both in
conjunction with theBBC TVprogrammes
of the same series or as stand alone simula
tions enabling pupils to ask 'What if.. ?'
questions. Waves is a physics program
which allows pupils to learn about waves
by actually making (and altering) them on
screen. Relationships isa sophisticated biol
ogy simulation based on data from the
World Health Organisation. Bonding is a
chemistry program designed to reinforce
and strengthen pupils' concept of the
bonding ofelements - 119 interactions are
simulated. Electronics in Action provides
simulations of three computer controlled
systems. Newton and the Shuttle simulates
in three parts the flight of a space shuttle
from launch to the recapture of a satellite
in space. Ecology and Conservation pro
vides pupils with an opportunity to man
age a nature reserve in the interests of one
of four different groups of people. Poly
mers encourages students to run a manu
facturing company. Food and Population is
a role-playing simulation which examines
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the problems of feeding a population given
limited resources. Other programs in the
Science Topics series are not simulations.

Granada Television has been quick to
follow the BBC's initiative, producing a
number of science simulations to extend
the interest generated by ITV broadcasts.
Pond Life described above may be used in
conjunction with several programs in the A

PRESS number of selected program:

Phases of the Moon
Eclipses
Seasons of the Y«p«j-
Planetary Motions
Lander

Escape from programs

Astronomytmm BBC Software

Place To Live series. Iron and Steel is
designed to accompany the Chemistry In
Action series. This three-part simulation
challenges pupils to understand not only
the chemistry of extracting iron from ore
and its conversion to mild steel, but also
the economic, technological and environ
mental factors involved.

Any secondary school which has purch
ased a Concept Keyboard should certainly
find AB European Marketing's introduc
tory software pack a most useful addition
to its science resources. Comprising four
programs, three of them are simulations in
the area of general science: DC Meters
simulates a multimeter used in a resistive
circuit. Heat the House simulates the con
trolof a domestic heating system, where all
the variables involved in heating a real
house can be altered. This is useful for
exploring some of the possibilities in
domestic energy conservation. Small Mam
mal Survey simulates the techniques fre
quently used in ecological study fields for
the estimation of the size of a. mammal
population. Well-produced keyboard over
lays accompany each program.

Longman Micro Software publish a sub
stantial range of science software (including
many simulations), covering general sci
ence, biology, chemistry and physics com
prising more than 50 packs. Each pack is
part of Longmans's Computers in the Cur
riculum series which aims to provide
teachers with different ways to tackle diffi
cult topics. Taking three simulations as
representative of the suite: The Human
Reproductive Cycle models the female's

reproductive cycle, accurately showing re
lationships between time, the state of the
ovaries and the uterus. Floating and Sink
ing extends student's practical work in
elementary hydrostatics by animating the
effects of placing various solid and hollow
objects in a range of liquids. Sponsored by
the UK Atomic Energy Education Service,
The Nuclear Reactor Simulation aims to
give students an opportunity to control an
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor. Each aspect
of the reactor's core, boiler and turbines
can be controlled, to optimise the opera-
tion of the whole system
The Dudley Programs are available from
Heinemann Educational Books, Freepost
EM17, The Windmill Press, Tadworth,
Surrey, KT20 6BR. Price: £36.00 + VAT
(disc) £33.00 + VAT (cassette version)
Osprey! is available from Rickitt Educa
tional Media, Ilton, Jlminster, Somerset
TA19 9BR. Price £10.65 (cassette version)
£15.00 (disc version)
Migration is supplied by Swift Computing,
Ground Floor, West India House, Welsh
Back, Bristol BS1 4SS. Price £13.74
A. Golden Eagle, B. Super Seed, C. Space
Track, D. Space Walk, E. Rainbow River,
F. Moving Molecules are available from
Cambridge Micro Software Cambridge
University Press The Edinburgh Building
Shaftesbury Rd Cambridge CB2 2RU.
Prices; A.-E. £12.95+VAT (disc);
£10.95+VAT (cassette); F. £15.95+VAT
(disc); £27.50+VAT (Econet).
A. Waves, B. Relationships, C. Bonding, D.
Electronics in Action, E. Newton and the
Space Shuttle, F. Ecology, G. Polymers, H.
Food and Population, I. Astronomy are
available from BBC Software, PO Box
234, London SE1 3TH.
Prices: A.-D £17.20 (disc); E.-H. £23.00
(disc); I. £13.80 (disc) £9.20 (cassette).
A. Pond Life, B. Iron and Steel from
Granada Educational Software, Mercury
Music Co Ltd, PO Box 194, Sevenoaks,
Kent TN15 8TZ.
Price: A. £17.95 (disc) B. £19.75 (disc)
Secondary Introductory Software Pack is
supplied by AB European Marketing,
Wharfdale Rd, Pentwyn, Cardiff, South
Glamorgan CF2 7HB. Price: A3 pack
£21.80, A4pack £21.40
A. The Human Reproductive Cycle, B.
Floating and Sinking, C. The Nuclear
Reactor Simulation are available from
Longman Micro Software Longman House,
Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM2Q 2JE.
Price: A. B. £17.50 + VAT, Network:
£27.95 + VAT; C £17.50 + VAT, Net
work: £27.50 + VAT.
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Spellmaster contains 59,536 separate English words
stored in 131,072 bytes in one chip

mm
•LJ

•

Compatible with all BBC
models
Works with INTER-WORD,
WORDWISE PLUS and
VIEW

Checks spelling at up to
10,000 words per minute.
Checks text as it is entered

1



SPELL-MASTER ROM
This-is the first completely ROM based spelling
checker in the world. As a result it out-performs
all known spelling checkers on this machine or
any other micro-computer. The single 128K
EPROM contains over 59.000 separate words and
22K of program.

Compatible with all
BBC Micros
Special switching techniques ensure that the
128K ROM appears to the machine as one single
16K ROM - this guarantees that it is completely
compatible with the ROM sockets in all versions
of the BBC Micro- computer.

Compatible With all the
major word processors
SPELL-MASTER has been designed to fully
integrate with the most popular word processors
on the BBC. WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS.
VIEW and of course INTER-WORD. While editing
in these word processors all that is necessary to
control SPELL-MASTER is to press one CTRL
key (Usually CTRL-J). This causes a menu to
appear listing a variety of options such as 'Check
entire text'. 'Check word at cursor'. 'Continuous
check - on/off etc. Text is checked directly in
memory while in the word processor. There are
even short-cuts to the menu, for example,
pressing CTRL-V in any of the above word
processors will start checking the text
immediately from the current cursor position.
Compare this with the process of checking text
in the most highly rated competitive product -
VIEWSPELL.

VIEWSPELL SPELL-MASTER |
•Save text from •Press CTRL-V
word processor. 1

•Enter spelling i 1

checker. |
•Load text into !
spelling checker.

•Check the text.
•Go back to word
processor.

•Load marked text.
•...finally, make • make corrections. 1
corrections.

Check entire text
In a word processor. SPELL-MASTER can check
at up to 10.000 words per minute. Whenever a
word is indicated as misspelt the user is given
three simple choices. Replace the word with
another selected from the dictionary, ignore the
word altogether or add it to a user dictionary.

Check as you type
Because the dictionary is ROM based it is
possible to check words as they are typed. This
feature works with all the above named word
processors and does not slow the operation of
the word processor at all. Whenever an

incorrect word is entered the computer will
bleep: the word may then be corrected or simply
ignored.

User Dictionaries
SPELL-MASTER supports extensions to the
main dictionary in sideways RAM or ROM. This
has the advantage that there is no speed
degradation when checking against user
dictionaries, since there are no disc accesses
required at all. Once a word is added to a user
dictionary it is treated as if it is present in the
main dictionary.

SPELL-MASTERcan support a number of
separate dictionaries at once, each sideways
RAM or ROM holding up to 3000 additional
words. Once a dictionary has been created it can
be 'burned' into an EPROM to form a permanent
extension to the main dictionary.

Provision is made for editing any dictionary
extension, for adding or deleting words in bulk,
and directly loading or saving user dictionaries
from or to sideways RAM.

Additional star

commands
These can be issued from any language ROM
such as spreadsheets or BASIC (they can even
be included into BASIC programs). Some of the 8
commands are:

*crossword - Will search the entire dictionary
for words that exactly fit the search pattern. For
example 'CROSS. ##M#U#ER would list
ARMOURER, COMMUTER. COMPUTER. It takes
about 8 seconds to check against all 59.000
words.

*anagram - Will list all the words in the
dictionary that contain the same letters as those
specified.

*fuzzy - Will list all words that sound
something like the one you are searching for. If
you are not sure of the spelling of a word then
entering the approximate spelling here will
generally list the word you are looking for.

[Price: £59.00 inclTI

Upgrades
Owners of the older two chip versions of SPELL
MASTER can upgrade to the single chip version
for £25.00. However this new version is
functionally equivalent and so it should not be
necessary to upgrade.

2nd processors
Due to its unique design SPELL-MASTER will not
work with word processors running on the 6502
2nd processor, although there are facilities
provided for checking long text files.

<e
VISA Computer Concepts

Gaddesden Place, HemelHempstead, Herts HP2 6EX Telephone: (0442) 63933
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THE NETWORK PAGE
Resetting the clock twice a yearcan be

a tedious business - save time with this program

This month the subject of the Network
Page is time. Twice a year, Britain resets
it's clocks. Apart from an hours lost sleep,
this brings a further chore for the hard
pressed network manager. The Fileserver
clock must be reset, and all the internal
clocks in Master computers. In my school
we now have 10 of these in the main
computer room.

I decided that technology must be able
to help, and the result is the following suite
of programs. These use the time informa
tion supplied by an Acorn Teletext Adap
ter as a standard, and enable time and date
information to be transferred automatically
between the following combinations:

Teletext adapter sets Fileserver clock
(TTTOFS).

Teletext adapter sets Master clock
(TTTOM).

Fileserver sets Master clock
(FSTOM).

Master clock sets Fileserver clock
(MTOFS).

So even if you don't have an Acorn
Teletext Adapter, or if you do, but have a
level 2 fileserver without a real time clock
then there is still something in these prog
rams for you.

The heart of the teletext programs
depend on the use of Econet broadcast
calls. Two of these are used, one on port
&20 transmits the time, and the other on
port &21 transmits the date. Two prog
rams are required to transmit information
from the teletext adaptor, one (TSENDA)
suited to the original Acorn TFS100 Tele
text ROM, and the second (TSENDB) to
the much better BBC Advanced Teletext
ROM (ATS). In the first case (TSENDA)
there is no documented user call to provide
both full time and date information (in
cluding the year) and so I have used the
command ::"DATE to print the date on the
screen from where it has been read using
the OSWORD 5 (read i/o memory) call
(see PROCstore). This is the legal way to
peek the screen! This procedure also trun
cates the *DATE display from dd/mm/
yyyy to ddmmyyyy in order to fit the
eight-byte limit for the broadcast packet.
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::'DATE is rather slow, and so it is used
only once. The time information is
obtained from the header display which is
selected by being OSWORD &7A and a
parameter of&92 (PROCtc) placed in byte
0 of the initial parameter block:

os% in PROCte.

Offset

0

1-4

Value

&92

date%

Comment

Read subsequent
headers to buffer
address

Buffer address to
store future headers

This produces an output in the buffer
date% consisting of the following:

0 12 3 4 5 6 7

CEEFAX 1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
8 1 T h u
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

12 Feb 1

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1.

5:47/18

Where 181 is the current ceefax page num
ber when this data was copied.

Parameter blocks
I hope that readers will by now be becom
ing familiar with the usual parameter block
structure that we have studied over the past
few issues of the Network Page. PROC
send transmits the two broadcast blocks.
First the date (to port &21) and then the
time (to port &20). The date information
produced by the teletext header display has
the most significant bit of each character
set. This is stripped off in line 470. Line
500 checks to see that the date has not

changed. If it has then the full date is
fetched again using ::'DATE.

The other parameter blocks used in this
program are:

os% in FNread

0-3 ad%

4 ?

Address to be
'peeked'
Value of address
'peeked'

txcb% in PROCtx (P)

0 &80 Transmit flag
1 P Port to transmit on

2-3 &FFFF Broadcast to all

station numbers

4-10 time/date eight data bytes to
be broadcast

The alternative teletext transmission
program is more straightforward.
OSWORD &7A is used to extract both the
date and the time, using PROCtcall(P).
The two parameter blocks used are:

Offset Value Comment

0 21 Parameter to get time
1-8 time format hh:mm:ss

0 22 Parameter to get date
1-10 date format dd:mm:yyyy

In this second case lines 230 to 250
compact the date to the form ddmmyyyy.
PROCsend(P) works as in program
TSENDA. The otherprocedures in TSEN
DA and TSENDB merely produce titles,
instructions and error messages and so
forth as appropriate.

Teletext adapter
The program TTTOM receives the date
and time transmitted from the teletext
adapter. It then sets the local clock on a
Master machine by using a command of
the form TIME$="Tue, 7 Jan
1986.09:00:00". PROCrxb uses OSBYTE

52 to make sure that there are a number of
network receive blocks vacant and then
PROCread (port, station, buffer, blength)
receives the data transmitted on ports &20
and &21.

The station number of zero specified
here means that any station transmitting on
the relevant port will be received. The
reception process is really quite complex.
First a 'receive block' is opened
using FNrxcb. This returns the receive
block number allocated if successful.
This receive block has the structure shown
in the box on the next page.
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Offset Value Comment
0 0 Initially 0: means

open new receive
block. Subsequently,
block number to be

polled/read
1 &7F changes upon

reception
2 port port number to listen

on (&20 or &21)
3,4 0 listen for any station
5-8 Buff.start Address of buffer to

receive data

9-12 Buff.end Note NFS3.34 puts-
data here!

Having opened the receive block,
PROCrcad proceeds to poll it until the
data is received, or the PROC gives up and
times-out. Line 710 reads the data from the

internal receive block into the user speci
fied area and then deletes the block.

Although the program is intended for
use with a Master machine, it will work on
others, although without setting the non
existent clock, but merely printing the
date/time value received. In particular, if a
machine is fitted with NFS3.34 then the
broadcast reception is somewhat anoma
lous. In this case instead of the eight bytes
received being transferred to the data buf
fer, they overwrite the pointers to that
buffer in the receive block. PROCnfs334

checks for this and transfers the bytes to
the data buffer as for the case of NFS3.60

and ANFS machines.

Lines 170 to 290 decode the time and
date information from the received sets of
broadcast data. Line 300 then assembles the

time string to set the Master's clock.

Zeller's Congruence
The function FNday in line 300 is based

on a relationship called Zeller's Congru
ence which enables you to work out which
day of the week any day will fall upon. It
is valid for any date after 1752 when the
present calendar system was introduced.

The three parameters needed are d, the
day of the month, m for the number of the
month (one to 12) and y for the year.

The formula is quite complex. It works
by starting off with a known day and date
and calculating how much the day of the
week had to be shifted to reach any other
date. There are three parts to this shift.
First the shift due to the date in the month,
second that due to the month itself and

third that due to the year.
Each day in the month will shift the day

of the week forward by one, hence the
ACORN USER JULY 1987

Figure 1. A popular teletext adaptor suitable for network use.

term 'd' in line 790. Obviously when you
reach the end of the week the day cycles
back again to Sunday. This is allowed for
by line 800 which divides the total day
offset by seven and takes the remainder to
work out the final day of the week
selected. Note A MOD B means take the

remainder when A is divided by B. Each
year normally shifts the day onwards by
one, as there are 365 days in the year and
365 MOD 7 is one. Hence the term 'y' in
line 790. If the year is a leap year then an
extra day is add. This will normally occur
every fourth year and hence the term y
DIV 4. However every 100th year is not a
leap year although every 400th year will
be. These corrections are allowed for with
the terms -y DIV 100 and +y DIV 400.
This means that the year 2000 will correct
ly be viewed as a leap year.

The shift in day due to the month is
more complex. First of all the uncertainty
due to the leap year is eliminated by
considering the months in each year from
March onwards. January and February are
considered as extensions of the previous
year (y-1), being numbered months 13 and
14. Line 780 makes this adjustment. An
expression 2*m+INT(.6*(m+l)) is used to
produce a sequence of numbers which is
related to the shift in the day produced by
each month. Thus if, March 1 1987 is a
Sunday (which is true!), then there is a
shift of three days to April 1, (a Wednes
day), a further shift of two days to May 1,
(a Friday) and so on.

Now we can put together all the con
tributions to get the final day number. If
y=1987 then for March 1st line 780 gives:

N = d 4- Z 4- y + DIV 4 - y DIV 100
4- y DIV 400 4- 2
= 1 + 84- 1987 4-496-19 + 4 + 2

= 2479

The final two merely adds an offset to give
the correct day. Then line 790 gives N =
2479 MOD 7 = 1. Finally the FOR
. . .NEXT loop in lines 810 to 830 gives the
result 'Sun', as day zero is Saturday, day
one is Sunday, day two is Monday, etc.

The reserved variable TIMES will pro
duce an error if it is used on a machine

which isn't a Master. In this case PROCer

ror traps the resulting error (ERR=4) and
uses the alternative variable timesS (lower
case) to merely print the time using
PROCprinttime.

Fileserver clock
The program FSTOM is very similar to

TTTOM except that it gets the time from
the filesaver instead of the teletext adaptor.
Instead of using broadcast calls to do
this a direct call to the fileserver is made

using OSWORD &14 (see December 1986
Acorn User). The parameter block for
transmission is:

ByteoffsetValue Comment

0 0

1 8 Block length
2 0 Port (filled in by

computer)
3 16 Code for get time
4 0 {Context handles
5 0 {Filled in by NFS
6 0 {

When the filesaver replies, the block is
attended to as shown on the next page:
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3" HITACHI DISK DRIVES
Suitable for use on the Amstrad 6128, 664, Tatung Einstein, BBC with
DFS. 40 track, double density. 3 ms track access time. Unformatted
capacity — single sided 250k; double sided 500k. Shuggart interface.
Plug compatible with 5V* inch drives.

PRICE:

E29.95 + VAT

Single sided
£39.95 + VAT

Double sided

CARRIAGE £3 + V.A.T.

Cables available tot connection to

A/nstrad — £7.50 plus VAT.
BBC —£10.00 plus VAT
Tatung — £10.00plusVAT

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND SAE TO:

MATMOS Ltd., Unit 11, UrdfieW Enterprise OrComputer Appreciation,
111 Northgate. CANTERBURY, Kent CT1 1BHPark.LewesRoad, UNDF1ELD,

Wfest Sussex RH16 2LX TeL 0444-73830

REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

Watch the SPIDER!
^ Powerful new BASIC commands for

invoking PflOCs from theUser
M Port, SeriaJ Port or the Keyboard.
W 8 independent countdown timers.
?& Easy to install with no soldering.
t(j: Comprehensive manual supplied.

New SPIDER 2 features
?£-. Special keywords for controlling

the Serial Port
^ Professional implementation of

Foreground/Background
processing.

i'j'- Reaction Ming and pulse trains
accurate to 0.1 milliseconds'.

from £65 including VAT

SPIDER 2 is a RAMIROM
combination which
uses none of the
BBC's memory, so
BASIC programs
are unaffected.
The BBCB+
is fully
supportedandwe
supply a complete range of
digital, analogue andserial
interlaces for use with SPIDER
using the 1MHz bus.
Ask now for details.

Paul Fray Ltd
Wiilowcrott, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD
Telephone: (0223) 66529 A,

NOW AVAILABLE

FOR BBC MASTER

li COMPUTER SERVICING JC
(established since 1979)

L

WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

<r AMSTRAD PC AND OPUS PC
•ir BBC & ELECTRON (APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE)
•ir COMMODORE & SPECTRUM
•ir DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, MONITORS
•ir HARDWARE HIRE - MINIMUM 10 DAYS

MAIL ORDERS by phone Access and Visa Accepted
A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces

Chips etc, and Computer Paper alwaysin stock
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

29 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURREY CR4 7JJ. Tel 01-683 2646

THIS NOTICE WORTH £5

AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £50 ,
__ _ __ AA90 |

ACORN USER ADVERTISEMENT PAGES -
JULY 1987

4MATI0N 40 M&M Trading 8
AB Designs 38 Mailtech 46
Acorn User Exhibition 36 Mancomp 144
ACP 24,25 Manor Court Supplies 112
Akhter Computer Group 20,22 Matmos 162
AMS IBC Meadow Computers 40
AN Electronics 42 Micro-Media 1
Atari 12,13,14 Microaid 108
Avon 34 Microconet 111
B &S Computing 23 Micropower 26,140
BRD Computer Dust Covers 44 Mid Cqmm INT 35
Beebug 4,5,6 MightyMicro 44
C & F Associates 108 Minerva Systems 138
Cadsoft 94 Mitsubishi 10
Calderdata 18 MorleyElectronics 88
Cambridge Micro Processor Serv 86 Nebulae 94
Cambridge Micro 154 Number 1 Systems 154
Care Electronics 34 Oak Universal 102
CJEMicrocomputers 150 Opus Supplies Ltd 136
Clares MicroSupplies 109 Oriole 18
ClwydTechnics 100 Pace 98
Commonside 84 Paean Systems 44
Compshop 146 Paulfray Ltd 162
Compuface 46 Peartree Computers 27-31
Computer Concepts 80,158-159 Pillerbox Software 108
Computer Repairs UK 35 Pineapple Software 146
Computers ByPost 33 PMS 50
Contex Computing 18 PortabelloTrading 162
Croydon Computer Centre 46 Premier Software 140
Cygnet 86 Rotherham Computer Centre 34
Dataphone 40 Saturn Computers 140
Dataplus Sales 46 Selec Software 107
Datastore 32 Silicon City 18
Edusoft 18 SJ Research 104
Elsevier Biosoft 112

Solidisk 58-61
Eltime

ESM

Essential Computing
Flora Electronics

94
SP Electronics 46

16

162

148

Store Stock Systems 94
Superior Software IFC.OUC.157
Synergy Software 148

4?
System 102

General InformationSystems Ltd 142
Systems Software
Technomatic

108

62-67
GPD Systems 35

Terrel Electronics 144
Halloway
HCR Electronics

42

144
Twillstar Computers 56,57

Ixchel Software 42
138

JML

Joel

102
Vine Micros 54

Watford Electronics 68-79
Keyzone 107

We-Serve 42
KM Software

LAN

Leewood Developments
Linear Graphics
Logotron

148

96

54

152

21

West One Business Systems 52

Wight Scientific
Wigmore House

WLComputer Services

18

54

54

LVP (Coastal Tapes) 18

mere PRICES PER BOX OF 10 DISKS
UlOVsO ALL DISKS FULLY GUARANTEED

40 TRACK 80 TRACK
5.25" Diskettes SS/DD DS/DD SS/DD DS/DD
STORAGE MASTER 11.00 13.00 15.00 17.50
NASHUA
(Lib. Cased) 12.00 15.00 16.00 18.50
MAXELL 14.00 16.00 16.00 21.00
UNBRANDED 6.00 7 00 8.00 8.00
BULK PACK
(25 Discs) 12.00 15.00 — 16.0C

MEMORIES (BBC COMPATIBLE)
4164-15 £1.00

27128-250ns £3.50 41256-15 £2.50
27256-250ns £5.00 41464-15 £5.00
27C256-250ns £6.50 41416-15 £2.50

74 ALS 245 £2.50
65C02Cmos

27512-250ns £12.00
6264LP-15 £2.75 CPU 2MHZ £9.00
8271 FDC £37.50 CPU 4MHZ £18.00
8271 + TTL & CMOS CHIPS (Exc. DFSROM) £42.50

LISTING PAPER

11' x 9.5' Microperforated 60gsm 2000 sheet £11.50 (+£3 P.&P.)

FLORA ELECTRONICS
•"11 14 LEVER STREET, PICCADILLY,
EiJ MANCHESTER M1 1LN

TEL: 061-228 3553

CALLERS WELCOME
Educational & Institutional orders welcome
Prices include V.A.T. and P.& P.

3.5' Diskettes, Storage Master, Nashua, Sony (Box of 10)

SS/DD £22.50 DS/DD £32.50
UNBRANDED £16.50

Battery Back RAM Modules
16K-E25.00 32K-E35.00
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d

ym

hr

min

sec

Size of block
Command code :zero

if call complete
Return code :zero if
no error

Day number
Composite year and
month

The date and time string TIMES is then
formed from the data extracted from this
call as previously described. Onenew addi
tion to this program is the use of the
varible 'dongle'. Pre-release versions of
Acorn's level 3 fileserver, all SJ fileservers
and (I believe) the newAcorn Filestore all
transmit hours minutes and seconds.

However, the release version of Acorn's
level 3 fileserver uses a clock module which

plugs into the user port, and which is
nicknamed 'the dongle' because the
fileserver won't work without it! This does
not transmit seconds, and so the program
has to read the minute value and then wait
for that to change in order to set the
Master clock to the nearest second. This

'wait mode' is automatically selected if
dongle is set to TRUE in line 60.

The program MTOFS performs the re
verse function of FSTOM. This program is
the only one which will not run on an
ordinary -model B/B+ or Compact,
because these do not include real-time

clocks. The time is read from the Master's
clock using th,e call OSWORD &E. Using
the parameter block below this returns the
time in binary coded decimal format.

The parameter block before the call has
function code one in the first byte (byte
offset zero). After the call the block then
contains the following

Details of the call are contained in Acorn's
Master Series Reference Manual Part 1

page D.3-23. The function FNbcd is used
to convert the values to decimal numbers.

Another fileserver OSWORD &14 call is

used to write the time to the fileserver.

Note the station sending the time must be
logged on as a system privileged user for

ACORN USER JULY 1987

EDUCATION
this to work, and in the case of SJ
Fileservers the key must be in the SYST
position as well. The format of the para
meter block used is:

Block Value Comments

offset

0 0

1 12 Size of block

2 0 Port: filled in by
NFS

3 26 Code for write time

4 0 {Context handles
5 0 {filled in by NFS
6 0 {
7 day
8 yr/month Composite byte for

year and month
9 hrs

10 mins

11 sees

Once again, the dongle mechanism is em
ployed forAcorn level 3 fileservers, so that
the time is set on the next minute change.

The final program is TTTOFS. This
program will work on any BBC machine
running on the network. Such a machine
reads the time from the teletext adaptor
broadcast packets and immediately sets the
fileserver clock to the same value, unless
the Fileserver uses the dongle clock in
which case it does so at the next minute
change. The constituent parts of this prog
ram have already been described in the
other programs in which they also occur.

Although theprograms are all written in
Basic, the time delay between reading and
setting a time value is not really significant.
By judicious inserts of TIME=0 and
PRINT TIME it can be shown that typical
delays of 0.2 to 0.3 second occur, which
should be acceptable but this ultimately
depends on thesize of the network and the
amount of traffic it carries. Finally, if you
use the Acorn teletext chip TFS100, then
do save the program TSENDA before
using it. Unfortunately this teletext chip
corrupts the network workspace when the
command *TELESOFT is given, and so
you will have to type *NET and log on
again after using this program.

When typing in the programs you will
find that several of the procedures are
duplicated between programs. This means
that you can SPOOL them to a file and
then EXEC them back again to build up
the different programs. For example
FNrxcb occurs in both TlTOFS and

TTTOM. You may have to renumber pro
cedures to prevent line overlap if you
adopt this approach. One other word of

warning, do read them through carefully
before transferring them from oneprogram
to another. Occasionally there are subtle
differences. For example PROCfsclockset
in MTOFS and TTTOFS differ very
slightly!

TSENDA and TSENDB do not alter the
channel selected on the teletext adaptor, so
you should make sure that the default
channel is tuned to BBC1 or alter the
program accordingly by inserting a
*CHANNEL command.

BST ends on October25 this year. Now
you can be ready and waiting to change all
your clocks.

JARGONBOX

Teletext adaptor. A receiver such as the
Morley Teletext adaptor or the Acorn
Teletext unit can pick up television
signals broadcast by theBBC and ITV -
the popular Ceefax and Oracle services.
The adaptors include software to trans
fer information from the Teletext pages
into the computer.

Ceefax and Oracle may broadcast
ordinary pages, City information or
computer programs for example. A spe
cial downloading routine is necessary to
read the computer programs.
ANFS. The Advanced Network Filing
System is standard with the Master
series Econet upgrade - and is much
faster than the standard NFS because

local buffers are maintained for BGET

and BPUT. Instead of sending or re
ceiving one byte at a time, they are
gathered together into larger groups and
stored in the micro. So only one net
work exchange is needed for a group of
bytes instead of one per byte so reduc
ing the time taken to transfer data.
Binary Coded Decimal format. A
standard six-bit code that is used to
stand for letters, numbers and symbols.
A seventh bit is used as a parity check.
SPOOL.A Basic program is stored in a
compressed 'tokenised' form, with
words such as PRINTstored as a single
byte. A spooled file is a 'text' version of
a program,in whichPRINT is storedas
five separate letters. *SPOOL FRED
followed by LIST, and *SPOOL, pro
duces a file called 'FRED' which can
be edited with a word processor.
EXEC. A spool file like 'Fred' can be
converted back into an executable file

with *EXEC FRED. If the line num
bers match, FRED will be added to any
existing program in memory.
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ACORS
DIARY

Simon struts Stateside
Abuser waves farewell to an
old friend this month. Simon

Goode is 'retiring' as Advertis
ing Manager, to seek fame in
Hollywood. Several film stu
dios are vying to sign up the
buckling star, but ace reporter
and confidante to the stars,
Orson Fact, has obtained an
exclusive interview. 'I've been

screen testing for a leading role
in the forthcoming James Dean
biopic, and it looks like I've got
the part,' says teen-idol Simon.
He gladly posed for photo
grapher Holly de Snappe out
side the model B warehouse in
Manchester.

Simon said that while in the

States, he had met senior Acorn
executives, who said they were
visiting the 'Big Apple'. AcornUserhunk Simon outside his favourite shop

Lawrence of Arabia Compact chaos
Teri North, our gorgeous Ita
lian production assistant, the
only one of us who has studied
computing, had trouble with
her new Compact. After typing
for hours she tried to save her
work. Horrors, the copy was
lost. Teri drags the screaming
Graham Bell by the scruff of
his neck into the office. Teri

had been trying to save her
work on the yellow piece of
plastic stuck in the machine to
protect it in transit.

Meanwhile Smith's Smell

Master versus ViewSmell re

view finally arrived; covering
letter, eight pages of text,
screen shots, diagrams, pleas of
mitigation. Here's the first line
of the bard's manuscript:
Spell Master verse ViewSpell

'Nuff said?'

A brand new package from
Permanent Memory Systems,
Genie, arrived in the AU office.
It gives you a calculator, an
address book and all sorts of
other 'desk accessories', but all
is, naturally enough protected
by a password.

Of course the password isn't
set when it arrives; there is an
option from the main menu to
set it when you initially switch
the computer on.

So which menu option did
Dave 'Arabian Nights' Lawr
ence decide to investigate first?
You guessed it.

Quoth he, 'But I didn't enter
a password, I just pressed Re
turn to go back to the menu'.
Our Genie had surprisingly ar
rived without a manual, so we
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had to try to 'hack' our way
back in to the system.

For over two hours we tried

all the usual passwords people
use, AU, HELLO FRED,
SEX, and GOD, and were on
the point of phoning Perma
nent Memory Systems to ask
tor the maiden name of the

Managing Director's wife,
when with a flash of inspiration
someone typed in 'GENIE'.
After all that excitement, it
seemed a bit of an anticlimax,
not even a puff of smoke and
three wishes.

The Genie manual arrived

belatedly the next day as luck
would have it. It says: 'Do not
use the password option until
reading this manual'.
Now they tell us.

Race to
Varpon
Abuser proudly announces the
release of its new game, Race to
Varpon. This is a new depar
ture for Abuser, as the game
has a book tie-in, War and
Peace published by Penguin.

The object is to steer your
coach and horses down the

twisty and narrow forest track,
whilst avoiding the huge pot
holes in the road ... or some

thing like that. One false move,
and the jolting of the troika
throws you off the seat and
into the jaws of the ravenous
forest wolves. Such heroism.

Sales are confidently predicted
to top even those of last
month's game.

1 M0.6:X=10:S=0:P=15

:REP. A7.= 135: V= (USR(&FFF4

)A.&FF00)/256:V.(1-ABSSG

N(V-32))*94:P=P-INKEY-67

+INKEY-98:S=S+1:X=X+SGNR

ND-(X<2)+(X>20):V.279;0;
0;0;0;2846;31,X,0,42,42,
31,X+15,0,42,42,31,X+1+R
ND(9),0,(RND(2)-1)*79,31
,P,24:U.V<>32:P.'S:*FX15

Type the single line in careful
ly, and program a function key
to re-run the program when
you crash like so;

::-key 0 ! MRUN; M
Due 'very soon' is a screen
designer utility. The Games
Page hopes to publish a set of
maps too . . .

A poke has been discovered
for Escape from Voros, the first
free game featured in May's
Acorn Abuser. Mr H Pang of
Cwmbran reports that:

?&B5E=49

?&B5F=48

enabled him to score over
120,000. But the poke is not
compatible with the Master
series version of the game!
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With the AMX range of Software;
you can now forget about the Mac; the St.
the Amiga^inaows and Gem.

It's no surprise thatnearly allnew 16 bit 'state ofthe art7 micros
now come with a Mouse and Wimp environment (Windows., Icons,
Menus and Pointers) as standard.

With the BBC you already own one ofthe classic micros and by
simply adding the AMX range of software you can achieve the
same ease ofuse; freedom andversatility ofmuch more
sophisticated computers.

The AMX Mouse and compatible software - it;s
what you and your BBC micro have been missing.

ART AND MOUSE OPERATING SYSTEM

AMX MOUSE PACKAGE 16K Rom and Disc £79.95

There's not much joyina joystick and keyboards can be all fingersand
thumbs. Acclaimed by the press as 'the best inputdevice', already over
30,000 BBCusers have adopted an AMX Mouse. Available for the BBC, B+,
Master 128 and Master Compact. Please state version when ordering.

AMX SUPERART AND MOS(only) £49.95.

GRAPHIC DFS FRONT END

MAX 16K Rom £19.95

MAX providesan easy to use graphic based frontend to yourcomputer's
disc filing system including a comprehensive set ofdisc management
operations such as cataloging, copying,deletingand re-naming, you can also
run programs from within MAX. Available forthe BBC, B+, Master 128 and
Master Compact. Please state version when ordering.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

AMX PAGEMAKER 2 x 16K Rom. 2 x Disc £49.95

Produce professionaldocuments and newspapers with text and graphics,
supplied with 16 variable typefaces ithas manygraphic functions including cut,
copy, paste, etc. Available for BBC, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact.
EXTRA! EXTRA! 2 x FLIPPY DISC £24.95
300k fantasticclipart, over 25 fonts, and utility software.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

AMX DESIGN 32K Rom and Disc £69.95

A highly sophisticated CAD package allowing drawingssuch as a PCB
design up to the most intricatearchitectural drawing.

Advanced features include full zoom and macro facilities, 58 x 58 screen
canvas, fully supported printer and plotter output. (Launch date Feb. 1987).
Available for the BBC, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact.

;

There isalsoa growing list ofadditional AMX software requiring the original AMX Art Romor Super Art Rom including:
AMX 3D Zicon £24.95, AMX Database £24.95, AMX XAM £24.95 AMX Mind Games £14.95, *AMX Utilities £14.95, *AMX paint Pot £14.95.

'These programs are onlysuitable for use with the original AMX Art/Rom which can be purchased with a mouse for £69.95
AMouse (only) can be purchasedfor£34.95 directfrom AMS, usingthe orderform enclosedineach ofthe four majorsoftwarepackages (see screen shots).
Thesesuperb productsare available from all goodcomputerdealersordirect bycheque, access or visa.All prices include VAT and post and packaging.

^^FOR INSTANT ACCESS/VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE (0925) 413501/2/3 fil "^*

IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. L__JKg^
ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 166/170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, WA4 6QA. TELEX 628672 AMSG. FAX 0925 58039.

TUBELINK ON PRESTEL PAGE 2582182 SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE AND ALL AMS SOFTWARE.
Macintosh isa licencedtrade markolAppleInc.AtariSt. isa trade markol AtariInc.Amiga isa trade markolCommodoreBusinessMachinesInc.Windowsisa trade markol Microsoft Inc.Gemisa trade markolDigital Research Inc.



Around theWorld in 40 Screens

THE OCEANS

Repton Returns... to Conquer the World
After the success ofRepton 3,we were overwhelmedwith requestsfor usto publishanother set ofscreens for the game. We have
now produced 40 new screens which, although enticingly amusing, are even trickier to complete than the original 24 screens of
Repton 3.

These newscreens feature Repton voyaging around the world. In America,Repton isa sheriff with a penchant for hamburgers and
whisky; his job isto jailall the bandits and avenge the Red Indians. The Arctic sees Repton as an eskimobeing "hotly" pursued
home to hisigloo by polar bears and penguins. Across to the Orient, and Repton isa kung-fu master amongst the pagodas,
rickshaws and Chinese dragons. Reptonbecomes a deep-sea diver inthe Oceans; he searches for pearls around the rotting
shipwrecks which are inhabited by dangerous octopuses and squids. Finally, in Africa, Repton reaps hisrewards by defeating the
tribesmen, caging the parrots,and collecting the apples, bananas and pineapples —whilst watching out forfalling coconuts!

Each copy of Around The World in 40 Screens includes:
• the Repton 3 main program,
• the Repton 3 editor, and
• the 40 new game screens.

BBC Micro Cassette £6.95 Acorn Electron Cassette..£6.95
BBC Micro 5V4" Disc £7.95

BBC Master Compact3V2" Disc....£9.95
(Compatible with the BBCB, B+ and Master Series computers).

The screen pictures show the BBC Micro version of the game.

(HE ARCTIC

Kjsutiijisucai

THE ORIENT
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AFRICA

PRIZE COMPETITION
Ifyou complete all 40 screens of Around The World, you can
enter our competition. Prizes include £200 in cash, with
Repton mugs, badges, pens and certificates for runners-up.
Closing Date: 31st January, 1988.

FREE REPTON BADGE
WITH EVERY GAME SOLD

A colourful Repton badge is included free with every
cassette or disc of Around The World in 40 Screens.

SUMRIOR
SOFTUJRRC ACORNS*

Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior
Software Ltd".

Dept. A1,Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453.
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders are despatched

within 24 hours by first-class post.
• Postage and packing is tree
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced Immediately.


